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Foreword

As a result of Whe Elementary and Secondary School Reform Act of 1984 and
theappropriation whJELch accompanied this act, the North Carolina State
Department of PublIc Instruction engaged:in an extensive audit and revision of
curriculum throughout= the summer and 'fall of 1984. The products of this work,
theNorth Carolina St=andard Course of Stud- and the Teacher_Handbook for the
competency-based curz=riculum, provide a detailed, integrated basic course of
study for all subject=s at all grade levels.

The North CarolAMEna General Assembly has also made a commitment to the
development of s basfaix education program. This program includes the stdffing
andinaterial support needed for the full implementation of the North Caroling
Standard Course of_St=udy and the competency-based curriculum in all public
sdmgs throughout thmae_State.: The financial support of the General Assembly
andam work of educamators throughout the State in developing the coepetency-based
cuttleulum are import=ant contributions to our continuing efforts to provide
a quality education f:For every child residing in North Carolina.

A. Craig P

State Sup n ent of Public Instruction
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Introduction

Immediately following the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Reform
Act in June of 1984, the area of Instructional Services within the North',
Carolina State Department of Public Instruction began a revision of the North
Carolina Standard_Coursezof Study and the development of the Teacher Handbook
for the competency-based curriculum! These efforts represent a significant:
part of the development of a basic education program for North Carolina's
Public Schools.-

Three public- ions hold the results of our efforts to define a basic
education program for the State: The Basic Education Program for North
Carolina'svPublic Schools, North Carolina Standard Course of_Study, .and the

_

Teacher Handbook for the competency-based curriculum. The Basic Education
Program for North carolina!s Public:Schools Outlines the curriculum, programs
not confined to subject areas, general standards, material support, and staffing
which should be provided in all Schools throughout the State. The North
Carolina Standard Course of Study, adopted by the State Board of Education,
proVides an overview of ,the basic curriculum which should be made available to
everychild in the public sChools of our State. It includes the subject or
skills areas of arts educition, communication skills, guidance, healthful
living,Jibrary/media skills, mathematics, science, second language studies,
social"studies, and vocational education as well as the philosophy and rationale
underlying the curriculum and considerations which should be madein developing
thinking skills and providing for the needs of exceptional children. The
Teacher Handbook for the competency7based curriculum provides recommended goals
and objectives and suggested measures for each subject or skills area.

The!first step taken in auditing and refining the curriculum in each
subject or skills area was to review and synthesize the reports of curriculum
review committees and the work contained in two earlier publications -(Covrse
of Study for_Elementary and Secondary Schools K7_17 and Competency Goals and
'Performance Indicators). The next step was to involve:educators from local
education agencies and institutions of higher education in working with the
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction staff to expand and refine the
curriculum. Thousands:of persons throughout'the State have been involved in
the development of the North Carolina Standard Course of Study and the
Teacher Handbook for the competency-based curriculum.

Three important points should be kept in mind wfien reviewing these docu-
ments.: First, while the curriculum represents the standard course of study
which should be available to all children in North Carolina Public schools,
many public:ochools in the State presently offer an even more comprehensive
curriculum. Second, the standard course of study includes the curriculum that
should:be made available to every child, not what every child is acteelly
required to take. Required subjects or courses are outlined in the appendices.



_ThirC'the North_Carolina Standa d Course of_Study and:the Teacher_Mandklook
for_the competency4-ased cUrriculum will neveractually be completed. Several
steps have been taken tejnsure that the curriculum may be. Constantly updated;
the docaments_have been entered on an IBM 5520 computer wordprocessing program
for ease of revision and updating; the competency-based curriculum has been
produced in loose-leaf form so that revised or additional pages may easily be
added; and-included in each document is the name of a contact person within
the State Department of Public Instruction to whom staff in local education
agencies or others may send suggestions for additions or:revisions (Appendix
I). As with any viable curriculum, these documents must be constantly open to:
reviewsexpansion, and revision in order that they continue to meet the needs
of the children of the State of North Carolina.

4 4
2



Philosophy and Rationale

The philosophy and rationale underlying tJe North Carolina Standard Cou
of Study and the Tpacher_Nandbook for the competencybesed curricu_um imply
a context in which the curricilluM will be implemented. What follows are
definitions of the purposes for which the curriculum was developed and the
principles incorporated into its development an well as descriptions of who
will implement it and were it will be successfully implemented.

Purposes and Prindples

The primary purposes of the North Ca Study ndndard
the competency-based curriculum a e lp students beco _ responsib
productive citizens and (2) to he p students achieve a sense of personal
fulfillment. It is clear that there are competencies which a student mu t
develop In order to meet both of these purposes.

Students must develop the specific competencies needed to gain employment
or continue their education. These competencies include critical thinking
skills, skills with media and technology, and the basic content knowledge
provided within a core curriculum (arta education, communication skills,
healthful living, mathematics, science, second language studies, social studies,
and vocational education).

Students must develop the skills and attitudes necessary to cope w th
contemporary society. Among these are a positive attitude toward oneself, a
sense of independence and responsibility for oneself, an understanding of
oneself and one's own culture, a positive attitude toward others including
those who come from different cultures, a respect for the rights of others, a
sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others, a sense of responsibility to
others, a willingness to cooperate with others in working toward a common goal,
and the ability to understand and cope with a constantly changing society.

In order to help students become responsible, productive citizens who
have a sense of personal fulfillment, commonly accepted principles of learning
have been incorporated into the North Carolina Standard Course of_Study and the
Teacher_Handbook for the competency-based curriculum. One of these principles
is the importance of integrating.the curriculum--of emphasizing the understanding of
concepts and processes over the mere acquisition of isolated facts. Stressing
the mastery of integrated knowledge helps students to move from what is known
to an understanding of the unknown, to see relationships and patterns and begin
to make generalizations, to understand the interrelatedness of the subject areas
and skills areas, and to succeed in learning. An integrated curriculum helps
students learn how to learn.



Another principle conn lered in the development of the North ina

Standard_Coor_se of_ Study and the Teacher Handbook fnr the competency-hined
curriculum in that learners are more likely to attempt those tanks at which
they feel they can succeed and which are relevant to their liven. If students
are to be successful in school and if they are to pursue lifelong learning,
they must see learning an worthwhile. The competency-baued curriculum in,
therefore, a program of continuoun learning based upon the individual student's
needs, intereats, and stages of development. The curriculum provides opportu-
nities for the student to develop self-expression, to learn to communicate
effectively, to maintain and develop boh physical and emotional health, to
choose among curriculum electives, and to become an active participant in the
learning process. The importance of personalizing the cur iculum to help each
student reach her/his maximum potential is stressed.

Effective Teacher

It is the classroom teacher at each grade level or In each subject area
who has the most direct influence on the 1mplementa0on of the North Carolina
Standard Course of Study and the competency-haned curriculum. The ultimare
task of integrating the curriculum must be performed by the classrsom teacher
through preparation for instruction and presentation tf content. Student
success in learning is assured when teachers nse the information gained through
monito:ing and evaluation to determtne appropriate instructional tasks and to
provide appropriate feedback to students. What the teacher presents and how
the teacher presents it determines whether students feel the task is relevant
to their lives. The teacher's efficient management of instructional time and
student behavior are also important to the successful implementation of the
curriculum in each classroom.

Effect ve Schools

Several common characteristics will be present in the schools which most
effectively implement the North Carolina Standard Course of Study and the
competency-based curriculum. These characteristics include strong instruc-
tional and administrative leadership by the principal of the school,
dedicated and qualified teachers, an emphasis on curriculum and instruction,
a positive school climate, ongoing evaluation based on student achievement,
and good home/school relations. Strong instructional and administra-'
tive leadership by the principal means that the principal functions as the
instructional leader, supporta instructional effectiveness by the way in which
the school is managed, and clearly communicates the school's mission to staff,
students, and parents. Dedicated and qualified teachers care about their
students, understand and support school-wide goals and procedures, work as a
team, exhibit positive morale and enthusiasm for their work, and demonstrate
their good training through application of the skills involv4d in quality
teaching. An emphasis on curriculum and instruction includes clearly stated
school-wide goals and objectives, structured staff development based on the

6



school'n oa1b, curricol ty (al gnment among achoo
inatructional approaches, materials used, and the assennment of stu ante'
needH, abilities, and interents). and a high percentage of ntud -on-
task. Elements of a positive school climate nre a aafe and orderly environment,
a perceprtble feeling of pride and school spirit in all that the school does,
the communication of high academic and social expectations to students, and
opportunities for student renponsibility and involvement. Ongoing evaluation
based on student achievement begins with early identification of students'
needs, abilities, and interests, includes frequent monitoring of student
progress In multiple ways (teacher observation, classroom activities, homework,
teacher-made tests, mastery skills checklists, 7riterion-referenced tests), and
results in appropriate instructional prescriptions to improve individual
atudent performance and the school-wide instructional program. Good home/school
relations are the outgrowth of effective, positive communication between the
school and the home. Thin includea encouraging parents+ to help their children
at home, making them feel they are appreciated by the school staff, and letting
them ',now they are welcome in the school and have a part to play in school
affairs. Good home/school relations increase parents' support of the school
instructional goals and di ciplinary policies.

The characteristics described above will be found in the elementary,
middle/junior high, and high schools which most effectively implement the
North Carolina Standard Course of_Study and the competency-based curriculum.
However, in each of these schools consideration must be given to the unique
development needs--intellectual, physical, social, and emotional--of the
students served. For example, the need of young children for concrete,
hands-on experiences; the need of middle school children for transitional
experiences in curriculum choices, scheduling, and eonseling; and the need of
high school students for the variety of curriculum choices provided by the
comprehensive high school.

The North Carol_inaStandard Course_of Study and the competency-based
curriculum reprelent a comprehensive, integrated course of study; however no
document by itself has ever made the ultimate difference in the quality of
education which children receive. Principals who function as instructional
leaders and teachers who make use of their most effective teaching skills will
appropriately implement the competency-based curriculum and thus insure that
the children of North Carolina receive a quality education.

7



Think3ng Skills

In order to become productive, responsible citizens and to achIeve a sense
of personal fulfillment, students must develop the ability to think. Thinking
skills (Mould be developed and reInforced throughout the tairriculum and during
every activity of the school day. It is also important that students be helped
to apply these skills to "real life ions outside the school.

The most fr quently used system for classi ying th nking skills is BI o
( 956) Taxonomy. This system, with adaptations made by Sanders (1966) and Soar
et al. (196° was used in the integration of thinking skills throughout the
Teacher Hanubook tor the competoncy-bagei curriculum. These skills Lail into
seven broad categoriesmemory, translation, :eterpretation, application,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

The most basic thinking skills are memory and translation. Memory
involves the ability to remember specific pieces of information or facts such
as names, dates, events, and rules. Translation requires the student to
remember specifics and to understand or express them in her/his own terms.
One example of a translation skill is the student's ability to restate a
classroom rule in her/his own words. Another example Is the ability to read
the mathematical symbol "-WI as "plus".

Remembering isolated bits of information or even restating that
information in one's own words does not necessarily require reasoning on
part of the student. iii5her-level thinking skills are defined as those
processes which require thinking or reasoning above the levels of memory or
translationinterpretation, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

Students begin to demonstrate their ability to reason through
in erpreting information, applying what is learned In one situation to a new
situation, and analyzing information. Ways in which a student might
demonstrate the ability to interpret information are to list the similarities
and differences between two or more objects or to tell why a particular
classroom rule was established. A student demonstrates a degree of ability in
the category of application when s/he is able to explain how the principle of
representative government at the state and federal levels may apply to the
election of officers to the student council. A student who reads a newspaper
editorial and is able to distinguish fact from opinion, point out unstated
assumptions, and recognize bias is demonstrating skills of analysis.

When students apply skills of analysis, they are taking apart a whole.
When students apply synthesis skills, they are creating a whole chat is unique
or new to them. Synthesis is usually equated with creativity. Composing a
song, building a model house, or formulating a hypothesis during a science
experiment are examples of synthesis activities.



Evaluation is distinct from opinion in that evnluation in
making of judgments based on evidence or rriteria. opinion Is
from an emotional or affective oase. Students serving an ju
simulated trial are using evaluation skills or making judgments
evidence. Students critiquing one another's writing based on established
elements of Style are using ev luation skills or making judgments based on
criteria.

n ci
ally formed

during n
nsed on

To insure that students develop higher-level thinking skills they should
be guided in the use of these skills in each subject area at each grade level
and in their application to "res1 life" situations. When developing lesson
plans, teachers should prepare tasks and questions at a variety of cognitive
levels. However, strict adherence tn previously prepared questions may
inhibit rather than enhance a class discusaion. Furthermore, it is often
difficult to think of appropriately worded higher.-level questions in the
tflid8L of a good classroom discussion. The followieg simple strategies will
lead to the asking of higher-level questions and the giving of higher-level
responses:

2. Before starting an activi y, explain to the learner what you are going
to do.

2. Before starting an activity, give the learner rime to_ familiarize her/him-
self with the materials.

3. Ask questions which require multiple word answers.
(e.g., "Why did he choose that path?")

4. Ask questions which have more than one correct answer.
(e.g., "What things make people happy?")

5. Encourage the learner to enlarge upon her/his
(e.g., "Tell us more about that.")

6. Get the learner to make judgments on the basis of evidence rather than
by guessing.
(e.g., "'Ica said . . . Read the line in the book that made you think
that.")

7. Give the learner time to think about the problem; don't be too quick
to help.
(e.g., Wait at least five seconds before prompting or asking another
question.)

8. Get the learner to ask questions.
(e.g., "If the astronaut were in our classroom, what questions would you
ask her?")

9. Praise the learner when s/he does well or takes small steps in the
right direction.

10. Let the learner know when her/his answer or work is wrong, but do so
in a positive or neutral manner. (Desirab e Teaching Behavior Task
Force, 1976)

The following Are examples of two levels of activities (K-I and above K-1)
within the seven categories of thinking skills and two categories of questions
or statements (effectivity and procedure) outside the seven categories of
thinking skills:
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Tnxonomy of Co nitive avior--K 1 Form (Soar et al., 1969)

1. Memory--itemn nt thin level are lotended to represent no activity other
than rote memo y. The pupil in expected to give back an idea in the same
form it was given, without changing the nature of the idea or the form in
which it WA8 expres ed.

a. repeats from memory
b. repeats other
c. repeats in sequence
d. choral response

e. spell
F. gives/receives information

g. seeks information

2. TransIntionthe intent of this category in to identify pupil activities
involved in c:hanging _the form in which an ides is expressed, but not in
changing or manipulating the idea itself.

a. sounds letters
b. names pictures, objects, colors, 1 tters
c. copies letter, number, work (learned)
d. gives/follows directions
e. describes situation, event
f. reports experience (2+ thoughts)
g. describes situation, event
h. recognizes word (sight words)
i. translates one language into another or vice versa

(e.g., math symbols into words or Spanish into English)
j. aaks/gives permission
k. puts into own words

Interpretationthe activities in this category are those of making
comparisons, identifying similarities or differences, identifying
relatedness, or carrying out a process in which the child has previously
been instructed, when told that the process is appropriate.

a. sounds out word
b. classifies (1 attribute)
c. counts
d. adds/subtracts
e. uses units, tens
f. compares letters, numbers
g. copies letters(s), number(s)--learning
h. gives class name (vehicle, etc.)
i. identifies similarities, differences

asks/gives reason (opinion)
k. names sensation
1. performs learned task or process
m. relates terms (e.g., 1/first, little/small, purple/violet/lavender
n. makes comparisons
o. describes what may be seen to be happening in a picture

11



Appl_ication--one of the central aspects of ipp1ictit1on is that the
student in able to select from ast icarninp that
for the current situation, and mply It. Iii interprtCat1on a p
was carried out when specified, but here the pupil must decide
her/himself what process should be applied. Organization the
interrelationshipn between two or more ideas are centra

a. clasaification (2+ ntt ibutes)
b. directs learning game
c. creates arithmetic problem
d. writes/types sentence
e. asks/tells who, what, or where
C. sedates (alphabetizes)
g. applies previous lenrning to new situation
h. reads (thought unit)

and carries out prnress

Analysisthe central elements in this cntegnry ore those of inferring
causation, motivation, or feelings from information given about the setting
and the behavior of the people involved, or of identifying informat4=on which
supports a conclusion, or establishing the accuracy of a process. The
selec.tion_and_use of relevant_suppert_ing data is the central process.

a. verifies equation balance
b. infers feeling or motive
C. infers causality (tells why)
d. cites evidence for conclusions

6. 6xethesis--the central idea of the synthesis category is that the child
organize ideas in a way that is new to her/him, or projects probable
consequences of a given behavior, or formulates a plan or set of rules
to deal with anticipated difficulties, or produces something which is new
to her/him.

a. elaborates on picture or story
b. proposes plan or rule
C. play-acts
d. makes up story
e. mlkes fantasied object (e.g., sand or clay)
f. makes common object (e.g., sand or clay)
g. draws/colors common object

'h. draws/colors fantasied object
i. makes predictions based on available facts

7. Evaluationthe central concept of evaluation is that there must exist
a set of standards or criteria against which behavior or some sort of
product is compared.

compares with criteria or rule
compares with plan

12



Florida Taxonom of Conitivc Behn'iior (Brown eL uI. 1968)

1 Knowledge (memory)

.1 Knowledge of 8pecif csrequires the memoriv.ation of information
or knowledge which can be isolated or remembered separately, the smallest
meaningful bits.

a. reads
b. spells
c. identifies something by nnme

d. defines meaning of term
e. gives a specific fact
F. tells about an event

1.2 KE2122.96,Memt_2±2eal_itig--requires
knowledge about the manner in which specific information is handled--
the wayn of organizing, working, and evaluating ideas and phenomena which
form the connecting links between specifics. It does not require the
learner to deal actually with the specifics her/himaelf, but rather to
know of their existence and possible use. Thus, s/he may be expected
to state a previously encountered principle or generalization, but not
to develop one. The items which belong to this category refer to
processes rather than producta of processes; they usually represent
higher abstractions than the items of the preceding category.

a. recognizes symbol
b. cites rule
c. gives chronological sequence
d. gives steps of process, describes method
e. cites trend
f. names classification system or standard
g. names what fits given system or standard

1.3 Knowledge nf Universals & Abstractionsdeals with the highest of
abstractions at the memory level. In order to evidence this behavior
the individual must know major generalizations, their interrelations,
and patterns into which information can be organized and structured. These
items reflect the major concepts which comprise the framework of a
discipline or major area of knowledge. The four items in this category
are descriptions of behavior which would identify or verbalize a major
concept.

a. states generalized concept or idea
b. states a principle, law, or theory
c. tells about organization or structure
d. recalls name of principle, law, or theory

2. Translationis dependent upon possession of relevant knowledge. The
task is to convert communication into known terms; it requires the under
standing of the literal message in the communication. Communication is used
here in its broadest sense; it could be a demonstration, a field trip, a
musical work, a verbal message, or be demonstrated in pictorial or symbolic
form.

13
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4. restates in own words or briefer terms
b. given concrete example of an nhntrt*t idea
c. verbalizes from a graphic reprenentntion
d. translates verbalization into gran form
C. translates figurntive statement to i.. ral statemen
f. translates foreign language into English or vice ve

vireo verso

Interpretation--individual not only identifies and comprehends ideas,
as in translation, but also understands their relationships. It goes
beyond repetition and rephrasing the parts of a communication to determ ne
the larger and more general ideas contained in it. Thus, comprehension
may require reordering into a new configuration in the mind of a peraon,
involving the determination of the relative importance of ideas and the
interrelationships. However, the thinking is dependent upon what la given
to the student--s/he is not expected to bring abstractions from other
experiences into the situation.

a. gives reason (tells why)
b. shows similarities or differ nces
c. summarizes or concludes from observation of evidence
d. shows cause and effect relationship
C. gives analogy, simile, metaphor
f. performs a directed task or process

4 Application--individual must know an abstraction well enough to be able
to demonstrate its use in a new situation. The task is to bring to bear upon
given material or situation the appropriate information, generalizations or
principles that are required to solve a problem. Application, as distin-
guished from comprehension, involves transfer of training. It in based on
an individualls being able to apply previous learning to a new or novel
situation without having to be shown how to use it. The problem itself is
given.

a. applies previous learning to a new situation
b. applies principle to new s tuation
c. applies abstract knowledge in a practical situation
d. identifies, selects, and carries out process

Analysis--describes cogn tive behavior in which there is an emphasis
on the breakdown of material into its parts in order to detect the
relationships of the parts and the way they are organized. The first
four items at this level describe skills used in the identification or
classification of the elements of the communication.

a. distinguishes fact from opinion
b. distinguishes fact from hypothesis
c. distinguishes conclusions from state ents w- ch support it
d. points out unstated assumption
e. shows interaction or relation of elements
f. points out particulars to justify conclusion
g. checks hypothesis with given information
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h. dintinguishes relevant from irrelevant information
i. detects error in thinking
j. infers purpose, point of view, thoughts feelings
k. recognizes bias or propaganda

6. Synthesia(crestivity)represents cognitive activities in which the
individual puts together elements and parts in order to form a whole in
such a way as to constitute i pattern or structure that was not stated
before. This entails recombining parts of earlier experiences in a new
organization that is unique to the synthesizer. In analysis, the
person takes apart a given whole; in ezatheilll s/he creates a whole.

a. reorganizes idean, materials, processes
b. produces unique communication or divergent idea
c. produces a plan, proposed set of operations
d. designs an apparatus
e. designs a structure
f. devises scheme for classifying information
g. formulates hypothesis, intelligent guess
h. makes deductions from abstract symbols, propoitiona
i. draws inductive generalization from specifics

7. Evalo:_Oondescribes activities ef conscious judgment making; involves
use of criteria or standards to determine the worth or value of methods,
materials, or ideas. Evaluations must be distinguished from opinions
which are usually made from an emotional or affective base.

evaluates something from evidence
evaluates something from criteria

Noncognitive_Cate ories of Questions/Statements_or Tasks (Davis & Tinsley,
1967)

Affectivityquestions/statements or tasks which elicit feeling, emotion,
or opinion without a standard of appraisal, e.go, "How does the story make you
feel'?" or "Wasn't that a good story!"

procedurequestions/statements or tasks related toorganization, behavior
or management, e.g., "Are you listening to me?" or "Please get ready for
class to begin."
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Programs for Excep ional Children

Exceptional children are (1) Jcnrner s who because of per )1ent or
temporery mental, physical, or emot onal handicaps need special education and
are unable to have all their educational needs met in a regular class without
special education or releted services, or (2) learners who demonstrate or have
the potential to demonstrate outstanding intellectual aptitude and specific
academic ability and, in order to develop these abilities, may require
differentiated educational services beyond those ordinarily provided by the
regular school program. Classifications of exceptional children include those
who are autistic, academically gifted, hearing impaired (deaf or hard of
hearing), mentally handicapped (educable, trainable, or severely/profoundly),
multi-handicapped, orthopedically impaired, other health impaired, pregnant,
behaviorally/emotionally handicapped, specific learning disabled, speech/
language impaired, and visuolly impai-ed (blind or pertially-sighted).

The primary purpose of exceptional children programs is to insure the
handicapped and gifted learners develop mentally, physically, and emotiona
to the maximum extent possible through the provision of an appropriate.
individualized education in the proper setting.

Curricula for most exceptional learners follo., the curricula designed for
learners in general education. However, modification of instructional
programs, creative instructional approaches, individualized programming, and
appropriate selection and use of curricula are necessary to meet the special
needs of exceptional learners. In curricula, emphasis must be given to
instruction in arts education, communication skills, healthful living,
mathematics, library/media skills, science, social studies, and vocational
education. Attention must be focused upon cognitive, affective, psychomotor,
and vocational development within the curricular areas. The Individualized
Education Program for the handicapped and the Group Education Program for the
academically gifted, both of which are based upon a comprehensive assessment,
are to state in writing the special curricular offerings to be provided to
each exceptional learner.

The Individual Education Program for the handicapped requires objective
criteria, evaluation procedures, and schedules for determining, on at least an
annual basis, whether or not short-term instructional objectives have been
achieved. The Group Education Program for the academically gifted requires
annual goals and evaluation methods. All special education instruction
provided to handicapped and academically gifted learners is to be
individualized and designed to meet unique learning needs.

Learning outcomesknowledge, skills, concepts, understandings, and
attitudes--for the handicapped and the academically gifted will differ from
learner to learner. For many exceptional learners, the same learning outcomes
developed for learners in general education will be appropriate. Some
exceptional learners will meet the learning outcomes at a different time and
in a different manner than learners in general education. Some handicapped
learners might not meet the learning outcomes in general education and will
need a totally different curriculum.
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The majority of handicapped and academically gifted learners spend
portion of their instructional day within general education, integrated into
classes with non-handicapped and nonacademically gifted learners. General
education teachers, au well as exceptional education teachers, must be familiar
with curricula and capable of selecting appropriate curricular goals and
objectives based apon the unique educational needs of each learner as deter ined
by comprehensive assessment, and as stated in the Individualized Education
Program for exceptional learners, emphasis needs to be placed on instructional
techniques rather than differenti ted or modified curricula.

While the general education curricula are appropriate for most
exceptional learners, there are times when the teacher must vary the
curricular content: some children are not ready for certain types of
curricular content at the usual age; some disabilities prevent or make
difficult participation in certain learning experiences; different levels of
ability may limit or encourage participation in certain school subjects; and
some le rners spend less time in school. Cu ricular choice is determined by
need.

Curricular goals must be oriented toward skills and application instead
of general knowledge. The goals must include skills related to maintaining
health, communicating ideas, achieving personal and social growth, handling
money concerns, working with measurements, getting along in an expanding
community, coping with the physical environment, maintaining a home, using
leisure time, and career development.

The competency-based curriculum is to be maximized for exceptional
learners. Teachers wust be familiar with the curriculum, making judicial
use of it in the instructional program for handicapped and academically
gifted learners.

1 8
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Notes to Those Using the TEACHER HANDBOOK

The North Carolina Standard Course of_Study, adopted by the State Hoard
Education, provides an overview of the basic curriculum which should be made
available to every child in the public schools of our State. It includes the
sul-ject or skills areas of arts education, communication skills, guidance,
healthful living, library/media skills, mathematics, science, second languag
studies, social studies, and vocational education as well as the philosophy and
rationale underlying the curriculum and considerations which should be made in
developing thinking skills and providing for the needs of exceptional child en.
The Teacher Handbook for the competencybased curriculum provides recommend d
goaln and objectives and suggested measure.s ezch subject or Gkills, area.

Definitions

Competency Goals: broad statements of general direc
purpose.

on or

Objectives: specific s atements of what the stude__
know or be able to do.

Measures: a variety of suggestions for ways in which the
student may demonstrate s/he is able'to meet the
objective.

How to Read the Goals, Objectives, and Measures

Competency Goals have been written as complete sentences stating why the
learner should be able to meet the stated objectives, e.g., "The learner will
know causes and events of the settlement of the West."

For purposes of clarity and brevity Object ves have been written as
phrases or clauses beginning with a verb, e.g., "Know the importance of
railroads in the settlement of the West." These phrases or clauses would
logically be preceded by "The_learner will (know the importance of railroads
in the settlement of the West)."

For purposes of clarity and brevity Measures have also been written as
phrases or clauses beginning with a verb, e.g., "Describe the advantages of the
railroad over horsedrawn wagon, river transportation, and other commonly used
methods of transportation." These phrases or clauses would logically be
preceded by "One wAy(oripin.e_wAys) a_s_tudentmar demonstrate s/he is able
to_meet successfullythe objective is to (describe the advantages of the
railroad over horsedrawn wagon, river transportation, and other commonly used
methods of transportation)."
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Appendix E is an
competency-based curr

Student Placement

)(ample

ulum.

from the Teacher Handbook for the

From kindergarten through eighth grade each skill or subject area has
been divided into grade levels. Thia wan done in order to make it easier for
teachers to gain a general idea of what ahould be covered at each grade level.
In order that instruction fit the individual needs of each student, it ia most
important that the clasaroom teacher use the activities in the Measure column
to determine the appropriate placement for each child. For example,
second-grade student is not able to complete successfully the Measures in the
rendint: skills section at the second-grade level, Measures nt the fltgrade
or kindergarten level should be edminiatered. When the base level at which
the child can perform successfully has been determined, instruction ahould
begin with and proceed from that level of Competency Goals and Objectives.

The Measures column includes a variety of suggeated means for assessing
atudent performance including informal measurementa (e.g., manipulatives, oral
reports, role playing, projecta, and some paper and pencil activities) and
formal measurements (e.g., items for teacher-made tests, criterion referenced
tests, and/or standardized tests). Some of the items in this column may be
administered in whole-group or small-group situations; others should be given
only to individual students. These items may be used for the purpose of
pretesting to determine appropriate student placement, for monitoring ongoing
student progress, and/or for post-testing to determine student learning.

It is apparent that in order for students to be placed appropriately for
instruction (particularly in first through eighth grade), each teacher must
have at least one, and preferably two or more, grade levels of the
competency-based curriculum on each side of the grade s/he is teaching.
It must be remembered that the higher the grade level the greater the span of
students' needs and, therefore, the greater the need for a teacher to
have a wider grade span of the curriculum available. An adequate grade span
of the curriculum is also important for teachers of exceptional children at
all grade levels.

Responsibility for implementation

The North Carolina Standard Course of_Study specifies which skills and
subjects are to be taught at each grade level from kindergarten through grade
twelve. The skills to be taught or developed at all grade levels are communi-
cation skills, library/media skills, thinking skills, and affective skills.
The subjects to be taught from kindergarten through grade six are arts
education, healthful living, mathematics, science, second language studies, and
social studies. The sate subjects, with the addition of vocational education,
are to be taught in grades seven through twelve.
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The Teache_ Handbook for the compet
dations for what should be taught in eac
through eighth grade and in each course
teacher's primary responsibility
s/he is specifically assigned, as well an to help students develop thinking and
affective skills. However, each teacher also has a responsibility for appro-
priately integrating other skills (communication, library/media) and subjects
(arts, healthful living, mathematics, science, second language studies, social
studies, and vocational educatlisn) into the skills or subject areas which are
her/his specific assignment.

ney-based curriculum provides recommen-
skills or subject area from kindergarten
rom ninth through twelfth grade. Each
ch the subject(s) or courses which

Teschers in departmentalized schools at the midd junior high or
ccondary levels have a responsibility for integrating curriculum in several

ways. Theme include: (1) the integration of curriculum within their subject
area in order to help students to make a smooth transition from one level to
the next, e.g., from English I to English II, from Algebra I to Algebra
from French II to French III; (2) the appropriate integration and development
of those skills which are every teacher's responsibility (thinking and
affective skills); and (3) whenever appropriate, the integration of other
skills and subjects into their specifically assigned subject or skills area.

The Teacher Handbook for the competency-based curriculum serves as a
_

resource guide for the integration of all skil s and subjects in depart-
mentalized situations. Teachers may look over the curriculum within the
specific skills or subject area for which they are responsible in order to deter-
mine the overall scope and sequence. They may look at the outlines for thinking
and affective skills in order to determine which of those skills have been
integrated into their particular segments of the curriculum or to determine how
they may integrate additional thinking and affective skills. Looking over other
skills and subject areas will help teachers determine what should be appropriately
integrated into their own areas. For example, while it is a primary respon-
sibility of the high school English teacher to teach writing and speaking
skills, the high school social studies teacher must be familiar with those
skills and has a responsibility for reinforcing those skills in the written and
oral work done in the social studies classes. Prior to beginning written and
oral reports the social studies teacher should review the writing and speaking
skills portions of the communications skills curriculum, using these as guide-
lines for instruction and the development of student assignments. Similar
examples could be given with mathematics and science teachers or English
and vocational education teachers.

Teachers in self-contained classrooms at the elementary, middle/junior
high, or high school levels have the primary responsibility for integrating
the curriculum In a variety of ways. These include: (1) integrating the
curriculum within each skills or subject area in order to help students make a
smooth transition from one grade level to the next; (2) integrating th nking
skills and affective skills throughout all areas of the curriculum; (3 ) the
integration of skill and subjects vhenever possible though units of study;
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(4) integrating skil l and mihjccts Introduced specialists
outside the homeroom into what is be ng taught within the oom; and (5)
coordinating the efforts of teachers outside the hoeroom (teachers of
education, physical dtft:at 1cm exceptional children, and library/media
specialists, or guidance counselors) in order to supplement the homeroom
curriculum. The Teacher Handbook for the competency-based curriculum serves
as a guide for the Integration of skills and subjects in self-contained

ntions no it doeo in departmentalized situations.

The principal shares in the responsibility for the succ'sfui _implemen -
tat on of the competency-based curriculum. The implementation and Integration
of the curriculum should be the focal point for decisions made by the principal
in the role of instructional and administrative leader. Decision!, made with
respect to scheduling, disposition of stnlent discipline, uninterrupted time
for classroom instruction, and the distribution of materials and supplies may
each serve to facilitate or fr- -rate the successful implementation and integra-
tion of the curriculum.

Staff within the area of Instructional Services at the North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction also share responsibility for the successful
implementation of the competency-based curriculum. Staff from the Regional
Education Centers and Raleigh are, of course, available to assist Local Education
Agencies in the implementation of the curriculum.

Use of Textbooks

The North Carolina _Standard Course of Study is the curriculum approved
for he public schools of North Carolina. Textbooks supplement this curriculum.

h reference to their appropriateness for use with the North_Carolina Standa_rd
Cporse_of _Study, textbooks are reviewed and recommended by the Textbook Commis-
sion. The State Board of Education then adopts a list of textbooks from which
school districts make individual selections. Appendix C is a description of
this process. If textbooks are at variance with the cur iculum, the North
Carolina_ Standard_Course_of Stody takes precedence.

Computer Access

The North Carolina S_tandard Course of Study and the Teacher Handbook for
the competency-based curriculum (with the exception of mathematics grades 7-12)
have been entered on the IBM 5520 computer at the State Department of Public
Instruction. Each skills or subject area at each grade level has been entered
aS a separate document. This allows Local Education Agencies, Institutions of
Higher Education, and others with access to the mainframe in Raleigh to call
up and print out any portion of the curriculum, e.g., any skills or subject
area across ail grade levels, all skills and subjects for one particular grade
level, one subject at one grade level, or the entire competency-based curriculum.
Those with access to the mainframe will, therefore, have immediate access to any
revisions or additions to the curriculum.
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Activities and Resources

The development or catalogir4 ol atAivitieS and re cen to nni1nt in
the implementation of the competency- ased curriculum in an ongoing activ ty of
Instructional Services staff working with teachern and others in each of the
Local Education Agencies. Concentrating this effort in the local school
districts providen teachers the opportunity to become familiar with the curriculum.
AR activities and resources are developed for each skills or nubject area, they
ill be made available for te-wide dissemination through the IBM mainframe.

Working Space

Working space has been lett at the end of goals throughout the _eacher
Handbook for the competency-baned curriculum. Thin apace has been provided
so that teachers may write in additional objectives and measures and/or make
notes regarding inntruction, activities, and resources.

Flow to Make Suggestions for Additions or Revisions

As with any viable curriculum, the Teacher Handbook for the competency-
based curriculum must be open to conntant review, expansion, and revision in
order that it continue to meet the needs of the children of this State. Anyone
having suggestions for additions to or revisions of this curriculum may complete
and submit the form in Appendix I, or may contact:

Joseph B. Webb
Assistant State Superintendent

for Instructional Services
Education Building
Raleigh, NC 27611
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Arts Education
COMPETENCY-BASED CURP .CULLIM

NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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ARTS EDUCATION

Arts education encompasses K-12 programs in dance, folk arts, music
thee re arta, and visual arts. Each arts area provides a scope and sequence
which allows studenta opportunities to:

develop the essential senses of eight, hearing, smell, taste, touch,
and kinesthetics as intellectual, emotional, physical, creatIve, and
expressive acts,

explore freely the problem-recognit and problem-solving process
which gives them the power to shape their own lives within an
interdependent world.

perceive and respond to arts experieeces which sensitize them to the
aesthetic qualities in their environment.

acquire useful skills and techniques which enab e them to deve
their abilities to express themselves.

become knowledgeable about the arts and to recognize the relationship
of the arts to humanity.

nurture an appreciation of the arts as a measure of hu: n development
throughout civilization.

experience the arts as a natural part of everyday liv ng including
avocational and vocational possibilities.

Since the arts are channels through which feelings and beliefs are
conveyed, study of the arts emphasizes the meaning and content of expression.
Knowledge about the arts and the development of artistic skills are taught aa
a means to that end. The arts are most valid when they are creatively
experienced or produced; therefore, a balance between structured and
unstructured experiences is sought.

Arts are indivisible from life; therefore, the arts are indivisible from
education. The arts are symbolic of the human condition and help us to
understand ourselves. The arts stimulate learning, incite curiosity, build
confidence, encourage divergent thinking, demand analysis, and foster the
creative nature inherent in us all. To deny students access to the study of
the arts is to deny them access to their full potential.
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The North Course of_Study and the Teacher Handbook
for the competency-based curricUlum in the arts provide educe with
vehicle to ensure a comprehensive and well balanced course of study for
students. What follows is a full description of each of the K-12 arts education
programs. While each art form Is a discipline dedicated to specific learning
outcomea, the overall goals of arts education preaent a model for interdisciplinary
instruction.

Although each program is designed for individual grade levels, it is
important to remember that all students do not fit into neatly prescribed
categories of learning. The most bene icial use of this document results when
students are individually +assessed and consequently presented with the
appropriate instructional levels.

Because folk arts is not considered a separate course or subject area
the State-funded basic education program, it has not been included in the
North_Carolina_Standard Course of Study. However, many schools now offer
courses in folk arta, and it is an important resource for teachers of other
content or skills areas. For these reasons it has been included in the
Teacher Handbook for the competency-based curriculum.
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DANCE EDUCATION

PURPOSE AND 0 ERV

Long before children acquire word symbols for n spoken language, they
communicate through movement. Movement is both functional, such as walking
which gets us from one place to another, and expressive, such as gesturing
which conveys meaning. Dance, in its simplest form, io expressive movement.

Dance education in the public schools provides students opportunities to
actively involve themselves in dance as a creative art. The major goals of
the dance education program K-12 allow students to:

develop kinetic awaren

perceive and respond to dance experiences which sensi- 7e them to
their abilities to express themselves through dance.

become knowledgeable about dance and to recognize the relationship
of dance to the other arts and humanity.

understand dance throughout history as one of the measures of human
endeavor.

recognize that dance is beneficial to their well-being and has both
avocational and vocational possibilities.

The public school dance education program is based primarily on the
principles of modern dance which emb,*ace a variety of creative approaches.
Dance for the early childhood years focuses on the exploration of the body as
the dance instrument, movement as a mode of self-expression, and in
communication and understanding. During the intermediate years, emphasis begun
in grades K-3 is continued with a natural progression into more refined uses of
time, space, and energy. In grades 7 and 8, more emphasis is placed on
technique.

The cognitive and aesthetic processes are equally as important as the
creative process. Dance education courses at the high school level provide
students with opportunities to seriously study dance as a highly disciplined
form of art.

While the basic dance education program described in the North Carolina
Standard Course of Study and the Teacher Handbook for the competency-based_

curriculum is comprehensive enough to meet the proposed program, dance encompasses
a board field of study. Thus additional opportunitiea, such as ballet and
jazz, are appropriate when desired by the school community and when resources
are available.
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CC R OF ST Y

Ch±ldr e3T; Dance

7-8

Dance Mcation

9-12__
Dance I
Dance II

The Dance competency-based curriculum:

is designed for statewide use.

ers flexibility for local cur iculum development.

is not correlated with any textbook and does not restrict the use of
any relevant textbook or program.

encourages the offering of a series of courses au
varying abilities of all students.

ble 0 the

Many school districts do offer other electives appropriate to this
instructional area which are not a part of the State-funded basic education
program. Such electives may include: Dance III, Dance IV, Ballet I, Ballet II,
Dance Hi-tory, Composition, and Choreography.
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Dance education at the early childhood level provides an introduction to
dance through a variety of creative approaches. Children's dance, often
referred to as creative dance, creative movement or movement exploration,
begins with the exploration of the body as the instrument for dance.
Activities which involve the use of large and small body parts foeter the
concept of kinetic awareness. Children discover that certain body parts can
move in a variety of different ways.

K-3

The processes of perceiving, understanding, responding and creating are
developed through the component elements of dance. Exploring ways of using
time, space, and energy are basic to children's discovery of the movement
potential of the various body parts.

Finding movement in natural phenomena and recognizing general qualities of
that movement is important. Interpreting sounds and forces through movement
enhances the expressive nature of dance. Making shapes in personal space and
moving ohapeo from one space to another reinforces that movement takea place in
space. Rhythmic responses help to develop the concept of time. Locomotor and
nonlocomotor movement help to develop a sense of sequence and pattern.

Children are encouraged to be imaginative and to freely express thoughts,
feelings, and ideas. Movement is a natural resource children bring into the
classroom and actiVities are most valid when directly related to their
personal experiences. Children are allowed to create dances of their own and
to work cooperatively with others.

Both structured and unstructured experiences are offered to introduce
dance at the early childhood level. Spontaneity and a sense of joy should be
natural to the classroom atmosphere. Dance becomes an acceptable means of
expression.

3 3
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de K

1, Develop a positive attitude toward self, others, and the dance experience.

1.1 Participate willingly in the &ince experience.
1.2 Work cooperatively with others.

2. Develop kinetic awareness.

2.1 Understand that there are different body parts.
2,2 Understand the difference in producing motion and mnintaining

stillness.

Understand the concept of space.

3.1 Demonstrate the use of personal space.
3.2 Demonstrate the use of general space.
3.3 Demonstrate curved shapes.
3.4 Identify curved shapes.
3.5 Demonstrate angular shapes.
3.6 Identify angular shapes.
3.7 Understand the directions of up and down.
3.8 Understand the directions of forward and backward.

Understand the concept of ene_-y.

4.1 Demonstrate sustained energy.
4.2 Demonstrate percussive energy.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate fast and slow movement.
5.2 Combine fast and slow movement.

6. Understand non-locomotor movement.

6.1 Demonstrate moving in personal space using the whole body.

7. Understand locomotor movement.

7.1 Demonstrate traveling in personal space.

Develop skills in improvisation.

8.1 Demon trate moving alone spontaneously with music.
8.2 Demonstrate moving alone while exploring curved body shapes.
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Grade L vel: K

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subiect Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The 1 arner will dev lop a positive attitude toward
her/himself, others, and the dance exper once.

Oblectives easur_

Participate willingly in the
dance experience.

1.1.1 Eagery demonstrate movement with
other students.

1.2 Work cooperatively with others. 1.2.1 Willingly observe others.

3 6



Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 2:: The lnrner will develop kinetic awareness.

2.1 Understand there are different 2.1.1 Transfer movement from one body
part to another including feet,
hands, hipa, ohoulders, and head.

body parts.

2.2 Understand the difference in
producing motion and maintain-
ing stillness.

2.1.2 Name three main body parts

2.2.1 Successfully st
with a specific

37

and stop motion
gnal.



Grade Lore):

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner

ONectives

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ares: D

I uneerstand the concept of space.

3.1 Demonstrate the use of personal
space.

3.2 Demonstrate the use of gen
Rpnce,

Demonstrate the making of curved
body shapes.

3.4 identi y curved shapes.

3.5 Demonstrate the ma
body shapes.

3.6 Identify angular shapes.

3.7 Understand the directions of
up and down.

3.8 Understand the directions of
forward and backward.

3.1.1 Maintain motion and stillnesa
while remaining in one spot in
the room.

3.2.1 Travel throughout a room usin
li the available apace.

3.3.1 Demonøtrate curved body shapes.

3.4.1 Recognize curved shapes in nature.

an-ular 3.5.1 Demonstrate angular body shapes.

3.6.1 Recognize angular shapes in nature.

3.7.1 Rise and oink using an up and
down direction.

3.8.1 Travel forward and backward with
a specific signal.

3.8.2 Successfully identify the forward
and backward directions when asked
to observe an individual
traveling in these directions.
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Grade Level K

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATTO

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The 3earner will understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Demonstra tained enc'rgy.

4.2 percussive energy.

4.1.1
the

nd sink while maintaining
energy flnw.

4.2.1 Move with a burst of energy and
stop that burst quickly when
given an appropriate drum signal.

39
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Grade Level: K

COMPETENCY GOAL 5:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skil a/Subject Area: Dance

underatand the conce

Ob ect v easures

5.1 Demonatr
movement.

and a 5.1.1 Maintain a slow npecd of motion
when using a rising and -inking
action.

.7 Move quickly when using t riming
and sinking action.

Identify fast and slow speeds
when observing an individual
move.

5.2 Demonntrte combining slow 5.2.1 Demonstrate rising slowly and
sinking quickly when using a
rising and sinking action.

and fast movements.

4 2
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ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

ade Level: Skillu/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY COA 6: The learner will understand non-locomotor movement.

ctives

6.1 Demonatrate moving in personal
space using the wh le body.

41

ure

6.1.1 Succeas u ly demonstrate bending,
shaking, turning, twisting, and
swinging movemont while remaining
in a personal space.

6.1.2 Identify bending, shaking,
turning, twisting, and swinging
movements when observing an
individual move.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area! Da_

COMPETENCY GOAL 71 The learner will understand locomotor moveme-

7.1 Demon t
space.

trnvclinR in

42

4 4

easures

7.1.1 Succe5fully demonstra
hopping, stepping, rol
running.

k ng,
and

7. Successfully identify a run, roll,
and turn when asked to observe the
locomotor movements of specific
animals.



Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will develop skills in improviaarfon.

Demonntrate moving alone spon- 8.1.1 Explore (movements unplanned)
taneously With mus c.

8.2 Demonstrate moving alone spon-
taneously while exploring
curved body shapes.

43

slow body action when listening to
A noleted piece of music dgned
for slow movement.

8.2.1 Explore a variety of ways of
making curved body shapes while
rising and sinking.



Grade line

1. Develop a positive attitude toward self. others, and the dance experience.

1.1 Willingly part cipate in the dance experience.
1.2 Work cooperatively with another person.
1.3 Understand that dance is expressIve movement.

2. Develop kinetic awareness.

2.1 Demonetrate an understanding of diEfcrcut body parts.
2.2 Demonstrate the difference in producing motion and maintaining

stillness.
2.3 Demonstrate that mov Lent can be far away from or clone to the body.

Understand the concept of space.

3.1 Demonstrate the use of personal and general space.
3.2 Demonstrate body shapes in stillness and motion.
3.3 Identify curved and angular shapes.
3.4 Identify the directions of backward, forward, up and down.
3.5 Demonstrate movement in a curved pathway.
3.6 Demonstrate movement in an angular pathway.

Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Demonstrate the use of sustained and percunsive energy.
4.2 Demonstrate the use of heavy and light movement.
4.3 Identify heavy and light.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate the use of slow and fast movement.
5.2 Recognize fast and slow tempo in three musical compositions.
5.3 Demonstrate basic rhythmic counting.

6. Understand non-locomotor movement.

6.1 Understand moving in personal space using the whole body in a
variety of ways.

6.2 Understand combining two non-locomotor actions and repeating the
actions in sequence.

Understand locomotor movement.

7.1 Understand movement which
7.2 Understand combinations o

ekes place in general space.
locomotor patterns.

4 5
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8. Understand skills in sequence.

8.1 Demonstrate making a simple movement sequence with sound
accompaniment repeated.

8.2 Demonstrate a simple movement sequence with sound accompan ment.

9. Understand skills in technique.

9.1 Demonstrate technique to promote flexibility and strength.

10. Understand the concept of making a composition.

10.1 Understand that idea and concepte can he translated Into movr ent.

Develop sk lls in composition.

1 1 Understand that a sequence of movement has a beginning, middle, and
end.

1.2 Translate simple ideas into dance.

12. Develop skills in improvisation.

12.1 Demonstrate the ability to move alone while exploring locomotor
movement.

12.2 Demonstrate the ability to improvise in order to discover movements
related to specific objects or ideas.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Area, Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward
her/hitnecif, others, and the dance experience.

Ob ectives Measure

Willingly participate in the
dance experience.

Eagerly demonstrate movement with
other students.

1.2 Work cooperatively with another 1.2.1 M
person.

1.3 Understand that dance in expre
sive movement.

47

ror willingly the movements
another person.

1.3.1 Select and demonstrate shapes
that express happy feelings and
sad feelings.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wIll dev lop kinetic awareness.

2.1 Demonotrate an under tending
of different body parts.

2.2 Demonstrate the difference
in producing motion and
maintaining stillness.

2.3 Demonstrate that movements
can be far away from the
body and close to the body.

4 8

2.1.2 Transfer movement from one body
part to another including feet,
hands, hips, and shoulders.

2.1.2 Name five selected body pn

2.2.1 Successfully star
with a specific s

and stop motion
nal.

2.2.2 Succ ssfully choose when to stop
and start the motion when asked to
rise and sink in a personal space.

2.3.1 Successfully demonst_ te the
action of opening (stretching)
and closing (curling) the body.



Grade Leve

ARTS EDUCATTON
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will understand t e concept of space.

Ob active!!
_

3.1 Demonstrate the use of
personal and general sp ce.

3 2 Demonstrate body shapes
stillness and motion.

Ident
shape

3.1.1 Successfully demonstrate combin-
ing traveling in general space,
and opening and closing the whole
body in personal space.

3.2.1 Successfully demonstrate a curved
body abape while maintaining
stillness, and explore making
curved shapes in general space.

y curved and angular 3,3.1 Observe and identify curved and
angular shapes in nature.

3.4 Identify the directions
of backward, forward, up,
and down.

3.5 Demonstrate movement in a
curved pathway.

3.6 Demonstrate movement in an
angular pathway.

3.2.3 Classify a variety of natural
objects according to shapes.

3.4.1 Identify the direction of backward,
forward, up, and down when asked
to lead into those directions with
specific body parts.

3.5.1 Successfully tray
in the room to an
pathways.

from one place
her in curved

3.6.1 Successfully travel fr m one place
in the room to another in angular
pathways.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dnnce

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will u-derstand the concept of ene gy.

4.1 Demonstrate the use of
sustained and percussive
energy.

4.2 Demonstrate the use of heavy
and light movement.

4.1.1 Demonstrate a variety of body
parts meeting and parting while
maintaining the same energy flow.

4.1.2 De onstrate the contrast of
sustained and percussiVe energy
flow through a variety of body
parts meeting (sustained) and
parting (percussive).

4.2.1 Demonstrate heavy or firm movement
when asked to use a 'pressing" or
"pushing" action.

4.2.2 Demonstrate light movement when
asked to use a "floating" or
"gliding" action.

4.3 Identify heavy and light. 4.3.1 Identify objects that are heavy
and objects that are light.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDVCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Suhject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learrer will onderatand the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate the uae of
slow and fast movement.

5.2 Recognize fast and slow
tempo in a mus cal com-
position.

5.3 Demonstrate basic rhythmic
counting.

5.1 Demonstrate the actions of sinking
slowly and risIng quickly.

5.2.1 Identify the difference In fast
and slow tempo when listening to
music.

5.3.1 Clap the underlying beat o
simple 4/4 time musical
composition.
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Grade Leve

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Drince

COMPETENCY GOAL 6:. The learner will understand nonlocomotor movement.

bjectives

6.1 Understand moving in personal
space using the whole body in
a variety of ways.

6.2 Understand combining Ywo
nonlocomotor actions and
repeating the two actions
in sequence.

6.1.1 Demonstrate banding, shaking,
turning, twisting) and swing
movement to appropriate musical
accomplishment while remaining in
a personal space.

6.2.1 Select two nonlocomotor movements
(shake/turn) and repeat the acrions
in sequence.
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Grade Level: 1

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ar Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner w1l understand locotnotar move: nt.

Ob:ectives

7.1 Understand movement which takes
place in general space.

7.2 Understand combinations of
of locomotor patterns.

5 3

54

7.1.1 Successfully demonstrate walking,
hopping, skipping, rolling,
running, jumpins, eliding, and
turning in general npact.

7.2.1 Demonatree traveling throughout
the space combining different
locomotor patterns, e.g., walk
and run, jump and turn.



Grad* L vet:

COMPEUNCY GOAL 8: The 1

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area:

I. understnnd skills in aruence,

8.1 Demonstr making
movement sequence tt
repeated .

con be
Comb ne sinking and rising move
manta in personal space with
traveling in general space and
demonstrate the sequence four
imeu (riu.ing/4Inklog-travol,

rining/sinking-trnvel, rising/
sinking-travel, rising/sinking-
travel).

8.2 Dcmon5trAte A almple movement 8.2.1 Dernonatrate t -nafeoring weight
sequence with sound o pani- onto three different body parts
*lent, in sequential order and repeat

the sequence several times with
a speech sound for each transfer
of weight.
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Grade Love.

COMPETENCY COAL 9: The

Ob Ames

ARTS EDUCAtiON
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

11 understand skills in tec

1.WMPF.a.E

9.1 Demonstrate techniques to
promote flexibility and
strength.

55

9.1.1 Demonstrs
to promote

9.1.2 Demo

chreo warm-up exer igen
)(Minty.

Ivrea warm-up
pramtc atren- h.



Grade Level:

CO PFTENCY GOA. 10 : The
(making a dance).

ARTS E1)UCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subje Are Dance

ner will understand the concept of componition

Objec UvQn

10.1 Understand that ideas/concepts
can be translated into movement.

56

10.1.1 identify the characteristIc shapes
of animals and translate these to
body shapes.

10.1.2 Identify movement qualities of
animals (strong/light) nnd
translate these qualities into
body movement.



de Level:

COMPETENCY (OAL 11: The
dance).

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Aren Dance

ner wfll develop nk111a In eompo it n (mak

Objectiven

11.1 Understand that 0 sequence
of movement has a beginning,
middle, and end.

11.2 Translate simple ideas into
a dance.

57

-onstrate the ability t_.

maint_in a still body shape,
- travel In general space. and
- maintain an ending body shape.

2.1 Observe the shape changes of dance
and translate these into movement
using a beginning body shape,
rising and sinking body, and an
ending body shape.



Grade Level: I

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skill /Subje t Area: Dan

COMPETENCY GOAL I2 The learner will develop nkills in improv-- n.

Objectivee ensures

12.1 Deinonntrate the ability to
move alone while exploring
locomotor movement.

12.2 Demonstrate the ability to
Improvise in order to discove
movements related to a specific
object or idea.

58

12.1,1 Freely explore a variety of ways
to travel in general space.

12.2.1 Explore a variety of curved
shapes and movement which
express an idea such as the
shape and lightness of clouds.



Grad

1. Develop a posi Ave attitude toward self- other- and the dance experience.

1.1 Demonstrate an awareness of the capabilities of other
1.2 Demonstrate communiCation and coOperation with others.
1.3 Understand that dance is selected movement.

2. Develop kinetic awareness.

2.1 Understand that diffe ent body parts can move in different ways,
2.2 Understand that the body must be controlled for safe movement.
2.3 Understand that different body patty can load on Action.
2.4 Demonstrate that movement can expand and contract.
2.5 Demonstrate flexion and tension.

Understand the concept of space.

3.1 Demonstrate the use of personal and general space.
3.2 Demonstrate curved and angular ehopes in motion and stillness.
3.3 Recognize critical differences in curved and angular shapes.
3.4 Understand the directions of backward and forward.
3.5 Understand the directions of up and down.
3.6 Understand that pathways of movement can be along the floor or in

the air.
3.7 Understand that movement can take place at different levels.

Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Demonstrate the contrast of sustained and percuasive energy.
4.2 Understand the relationship of sound to heavy and light movement.
4.3 Recognize heavy and light sound.
4.4 Demonstrate vibratory (shaking) use of energy.
4.5 RecOgniZe vibratory movement in nature.

5. Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate the contrast of fast and slow movement.
5.2 Understand repetition or making patterns of movement.
5.3 Recognize visual patterns.
5.4 Demonstrate pattern making in movement while using slow and fas

movement.

6. Understand non-locomo or movement.

6.1 Understand combining Vii0 non-locomotor actions with repeating the
two actions in sequence.

6." Understand combining two non-locomotor actions with changes in
movement tempo.
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Understand locomotor movement.

7.1 Understand movement which takes place in general space.
7.2 Understand combination of locomotor patterns.

8. Understand skIlls in sequence.

8.1 Understand that movement can take place in succe- ion.
8.2 Recognize that sound can suggest movement possibilities.
8.3 Demonstrate repetition of a single movement sequence.

9. Understand skills in technique.

9.1 Underetand the need for warm-up activitiea
9.2 Demonstrate techniques to promote flexibility and strength.

Understand the concept of composition.

a0.1 Recognize that dance has a beginning middle, and end.
10.2 Understand that ideas can be tranale:ed into dance.

Develop skills in composition.

11.1 Translate simple ideas into dance.
11.2 Recognize that a sequence of movement has a beginning, middle,

and end.

11.3 Combine simple sequences to make a dance.

12. Develop skills in improvisation.

12.1 Demonstrate the ability to move alone while exploring locomotor
and non-locomotor movement.

12.2 Demonstrate the ability to folks_ another individual's ovement/
explorations.
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Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner viii develop a positive attitude toward
her/himself, othera and che dance experience.

Oh ectives Measures

1.1. Demonstr te an awareness of the
capabilitien of others.

1.2 Demonstrate communication and
cooperation with others.

1.3 Understand that dance is
selected movement.

61

1.1.1 Choose ways to move which will
enable the follower to mirror
the action when anked to lead
a mirroring experience with a
partner.

1.2.1 Demonstrate a "movement
conversation" with a partner in
order to develop a feel for
communication through movement.

Travel throughout the space using
the feet in different ways and
choose two of these ways to combine
in a sequence.



ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Grade Lev 2 Skills/Subj ct Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The lenrne I develop kinetic awareneu.

Qkjectives

2.1 Understand that body parts can
move in different ways.

2.2 Understand that the body must
be controlled for safe moviw

2.3 Understand that different body
parts can lead an action.

2.4 Demonstrate that movement can
expand and contract.

2.5 Demons rate flexlon and
extens on.

Demonstrate that body parts can
move simultaneously, body parts
can move in succession, and body
parts can move so that they come
together and separate.

2.2,1 Demonstrate the abilIty to
transfer body weight from one
body part to another while
traveling in general space.

Lead the action with di
ferent body parts, using the
actions of opening and closing.

2.4.1 Demonstrate the action of opening
(stretching) and closing
(contracting) the body.

2.5.1 Demonstrate flexing the feet and
hands followed by extending the
feet and hands.
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Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subjec Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will underatand the concept of space.

3.1 Demonstrate the use of peraonnl
and general apace.

3.2 Demonstrate curved and
angular body abnpen In
motion and stillness.

3.3 Recognize critical differences
in curved and angular shapes.

34 Understand the directions of
backward and forward.

3.5 Understan'i he directions of
up and down.

3.6 Understand that pathways
of movement can be along the
floor or in the air.

3.7 Understand that movement
can take place at different
levels.

Travel throughout the space
contrasting motion with sti 'fleas.

3.2.1 Travel throughout the space con-
tranting curved and angular body
shapes both in motIon and on the
spot.

Successfully identify the dif-
ference when asked to look around
the claaeroom for curved and
angular shapes.

3.4.1 Demonstrate the use of forward
and backward directions when asked
to travel toward and away from a
specific area of the room.

3.5.1 Demonstrate the use of up snd
down when asked to lead into these
directions with different body
parts while rising and sinking.

3.6.1 Demonstrate traveling in general
space in curved pathways while
creating curved pathways in the
air with the arms.

3.7.1 Demonstrate traveling and stopping
at a low level, a middle level,
and a high level.

3.7.2 Make a firm-sudden movement and
arrive at a different level with
each beat in response to a drum
beat.
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Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dence

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner wi I understand the concept of energy.

Objectives

4.1 Demonstrate the contrast of
suatained and percussive
energy.

4.2 Understand the relationship
of sound to heavy and light
movement.

4.3 Recognize heavy and light
sounds.

ensures

4.1. Travel toward a partner with
suata ned energy and travel ai
using percussive energy in
response to a drum bent.

4.2.1 Demonst!rate sinking heavy and
rising lightly in reeponse to a
drum beat and bell.

4.3.1 Match heavy sound with heavy
movements and light sound with
light movements when listening
to a piece of music.

4.4 Demons rate vibratory (shaking) 4.4.1 Demonstrate vibratory head and
use of energy. and arm movements.

4.5 Recognize vibra ory movement 4.5.1 Describe vibratory movement as
in nature. observed in nature.
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Or de Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subje t Are : Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will understand the concept of time.

Obje eanu s

5.1 Demonstrate the contrast
of fast and slow movemen

5.2 Understand repetItion or
making patterns of movement.

5.3 Recognize visual patterns.

5.4 Demonstrate pattern making
in movement while using slow
and fast movement.

66

5.1.1. Demonstrate a rhythmic phrase
opening and closing the

body, using sudden movement as the
body contracts and slow movement
an the body opens.

5.2.1 Listen to music which contains
a simple sound pattern and
demonstrate a movement pattern
based on the sound pattern.

5.3.1 Identi y simple patterns in nature
(patterns in rock formations,
leaves, and tree trunks).

5.4.1 Demonstrate a repeated rhythmic
phrase while opening and closing
the body, using sudden movement
as the body contracts and slow
movement as the body opens.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject \rea. Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The learner will understand non-locomotor movement.

ObjectIves

6 Understand combining two non-
locomotor actions and repeating
the two actions in sequence.

6.2 Underatand comhthing two non-
iocomotor act,..ann with changes
in movement tempo.

66

6/

ea uren

6.1.1 Select and demonstrate two non-
locomotor movements (twist-bounce)
and repent the actions in aequence.

6.2.2 Demonstrate two non-loc
movements (shake-push) w
using a fast tempo with shak n
and a slow tempo with pushin



G-ade Level:

ARTS EDtTCAT ION

DANCE EDUCATTON

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: , The learner will understand locomotor move -nt.

7.1 Understand movement which takes
place in general space.

7.1.1 Demonstrate trave ing throughout
the space, using the feet in dif
Went ways (e.g., running,
jumping, stepping, turning).

Underatat np of /.2.1 Demonetrate traveling Chroughour
locomotor pat na. the apace combining different

locomotor patterns (e.g., walk
and run, jump and turn).

67



Grade L-v-

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will underatand Ocilla in nequence.

vement can take 8 1 I DOMOnfittiltr trnnfrrinw body
e in succession. weight to three diffcrent body

parts and repeating the order- or
weight transfer (e.g., feet to
hands to seat).

Recognite that aoundn cnn suggest 8.2.1 D nntrate actn ug tO

movement possibilities.

8.3 Demon
a sing

repetition of a
ovement sequence.

68

the learner by a variety of a ones.

Repeat the Actions of rising and
sinking while leading the rising
action with hands and the rinking
action with the head.



Grnde Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATTON
DANCE EDUCATTON

Skilin/Sub:lect Area: Nalco

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: Thv learner will underntnnd nkilla in technique.

Ob ctiven

9_1 t1nckrntrnc rha flood fn
warmup activities.

9.2 Demonstrate techniques to
promote flexibility and
and strength.

0

69

Dctibe tht rmcd for laarmupr,
octivitieo,

9.2.1 Demonstrnte two techniquen to
promote leg and back flexibility
end strength.

-. .2 Demonstrate two techniqUeS to
promote arm flexibility and
strength.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilln/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 0: The learner will underntand the concept of componition
(making a dance).

gnize that dancr hen a
nning. mid 1 ond end.

10.2 Understand that ideas can be
translated into dance.

10.1.1 Observe a sample dance on film
and dencribe each port (beginning,
middle, end).

10.1.2 Demonstrate through repetition,
a movement sequence using a
beginning body shape, traveling
in general space, and making an
ending body shape in personal
space.

10.2.1 Demonstrate machine motion in
movement when studying about
machines or inventions.

10.2.2 Identify shapes and movement
qualitl (stronglight) and
tranal, these to body movement
when studying about animals.

10.2.3 Demonstrate work actions
(hammering, sawing, chopping,
pushing, and pulling) when
studying about occupations and
work.

70
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Gtncjs Lcvel 2

COM ETENCY COAL 11: The lernr
dance).

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subj et Area: Dance

ill develop skills in compos king a

b actives

11.1 Translate
a dance.

into 11.1.1 Observe wo'rk actions such as ham-
Oaring, chopping, and sawing, and
make a sequence of actions using
the work actions.

.2 Recognize that n sequence of
movement has a beginningt
middle, and end.

3 Combine simple sequences to
make a dance.

11.1.2 Observe how wind causes leaves to
move And demonstrate those actions
through a movement sequence.

.2.1 Observe another individual dance
and describe each part of the
dance.

11.3. 1 Demonstrate the combination of
holding a shnpe in stillness and
traveling throughout the space
using a skip with rising and
sinking actions on the spot,
(shape, travel, rise/sink).

71



Grade Leve 2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL The leiirner will develop skills In improvinntlon.

Object v

Demonstrate the ability to move
alone while exploring locomotor
and non-locomotor movement.

12.1.1 Demonatrate combining traveling
throughout the topace uning the
feet in different ways with rising
nnd sinking on the spot.

12.2 Demonstrate the ability to 12.2.1 Travel behind and beside another
follow another indivilua individual ati the other individual
movement/explorations. travels throughout the space using

the feet in different ways.

72
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Grade 3 Outline

1. Develop a poeitive attitude toward self, others, and the dance experience.

1.1 Demonstrate an awareness of capabil ti s and limitation- _f the body.
1.2 Demonetrate the ability to observe and concentrate on work done by

others.
1.3 Demonstrate cooperation wIth a small group.
1.4 Understand that dance is slected movement.

Develop kinetic awarene

2.1 Understand that different body parts can move in different ways.
2.2 Understand that the body must be controlled for safe moving when

moving with others.
2.3 Demonstrate that movement con be larger and smaller.
2.4 Demonstrate that different body parts can lead an action.
2.5 Demonstrate that different body parts can support the body.

Understand the concept of space.

3.1 Demonstrate changes of direction while traveling in gener I space.
3.2 Recognize curved and angular shapes in nature.
3,.3 Demonstrate movement in curved and angular perhways.
3.4 Demonstrate that pathway of movement can be along the floor or in

the air.
3.5 Identify the levels of high and low.
3.6 Understand focus or centered.
3.7 Understand open and closed space.

Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Demonstrate the contrast of sustained and percussive ene
4.2 Understand heavy and light movement.
4.3 Understand vibratory movement.
4.4 Understand swinging movement.

5. Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate the contrast of fast and slow movements.
5.2 Demonstrate the use of meter in movement.
5.3 Understand repetition or making patterns of movement.
5.4 Recognize even and uneven time.

6. Understand non-locomotor _nVement.

y-

6.1 Identify non-locomotor action words.
6.2 Recognize and be able to translate non-locomotor action words into

movement.

73
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7. Understand locomotor movement.

7.1 Demonstrate combining two
7.2 Demonstrate combining two

8. Understand skills in sequence.

_OCOmoto_ movements and pathways.

_ocomotor movement$ with variations in time.

8.1 Demonstrate the ability to change from one body nction to another.
8.2 Demonstrate a movement sequence with related nounds.

9. Understand skIlls in technIque.

9,1 Understand flexibility and strength.

10. Understand the concept of composition.

10.1 Understand that sequence is a series of movements.
10.2 Understand that dance has a beginning, middle, and end.
10.3 Recognize the inherent movement possibilities -f a story or po

11. Develop skills in composition.

11.1 Recognize movement poaablitiea in words.
11.2 Recognize movement possibilities in poems and stories.
11.3 Demonstrate that dance has a beginning, middle, and end.

Develop skills in improvisation.

12.1 Demonstrate the ability to move alone while exploring locomotor and
non-locomotor movement.

12.2 Demonstrate the use of improvisation to make dance.

74

7.5



Grade vel: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY G AL 1: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward
her/himself, others, and the dance experience.

sObjective

Demonstrate an awsreness
of capabilities and limitations
of the body.

1.2 Demonst ate the abi ity to
observe and concentrate on
work done by others.

Demonstrate cooperation with
a small group.

1.1.1 Demonatrate opening and clo ing
actiona in order to illustrate
the range of body extension and
contraction in response to a drum-
beat.

Willingly observe and discuss
specific aspects of a movement
sequence demonstrated by others.

1.3.1 Demonstrate traveling to meet and
traveling to part when working
with a group of two or three
individuals.

1.4 Understand that dance is selected 1.4.1 Explore several ways of using the
movement. feet to travel to meet a partner

and travel apart. Then select
one locomotor movement to travel
to meet and a second locomotor
movement to travel apart.

7 5



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ar : Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop kinetic awarenens.

2.1 Understand that different body
pa.:ta ean move in different waya,

2.2 Underatand that the body must
be controlled for safe moving
when moving with others.

2.3 Demonstrate that movements can
be larger and smaller.

2.4 Demons rat
parts can

that different body
ead an action.

2.1.1 Demonstrate that body pnrts can
move eimultaneously, in
succession, and can come together
and separate.

2.2.1 Demonstrate, slow traveling to
approach each other, when reaching
each other the group twists in and
acts (mingles) and holds a still
position with a drum signal.

2.3.1 Demonstrate opening and closing
movements while changing levela
through rising and sinking.

2.4.1 Demonstrate leading the action
with different body parts using
the actions of opening and
closing.

2.5 Demonstrate that different body 2.5.1 Demonstrate the ability to trans-
fer body weight onto two or three
different body parts while travel-
ing in general space.

parts can support the body.

7 6



Grade Level: 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: . The learner

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skill-/Subject Area: Dance

1 understand the concept of space.

Ob ectives

Demonstrate change of directions
while trave ing in general space.

3.2 Recognize curved and angular
shapes in nature.

3.3 Demonstrate moving in curved
and angular pathways.

3.4 Demonstrate that pathways
of movement can be along
the floor or in the air.

3.5 Identify the levels of high
and low.

3.6 Understand focus (T1' centered.

3.7 Under

3.1.1 Travel in general space while u ing
forward, backward, and sideward
directions in response to a drum-
beat.

3 2 2 Identify several curved and angular
ahapes in nature.

Lead another individual while
traveling in curved and straight
pathways or lines.

3.4.1 Demonstrate the combination of
traveling in general space while
creating curved pathways in the
air with the arm; and traveling
in general space while creating
angular pathways in the air with
the arms.

3.5.1 Demonstrate traveling in general
space, and in response %o a drum-
beat maintain stillnesa at a high
level or low level.

3 6.1 Focus (look-center body attention)
in the direction being lead into
by a specific body part when asked
o demonstrate rising and sinking
actions while leading with
different body parte.

and open and closed space. 3.7.1 Create a free movement phrase
while opening and closing the
body.

7 7



Grade Level: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The 1 arner will understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Demonstrate the contrast of
nuntained and perenaniva
energy.

4.2 Understand heavy and ligst
movement.

4.3 Understand vib _ ory movement.

4.1.1 Create a movement phrase which
demonetrates chnoges from nudden
energy to sustained energy.

4.2.1 Creare a movement phrase placing
strong and light accents in the
same phrase.

4.3.1 Create a movement phrase which
demonstrates shaking isolated body
parts such as head, hands, feet,
and legs.

4.4 Understand swinging movement. 4.4.1 Create a movement phrase which
demonstrates swinging movement.

4.4.2 Identify objects that can swing
(e.g rope, scarf, hoop), and
demonstrate a movement phrase
while moving in relation to the
object.

78



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will underst nd the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate the contrast
d slow movement.

5.1.1

5.2 Demonstrate the use of meter
in movement.

5.2.1

5.3 Understand repetition or
making patterns of movement.

5.3.1

5.4 Recognize even and uneven time. 5.4.1

Demonntrte the same movemen
phrane firret in a snstnfned
quality and then 13 sudden (f
one.

Demonstrate walking to quarter
notes while listening to a musIcal
composition.

Create a simple rhythmic pattern
by clapping the pattern and
demonstrate a corresponding
movement pattern.

Identify the difference between
the two when asked to observe a
dancer moving in both even and
uneven time.

5.4.2 Demonstrate a movement phrase
in even time and uneven time.

79



Grade Level: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will understand non-locomotor movement.

6.1 Identify non-locomotor action
words,

6.1.1 Correctly use a variety of non-
locomotor action words when /Inked
to write a short poem which
includes non-locomotor action
words.

6.2 Recognize and be able to 6,2.1 Reproduce the words in movemenC
translate non-locomotor ac ion when asked to read a poem which
words into movement. includes non-locomotor action

words.

80



Grade L vel:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Arco: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The le rner wi l understand locomotor movement.

Objective!?

7.1 Demonstrate combining two
locomotor movements and
pathwayn.

7.1.1 Demonstrate skipping in a curved
pathway and eliding 1- a trnight
pathway in reaponnc to a drum beat
pattern.

7.2 Demonstrate combining two 7.2.1 Demonstra e a slow walk and a quick
locomotor movements with turn movement aequence ir responae
variation in time, to a drum beat pattern.



Grade Love

ARTS EPEICATTOU
DANCE EDUCATIDN

Sk11l*/Subjnct Aren:

COMTETENCY GOAL The le rner ii1 underatand Ocilla In noquence.

_

8.1 Demontrat. the ability to
change from one ,dy action
to another.

thon.

sequence wi
sounds,

en

8.1.1 fleonatrnte a movement phrnae
consisting of twiating, sinkIng,
and exploding, and repe t the
phrase several timen.

82

Create
and demonatr
aequenen with

;ound ae ue,co
movement
sounds.



d evel:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilln/S t Area: Dlnce

COMPETENCY GOAL 9! The learner I11 undrtnnd kfi1n in techn

9.1 Understand flexibiiit
ntrength.

DeiwnRtrnte four unrm-up techn
ques thnt promote flexibility
ntrength.



Grade 1 -tvel:

ARTS EDUCATION'
DANCE EDUCATION

Sk111t/Stihject Aren:

COMPETENCY COAL 10: The learner viii iinderand the ccn
(making a dance).

of tion

Airr=1.1.emr=01.1.e.g.gr,e-

10.1 Unde
A SC

nd that sequence is
of movements.

10.2 Undern nnd that dnnc h ii

beginning, middle, and end.

10.3 Recognize the inherent
movement possibilities
in a story or poem.

10.1. Successfuily demonstrate a move-
ment nequence based on the words
pull-push-atrip.

T snOnte the y of a volennIc
eruption into a movement sequence.

10.3.1 De cribe the inherent movement
possibil ties in n story or poe .



Grade Level:

ART5 EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skil bject

COMe7TENCY GOAL 11: Tbe rner wllt develop aktlla cfmnponition (makinp
a dance).

.1 Rec _raze movement pod
in wor trana-

verel wor ch Ow be
ted into movement,

.2 Recognize movement possibilities 11.2.1 lect a e from the poem
dry and demonerrnte a movement

sequence which translates the
line into movement.

In poems and stories.

11.3 De nstrat that _ dance hag a
beg nning, middle, and end.

Write s short poem involving
a sequence of events euch as
mnow falling, melting, and
refreezing, and demonstrate a
movement sequence translating
the ideas in the poem.



Grade L

COMPETENCY GOAL

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Sublect Area:

The learner will develop ski In in improvisation.

Demonstrate the ability to move
alone while exploring locomotor
and non-locomotor movement.

Demonstrate combining traveling
through the apace using the feet
in different ways with riai g and
sinking on the apot.

12.2 Demonstrate the tine of improvi- 12.2.1 Explore several ctfon 4.1 through
movement and select two of the
actions for a movement phrase_

when studying about occupations.

!ration to make dance.

86



GRADES /.46

itffiphasenEm

During the intermediate grades, the crea ive emphaain begun in the early
childhood years is continued as students are introduced to a more
sophisticated concept of dance. The vocabulary used for dance becomes
important as students are required to enter into more analysis and discusoion
related to their work. Locomotor and non-locomotor skills are practiced to
develop control of Vie body and improvisational opportunities are abundant.

Problem recognition and problem-oolving become vehicles for creating
dance. Simple compoeitions which explore uses of time, space, and energy
should be an outgrowth of new concepts presented in class. Student& shnre
their work with one another and ere both doers end viewers of dance.

At thio grade level books, artwork, tapes, and other forms of info motion
on the dance and its history are appropr ately introduced. An enriched under-
standing and appreciation of dance ie fostered by study of specific peoples
whose use of dance is reflective of their culture. With this approach, it is
appropriate for atudents to be taught predetermined patterns of dance, much an
popular folk dances.

8 7



de 4 Outline

1. Develop a positive attitude toward acif, others, and the dance experience.

1.1 Demonstrate the ability to share and dscusa ideas with a group.
1.2 Demonstrate the ability to lead othere and adapt to the leadership

of others.
1.3 Understand that dance la oelected movement.
1.4 Understand that dance ie a way to communicate.

2. Develop kinetic awareness.

2.1 B. aware that different body parts have different capacities for
movement,

2.2 Recognize symmetrical and asymmetrical body shapen.
2.3 linden:ask-id that different body patts can lead moVement.
2.4 Understand that movements can be larger and smaller.
2.5 Demonstrate that different body parts can support the body.

Understand the concept of apace.

3.1 Underetand traveling in curved pathways.
3.2 Be aware of a wide variety of words which describe space.
3.3 Recognize the difference in curved and angular body shapes.
3.4 Understand that specific use of pathways and levels can become dance.
3.5 Understand that movement can be near or extend away from the body.
3.6 Recognize the words of basic space concepts.
3.7 Combine the elements of pathway, shape, and levels to make a dance.

4. Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Be aware of different combinations cf energy in movement.
4.2 Be aware of the uses of energy combinations.
4.3 Be aware of the uses of energy combinations when making a dance.

5. Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Recognize measured time.
5.2 Demonstrate varied rhythmic combinations within a given metric scheme.
5.3 Recognize the difference in measured and unmeasured time.
5.4 Recognize accented and unaccented time.

6. Understand non-locomotor movement.

6 1 Combine non-locomoto
6.2 Combine non-locomoto

to make a dance.

movement with the elements of time and space.
movement with the elements of space and time

89



Understand locomotor movement.

7.1 Combine locomotor movement with the element_
energy.

7.2 Combine locomotor movement and rhythm.

Understand akills in sequence.

time, upace, and

8.1 Form sequence.
8.2 Repeat sequences.
8.3 B. aware of movement and sound sequence po-- bilities.

9. Understand skills in technique.

9.1 Recogntze techniques to promote flexibili_y.
9.2 Be aware of the need fbr warm-up techniques.

10. Underotand the concept of comp sition.

10.1 Understand that increased movement vocabulary contributes to the
development of form in dance.

10.2 Understand the importance of repetition in order to remember
sequences of movement in a dance.

10.3 Be aware of the role of finding movement material for a dance
through improvisation.

10.4 Be aware of the importance of a partner in making dance.

II. Develop skills in composition.

11.1 Extend the movement vocabulary of the body to allow for variety in
composition.

11.2 Recognize that A whole dance can be developed from selected parts of
movement phrases.

11.3 Be aware of the need for concentration to promote quality dance.

12. Develop skills in Improvisation.

12.1 Demonstrate improvising alone.
12.2 Demonstrate the use of improvisation to form a dance with a partner.
12.3 Understand the use of improvisation to form a dance with a partner.
12.4 Understand the use of improvisation to form a dance with a small

group.

90



de Level 4

ARTS EDtICATTON
DANCE EDUCATTON

Skills/Subj-ct Aren: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL t The learner will develop a positive attitude toward,
her/himself, others, and the dance experience.

O.jectivea

1.1 Demonstrate the ability to share 1.1.1 P an with the group to determine
and discuea ideaa with a group.

1.2 Demonatrote the ability to
lead others and adapt to the
leadership ot others.

1.3 Understand that dance is
selected movement.

1.4 Understand that dance is a
way to communicate.

91

a common theme for the dance.

1.2.1 Demonstrate the ability to :ravel
throughout general apace with
changes in direction, level, end
speed, while others follow her/his
lead.

1.2.2 Demonstrate the ability to travel
through general space with
changes in direction, level, and
speed, while following a leader.

1 Select an idea for a dance
explore movement possibilities
for the idea and choose appro
priate movement to express that
idea.

1.4.1 Observe dances created by others
and discuss thoughts, feelings,
and ideas which ere communicated.



Grade Lev

ARTS EDLLATTON
DANCE EDUCATTON

Skills/Subject Area: Dane-.

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: 'he learner will develop kinetic awareness.

Ob ectives

2.1 Be aware that different body 2.1.1 Demonstrate traveling in general
parts have different capacities space combined with turning on
for movement, the spot.

2 2 Recognize symmetrical and 2.2.1 Identify three syretrLcal body
and asymmetrical body shapes. ahapee and three asymmetricel body

shapes when demonstrated by
another individual.

2.3 Understand that different body
parts can lead movement.

2.4 Undera and that movements
can be larger and smaller.

2.5 Demonstrate that different
body parts can support the
body.

2.3.1 Demonotra:e a movement phrase in
which three different body parts
lead the actions of rising and
sinking.

2.4.1 Demonstrate opening and closing
movements while traveling toward
and away from an area in the room.

2.5.1 Demonstrate the ability to transfer
body weight onto three or four
different body parts while
traveling in general space.

2.5.2 Maintain a sustained energy flow
while transfering body weight from
one part to another while traveling
in general space.

9 2



de Level:

COMPETENCY COAL 3:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skillr/Subject Area: Dance

I understand the concept of spec-

bj 41e9 asur

Unde stand traveling in curvcc
pathways.

3.2 Be aware of a wide variety
of space words such as over,
under, above, below, through,
towards, away, from, near, far,
close to, around, and up against.

11_c gnize the difference in
curved and angular body shapes.

3.4 U derstand that specific use
of pathways and levels can
become dance.

3.5 Understand that movement can
be near the body or extend
away from the body.

3.6 Recognize the words of basic
*space concepts such as under,
over, above, below, through,
towards, away from, near, far,
and around.

3.1.1 Identify the curved pathways of
travel when observing an
individual travel in generel space.

3.2.1 Translate the words "over",
"under", and "around" into a
movement sequence.

3.3.1 Identify the difference when ob-
serving an Individual demonstrate
curved and angular body shapes.

3.4.1 Translate a written phrase into
a sequence of movements, i.e.,
a winding road took us down into
velleys and high atop hills, over
and over the road did wind until
dizzy, dizzy we fell in a tiz7y.

3.5.1 Demonstrate a movement sequence
based on scattering and gathering
actions,

3.6.1 Translate at least three space
words into a movement sequence
with a partner.

3.7 Combine the elements of pathway, 3.7.1 Demonstrate a movement phrase
shape, and levels to make a based on a poem or story, which
dance, incorporates the elements of

pathway, body shape, and levels.
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(;rade Level: 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 4:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: D nee

er wi l understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Be aware of different combinations 4.1,1 Demonstrate the contrast of a
gliding movement and a slashing
movement.

of energy in movement.

4.2 Be aware of the use of
energy comb nations.

4.3 Be aware of the use of energy
combinations when making a
dance.

4.1.2 Demonstra e the contrast of a
pressing movement and a flicking
movement.

4.2.1 identify diffe ences in sustained
and percussive energy when
observing a dance.

4.3.1 Select two musical instruments
of different sound quality
(drumbells) and demonstrate a
movement phrase which translates
each sound to movement.

4 3 2 Eelect from a list three "energy
words which contrast with each
otker and demonstrate a movement
sequence based on the three words
(e.g., float--flutter--slash).
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Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will understand the concept of time.

Ob Oct

5.1 Recognize measured time.

5.2 Demonstr te va ied rhythmic
combinations w thin a given
metric scheme.

5.3 Recognize the difference in
measured and unmeasured time.

5.4 Recognize accented and
unaccented time.

95

Clap the underlying beat when
listening to a musical compositi

5.2.1 Write a rhythm pot_ rn and
correctly use a variety of note
values in each measure.

5.2 2 Demonatrate a movement phrase
based on a rhythm pattern which
s/he has written.

5.3.1 flemonatrnt a nonmetric movement
phrase with variations in light
and strong and then flt the phrase
into a metric framework.

5 4.1 Correctly clap the accented no __

loudly and the unaccented notes
softly when reading a notated
rhythmic pattern with specific
accent marks.



Grade L vel: 4

ARTS EDUCAflON
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Pence

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will understand non-locomotor mov ment.

Combine non-locomotor movement 6 Demonstrate an opening and eloaing
with the elements of time and sequence of movements using sudden
space. movement as the body contracts and

sustained movement an the body
opens.

6.2 C h -10comotor monent
with the elements of space and
time to make A dance.

9 6

Demonstrate tranlzitLng the work
actions of pulling, pushing, and
twinging into dance through
variation in space and time.



Grade, evel:

ARTS EDUCATION'
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A ea: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner will understand locomotor movement

Ob ectives Measure

7.1 CoMbine locomoror movement
with the elements of time,
space, and energy.

, 7.2 Combine locomotor
movement and rhythm.

97

7.1.1 Demonstrate a skiP With variat on
in level and speed of movement.-

7.1.2 Demonstrate a slide with variation
in direction and speed of
movement.

7.1.3 Demonstrate combining a run and
jump with variation in direction
and level.

7.2.1 Write a rhythmic pattern and
demonstrate a locomotor movement
pattern with the rhythmic pattern.



Grade Level:. 4

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ar a: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will understand skills in sequence.

Form a sequence.

8.2 Repeat a sequence.

8 Be aware of movement and sound
sounds sequence possibilities.

98

8.1.1 Use percussion instruments to
create a rhythmic pattern and
demonstrate a dance with.the
rhythmic pattern.

8.2.1 Repeat a movement phrase six
times in response to a drum
beat rhythmic pattern.

8.3.1 Identify a wide variety of
sounds such as natural, vocal,
and instrumental, and demonstra e
a movement sequence with two
selected sounds.



Grade Leve

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETEN 9:. The learner will understand skills in techni u

9.1 Recognize techniques to promote 9.1.1 Remember and demonstrate two
flexibility, strength, and techniques to promote flexibility,
endurance.

three techniques to promote
trength1 and three techniques to

promote endurance.

9.2 Be aware of the need for
warm=up techniques.

_

9.2.1 Describe the need for warm=up
techniques and identify specific
techniques which promote flex-
ibility, strengthsond endurance,

99



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 10:
(making a dance).

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subiect Area: Dance

earner will understand the concept of composition

10.1 Understand that increased
movement vocabulary contributes
to the development of form in
dance.

10.2 Understand the importance of
repetition in order to remem-
ber sequences of movement in
a dance.

10.3 Be aware of the role of finding
movement material for a dance
through improvisation.

4 Be aware of the importance of
a partner in making a dance.

10.1.1 Expand a work action (e.g.,
chopping) through rhythmic
repetition and by enlarging the
pattern of the action.

10.2.1 Demonstrate a movement phrase
and be able to teach a partner
that same movement phrase.

Select specif c literal gestures
as content for a dance and expand
these gestures through variation
in time, space, and energy,
selecting appropriate variations.

10.4.1 Demonstra e watching and concen-
trating on a partner while copying
the movements of a partner.

10.4.2 Demonstrate a movement conversa-
tion during which each individual
watches the other in order to
make a movement reply,
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GO
a dance).

'ARTS-EDUCATION
DANCE,EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

learner will develop skills in compos_ on making

11.1 Extend the movement vocabulary
of her/his body to allow for
variety in composition.

1 2 Recognize that a whole dance
can be developed from selected
parts of movement phrases.

.1.1 Demonstrate a range of effort
actions which have a specific
use of time, space and energy,
(e.g., slash, float Press,
flick).

11.2.1 Achieve variation of literal
gesture through variation in time

*space, and energy, and choose
appropriate variations for a
dance.

11.3 Be aware of the need for con 11.3.1 Identify concentrated effort and
eentration to promote quality discuss its importance to the
dance. dance.

101

101



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Sub ect Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 12: The learner will develop skills in improvisation.

Ob ectves Measures

12.1 Demonstrate improvising alone.

12,2 Demonstrate the use of
improvisation to form
a dance.

12.3 Understand the use o
im provisstion to form a
dance with a partner.

12.4 Understand the use of
improvisation to form a
dance with a small group.

12.1.1 Explore the movement qualities
suggested by each sound when
listening to a sequence of a
variety of sounds.

12.2.1 Explore variations of each action
and demonstrate the three part
sequence several times when asked

make a dance using collapse,
and swing.

. locomotor possibilIties
-.:41-2e-two for a movement

-.Emr-2-4 in making a dance with

'her/his individual body
and recognize how these

S64vms can become part Of the
p,r6up shape when asked to make
iy---oup shapes with three or four



ne

Develop a posItIve attitude toward self, others, and dance as an art form.

1.1 Demonstrate a supportive attItude t ward the work of others.
1.2. Respond freely to thoughts, ideas, and feelings through movement.1.3 Work well with others.
1.4 Understand that there are many ways to form and make dance.1.5 Understand that dance is selected movement to produce a desired effe

2. Understand the concept of kinetic awareness.

2.1 Demonstrate that different body parts have different capabilities formovement.
2.2 Understand that proper body maintenance is essential for d nce.2.3 Be aware of the range of movement.
2.4 Understand that proper body carriage is important.
2.5 identify the elements of proper body mechanics for the dancer.

Understand the concept of spec

3.1 Understand traveling in g neral apace in curved pathways combined
with maintaining stillness in personal space, at C.lfferent levels.3.2 Be aware of4 wide variety of space words which result from moving
in specific directions.

3 3 Understand that specific use of general space, direction, and focus-can become 'dance.
3.4 Recognize the words of basic space concepts.

Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Be aware of different combinations of energy in movemen4.2 Be aware of the use of differert amounts of energy.4.3 Be aware of the flow of movement.
4.4 Be aware of energy and its relationship to shape.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Demonstrate varied rhythmic combinations within a given metric scheme.5.2 Recognize the difference in measured and unmeasured time.5.3 Be aware of the difference in accented and unaccented time.5.4 Understand pattern.

Understand non-locomotor movement.

6.1 Be aware-of a wide variety of non ocomotor movement.6.2 Explore non-locomotor movement us ng the elements of time, space, andenergy.
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Understand loc motor movement.

7.1 Combine locomotor movement using the elements of rime, space, andenergy,
7.2 Combine locomotor movement using pattern and rhythm.7.3 Recognize and describe differences in locomotor movements.

8. Understand skills in sequence.

8.1 Form and extend a sequence.
8.2 Use repetition in order to retain sequence.
8.2 Use simple sequence in relation to sound.

Understand skills in technique.

9.1 Remember simple technique.
9.2 Be aware -of warm-up techniques for specific parts of the body.

10. Understand the concept of composition.

10.1 Be aware that ideas and their relation to other ideas strengthen thedance.
10.2 Understand the relationship of parts to the whole in composition.
10.3 Discover movement material for dance through self-improvisation.10.4 Be aware of communication among members of a group when making agroup dance.

11. Develop skills in composition.

11.1 Extend the mov ment vocabulary of the body and allow for varietyin composition.
:

11.2 Recognize that a whole dance can be developed from selected parts ofmovement phrases.
11.3 Demonstrate the neceasary focus and concentration to promote qual tyin dance,
11.4 Use improvisation to find movement material for a dance.

Develop skills in improvisation

12.1 Demonstrate improvising alone.
12.2 Improvise in order to make a dance.
12.3 Improvise with a. partner.
12.4 Improvise with groups of individuals and use the improvisations

form dance.

104
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Grade Level: 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

learner w 11 develop a positive attitude towa d her/himself1
others, and dance as an art form.

1.1 Demonstrate a supportive
attitude toward the work
of others.

Respond freely to her/his
thoughts, feelings, and
ideas through movement.

Work well wi h others.

1.4 Understand that there are many
ways to form and make dance.

Understand that dance 18
selected movement chosen to
produce a desired effect.

1.1 1 Contribute willing y when asked
to improvise group shapes with
others.

1.2.1 Willingly discuss possible ideas
for a dance with others and will
ingly demonstrate movement pos
bilities related to these ideas
with others.

1.3.1 Listen to others, respond, and
select a mutually agreed upon
theme when asked to decide on a
theme for a small group. dance.

1.4.1 Make a dance based on the use of
imagery and present the dance to
the class.

1.5.1 Improvise and choose the appropri
ate movements when asked to
communicate specific moods.
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Gradildevel:

COMPETENCY GO lea rne

2.1 Demonstrate that different
body parts have different
capabilities for movement.

2.2 Understand that proper body
maintenance is essential
for dance.

2.3 Be aware of the range of
movement.

2.4 Understand that proper body
carriage is important.

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

I understand the concept of kinetic

205 identify the e ements of proper
body mechanics for the dancer.

a a ene

*2.1.1 Demonstrate that different parts
of the body can contact each other
in a variety of ways (i.e.,
be near, touch, interlink,
surround, go away, avoid, and go
around).

2.2.1 Verbally de cribe the reasons for
proper body maintenance in relation
to dance.

2.3.1 Identify and discuss d fferences
in flexion, extenrion, and
rotation In movement.

2.4,1 Identify and verbally describe t_e
benefits of proper body carriage
and the dangers of improper body
carrisge.

2.5.1 Describe proper body mechanics for
the dancer in terms of posture,
breathing, and leg rotation.

1 6



Grade Love

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

kills/Subject Area: Dance

understand the concept of space.

3.1 Understand traiieling in general
space and in curved pathways,
combined with maintaining stillness
in personal space at different
levels.

3.2 Be aware of a wide varie
space words which result
from moving in specific

directions--rising, falling,
crossing, advancing, retreating.

Understand that specific use
of general space, direction,
and focus can become dance.

3.4 Recognize the words of basic
space concepts (i.e., under,
over, above, below, through,
towards, away from, near, far,
and around).

Make a dance using a combination
of general space, curved pathways,
and stillness in personal apace
at different levels

3.2 Observe another individual and
identify the direction traveled
through the use of each space
word (i.e., up/down, right/left,
forward/backward).

3.3.1 Make a dance using walks in dif
ferent directions with changes
in focus or gaze.
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3.4.1 Identify the appropriate word for
each action when observing two
individuals translate space words
into movement.



;ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE:EDUCATION

_de vel: 5 Skills/Subject Axes: Dance

4: The learner will understand the concept'of energy

Oh active ur
4.1 Be aware of different combi- 4.1 Demonstrate:the contras

nations of energy in move- pressing and gliding in a,ment. ment sequence.

4.2 Be aware of the use of:dif-.
ferent amounts of energy
(heavy/light).

ove-

4.2.1 Demonstrate a dance in which the
action of swinging,gradually
changes from light to heavy.'

Be aware of the flow of movement. 4 3.1 Demonstrate a dance which contrasrs
simultaneous flow of Movement:
with successtve flow of movement.

4.4 Be aware of energy effort) an
its tole ionship to shape.

4.4.1 Will be able to /dent fy the
inherent energy of each body
shape (i.e., floating/round
shapes, dabbing/zig-zag or angu a-
shape) whin observing,arother
individual create 4 variety of
body shapes in combination with
specific uses of energy.

1.08



Grade LeVe '

CO1VETENCY GOAL 5 The inrner w

ARTS tDUCATTON
DANCE EDUCATION

Aqua/S:1bl cr A

underntand the eoneept of time.

natrate varied rhyt
combination° within a given
metric scheme.

5.2 Recognize the difference in
measur-d and unmeasured time.

5.3 Be aware of the difference
in accented and unaccented
time.

5.4 Understand pattern epeat).

109
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5.1.1 Write a rhythm pattern end make a
dance which translates each note
velue into movement.

5.2.1 Demonetrata a nonmetric movement
phrase with variation in energy
(suddensustained) and then fit
the phrase into a metric framewor .

5.3.1 DemonRtrate a movement phrase
with a strong accent at the
bepining and ond of the phrane,

5.4.1 Make a dance using the Mita
phrases of a selected piece and
be able to repeat the dance
when the musical phrasing repeats.



Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The learner will underatand non-locomotor movement.

61.1 Be aware of a wide variety
of non-locomotor movement.

6.1.1 Demonstrate nnd identify nt leant
ten non-locomotor movements.

6.2 Explo non-locomotor movement 6.2,1 Demonstrate expanding and
using tha elements of time, contracting movments with variation
space, nnd energy. in level and speed.

6.2.2 Demonstrate pushing and pull ng
movements with variation in
direction, level, body shnpe, and
weight (light-firm),

110
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Ornde Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY (MAL 7: The learner will understand loeomotor movement.

Measures

7.1 Combine locomotor movement using 71.1 Make a dance using a comhin.ition
the elements of time, space, of walks and rune at different
and energy. npeeds and directions.

7.2 Combine locomotor movement
using pattern and rhythm.

7.3 Hecognize and describe
differences in locomotor
movements.

I I

I t

7.1.2 Make a d nce using a combine ion
of skips and turrs at differ nt
levels, in different pathways,
and different speeds.

7.2.1 Write a rhythm pattern end demon-
trate a movement phrase which

reproduces it exactly in loco-
motor ItOveMOnt5.

7.3.1 Identify six different loco otor
movements and describe the
rhythmic structure and weight
transference of each.



ide ,evel:

AHTS EDUPTION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Are-. Dance

COMPETENCY C AL 8: The learner will underutnnd skills in segue

and extend a sequence.

8.2 Use repetition in order to
retain sequence.

8.3 Ue nimpie sequence in
sound.

8.1.1 Develop an ending movement p
to relate to an Introductory
phrase developed by another
individual.

8.2.1 Demonstrate a sequence sever 1
times in order to extend the ideas
of other dancers.

8.3.1 Create a simple sequence of vocal
sounds and make a movememt
sequence using the pattern, (i.e.,
chants with ritual dance).

112
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t4Ve

ARTS FDDCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

!ikills/Subject Aren: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 9: The learner wi 1 undertnnd ekili chnique.

9.1 Remember 9impie technique and
begin to take responsibility
for warming up the body.

9 2 Be aware of warm-up techniques
for specific parts of the body.

9.1.1 Demonstrate ieadng the class in
six warm-up techniquen.

9.2.1 Demonstrate two warm-up t chniques
for the following partn of the
body: torso heed and zorsO,
hipo, and legs and hips.
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nde Level.;

A1tTf3 EDUCATTOt

DANCE EDUCATT014

Skil /Subl ct Area: Dnnce

,TENCY COAL 10: The learner will underniand th conrpr of componlclon
king a dance).

10.1 Be aware that idean and their
other ideas

ngthen the dance.

10.2 liriderntand the relationship
of the parts to the whole in
composition.

10.3 Discover movement material for
cylance through self-
improvisation.

10.4 Be aware of communication
among members of a group
when making a group dance.

114

114

10.1.1 Listen to idean and incorporate
them with her/his own ideas in
order to develop the dance.

10.2.1 Make a sequence of movements that
Are different from the movement
sequences of others in the dance
yet related to the group when
creating a dance with a nniall
group.

10.3.1 Successfully make an ending move-
ment phrase to relate to an intro-
ductory phrase developed by
another individual.

10.4.1 Pick up a movement passed to
her/him by an individual and
pass it to another group member.

10.4,2 Create group shapes and energy
variations in response to the
following phrases; "We are a solid
strong group, and we are a light
loose group."



Grade Level! 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 11:
a dance).

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skille/Subl Area: Dance

-ill develop skills in compotiitIon (making

11.1 Extend the movement voc
of her/his body and all
variety in composition.

11.2 Reco nize that a whole dance
can be developed from selected
parts of movement phrases.

11.3 Demonstrate the necessary focus
and Concentration to promote
quality In dance.

11.4 Use improvisation to find
movement material for a dance.

Demonstrate a ....ange of effort
actions which have specific uses
of time, space, and energy (i.e.,
elash, float, press, flick, glide,
wring, thrust, and dab).

11,2.1 Mike movement phrases from each
word and combine parts of the
phrases to make a dance when given
three words on which to base a
dance.

Demonstrate a movement phrase
while constantly focusing on one
selected point throughout the
phrase.

11.4.1 Freely explore movement which
focuses on the problem (task) and
be able to discover movement
phrases for use in a dance when
presented with an improvisational
problem (task).
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Oracle Love 5

ARTS EPIJCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skil1 /Subjee A a: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 12: The learner will develop ski1In in improvi_ t on.

Objectives

12.1 Demonstrate improvising a

12.2 Improvise in order to make
dance.

12,3 Improvise with a partner.

ne.

1- 4 improvise with groups of
individuals and use the
improvisations to form dan e.

12.1.1 Explore a variety of ways to m ve
that relate to the prop (i.e.,
shape movement quality, pathway,
levels, and direction when using a
speci _c object or prop as the
btisis for the improvisation.

12.2.1 Discover movement phrases which
complement the music and select
movement phrases for use in the
dance when listening to a musteel
composition.

12.3.1 Demonstr te a variety of movement
possibilities for use in a
dialogue or movement conversation
with a partner which established a
specific mood to the dialogue,
(i.e.' argumentative, playful, and
somber.

12.4.1 Explore the movement possibi itias
and develop the relationship of
her/his movements wish others in
the group.
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Outline

1 Develop a positive attitude toward aelf, others, and dance an a

1,1 Be aware of the significance -f -nen contributions to the darele
experience.

1.2 Be supportive of the work of ot
1.3 Understand that dance is selected movement to produce a desi

effect,

2. Understand the concept of kinetic awareness.

2.1 Recognize that different body parts have different capacities formovement.
2.2 Be aware of the importance of good body alignment.
2.3 Be aware of range of movement.
2.4 Identify and demonst-ate the element of proper body mechanics for

the dancer.

Understand the concept of apace.

3.1 Be aware of dimension in space.
3.2 Be aware of a wide variety of space words which result fro- movIng in

specific directions.
3.3 Combine elements of space to make a dance.

4. Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Describe the time, -eight, space, and flow elements of eight basteffort actions.
4.2 Combine the elements of energy into dance.
4.3 Be aware of energy in everyday usage.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Recognize the differences in measured and unmeasured time.
5.2 Be sware of the combination of tempo and time (sudden-sustained)change.
5 3 Be aware of the difference in accented and unaccented time.5.4 Recognize the difference in the underlying beat of a piece of musicand the rhythmic pattern.

6. Unde stand non7locomotor and locomotor movement.

6.1 Combine non-locomotor and locomotor movement.
6.2 Combine non-locomotor and locomotor movement in the body tomake dance.
6.3 Combine non-locomotor and locomotor movement using the e ements of

ime, space, and energy.
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7. Understand skills in sequence.

7.1 Form and extend sequence.
7.2 Use simple sequences in relation to sound.

8. Underatand skills in technique.

8.1 Remember simple technique and begin to take responsibility for
warming up the body.

8.2 Be aware of warm-up techniques for specific parts of the body.

Develop skills in composition.

9.1 Extend the movement vocabulary of the body to allow for variety in
composition.

9.2 Demonstrate the necessary focus and concentration to promote qualityAm dance.

10. Understand the concept of compou -n.

10.1 Be aware that Ideas and their relationship to other ideae strengthensthe dance.
10.2 Understand the relationship of parts to the whole in composition.
10.3 Discover movem nt material for dance through improvisation.

11. Develop skills in improvieation.

11.1 Demonstrate improvising alone.
11.2 Improvise to make a dance.
11.3 Improvise with a partner.
11.4 Improvise with groups of individua s and use the improvisations to

form dance.

12. Develop a basis for dance cr ticiam.

11_1 Develop skills in observing dance.
12.2 Analyze specific relationehips or parts of the dance to the whole

composition.



Oracle Leve 6

COMPETENCY COAL 1:' The learn
others, and dance as an art form.

ARTS EDUCAT19N
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

I develop a positive attitude toward her/himself,

O ectives

1.1 Be aware of the significance
of her/his contributions to
the dance experience.

1.1.1 Confidently demonstrate a move-
ment sequence to the class when
asked to do so.

1.2 Be supportive of the work of 1.2.1 Extend ideas and movement sequencesothers.
created by others.

Understand that dance is selected 1.3.1 Improvise and select appropriate
movement to produce a desired

movement phrases to communicateeffect.
specific images through dance
(e.g, cats, clouds).

1.3.2 Discover and select the
appropriate movement phrases whi h
will communicate the meaning of
the ritual when making a dance
besed on a specific American
Indian Ritual.

1 9
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Mince

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will underst concept of kineric awareneas.

2.1 Recognize that different body
parts have different capacities
for movemeLt.

2.2 Be aware of the imp
good body alignment.

2.3 Be aware of range of movement.

2.4 Identify and demonstrate the
elements of proper body mech-
anics for the dancer.

2.1.1 Demonstrat3 leading movementa
with spec fic body parts and
traveling while transferring the
weight to a variety of body parte.

2.2.1 I entify specific arena of concern
th regard to body alignment

(i.e., stretching knee, misalign-
nmnt of legs, and feet.

2.3.1 Demonstrate and discuss the differ-
ence in flexion, extension, and
rotation.

2.4.1 Demonstrate and describe proper
body mechanics in terms of pos-
ture, breathing, and leg rotation.

120
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Grade Leve 6

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: Thel earner ili undern and the concept of apace.

3.1 Be aware of dimension in space. Demonstrate a movement phra
continually increasing the range
from small to large.

3.2 Be aware of a wide varIety at 3.2.1 Combine selected space words
space words which result from and develop a movement phrase
moving in specific directionn based on the words.
(i.e., rising, oinking, crossing .

advancing, and retreating.

3.3 Combine elements of space to
make a dance.

121
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3.3.1 Vary o movemen :uences
through level, focus, direction.
and dimension.



Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Suble Area: Dinct

COMPETENCY COAL 4! The learner will understand the concept of enersv.

4.1 Describe the tIme, weight,
space, and flow elements of
eight basic effort actions.

4.1.1 Identify and write the appropriate
time, weight, space, and flow
elements for each effort action
when observing another individual
present each of the eight basic
effort actions.

4.2 Combine the elements of energy 4.2.1 Select two effort nations and
create a locomotor sequence using
the ef ort actiona ss a basis.

into dance.

4.3 Be aware of energy (e
in everyday usage.

4.2.2 Select a thought from a poem which
matches one or two of the effort
actions and compose a movement
sequence which translates the
thought into a movement phrase.

122

Observe everyday activities and
analyze them according to the
elements of weight, time, space,
and flow.



Orade Levol:

COMPETENCY COAL

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skillo/Subj et A en. f

1 u concept 0 t

5.1 Recognize the difference in
measured And unmeasured t..-Lime.

Dowtrte nnure'n!1red rhythm
phrner baied on weight and time
changee and then demonstr.ate the
same phrase in A measured f rame-
work.

5 2 Be aware of the combinst1 _on of 5.2.1 Demonatrate a etric movrnent
mpo and time udde-,.-Ist stained) phrase with thaw in time

change.
(audden-austaiMO, but m iTtain
a steady tempo tlaughout -

of thc d fe ener, in
4ccented and unaccented t=ttme.

5.4 Recognize the difference Min the
underlying beat of a pieeme o
music and the rhythmic pac=tern.

:J.3.1 Demonstrate a mument phr-ase
uaing both li htuM strovtg
Accents.

5.4.1 Clap the uuderlythp beat nd move
the rhythm ern wen
tening to a meical compo-

sition.
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6

ARTS
DANCE

Skilln

CATTON
UCATION

Are ,e4: fl

COMPETENCY COAL The. arner will undertittind non-1 4Deumotor tand locemotot
movement.

6.1 Comb ne non-locoocs cow r nod
locomot or movement ,

6.1.1 DeniontretU a a equence of
ng mc=ivemence v-vith a elide

turn reCnon-locomo tor /locomn

6.2 Combine non-locomoto- =r movement 6.2.1 Se1ec a thoug- t from a poemin the body to make .4dance.

6.3 Combine noniocooto end loco-
motor action tieing t!'4-le elements
of time, apace, and erT-nergy.

124

121

wh ch =When oirvie or to ROn-
locoetcitor movtmel.ienta AM comps a
dance vhich tterarns la to the thOui-aght
to minow-ctint.

Comb rm." akipi and turning ufi th
tie I.= end aittling while varytkog
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Gridc Level: 6

ARTS EDUCAl N

DANCE EDUCATION

Skil, /Subj Area:

PETENCY GOAL 7 The learner wIll underRtsnd nkils in necinence.

7.1 Form and extend a sequence.

7.2 Use a mple sequence in la-
tion to sound.

7.1.1 Succesnfully develop a middle and
ending movement phrsne to relnte
to an introductory phrase
developed by another individual.

7.2.1 Create a simple sequence of move-
ment which relates to a selected
pat ern of sound.
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Grade Level: 6

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The le

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Aren: Dnace

I understand skills in t chnlque.

Remember simple technique and
begin to take responsibility
for warming up the body.

8,2 Be aware of warm-up techniques
for epecific parts of the body.

Demonstrate and dean- be eight
warm-up techniques.

8.2.1 Demonstrate th- e warm-up tech-
niques for the following parts of
the body: torso, head and torso,
hip, hips and legs, and arms.
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Gra- evel: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Aren:

COMPETENCY COAL 9: The learner will develop nkills in comp n making odance).

9.1 Extend the movement vocabulary
of her/his body to allow for
variety in compoeition.

9.1.1 Demonstrate combining effort
actions (i.e., slash and flo
press and flick, glide and wring,
and thrust and dab.

9.1.2 Demonstrate the usc of ges urn to
make dance,

9.1.3 Demonstrate the use of sounds to
make dance.

9.1.4 Demonstrate the use of words to
make dance.

Demonstrate the use of props to
make dance.

9.2 Demonstrate the necessary 9.2.1 Demonstrate a locomotor movement
focus and concentration to phrase with changes in direction
promote quality in dance. and focus in the direction of

travel.
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
DANC ED(ICATION

Skil n/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 10: The le-rner _ill understand the concept of corron1tIon
n dance).

10.1 Be aware that ideas and their
relationship to other ideas
strengthen the dance.

10.2 Understand the relationsh p
of parts to the whole in
composition.

10.3 Discover movement material for
a dance through improvisation.

10.1.1 Observe another individual's move-
ment phrase and extend the phrase
with a movement sequence of
her/his own.

10.2. 1 Select speci ic movement phrases
appropriate for the dance and
place the phrases In nn appropri-
ate sequence.

10.3.1 Identify a wide variety of Impro-
visational approaches to making
a dance (i.e., imagery, sound,
texture, movement content, words,
poems, songs, and ideas).

10.3.2 Freely explore movement possi-
bilities and select the phrases,
and sequence of phrases, in order
to establish a beginning, middle,
and end to the dance.
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Grade Level: 6

COMPETENCY COAL 11: Th

11.1 Demonti

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skill 0: bject Are : Dance

I develop skills in Improvisation.

Ob ectjves
Measures

improvising alone. 11.1. 1 Extract the movement possIbIlities
from a poem and explore these
possibilities when using a
specific poem as the basis for
the improvisation.

11.2 Improvise in order to make
a dance.

11.2.1 Use improvisation to explo e
movement to make a dance.

11.3 Improv se wIth a partner. 11.3.1 Use improvisation to form
dance with another individual

11.4 Improvise with groups of
individuals and use the
improvisationa to form dance.

129
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11.4.1 Work cooperatively within a
group structure to explore
improvisational material for
a dance.



cdc Love

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 12: The learner wIll develop a baain for da cism.

12.1 Develop skills in obaerving
dance.

12.2 An lyze specific relationships
of parts of the dance to the
whole dance.

es

12.1.1 Successfully observe and identify
selected movement content in a
movement phrase (levels,
direction-body shapes, and
pathways).

12.2.1 D souse the beginning, middle,
and end statements within a
dance, and talk about relation-
ship of parts (beginning, middle,
end) to each other.



çg 7_8

EmPha_sea

In grades seven and eight, cognitive a areness of technique as itrelates to aesthetics is important. Pro,)er body alignment and basic knowledgeof anatomy and kinesiology is stressed to promote proper care for the body asthe dance instrument. Glasswork includes experiences which reinforce
rength, flexibility, and endurance.

Dance, as 4 creative art form, I developed continually through theinvolvement of the creative process. Treatment of ideas, images, symbols, andfeelings become more precise and movement qualities in the body are morerecognizable. Students learn to make discriminating choice° which help toperfect interpretation. Adequate time is allowed for them to bring their workto fruition through a v riety of approaches, 11,cluding
improvisation.

Students are encouraged to formulate their own opinions and judgmentsbased on a wide exponure to dance through live performances, films, and othermedia. General knowledge of dance history is expected to increase with outsideclass asaignmen s including selected readings and media events.
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Gra Outline,

1. Develop a positive attitude toward self, others, and dance as an art form.

1.1 Understand that dance is a unique way of heightening self-awareness.1.2 Recognize that different people choose to express themselves in avariety of ways.
1.3 Perceive dance ae being greater than one particular form of movement.

2. Understand the concept of kinetic awareness.

2.1 Recognize that different body parts have different capacities formovement.
2.2 Understand the importance of proper body alignment.
2.3 Understand that range of movement is determined by flexlon,

extension, and rotation.

Und- stand the concept of space.

3.1 Understand the dimenaions of space.
3.2 Recognize there are a variety of ways to define direction spacewith movement.
3.3 Utilize the elemento of space to create dance.

Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Describe the time, weight -pace, and flow elementa of eight basicactions.
4.2 Combine the elements of energy to make dance.
4.3 Understand that the use of energy can be found throughout the

everyday environment.

5. Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Recognize the difference in measured and unmeaaured time.
5.2 Understand tempo variations.
5.3 Understand the difference in accented and unaccented time.

6. Understand the concept of compositio

6.1 Understand that ideas and their relationship to other ideas
strengthen the dance.

6.2 Understand the relationship of parts to the whole in composition.

Develop skills in technique.

7.1 Remember simple techniques suitable for warming up the body and doso without cues.
7.2 Become familiar with a variety of -arm-up techniques for specificbody parts.



Leve1: 7

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner
others, and dance as an art form.

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

i 1 develop a positive attitude toward her/himself,

Ob ectives Measures

1.1 Understand that dance is a
unique way of heightening s
awareness.

1.2 Recognize that different people
choose to express themselves in
a variety of ways.

1.3 Perceive dance as being greater
than one particular form of
movement.

1.1.1 Develop movement sequences which
have personal significance.

1.1.2 Freely explore various movement
possibilities within a given
range.

1,2.1 Observe others movement patterne,
and articulate what is perceived.

Recognize that movement is a well-
spring for various kinds of dances
including popular, social, and trad-
itioral folk dance.

1.3.2 Compare and contrast movement
different forms of dance.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will underntand the concept of kinetic awe ness.

2.1 Re ognize that different body
parts have different capacities
for movement.

2.2 Understand the impor ance of
proper body alignment.

2.3 Understand that range of move-
ment is determined by flexion,
extension, and rotation.

2.1.1 Demonstrate the various range of
movement in major body parts.

2.1.2 Describe the basic body parts and
how they relate to specifled move-
ment.

2.2.1 Demonstrate proper body alignment
with regard to head, shoulders,
arms, back, hips, legs, and feet.

2.2.2 Discuss the need for proper body
alignment.

2.3.1 Create movement phrases which
demonstrate flexion, extension,
and rotation in various body parts
using personal and general space.

2.3.2 Observe movements of others and
identify movement range in terrs
of flexion, extension, and
rotation.
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Dance

I understand the concept of space.

Ob ectives

3.1 Understand the dimensions of
space.

3.2 Recognize that there are a
variety o_ ways to define
direction in space with
movement.

Use the elements of space
to create dance.

3.1.1 Choose a single movement and
use personal space to extend
the movement in order to contra
large and smell.

3.1.2 Choone a single movement and
start the movement in personal
space and then extend the dimen-
sion of space by traveling through
general space.

3.2.1 List a nutber of words which have a
distinct relationship to direction.

3.2.2 Translate directional words into
movement on cue.

3.3.1 Select a theme and build movement
upon the theme as ft relates to
dimensions of space and directions
in space.
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de Level: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Arofi: NIce

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner wi 1 understand the otiptof

Ob ectives

4.1 Describe the time, weight,
epace, and flow elements of
light basic actiono.

4.2 Combine the ele nts of e-
to make dance.

4.3 Unders and that uses of energy
can be found throughout the
everyday environment.

4.1

137
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Use
dance to ametrz..Aste contrasting
energy.

iov-ient in

Scloct. a 44 riec-71 creatc a dance
which u5rthe celtments of energy
to astli itdsfiring the theme.

Recoptive Otplemis of energy es
obserVel tORaturimal phenomena.



Grade Level: 7

ARTS CATION
DANCE E VCATION

Skille _iblect Area:

OMPETI.NCY GOAL The 1enrnir will underatand the concept of tfele.

Recognize the differmn
sured and unmeaeured t

5.2 Underatand t variations,

5.3 Under tend the difference in
accented and u accented time.

Define measured and unmeasured
time verbally or in written form

5.1.2 Uoe written or verbal examplee and
further demonatrate by trnnalnting
examples into movement.

en to oelected mus c and
rve variation in tempo.

5.2.2 Demonetrate change of tempo by
matching movement to each partic-
ular tempo.

Clap or Round ph nees with appro
priate energy emphasis on accented
beets only.

.2 Clap only uneccented beats with
appropria e energy emphasis on
beats.

5.3.3 Translate both accented and
unaccented beats into a movement
pattern.
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rade Lev

ARTS EDUCATI-I
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ar

MrETENCY COAL 6:. The learner wIll undcrfitsnd the concept of componition.

()Ale tIV
6.1 Understand that ideas and their

relationship to other ide
strengthens the dance.

6.1.1 Select a beginning idea and demon-
strate a movement phrame to commun-
icate the idea. Build upon the
idea by varying the line of time,
spate, and energy to strengthen
expression

6.2 Understand the relationship of 6.2.1 Read a poem or short story and
late the beelc ideas which
inforce the theme.

_ the wholo in compo-

6.2.2 Select a poem or a basic story
line and create a dance that
presents the complete communi-
cation.
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Grade Lev , 7

COMPETENCY GOA 7: The 1

ARTS EDUCATTON
DANCE VDDCATTON

Skills/Subject Ar Dance

1 dev 1-p nkliis in techniq

iVes

7.1 Remember simple techniques suit-
able for warming up the body and
do so without cues.

7,2 Become familiar with a variety of
warm-up techniques for apecific
body parts.

7.1.1 Dowel p a technique routine wh ch
warms the basic body parts in
preparation for movement.

7.2.1 Demonstrate a variety of appro-
priate warm-up techniques for all
large body parts: torso, head
And torAo, hip3, hipa and legE6
and arms.

14 0
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Grade 8 Outline

1. Develop a positive attitude toward self, othcrn, and the dance experi Ace.

1.1 Understand that dance is a unique way of heightening lfrawarenesa.1.2 Recognize .that different people choose to express themselves in avariety of ways.
1.3 Perceive dance as being greater than any one particular form ofmovement.

Understand kinetic awareness.

2.1 Recognize that body parts move separately and are coordinated withother body parts.
202 Understand the importance of proper body alignment.
2.3 Understand that range of movement is determined by fiexion,

extension, and rotation.
2.4 Take responsibility for proper care of the body.

Understand the concept of space.

3.1 Understand the dimensions of ap
3.2 Recognize there are a variety o

in space.

4. linden:Mend the concept of energy.

ce .

ways to define direction an hway

4.1 Underiter0 t:bat one can move with different qualities of movement.4.2 UndetecAnd that the use of different energy levels affec a the
quality of movement.

4.3 Understand that all movement can be described by its energy
qualities.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Recognize the difference in measured and unmeasured time.
5.2 Understand that footfall relates to even and uneven time.5.3 Understand the basic system of note value.

Understand the concept of compoeition.

6.1 Understand there are unlimited possibilIties for composing dance.6.2 Understand the relationship of parts to the whole in composition.

7. Develop skills in technique.

7.1 Understand that technique provides opportunities to strengthen thebody and build skills.
7.2 Uses warmrup techniques appropriate to promote flexibility, strength,and endurance.
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Understand the concept of tvnprovtnnton.

8.1 Understand that improvisation Is a way of ditcovering movemen
possibilities.

8.2 Understand that improvinreion with others tImu1atea collaborative
efforts.
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner w
others, and dance an art form.

1.1. Understand that dance
is a unique way of
heightening self
awareness.

Recognize that
different people
choose to express
themselves in a
variety of ways.

1.3 Perceive dance as
being greater than
any one particular
form of movement.

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDIJCATIOU

ki Subject Area: :Dance

dev- _p a positive attitude toward hor/himse3f,

1.1.1 Explore movement sequences which have
personal significance.

1.1.2 Create dances which are
personal thoughts, ideaa

xpressive o
and/or feelings.

1.2.1 Observe othe movement pa
articulate what is perceived.

ns and

1.2.2 Describe verbally, or in written form,
the origins of ethnic and national dances
which have distinct styles.

Discuss or write about th
of dance and how they are
all movement regardless

143

basic elements
-he basis for
form or style.



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Sub ect Ar- : Dance

I understand the concept of kinetic ewaren

Obleccives

2.1 Recognize that body
parts move separately
and are coordinated
with other body parts.

2.7 tinders and the

importance of proper
body alignment.

2.3 Understand that range
of movement is
determined by flexion,
exteneion, and
rotation.

2.4 Take responsibility
for the proper care
of the body.

2.2.1 Explore the range of movement In stp
body parts and the range of movement when
coordinating body parts.

2.2.2 Create dances with specific attention to
demonstrating the effect of specific body
parts moving in isolation as well ee body
perts moving together.

2.2.1 Begin with proper body alignment in
to beginning movement.

2.7,2 Assist others with proper body alignment by
identifying specif c placement problems.

2.3.1 Name major body parts and their cepacit e
in term of flexion, extension, and rotation.

2.3.2 Create movement phraaes which use flexion,
extension, and rotation to create desired
effects.

2.4.1 Take necessary time for warm-up in
preparation for movement to leasen the
possibility of injury.

2.4.2 Dress appropriately to lessen the
possibility of injury.

2.4.3 Describe verbally, or in writing, common
injuries sustained by the body and their
primary causes.
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Grade Leve

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner wi

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Area: Dance

I understand the concept of r- ce.

Ob

3.1 Understand the
dimensions of apace.

3.2 Recognize there are
A veriety of ways to
define direction and
pathway in space with
movement.

asures
_

3.1.1 Create dances which demonstrate a variety
of uses of space as they relate to the theme
of the composition.

3.2.1 LIat a number of words which have a distinct
re1ationhIp to direction and pathway.

3.2.2 Demonstrate specific directions and pathways
in space by moving on cue.

3.2 Create dances which focus on specif c uses
of pathway and direction to express intent.

3.2.4 Prepare a visual representation, such as a
map, to indicate major directions and
pathways of a specific dance.

1.45
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Grade Level: 8

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/S-bject Area: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Understand that one
can move with
different quelitie
of energy.

4.2 Understand that the
use of different
energy levels affects
the quality of
movement.

4.3 Understand that
all movement can
be described by its
qualities.

4.1.1 Lint, or nuggest verbally, words which
represent different qualities of energy.

4.1.2 Create movement phrases which show
different levels of energy.

4 2.1 Define basic leveln of ene gy ouch as
percussive, sustained, vibratory, and
swinging.

4.2.2 Create movement phrases which clearly
demonstrate the use of percussive,
sustained, vibratory, and swinging
energy as they contrast with one another.

4.3.1 Select examples of movement found in the
environment and discuss the qualities of
energy which help to define the movements.

4.3.2 Translate selected energy qualitles Into
dance.
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A a: Dance

11 understand th concept of t

5.1 Recogn ze the differ-
ences in measured
and unmeasured time.

5.2 Understand th t Odt-
fall relates to even
and uneven sense of
time.

5.3 Understand the
basic system of note
value.

5.1,1 Develop movement phrases in relation to
natural or breath time, and phrases which
conform to metric time. .

5.2.1 Listen to and observe various locomotor
movements to determine their common foot-
fall.

5.2.2 Demonstrate locomotor movement with even
and uneven foot-fell.

5.3.1 Clap or sound note values for whole,
half, quarter, and eighth notes given
in metric signatures.

5.3.2 Create movement phrases whIch correspond
to given time sequences.
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Grade Level: 8

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner w
(making a dance).

Ob ec ive

ART$ EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subj ct Area: Dance

I understand the concept of composition

Measu

6.1 Understand that there 6.1.1
are unlimited possibili-
ties for composing 6.1.2
dance.

6.2 Understand the
text onship of the
parte to the whole
in composition.

Discuss baac principles of composition.

Select themes or motifs for movement,
determine sequence and pattern which
convey content, and construct composi

6.1.3 Explore various avenues to compose dance
and comment on different effects.

6.2.1 Combine movement phrases into c -positions
with appropriate transition.

6.2.2 Recognize and discuss variatIons on a theme
in °beery d dances.
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Grade Level: 8

COMPETENCY GOAL 7 'The learnei

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATTON

Skill /Subject Area: Dance

i I develop nkills in technique.

7.1 Understand that
technique provides
opportunities to
strengthen the body
and build skill
levels.

7.2 Use warm7-up techniques
appropriate to promote
flexibility. strength,
and endurance.

7.1.1 ParticIpate in the technique portions of
class with the concentration needed to
progress from one skill level to another.

7 .2 Repeat technique routines with concentration
and accuracy.

7.2.1 Remember a variety of techniques to
warm various body parts, increase
flexibility, build muscle strength and
strengthen the cardiovascular system.
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Grade Level 8

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner w

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subjec Ar Dance

I understand the concept of improvleatlon.

8.1 Understand thAt
improvisation is a
way of discovering
movement possibilities.

8.2 Understand that
improvisation with
others stimulates
collaborative efforts.

Freely explore movement which springs
from a variety of stimuli.

Dance spontaneously for the enjoyment of
moveme nt for movement's sake.

8.2.1 Share improvisational movement
to explore their possibili ies

h others
dance.

8.2,2 Use improvisation to stimulate discussion
and critique about movement.

8.2.3 Choose from a variety of stimuli to
initiate improvisation activities.
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GRADES 9-12

Mtlijor Emphasas.

Courses at the high school level provide øtudents with the opportunityto devote a portion of their school day to the formal study of dance. Eachcourse provides a etrong technique base to develop strength, flexibilisy, andendurance as well an a continued emphasis on dance as a creative art form.

The acquisition 01 akin and refined motor control is desirable for dancestudents. Technique is understood as a means to extend the body's expressivecapabilities. Students take responsibility for their personal health and carefor their dance instrument.

ImprJvieational experiences remain abundant while a variety of principleaof composition are studied and practiced. Students are allowed class time towork developmentally on choreography assignments. Students share insights intotheir work At various stages and the instructor offers assistance as appropriate.In nsmble work, students experience the role of both choreographer and dancer.

Students have opportunities to present their work to selected audiences.As with any performing art, the basic principles for presentation are studied.Danee,for a variety of performing spaces, each with its own specific problems,is created.

Stud nts are introduced to information regarding dance both as a vocaand avocational activity. Interest beyond the high achool level is recognin advisory and career counseling situations.
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ne

r
v lop 0 pntIvi attit de toward oneme othe an art fort

Understand that dance Is A way of highLening self
communicating pereonal movement style to othere.
Recognize that different people Moile with particular characteristics.
Perceive that dance Is influenced by personal movement utyles,
especially that o; the choreographer.

Develop kinetic awareness of calf and others.

2.1 Understand that movement can flow from one body part to another.2.2 liee gross motor coordination and refined motor control.
2.3 Develop a sense of "being centered" without the Use of mirrors.
2.4 Understand basie principles of anatomy and kine iology.

understand the concept of space.

3,1 Understand that the quallty tif elevcmcnt r
particular ways.

3.2 Recognize that "stage apace fects mOveuent .

Understand the concept o rP Ry

4.1 Underotand that force In movement is affected by flow and control
energy dnd weight.

4.2 Understand that range of tension and release can be an effective useof energy.
4.3 Understand that musical accompaniment can be used effectively to

complement levels of energy in movement.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Understand that time concepts can be communicated with movement.
5.2 Understand that musical accompaniment to dance can heighten awareness

of various tempi.
5.3 Become familiar with internal pulse.
5.4 Understand that meter and tempi can affect the quality of movement.

Understand the concept of composition.

6.1 Understand that dance is designed by the manipulation of the elementsof time, space, and energy.
6.2 Understand that variations of sequence and pattern are used to

create dance.
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IJevelop nkilla in technique.

7.1 Underatsnd that technique provides opportuniI es to strengthen the
body and build skill levels.

7.4 Understand that different dance forma have different tvchniquun
which build particular skill levela.

Understand the concept of improviention
.

8.1 Understand that improvisation can rel. eaae intuitive movem nt
abilitice.

8.2 Understand that couu nication can take place between or ong people
during improvisation.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE, EDUCATION

Skilln/Sublect Area: fiance 1

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop a ponitive attitude toward self,
others, ond dance no a creative art form.

Nurefi

1.1 Underntand that dance la a.
unique way of heightening
self-awarenean and communica-
ting personal movement style
to othera.

1.2 Recognize that different
people move with particular
charecterintics.

1,3 Perceive that dance ls
influenced by personal
movement styles, eapecially
by those of the choreographer.

1.1.1 Initiate 4 written journal which
records observation_ about personal
movement, including functional
everyday sequences and petterna.

1.2.1 Share portions of personal movement
journal and compare personal style
with that of othern.

1.3.1 Select a well-known work by a well-
known choreographer and identify
the particular movement character-
istics of the piece.
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Grade Laval,

ARTg EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will become kinetically aware of he hothers.

Understand that movement can
flow from one body part to
another.

2.1.1 Select a movement quality,
initiate the quality in any given
body part, and allow the movement
to flow to other parts of the
body,

2.1.2 0beee others 40 they attempt the
same aseignment and verbalize the
choice of uovement and the kind of
cncrgy flow used.

2.2 Use groes motor coordInation 2.2.1 Explain the idea o
and r fined motor control.

2.3 Develop a sense of "being
centered" without the use
f mirrors.

2.4 Understand basic p
of anatomy and k n

refined motor movement, and
demonstrate for clarification.

2.3.1 Demonstrate proper body al gnment
with sense of feel without visual
aid,

2.3.2 Identify personal trouble spots
particular tO her/himself in
relation to alignment and balance.

nciples 2.4.1 Identify basic body parts, muscles,
iology. and bones on a given diagr m or

chart.

2.4.2 Discuss verbally, or in wrtIn
the major functions of certain
muscle groups.
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Grade Love 9 2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATTON

Skilln/ 01 et Ar Dance

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will underetand the concept of space.

Understand that the quality of
movement relates to spec
in particular ways.

3.2 R cognize th "stage space"
a fects movement.

Create a movement phrase and
compare its quality in personal
space1 contained space, and in
the space of others.

3.2.1 Create movement to be viewed from
proscenium and arena performance
spaces.

3.2.2 Discuss the pa ticular points of
importance for different stage
spaces.
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Grade Level 9 12

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learn

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCF EDUCATION

Skins/Subject Aren : Dance "I

1 under tnnd the concept of energy.

4,1 Understand that force in movement 4.1.1
is affected by flow and control
of energy and weight.

4.2 Understanc that range
and release can be an e
use of energy.

ion

ctive

4.3 Understand that musIcal accom-
paniment can be used effectively
to compliment levels of energy
in movement.

Crente movement phrases which
demonstrate free flow and bound
energy.

4.1.2 Identify specific idcn that can
be communicated by vary ng u of

cc.

Define what is meant by contrac-
tion and release in muscle groups.

4.2.2 Demonstrate the use of contraction
and relaxation of muscles in
simple movement phrases.

4,3.1 Select a particular piece of
music which has energy qualities
and create movement phrases which
communicate those qualities.
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Grade Level: 9-12

r-/MPETENCY GOAL 5: The le

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A a: Dance 1

1 understand the concept of time.

5.1 Understand that time concepts
can be communicated with
movement.

5.2 Understand that musical
accompaniment to dance can
heighten awareness of varioup
tempi.

5.3 Become familiar with internal
pulses.

5 4 Understand that meter and tempi
can affect the quality of
movement.

5.1.1 Create a movement phrase which
demonstratee fast/slows
percussive/sustained, and
long/short.

5.2.1 Select a piece of _usic which has
varying degrees of tempi and create
movement phrases which both match
and contrast with the tempi.

5.3J Discover body pulse (heartbeat)
and sound the given pulse.

5.3.2 Create m vement with internal
pulse as the given beat for
movement.

5.4.1 Select a given meter and tempo
and demonstrate movement to
match.
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ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Grade Lev 9-12 Skills/Subject Area: Dance I

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The le ner will unde stand the concept of composp,

6.1 Understand that dance is designed 6.1.1
through the manipulation of the
elements of time, space, and
energy.

6.2 Understand that variatiomi of
nequence and pattern a e used
to create dance.

n.

Identify the basic unwe:
space, and energy in 4at leant one
major choreographical work.

6.1.2 Produce a dance study which
represents the develorrrnental
process in terms of tlime,, apace,
and energy.

6.2.1 Discuss where sequencett and pattern
occur in natural phenc=rreena.

6.2.2 Create movement sequentces that -re
repeated into patterns of
movement.
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ade Leel

COMPETENC't 7,inA 7: The learner w

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Aren Dance I

1 develop skills in technique.

7,1 Understand that technique
provides opportunities to
strengthen the body and build
skill levels.

7.2 Understand that dIfferent dance
forms have different techniques
which build particular skill
levels.

7.1.1 ParticIpate in technique portions
of class with the concentration
needed to progress from one skill
level to another.

7.1.2 Repeat technique routines with
concentration and accuracy.

7.2.1 Describe basic technique principles
for both modern dance and ballet.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skii1e/Subj--t Area: Dance I

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will understand the concept of improvisation.

8.1 Understand that improvisation can
release intuitive movement
possibilities.

8.2 Underatand that communication
can take place between, or among,
people during improvisation.

_ Explore movement which comes forth
spontaneously and discuss it-
poesible origin.

8.1.2 Oba-rve spontaneous movement of
others and discuss particular
feelings, ideas, and/or memorica
touched by the movement

8.2.1 start a movement conversation with
one or more dancers and let the
conversation develop sponcaneou ly.
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Dnn4r II Outine

Develop a positive attitude to --d self, others and dance as an art form.

1.1 Understand that dance Is a unique way of heightening self-awareness
and communicating ideas, thoughte and/or feelings to othera.1.2 Recognize that other people perceive things in similar and dissimilarways.

1.3 Perceive that dance ie a creative vehicle and is not limited in itsuse for expresaion.

2. Develop kinetic awareness of self and others.

2.1 Understand that movement can be a response to other sensory sti u2.2 Use gross motor coordination and refined mo or control.2.3 Develop a sense of subtlety in movement.
2.4 Understand basic principles of anatomy and kineniology.

Unde--tand the concept of space.

3.1 Understand that shapes made with the body and shapes made by moving
through space create spacial designs.

3.2 Understand that any given apace presents particular problems to besolved in movement.

Understand the concept of energy.

4.1 Understand there are interne- forced which affect movement.4.2 Understand there are external foveae which affect movement.4.3 Understand that forces in na ural phenomena have specific effects.

Understand the concept of time.

5.1 Develop a sense of breath time.
5.2 Develop a sense of metric time.
5.3 Understand that various tempi affect the quality of movement.

6. Understand the concept of composition.

6.1 Understand that composition is developed through the use of special
designs, timing, sequences, patterns, etc., brought together withdynamic flow.

6.2 Understand that content of the dance should follow the intent of thechoreographer.

Develop skills in technique.

7.1 Understand that technique provides opportunities to strengthen thebody and build skill levels.
7.2 Understand that different dance forms have different techniqueswhich build particular skills and are comb ned when useful.
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Underatand the concept of improvisation.

8.1 Understand that improvisation is a legitimate activity to developdance.
8.2 Understand that motivation for improviaation can come from a vari tyof stimuli.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Aryl-

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner wIll develop a po
himself, others, and dance a ive art form.

Dance

itive attitude towi

Underetand that dance is a unique
way of heightening self-awareness
and communicating ideaa, thoughts,
and/or feelings to others.

1.2 Recognize that other people
perceive things in similar
and dissimilar ways.

1.3 Perceive that dance
creative vehicle and is not
limited in its use for
expression,

Initiate a written journal which
records personal ideas, thoughts,
and/or feelings that can serve as
stimuli for dance.

1.2.1 Listen to music, look at se_ cted
works of art, read a given story,
and/or watch the same event, And
compare one's perception to others.

1.3.1 Compare verbally and/or in writing
the different ways people use
dance to express a variety of
ideas.

1,3,2 Discuss Why dance is an open-
ended vehicle for expre sion.
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Grade Level: 9 12

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner w
and othern.

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A-- t)ance IT

1 become kinet -/him

2.1 Understand th t movement can
be a response to other sensory
stimuli (e.g. , touch, sight,
sound, tAllter mell).

2,2 Use gross motor coordina
and refined motor contro

2.3 Develop a sense of subt ety in
movement.

2.4 Under tand basic principles of
anatomy and kinesiology.

2.1.1 Create dance phrases with movement
exprenionu which are stimulated
from a variety of nensory
experiences.

2.2.1 Explore movement expressions which
are stimulated from a variety of
sensory experiences in Isolated
body parts as well as the large
body.

2.3.1 Compare movement phrases that are
greatly exaggerated expressions
with thoae that are much more
refined and understated.

2.4.1 Demonstrate various locomotor
movement axial movement, and body
coordInatIon using the ideas of
contrast, peripheral, and centered.
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Grade Level: 0-1?

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Sktlia/Sublect Area: fiance 11

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The loarna will understand the concept of apace.

3.1 Underntand that shapes made
with the body, and shape-a made
bv moving through space, create
spacial designs.

3.2 Underatand Ow. Any given
space presents partiLular
problems to he solved in
movewent.
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3.1.1 Create individual ahapen and group
shapes 3nd experiment with spacial
designs.

3.1.2 Relate visual designs to body
shapes and movement through space.

).V.I Create dances in a variety of
apnoea such no confined, large-
open, largo-cluttered, and atage
space, with consideration elven
o posaibilities.



Crude LeveI: 9i2

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skilla/Subjeet Area: Dance II

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will underntand the concept of energy.

Ob octivea

4.1 Understand there are
internal forcen which affect
movement.

4.2 Underntand there ere extreme
forces which affect movement.

4.5 Underetand that forces In
natural phenomena have specific
effects.

4.1.1 Demonstrate movement which serves
es examples of tension within the
body structure.

4.2.1 Demonstrate movement which shows
gravitational pull on the body.

4.3.1 Describe verbally or in wr:ting
examples of natural fortes which
have cause and effect.
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ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Grade Love 9-12 Skills/Subject Area: Dance I.

COMPETENCY GOAL The learner will underntand the concept of time.

5.1 Develop a sense of breath time.

DONTO P a nne of metric time.

5.3 UndecL!tand that vari
affect the quality o movement.

1 69

1 6

5.1.1 S leet tpectfic movement In the
email and large body that have
duration In relation to bretWi.

Create movement phrases which
relate to speciPle meter nurh
as 2/3 3/4. 4/4. and 6/8 time.

Select vement phrao
demonatrato various tempt by
repeatIng the same phrase at
different speeds.



tirade Level: 9-12

,ARTS EDUCATION
VANCE EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ares: Dance TT

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The lesrner will understand the concept of composition.

6.1 Underntand that composition in
developed through the use of
spacial designs, timing, and
ottquence patterns, brought
together with dynamic flow.

6.2 Understand that the content nf
the dance ahould follow the intent
of the choreographer.

6.1.1 Create a composition which includes
problem solving in terms of time,
space, ond energy.

6.2.1 Create an originel dance with
cancentration on ail Aspects of
compotation as they relate to
the intent and motivetion of the
choreographer.
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-Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL The learner w_

ARTS EDUCATION
DANCE EDUCATION

Skil,n/Subject Area: Dance TT

develop skills in chnique.

Oh ectivea

7.1 Understand that technique
provides opportunitiee to
atrengthen the body and
build skill levels.

7.2 Understand that different
dance forms have different
techniques which build
particular skills and are
combined when useful.

171

7.1.1 Patti
of el
to sk

7.1.2 Sense
respon
partic

Men

pate in technique portions
s with serious commitment
1 progression.

can of weakness and take
bility to extend
ati n to correct th

7.2.1 Se ect various technique aspects
of modern and/or ballet and
describe how they are alike and
different. Discuss combinations
which are beneficial for all dance.



MUSIC EDUCAT ON

POSE AND QVERV

The role of music in the public school is both vital and basic. Musicservea to sharpen and focus perception and to provide a well-developed
understanding and capability for nonverbal communication. Thia providesa viable balance to the essentially verbal communication encountered in otherareas of schooling. Additionally, the study of music provides for verbal
communication where it is needed and carves as a vehicle for enjoyment andpersonal expression. Through sharing music from the broad span of history anwell as from varied cultures, etudenta increase awareness of their own
elationship to the world. In creating music which has not existed before, the

student diacovers new dimensione and capabilities not previously suspected.

Music study In the early years begins with fundamental experiences in thebasic elementsmelody, rhythm, harmony, form, tempo, tone color, and dynamics.The intent of the program at this level is to help the student become aware ofan ever-widening spiral of possibilities for developing and interrelating theseand other elements into more complex organizations. Attitudm, concepts, andskills are developed through experier.;es in singing, listening, rhythmic, creativeand instrumental study. As confidence is acquired in the various areas of music,the entire processthe music experienceaerves to aid in integrating and
developing the student's personality.

Ultimately, music in the public school program serves to develop auralliteracy . More simply, this Is the ability to listen and to hear, to knowwhat is heard and what meanings it can have. The pleasure of producingand receiving sounds which have meaning to oneself and to others makes musican attractive element of the curriculum.

A04itionally, there is evidence to indicate that the focusing of percept onwhich takes place in the listening process carries over and enhances capabilities
iL otht.-z areas of the child's study. Whether the individual pursues music as aconsumer, performer, creator, teacher, or in many other ways, the basic approachto this endeavor is provided in the public school program.

The spiral nature of etudy in music and the other arts implies repetitionof certain areas of course content with additional knowledge, concepts, andskills continually developing at each successive level of maturity.
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COURSE OF STUDY

K-8
General M ic

9-12
General Music Inet umenta usic

(1 elective course) 6 levels each)
Winds

Percutsion
Strings

The music competency-based curriculum:

is designed for statewide use

Vocal Music
(4 love10

not correlated with any textbook and does not restrict the use of
any relevant textbook or program materials

encourages the develo ment of a series of offerings suitable to varIed
student abilities

provides for flexibility in local curriculum development

Many school distric s do offer other electives appropriate to this
instructional area which are not a part of the State-funded basic educationprogram. Such electives may include: Classical Piano, Electronic Music, Mus cTheory, Stage Band, Classical Guitar, and Swing Choir.

General_Muoic Grades K-8

It is intended that the general music offering provided in the grades K-8form the basis for all further study through the broad involvement of the
student in experiences with the elements of music and with varied approachesfor the use of music, along with the development of latent creative abilities.
Music study during these years is based on a spiral curriculum structure, withthe student repeating and building on competencies attained at earlier levels.Text materials compatible with this approach are adopted and made available
for instructional uae in this grade range.
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Instrumental Music:

-willkl_ftIE212101...§1LiEWLIE.V101-fr.,11a_k_Alltig-221211.2.121
Study beyond the basic general music offering broadens into a variety ofoptions, depending on the student's interests and abilities. Pursuit of thesereas is on an elective basis and may begin at different grade levels, oftenat grade six or thereafter, so that the individual's progress is not necessarilydetermined by the specific grade in which he or she is placed at any giventime. For this reason, course offerings in these elective areas are notdescribed as specific to a particular grade, but are given in succeseive levelsof achievement, reflecting specific competencies which can be demonetrated bythe student at each level. Six levels e competencies each, for winds,

percussion, and stringe are described for the instrumental program. Courseswhich utilize and develop 0080 competencies may be band (concert band, symphonicband, brass ensemble, stage band, and/or wind ensemble), orchestra (stringensemble, chamber orchestra, and/or symphony orchestra, percussion ensemble),or other similar types of instrumental groups.

yor

Building on the vocel experiences of the K-8 general music offering,various choral ensembles may be developed during the secondary experience.For this reason, competencies in vocal music have been described In four levelsof student achievement. Those, also, are not necesearily specific to gradelevels, because of the variation in student ability and achievement. However,competencies contained in these descriptions will serve to locate the studentalong a continuum of development, and will provide for assessment and directionin ongoing growth. Courses which utilize and develop these competencies may beGlee Club, Chorus, Madrigal Singers, Concert Choir A Capella Choir, or anyother similar type of offering*

General Music (Grades 9-12, 1 course only)

The general music competencies described for the secondary level build onthose of the K-8 vcogram and teach the student to be a consumer, producer, andappreciator of =Sic. It is the intention of this area of study to provide thestudent with an objective basis to appraise her or his future interests inmusic. This may involve, in addition to the study of music itself, thedevelopment of a perspective on music of the nation and the world, avenues forpersonal and emotional
expression, skills needed for the selection and use ofrecording and reproducing equipment, and those skills needed for the informedpurchase and maintenance of musical instruments. Courses which may embody thedevelopment of these competencies may be General Music, Music History/Appreciation, Special Interest-Music, or any other similar type of offering.
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GENERAL C GRADES K-3

Major_Emphasea

Music study at the elementary level centers around three major areas ofemphasis: the development of the child's creative capacitiee, growth inknowledge and skills relating to music, and the unfolding of aestheticawareness.

In the K-3 years, mpo ance is placed on establishing valid patterns ofperception, and on help ng the child to feel capable and free to beeomeinvolved in music activities. For many children, this is the first experiencewith music activities in more than a cursory way, and the desire to help themknow muoic as a way of being takes precedence over strictly factual input.However, invaluable learning takes place on which later more highly developedskills and understandings are built.

During the K-3 years, the child's motor functioning prograases from la gemuscle to small muacle control and the manipulation of ins ruments becomesmore reliable, as does response to rhythm. Creative, cognitive, and aestheticemphases are approached in music through various avenues. At this time thechild is involved in the development of the singing voice. This includes theability to match pitches, the control of the voice as to soft and loud, and theability to begin and end along with other students. Aural experiences increasethe capacity to listen to music and respond to it. Development of a rhythmicsense and the control and coordination of muscular responses expand thepossibilities of exprepsing muisic through use of instruments. Increasedability to work in cooperation with peers is a vital outcome of theseefforts. In all of these undertakinge, the child is helped to shape sconsciousness of the reality and power of music.

Finally, the child is sided in developing an understanding of musicliterature of all types, past and present, which is familiar and meaningful.All of these developments combine to provide the child with the beginningsof a capacity to internalize music and to produce it for others so that thereality of it can become an intrinsic part of her/his life.
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1. Positive attitudes

1.1 Understand the importance of her/hn contributions.

2. Concepts of music

2.2 Indicate that within a melody, pitches may remain the same or moveup or down (melody).
2.5 Be aware that A sound or si ence may be the same an another, or maybe longer or shorter (rhythm).
2 7 Recognize that patterns of sounds may be relatively faattr or slo erthan others (tempo).
2.10 Recognize that patterns of sounds may be relatively louder or softerthan others (dynamics).
2.14 Recognize the different characteristics of sound produced by

different sources (tone color).
2.16 Understand that two or more pitches may be aounded at the same time(harmony).
2.19 Recognize that patterns may be repeated with and/or without change(form).

Development of creative capabilities

3.2 Be aware of_lboth problem-solving and problem recognition (concepts).3.6 Develop and/or improvise melodic expressions for songs (skills).

Skilla in music

4.1 Be aware of the difference between the singing and speaking voice(singing).
4.5 Show awareness of basic beat or pulse (rhythms).
4.11 Be aware of the extent of the introduction to a song and be ready tobegin einging and/or playing (listening).
4.14 Be familiar with classroom instruments ( instrumental performance).4.19 Understand the pattern in rhythm and melody (analysis).4.22 Be aware of the e.-- of tempo and dynamics (evaluation).4.23 Be aware of the i ance of leading/conducting (conducting)

. 4.25 Understand approp,ate symbols for notating pitch and rhythm (mutcreading).
4.27 Respond to rhythms and dances using the whole body (physical

coordinati-n).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectIves at aparticular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. Thenumbers correspond to objectives in the Narth Carolina Compatenex-Based
Cur.Ficulum.
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Knowledge of music

5.3 Verbalize about various songs and thstruentaJ. ptecen with whicha/be is familiar (history/literature
5.4 Know appropriate terms used in music ntuded ( rminology).
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Grade Lev

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner wIll develop positive attitudes in music' towardself and others.

1.1 Understand the importance of
her/his contributions.

1.1.1 Show tha
with oth

can work

Particip- e freely in the total 1.2.1 Be comfortable with fellow
program.

1.3 Show toleranc
musical efforts.

183

dents.

Cooperate with others in
making and receiving music.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skillo/Subject Area! Music

COMPETENCY G AL 2; The learner will develop concepts of music! melody, rhythm,tempo, dynamic tone color, harmony, and form.

2.1 Recognize that sounds may be
relatively higher or lower.

7.2 Indicate that within a melo
pitches may remain the same or
move up or down.

2.3 Recognize a steady beat or
pulse.

Distinguieh high pitches from
low ones and illustrate
differences in a variety of ways.

2.2. Respond to melody and follow
changes with hand or whole body.

2.3.1 March, clap, or respond In
various other ways to a
beat/pulae.

2.4 Recognize stressed and unstressed 2.4.1 Respond to combinations ofbeats.

2-5 Be aware that a sound or
may be the same as anothe
may be longer or ahorter.

stressed and unstressed beats.

ence 2.5.1 Respond to sounds or silences
or of varying lengths in a variety

of ways.

2.6 Rectgnize patterns In rhythm. 7.6.1 Identify familiar songs after
hearing characteristic rhythm
patterns.

2.7 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively faster
or slower than others.

2.7.1 Identify relative variati
tempo in di ferent musica
examples.

ns of

2.8 Be aware that groups of sounds 2.8.1 Identify when changes of tempomay become faster or slower.

1 4

1 7 /

occur in music.



Grade Lave

Skills/Subj ct Area: Music

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: melody,rhythm, tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form,

2.9 Verbalize about the effect of
tempo on the mood of th, music.

2.10 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be rela ively louder
or softer than °there.

2.11 Be aware that individual sounds,
or groups of sounds may become
louder or softer.

2.12 Verbalize about the e fact of
dynamics on the mood of the
music.

2.13 Ia aware of all sounds.

2.14 Recognize the different charac-
teristics of sound produced by
different sources.

2.15 Recognize familiar musical
instrumen s.

2.16 Understand that two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
same time.

.9.1 Respond to mood changes end
identify whore tempo varintlons
have effected the change.

2.10.1 Identify relative variations
of dynamics in diffe ent musical
examples.

2.11.1 Identify when changes of
dynamics occur in music.

2.12.1 Respond to mood changes and
identify where dynamic
variations have effected the
changes.

2.13.1 Identify and verbalize
about qualities of various
sounds,

2.14.1 identify specific sources of
sound_ and identify charac..
teristics of these individual
sounds.

2 15.1 Identify upon hearing specifc
musical instruments, those with
which s/he is familiar.

2.16.1 Identify whether one or more
than one pitch has been sounded.
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Grade Level:

tikillaiSublect, Area: Hoolc

COMPYTMY COAL 2: The learner dI 1 evelop concepts of monic: me1o0v,
rhythm, tempo, dynamica, tone color, harmony, and form.

rage 1

Ob ertiven
Measurea.

2.11 Underatand that ehotdo may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.18 Underntend that patternn In
MUNiC may be formed.

?. 11 1 Identify whether melodlea aro
played. wins alone, or accompanied
by chorde.

2.18,1 Recognize when mualcal pbratiok.:

begin and end.

2.19 Recognize thot patterna may be 2.19.1 Indictre when phrenee are
repeated with and/or without repeated xactly and when
change. they are changed.
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2,19.2 Reppond to ABA form when munieel
examples are played.



Credo -evel:

COMPETENCY COAL
skills.

ARTS EDUCAT1O N

_2ATION

Skillo

net- will devrilop crentIve c nhtlitien:

Measures

3.1 Re aware of her/his own
creative capabiliti

3.2 Be aware of both problem solvin
and problem recognition.

re that componittonn hove
nning, middle, and end.

3.4 Be aware of appropriate
for use in composition.

unds

3.5 Re aware of pops ble variations
of tempo and dynamics for use in
composition.

3.6 Develop and/or improvise
melodic expressions for songs.

3.7 Select appropriate combinations
of amiliar rhythm instruments
for use In compositions.

3.8 Use varied informal notation
schemes to share compositions
on paper.

POCOMe involved in the crenti
process--show willingneea to
take rinks in exhibiting Ideas
and contributions to class.

3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
be (elt@ nate choices) and what
specific choices exist in the
music being studied,

I IndfrIt
gongs a
iddle,

bets
nd end,

-no of

he b

3.4.1 Select voice(s) and/or
instruments suitable for
composition.

3.5.1 Utilize variation of te

and dynnmics to control
of composition.

po
effect

3.6.1 Create oongs either by plan
or mpontaneously.

3 7.1 Use varied and appropriate

instruments1 arrangements in
compositions.
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Create suitable symbolic
indications for compositions
and record them on paper.



ARTS IttTTtO N
HMI:4C EDUCATION

Grade Leval: K

COMPETENCY GOAL / The learnt! r wl
lintening, inatrumental performance

ing, and physical c ordination.

-bject Aro41

lup nkilin In miisIc : ng, rhythms,
yaie, evi' I itat ton , con et lc

4.1 1e aware of the difference
between he singing and the
speaking voice.

4.2 Use voice with ease.

4.3 Sing alone or with accompft
;lime t.

4.4 Sing
needed.

tones as

4.5 Shaw warcncs Of ban
or pulse.

4.6 Show differenc. be ween beat
and rhythm.

4.7 Distinguish between sounds
and silent

4.8 .ihow awe eness of the effect of
accent in shaping rhythm.

Move freely from gpeakin
singing voice and hack.

Sing tom -risibly and accurntely
within natural range of her/hici
voice.

4.3 1 Sing equally well with or
accompaniment.

Sunufn tones as they occur in
son- ure.

Clap or respond with whole body
to basic beat.

4.6.1 Clap or respond in other ways
to illustrate beat and/or rhythm
pattern(s).

4.7.1 Perform notes and rests with
coordinated body movements.

4.8.1 Respond in varied ways to
accented and unaccented heats,
e.g., clap, MOVE', sine,

4.9 Identify fsmL]inr instruments 4.9.1 Name instruments as they areby sound.
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Grii1 l.u1 :

skilla/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY GOAL
rhythm:, lintening
conducting, music

Music

The learner will dev__ _p 0111n In music:
inatrumantat perfo nnc, nnalyn1, t'vslu

ing, and physical coordination.

ninging,

4.10 Identif
sound.

odiea by 4 0.1 N

4.11 Be aware of the extent of the
introduction to a song and be
eady to begin minging and/or

playing.

4.17 Be aware of like and unlike
phrases

4. As_

pat

tatione

elodic and rhythmic
th visual rapresen
those patterns.

4 4 Be familiar with classroom
instruments.

4.15 Be aware of varied sound
possibilitien of instruments.

4.16 Exhibit control of instruments
by playing them at the appro
priate time, alone or with
class members.

me odies as they are
ed.

4.11.1 Begin song at appropriate
t me without special Indicntiann
from the teacher.

4. 1.1 Iden

phrace
sung.

and nlike
lAytd or

4.13.1 Identify fam liar melodic and
rhythm patterna from visu 1

representations.

4.14. Handle inatrumen
and care.

-e

4.15.1 Play Inst uments in different
ways to create varied sound
qual tie°.

4. 6.1 Play in

and in coordination with the
class.

.ents appropriately

4.17 Analyze ways of organizing music. 4.17.1 Identify same or different
sections of music.
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Cr4do Level

Skills/Snlleet Area: H

COMPFTFNCY COAL 4: The learner will develop ski
rhythms, listening, ins mental per mance, ana
conducting, music readlrw, nnd physical coordination,

evnln
singing,
on,

8 Comprehend phrase as ha ing a
beginning, middle and end.

4.19 Unde d pattern in rhythm
and melody.

4.20 Verbalize about quality of
performance.

4.21 Be aware of an hiatorical
ttme period in music.

4 22 Be aware of the effect of tImpo
and dynamics.

4.23 Be aware of the importance
of leading conducting.

4.24 Understand need of 'breathing
beat and cutoff.

4.25 Understand appropriate symbols
for notating pitch and rhythm.

4.18.1 Sing
torn

midd

play phrase
den with begtnnin
and end.

4.19.1 Identify and perform patterns
in rhythm and melody.

4.20.1 Compare and describe perfor
mance, fect, ensemble.

21.1 Deacribe music actor
period, e.g., own tim

8 tc
long

4.22.1 Identify when music is too
loud, too soft, or too fast,
too slow.

4.23.1 Respond appropriately to
teacher's or student's beat in
leading music activities.

4.24.1 Begin and end according to
teacher's or student _ding,

0.

4.25.1 Read and perform simple no ated
rhythm and melody patterns eith
without the staff or with two
line staff.

4.25.2 Read and perform Iconic notation
for pitch and rhythm.
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-d- Level:

Skills/Subject Areal Munic

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop ikiilr In munic: Ing1ng,
rhythms, listening, instrumental performance, analynin, evaluation,
conducting, music reading, and phynical coordination.

tiv

4.26 Coordinate ,..ye movement to
read simple notation.

4.27 Respond to rhythms and dances
using the whole body.

8 Use the body as a rhythm
instrument.

4.29 Control large and small
movements as needed.

191

urea

4.26. 1 Rend simple patternn carefu
and accurately.

4,27.1 Use purposeful body movements
for rhythms and (Wenn.

4.28.1 Perform with class using clap,
tap, snap, slap, stamp, etc.

4.29.1 Une musical Instruments with
purpose and care.



Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will, develop a knowledge of munic: hloco
literature, and terminology.

5.1 Know that music is written and 5.1.1 Identify band, orchestra solo,performed in va lous combiaations. quertet.

5.2 Know that mueic has been written 5.2.1 Tell names
-poeers .

by many different creators.

5.3 Verbalize about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s/he is familiar.

ar

5.2.2 Know stories about some of the
muaic studied.

5.3.1 Name various songs and
instrumental pieces and be
aware of growing repertoire.

5.4 Know appropriate termø used 5.4.1 Identify and use terms descriptive
in music studied.

of variouo elements of music,
instrument names, analytical terms
(e.g., same/different, phrase),
movemeet and dance, and the like.
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Grade Lgutpnejeelect_ed_competeneles)*

Positive attitudeu

1.3 PartIcipate freely in the
1.5 Share knowledge and skill

(toward others).

2. Con -pts of music

program ( oward s
ned in music wIth fellow etudentu

2.1 Recognize that sounde may be relatively higher or 1 wer melody).2.4 Recognize the steady beat or pulee (rhythm).
2.12 Recognize that different body movements may be used

tempo changes (tempo).
2.14 Be aware that individual aounds or groups of sounds

or softer (dynamice).
2.20 Associate tone colors with picture

(tone color).
2,22 Understand thst chords may be lined
2.25 Aesociate lettere A and B or various

of music (form)*

Development of creative capabilities

of famil r ins

to illustrate

ay become louder

uments

sec0 pany a melody (harmony).
geometric symbols with aections

3.4 Be aware of appropriate Bounds for use
3.9 Be aware that sound effects, movement,

enhance the effect of musical composit

4. Skills in music

in composition (concepts).
and dramatizations can
ons (skills).

4.2 Use voice with ease (singing).
4.8 Show difference between beat and rhythm (rhythms).
4.18 Associate melodic and rhythmic patterns with visual representations

of those patterns (listening).
4.21 Exhibit control of instruments by playing them at the appropriate

time alone or with class members (instrumental performance).4.23 Comprehend phrase as having beginning, middle, and end (analysis).4.30 Assess the suitability of student-created accompaniments for songsand stories (evaluation).
4.32 Understand need of "breathing" beat and cut-off (conducting).4.34 Coordinate eye movement to read simple notation (music readin ).4.37 Use the body as a rhythm instrument (physical coordination).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at aparticular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. Thenumbers correspond to objectives in the North Ca_rolina Competency-BasedCurriculum.
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5. Knowledge of MUBic

5.1 Know that music in written end performed in various combinations
(history/liternture).

5.6 Know appropriate musical terms used in music studied
(terminology).
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Grade Level:

ARTS E UCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will develop positive attituden In music towardself and toward others.

1.1 Unders _lid that music is an
important and valuable
study which enriches her/hia
own life.

1.2 Understand the importance of
contributions.

1.1.1 Show genuine involvement in
music activities.

1.2.1 Show that a/he can work with
others.

1.3 Participate freely in the total 1.3.1 Be comfortable with fellow
program.

atudents.

1.4 Show to e once of others 1.4.1 Cooperate with others in making
musical efforta.

and receiving music.

1.5 Share knowledge and skills 1.5.1 Freely accept opportunities
learned in music with fellow

to aid other students in their
students, musical growth.

1.6 Experience success in music 1.6.1 Comple e musical assignments
study.

and/or activities.
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Grade Level: I

ARTS gouclfo4
MUS 1 ATION

Skirl 1,1g/ -bject Area: Hu

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: Tho leerner wi..1 demtvel pconcep
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, mand

inu c: me lady, rhythm,

Recognize that pounds maybe
relatively higher or lower.

2.2 Indicate that hin a melody

pitches may rema n the same
move up of down.

2.3 Understand that none songa
use predominantly low tones
and others use predominantly
high tones.

2.4 Recognize the steady beat
or pulse.

2.11 Distinguish hakigh pitches frm
low ones, add illustrate with
a variety oe rneans.

2.21 Respond t
changee w

ody and follow
-h r- and or whole bay,

2,11 Identify so p=1".,=; which are

relatively %4210 and those which
are relativell hi h.

2.4.1 March, clap, r respond in
various other ways to the
beat/pulse.

2.5 Recognize stressed and 2.5.1 Respond to cotb
unstressed beats.

stressed and u-7:;n

2.6 Understand that some music
moves in a line and has no
recognizable beat.

2.7 lie aware that a sound or

silence may he the same as
another, or may be longer or

shorter.

2.8 Recognize patterns in rhythm.

ations of
ressed beat&

7.6,1 Demonstrate th_ -low of mnslc
which moves tn a line.

2.7.1 Respond to soumnds or silences
f varying lefths In a variety
of ways.

2,8. 1 Identify familrMar songs on
hearing charact=eristic rhythm
patterns.



Crade Leve 1

Skills/Subject Areal Muoic

COMPETtNCY GOAL 2:
rhythm, tempo, dynats CO

Page

velop concepts of music: melody.
rmony, nnd form.

2.9 Recogn ze that psmitteneef
sounds may be re:_lativaIy
faster or slower thaeothers.

2.9.1 Identify relative var
of tempo in different muicn 1
examples.

2.10 Be aware chat gtupso1oundn 2.10.1 Identify when changes of
may become f4st r=r or glower. tempo occur in music.

2.11 Verbltza about mItte of
tempo on the mecc . of thimusic.

2.12 Recognize that dLferentbodv
movements may boe usedto
illustrate tempo - (theme,

2.13 Recognize that par-itterime
sounds may be re1;641Civey
or wafter than tit-Briers,

-uder

2 4 Be aware that in 21.vidugeounds
or groups of aoutiCtle mayhecome
louder or softer.

2.15 Recognize chat apyur piece of
music may be perrmedat
di f erent dynam1 c levele,

Respond to mood changes and
identify where tempo varintia=ns
have effected the chenge.

12.1 Demonstra
movements

appropriate body
or various tempi,

2.13.1 Identify relative variatione
of dynamics in different mai 0, cal
examples.

2.14.1 Identify when changes of
dynamics occur in music.

2.15.1 Perform different songs and
instrumental selections at a
variety of dynamic levels.

2.16 Verbalize about he effect of 2.16.1 Respond to mood changes and
dynamics on the InaAmd of the

identify where dynamic varia,music.
tions have effected the chentZfttte.
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Grade L vel:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will dev op -c ptn of music: melody,

Pnge 3

rhythm, tempo, dynamics, tone cam harmony, mrnd form.

2.17 Be aware of all sound.

2.18 Recognize the different chor
acteristics of sound productq
by different sources.

.17,1 Identify and verb li e about
qualities of various soundr;.

2.18.1 Identify specific sources of
t sounds and characteristics of
t these individual sounds.

2 9 Recognize familiar musical 2.19.1 IdentIfy, upon hearing specific
mr musical instruments with which
m s/he is familiar.

Instrumen

2.20 Associate tone colors with 2.20.1 Identify picture of instrument
pictures of familiar 5nrucntn. hen sound of that instrument I

hrrheard.

2.21 Understand that two or wore 2.21 1 trIdentify whether one or more
pitches may be sounded at the tmthan one pitch has been sounded.same time.

2.22 Understand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.22.1 Ilrdentify whether melodies are
ptmlayed, sung alone, or accompa-
Rtnied by chords.

2.23 Understand that p_tterne 2.23.1 R.acognize when musical phr
in music may be formed. 1)10.0egin and end.

2.24 Recognize that patterns may
be repeated with and/or
without change.

2,24.1

2,24.2
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m rdicate when phrases are
el-epented exactly and when they
are changed.

--espond through movemen
al.orm when musical examp
plrlayed.

to ABA
s are



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Ar Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wjli dom4 coi

hromy,rhythm, tempo, dyn mica, tone colort

2.25 Associate letters A and B
or various geometric symbols
With sections of music.

Page 4

cots of music: melody,
form.

1 E.cienti y be{nning ard end
0 1 Elections as 'A section," "B
smemetion," or the like.



ARTS EDUCATION
musrc EDUCATTON

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL learner will develop creative capabilities, concepts and

3.1 Be aware of her/his own creative
capabilities.

Become involved in the creative
processshow willingness to
take risks in exhibiting ideas
and contributions to class.

3.2 Be aware of both problem solving 3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
and problem recognition. be (alternate choices) and what

specific choices exist in the
music being studied.

Be aware that compositions have
a beginning, middle, and end.

3.3.1 Indicate sections of familiar
songs as being the beginning,
middle, and end.

3.4 Be aware of appropriate sounds 3.4.1 Select voice(s) and/or
for use in composition. instrumeats suitable for

composition.

3.5 Be aware of possible variations 3.5.1 Utilize variations of tempo
of tempo and dynamics for use in and dynamics to control effect
composition, of composition.

3.6 Develop and/or improvise
melodic express ons for songs.

3.7 Select appropriate combinations
of familiar rhythm instruments
for use in compositions.

3.6.1 Create songs either by plan or
spontaneously.

3.7.1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compositions.

3.8 Use varied informal notation 3.8.1 Create suitable symbolic pr
schemes to share compositions iconic notations for compositions
on paper. and record them on paper.



Grade Level: Page 2

Skills/Subjec Are Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop cr at ve capab
and skills

c),bjectives

3.9 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance,the effect of
musical compositions.

201

c ncepts

3.901 Create sound effects, movement,
and dramatizations to enhance
the effect of musical compositions.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Mus_c

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.1 Be aware of the difference
between the singing and the
speaking voice.

4.2 Use voice with ease.

4 Match single pitches in
easy part of vocal range.

4.1.1 Move freely from speaking to
singing voice and back.

4.2.1 Sing comfortably and accura ely
within natural range of her his
voice.

4.3.1 Use voice to match pitches
sounded by teacher.

4.4 Distinguish between man's 4.4.1 Identify a voice as male or female
or woman's voice when heard.

4.5 Sing alone or with accompa-
niment.

4.6 Sing sustained tones as
needed.

4.7 Show awareness of basic beat
or pulse.

4.8 Show difference between beat
and rhythm.

4.5.1 Sing equally well with or
without accompaniment.

4.6.1 Sustain tones as they occur
in song literature.

4.7.1 Clap or respond w h whole
body to basic beat.

4.8.1 Clap or respond in other ways
to illustrate beat and/or rhythm
pattern(s).

4.9 Distinguish between sounds 4.9,1 Perform notes and rests with
and silences.
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Grade Level: '

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop ekSlls In music: singings rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, co ducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Ob ectives

4.10 Measure duration of sounds
carefully in rhythm patterns.

4 0 1 Sing familiar songs with
rhythmic accuracy.

4.11 Reproduce rhythm patterns by 4.11.1 Echo rhythm patterns using
instruments or body.ear.

4.12 Show awareness of accent in
shaping rhythm.

4.13 Identify

4.12.1 Respond in varied ways to
accented and unaccented beatb.

tar instruments 4.13.1 Name instruments as they are
by sound. beard.

4.14 Identify
sound.

ar melodies by

4.15 Be aware of the extent of the
introduction to a song and be
ready to begin singing.

4.16 Be aware of changes of
direction in melodies.

4.17 Be aware of like and unlike
phrases.

4.14 Name melodies as they are
played.

4.15.1 Begin song at appropriate time
without special indications
from the teacher.

4.16.1 Identify when the melodic
direction moves up, down, or
emains the same.

4.17.1 Identify like and unlike
phrases as they are played or
sung.

4.18 Associate melodic and rhythmic 4.18,1 Identify familiar melodic
patturns with visual represen and rhythm patterns on see n-
tations of those patterns, visual representations.
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_rade'Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COKPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will deve
listening, instrumental performance, anal
reading, and physical coordination.'

Pa

sk Ils in music: singing, rhythms,
evaluat on, conducting, music

Ob ec vas

4.19-Be familiar with classroom
instrumen

4.20 Be aware of varied sound
possibilities of instruments.

4.21 Exhibit control of instrument
by playing them at the
appropriate time alone or with
class members.

4.22 Analyze ways of organiz
music.

4.23 Comprehend phrase as having
a beginning, middle, and end.

4.24 Understand pattern in rhythm
and melody.

4.25 Recognize meter in sets of
twos and threes.

4.26 Recognize when shifts of accents
occur in basic meter pattern.

4.27 Verbalize about quality of
performance.

_easures
-die!

9.1 Randle instruments with ease
and care.

4.20.1 Play instruments in different
ways to create varied sound
qualities.

4.21.1 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the
class.

4.22,1 Identify,same or differert
sections of music.

4.23.1 Sing or play phrase as a
total idea with beginning,
middle, and end.

4.24.1 Identify and pr, patterns
in rhythm and n( -dy.

4.25.1 Identify examples of doub_e
and triple meter in familiar
compositions. Indicate when
changes of ac ent occur.

4.26.1 Identify shift of accents by
clapping in ci)uble meter and
then in triple meter.

4,27.1 Compare and describe perfor-
mance, e.g., effect, eneemblfL.
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Grade Level:

Skill /Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in usic: sing,ng rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Page 4

Oj eqves assure

4.28 Be aware of general time period 4.28.1 Describe music as that of own
in music. time or long ago.

4.29 Be aware of effect of tempo and 4.29.1 Identify when
and dynamics.

4,30 Assess the suitability
student-created accompan
for songs and stories.

4.31 8- aware of the importance
of leading/condueting.

too soft, or
too loud, --.

too

tl.slize about whether or not
:ent-created accompaniment
g-7:fective for a given song or

Rwondappropriately to
t-4.her's or student's,b _

1040ing music activities

'rake turn leading group.

4 Understand need of "breathL 1 Begin and end according
beat and cut-off. to teacher's or student's leading.

4,33 Understand ppropriate symbel
for notariig pitch and rhythm.

4.34 Coordinate eye movement to
read simple notation.

4 35 Be aware of rests as well as
notes.

.1 Read simple notated rhythm
and melody patterns either
without the staff or with
two-line staff.

4.34.1 Read simple pa
and accurately

erns ea

4.35 1 Perform accurately simple
melodic and rhythmic patterns
using rests as well as notes.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subjec Area: !(usic

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

.e 5

Ob ective

4.36 Respond to rhythms and dances
using the whole body.

4.37 Use the body as a rhythm
instrument.

4.38 Control fine and gross
motor actions as needed.

4.36.1 Use purposeful body movements
for rhythms and dances.

4.37.1 Perform with class using
clap, tap, snap, slap, stamp,
etc.

4 Use mus cal ins
purpose and car

-ents with

4.38.2 Avoid making unnecessary sounds
when performing,

4-38.3 Perform silences as we l as
sounds accurately.
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COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner
literature, and terminology.

5.1 Know that music is written
and performed in various
combinations.

5.2 Know that music has been wr
by many different creators.

5.3 Verbalize about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s/he is familiar.

5.4 Know that music is related to
the other arts.

5.5 Know that each art form
up of basic elements.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION:

Skills/Subject A :a: Music

I develop a knowledge of music:

en

de

506 Know appropria_e terms used in
music studied.

5.1.1 Identify band, orchest
and quartet.

5.2.1 Tell names of familiar
composers.

solo,

5.2.2 Identify on hearing compositions
by familiar composers.

5.3.1 Name various songs and in
mentel pieces and be aware
growing raper _ire.

5.4.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

5,5.1 Verbalize about some of the
basic elements of dance, drama,
and art.

5.6.1 Identify and use terms descrip-
tive of various elements of
music, instrument names,
analytical terms (e.g., same/
different, phrase),:movement
and dance, and the like.
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Grade 2 itlIne (selected competencesi

1. Posi ive attitudes

1.1 Understand that music is an important and valuable study which
ienriches her/his own life toward self).

1.4 Show tolerance of others' musical efforts (toward others).

Concepts of music

2.3 Understand that melodies may progress by step or by skip (melody).
2.7 Be aware that a sound or silence may be the same as another, or may

be longer or shorter (rhythm).
2.10 Be avere that groups,of-sounds may become faster or slower (tempo).
2.17 Interpret words and symbols for indicating dynamics, such as p, mp,

mf, f, crescendo, and'decrescendo (dynamics).
2.22 Be aware of the effect of combining instruments and/or voices to

achieve varied tone Colors (tone color).
2.24 Understand that chords may be used to accompany a melody (harmony).
2.28 Recognize forms such as: AB, ABA, ABAB, and ABACA (form).

Development of creative capabilities

3.3 Be aware that compositions have a beginning, middle, and end (concepts).
3.8 Uee varied informal notational schemes to share compositions on

paper (skills).

Ski ls in music

4.6 Pronounce words of songs clearly (singing).
4.9 Distinguish between ounds and silences (rhythms
4.13 Be aware of differences in sound of major, minor, and pentatonic

scales (listening).
4.20 Be aware of varied sound possibilities of Instruments (instrumental

performance).
4.25 Recognize meter in seta of two- three, four, and six (analysis)

4.32 Compare the appropriateness of choices in tempo and dynamics for
performance of various songs (evaluation).

4.34 Understand need of "breathing" heat and cut-off (conducting).
4.38 Read melodies with repeated tones, steps, and/or skips (music

reading),
4.41 Control fine and gross motor movements as needed (physical

coordination

* Only_selected comp.tenciea, those mast representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the ArtICs_m2.1j1LaCsmStr.
Curriculum .
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5.4 Be aware of isic from a range of twes and places
(history/literature).

5.7 Know appropriate musical terms used in music studied
(terminology).
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Grade lame 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The
self and others.

a- ner

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION'

Skills/Subjeet Area: Music

I develop positive attitudes in musLc toward

Ob active

1.1. Understandthat music is an
important and valuable study
which enriches her/his own
life.

1.2 Understand the importance
of her/his contributions.

Participate freely in the total
program.

1.4 Show tolerance of othe
efforts.

1.5 Share knowledge and skills
learned in music.

1.1.1 Show genuine involvement in
music activities.

1.2.1 Show that s/he can work with
.others.

1.3.1 Be comfortable with fellow
students.

ical 1.4.1 Cooperate with others in making
and receiving music.

1.5.1 Freely accept opportunities
to aid other students in their
musical growth.

1.6 Develop a positive se_ age. 1.6.1 Successfully complete musical
assignments and/or activities.
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Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION-

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

2.1 Indicate that within a melody
pitches may remain the same or
move up or down.-

2.2 Understand that some songs use
predominantly low tones and others
use predominantly high tones.

2.1.1 Respond to melody and follow
changes with hand or whole body.

2.2.1 Identify songs which are
relatively low and those which
are relatively high.

2.3 Understand that melodies may 2.3.1 Indicate when melodic movement
progress by step or by skip. is stepwise or by skips.

2.4 Recognize the steady beat or
pulse.

2.5 Recognize stressed and
unstressed beats.

2.6 Understand that some =Sic
moves in a line and has no
recognizable beat.

2.7 Be aware that a sound or
silence may be the same as
another or may be longer or
shorter.

2.8 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four,
and six.

2.4.1 March, clap, o respond in
various other ways to the
beat/pulse.

2.5.1 Respond to combinations of
stressed and unstressed bea

2.6.1 Demonstrate the flow of music
which moves in a line.

2.7.1 Respond to sound or silences
of varying lengths in a variety
of ways.

2.8.1 Indicate by sight, hearing, or
observing movement which beat
grouping is being played.
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Grade evel:

Skilln/Subject Areti Munic

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop conceptn of music:
rhythm, tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

melody,

Ohje ve
--------
Measurea

2.9 Recognize that patterns
sounds may be relatively
faster or slower than others.

2.10 Be aware that groups of sounds
may become faster or slow

2.11 Verba1iz& eh the effee
tempo on the mood of the mus c.

2.12 Recognize that different body
movements may be used to
illustrate tempo changes.

2.13 Recogn ze that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
louder or softer than others.

2.14 Be aware that individual
sounds or groups of sounds
may become louder or softer.

2.15 Recognize that any piece of
music may be performed at
different dynamic levels.

2.16 Verbalize about the effect of
dynamics on the mood of the
music.

2.9.1 identify relative vari el ns
of tempo in different musica
examples.

2.10.1 Identify when changes of tempo
occur in music.

nd to mood changes an
identify where tempo variations
have eff cted the change.

2.12.1 Demonstrate appropriate body
movement for various tempi.

2.13.1 Identify r
of dynam c
examples.

tive variations
n different

2.14.1 Identify when changes of
dynamics occur in music.

2.15.1 Perform songs and instrumental
selections at different dynamic
levels.

2.16.1 Respond to mood changes and
identify where dynamic
variations have effected the
changes.

213
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de Level:

Skilla/Subject Area: Munic

COMPETENCY GOAL Zt The learner will develop concepts 0
rhythm, tempo, dynamics, cone color, harmony, and form.

Page 3

mu mtilody,

2.17 Interpret words and symbols
for indicating dynamics, such
am p, mp, mf, f, crescendo, and
decrescendo.

2.1 sounds.

2,19 Recognfze the different
characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.20 Recogn ze familiar mua
instruments.

2.21 Associate tone colors with
pictures of famil ar instruments.

2.22 Be aware of the e feet (73_

combining instruments and
voices to achieve varied
colors.

or
one

2.23 Understand that two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
same time.

2.24 Understand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

Recognize symbols for dynamic
indications and respond
accordingly.

Identify and verbalize about
qualities of various sounds.

Identify specific sour
sounds and characteristics
of these individual sounds.

2.20 1 Identify on hearing spec fic
musical instruments with which
s/he I- familiar.

2.21.1 Identify picture of instruments
when sound of that instrument
is heard.

2.22.1 Experiment with various
combinations of voices and
instruments to produce
different c lore.

2.23.1 Identify whether one or
more than one pitch has been
sounded.

2.24.1 Identify whether melodies a

played, sung alone, or accom
panied by chords.
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d- Level:

Skili/Suhject Areal M

COMPETE COAL 2: The learner will. de_lop cone
rhythm, tempo, dyn- ics, tone color hnrmony, and form.

Nip! 4

dy,

2.25 Understand that patterns in
music may be formed.

2.26 Recognize that patterns may be
repented with end or without
change.

2.27 Associate letters A and B or
various geometric symbo s with
sections of music.

2.28 Recognize forms such as: AB,
ABA, ABAB, and ABACA.

2.25.1 Recognize when musical phrases
begin and end.

2.26.1 indicate when phrases sire
repeated exactly and when they
are changed.

2.26.2 Respond to ABA form when musical
examples are played.

2.27.1 Iden ify beginning and end o
section° as "A section," or B

sect on," or the like.

2 Identify form of composition
when heard.

215
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner
skills.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilln/Subject Area: Music

develop creative capabilities: conceetfl and

Be aware of her/his own
creative capabilities.

3.2 Be aware of both p
sol,-ing and proble

em

Be a- re that compositions have
a beginning, middle, and end.

3.4 Be aware of appropr ate sounds
for use in composition.

3.5 Be aware of possible vari tions
of tempo and dynamics for use in
a composition.

3.6 Develop and/or improvise melodic
expressions for songs.

3.7 Select appropriate combinations
of familiar rhythm instruments
in compositions.

Uae varied informal, notation
schemes to share compositions on
paper.

216

208

3.1.1 Become involved in the creative
process--show willingnesa to take
rinks in exhibiting ideas and
contributions to class.

3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
be (alternate choices) and what
specific choice exist in the
muaic being studied.

3.3.1 Indicate sections of fam
songs as being the beginning,
middle, or end.

3.4.1 Select voice(s) and/or
instruments suitable for
composition.

3.5.1 Utilize variations of tempo and
dynamics to control effect of
composition.

3.6.1 Create songs either by plan or
spontaneously.

3.7.1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compositions.

Create suitable symboli
indications for composi
record them on paper.

or iconic
ons and



Crude Lev .

Skilia/S t Area: Huaic

Page 2

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop creative cnpahil1ticn conceptn
and nkfl

Ob

3.9 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance the effect
musical compositions.

3.9.1 Create sound effects, movement,
and dramatizations to enhance the
effect of Ms cal compositions.

217
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Vkills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner w1tl develop skills in music: singing, rhyth
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.1 Be aware of the difference
between the singing and the
npeaking voice.

4.2 Use voice with ease.

4.3 Sing alone or with
accompaniment.

4.4 Sing sustained tones as
needed.

4.5 Sing accurately and with
pleasant tone quality.

4.6 Pronounce words of songs
clearly.

4.1.1 Move freely from speaking to
singing voice and hack.

4.2.1 Sirg Comfortab y and accurately
with n natural range of hie her
voice.

4.3.1 Sing equally well with or
without accompaniment.

4.4.1 Sustain tones as they occur in
song literature.

4.5.1 Blend with group when singing.

4.6.1 Sing with clear diction.

4.7 Be aware of appropriate 4.7.1 Sing songs with appropriate
style of song. style

4.8 Show difference between
beat and rhythm.

4.8.1 Clap or respond in other
ways to illustrate beat and/or
rhythm pattern(s).

4.9 Distinguish between sounds Perform notes and rests with
and silences, coordinated body movements.

218
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Grade _vel: 2

Skills/Subject Aron:

Pnge 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The _lenrnr will develJp skiiln In mu 4ing1ng rhythms,
lintening, instrumental performn analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

urc

4.10 Show awareness of accent in
shaping rhythm.

4.11 Accompany songs or chants
with repeated rhythm pattorna.

4.12 Identify famil
sound.

4.10.1 Respond in varied ways to
accented and unaccented beats.

4.1.1 Accompany songs and chants
freely using repeat d rhythm
patterna.

died hy 4.12.1 Nam, melodies as they
played.

4.13 Be aware of differences in
sound of major, minor, and
pentatonic scales.

4.13.1 Identify major, minor,
and pentatonic scales on
hearing.

4.14 Be aware of changes of direction 4.14.1 Identify when the melod c

direction moves up, down, or
remains the same.

in melodies.

4.15 Be aware of like and unlike
phrases.

4.16 Associate melodic and rhythm_c
patterns with visual represen-
tations of those patterns.

4.15.1 Identify like and unlike
phrases as they are played or
sung.

4.16._ Identify familiar melodic
and rhythm patterns upon seeing
visual representations.

4.17 Be awa e of texture in music 4.17.1 Recognize various textures on
such as rough/smooth, hick/thin. hearing.
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Grade Level: 2

Skills/Subject Prea Music

lage 3

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will devillop skilln in mus
lintening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conduc
reading, and physical coordination.

rhyth
music

4.18 Be aware of music of other
countries and cultur s.

4.19 Be familiar with clas-room
instruments.

4.20 Be aware of varied sound pos-
utica of instruments.

4.21 Exhibit control of instruments
by playing them at the appropriate
time alone or with class members.

4.18.1 Ident_fy on hearing famil
music of other countries and
cultu

4.19.1 Handle instruments with ease
and care.

4.20.1 Play Instruments in different
ways to create varied aound
qualitiea.

2 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the
class.

4.22 Analyze ways of organizing music. 4.22.1 Identify same or different
sections of music.

4.23 Co prehend phrase as having a
beginning, middle, and end.

4.23.1 Sing or play phrase as a
total idea with beginning,
middle, and end.

4.24 Understand pattern in rhythm 4.24.1 Identify and perform patterns
and melody. in rhythm and melody.

4.25 Recogn ze meter in sets of two, 4.25.1 Identify, by sight, hearing, or
three, four, and six. through movement, examples of

metric combinations of two, three,
four, and six in familiar
compositions.

220
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Grade Level: 2

Skills/Subject Are Munk

Page 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skil c: ii.ln, rhyt
liatening, instrumental performance, i1ynli, evaluation, co ducting, mun c
reading, and physical coordination.

4.26 Recognize when shifts of ac
occur in basic meter pattern.

4.26.1 Indicaf!e by varied means when
changes of accents occur.

4.27 Apply analytical skills to muoic 4.27.1 Verbalize about differences in
music of other countries and
cultures.

of other countr and cultures.

4.28 Verbalize about quality of 4.28.1 Compare and describe performance,
performance. e.g., effect, ensemble.

4.29 Be aware of general time period 4.29.1 Describe mus c so that of own
in music. time or long ago.

4 0 Be aware of effect of tempo and 4 0.1 Identify when music is too loud,
dynamics too soft, or too fast, too slow.

4.31 Assess the suitability o
stUdent-created accomp n
for songs and stories.

ents

4.32 Compare the appropriatenes
choices in tempo and dynam cs for
performance of various songs.

4.33 Be aware of the importance of
leading/conducting.

4.3 Verbalize about whether or not
a student-created accompaniment
is effective for a given song or
atory.

4.32.1 Verbalize about the effect of
these changes.

4.33.1 Respond appropriately to
teacher's or student's beat in
leading music activities.

4 2 Take turns leading group.

221
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Grade Level: 2

Skille/Subject Artt M1,161C

Page 5

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will dev 1 p skills in mun singing, rhyt mn,
listening, instrumental performance, ana yels, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, end physical coordination.

4.34 Understand need of "breathing
beat" and cut-off.

4.34.1 Begin and end accord ng to
teacher's or student s leading.

4.35 Unders and arpropriate symbols 4.35 1 Read and per orm simple notated
rhythm and melody patterns with or
without the staff or with two line
staff.

for notatin pitch and rhythm.

4.36 Coordinate eye movement to read 4.36.1 Read and perform simple patterns
simple notation,

4.37 Be aware of rests as bell as
notes.

carefully and accurately.

4.37.1 Perform accurately simple melodic
and rhythmic patterns using rests
as well as notes.

4.38 Read melodies with repeated tones, 4.38.1 Read and perform melodies with
steps and/or skips. repeated tones, steps, and/or akip.

4.39 Respond to rhythms and dances 4.39.1 Use purposeful body movements
using the whole body.

4.40 Use the body as a rhythm
instrument.

for rhythms and dances.

4.40.1 Perform with class using
clap, tap, snap, slap,
stamp.

4.41 Control fine and gross motor 4.41.1 Use musical instruments with
movements as needed. purpose and care.

4.41.2 Avoid making unnecess
when performing.

y sounds

4.41.3 Perform silences as well as
sounds accurately.

222
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Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A a: Mus

COMPETENCY GOA Tbr, learner wi 1 develop a knowledge uf music:
literature. and terminology.

ry,

ObjectiVes
=_ _ Measures

5 1 Know that music ia written and 5 1.1 Identify band, orchestra, solo,
performed in various combinations. quartet, and others.

5.2 Know that music haa been written 5.2.1 Tell names of familiar composers.
by many different creators.

5.3 Verbalize about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which he/she is familiar.

5.4 Be aware of music from a range
of times and places.

5 5 Know that music is related to
the other arts.

5.6 Know that each art form is
made up of basic elements.

5.7 Know approprIate terms used
in music studied.

5.3.1 Name various songs and
instrumental pieces and be
aware of growing repertoire.

5.4.1 Identify on hearing whether
music is from now or long ago--
own culture or other.

5.5.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

5.6.1 Verbalize about some of the
basic elements of dance, drama,
and art.

5.7.1 Identify and use terms descriptive
of various elements of music,
instrument names, analytical terms
(e.g., same/different, phrase,
cadence), movement and dance,
and the like.



Grade _utlilm elected competencies)_
_

1. Positive attitudes

1.2 Understand the importance of her/his contributions (toward self).
1.5 Share know edge and skills learned in music with other toward

others).

Concepta of music

2.4 Understand that two or more melodies may exist at the same _ime
(melody).

2.10 Differentiate between the rhythm of the melody and that of the
underlying beat (rhythm).

2.14 Understand significance of fermata in pausing tempo (tempo).
2.18 Recognize that any piece of music may be performed at different

dynamic levels (dynamics).
2.24 Understand that various overall timbres characterize music of

different time periods (tone color).
2.28 Understand relation of tonic triad to scale (harmony).
2.30 Recognize same/different sections of a composition (form).

Development of creative capab lities

3.5 Be aware of possible variations of tempo and dymanics for use in
composition (concepts).

3.10 Understand the importance of dynamics, tempo, and articulation on
the overall effect of the composition (skills).

4. Skills in music

4.5 Sing accurately and with pleasant tone quality (sing_ng).
4.11 Accompany songs or chants with repeated rhythm patterns (rhy hm
4.17 Be aware of like and unlike phrases (listening).
4.26 Develop ability to perform independent accompaniments and ostinati

(instrumental performance).
4.32 Apply analytical skills to music of other countries and cultures

(analysis)
4.38 Be aware of the effect of phrases and cadences in organizing

compositions, songs, and poems (evaluation).
4.40 Understand need of "breathing" beat and cut-off (conducting).
4.45 Associate numbers and/or letter names with degrees of the scale

(music reading).
4.46 Respond to rhythms and dances using the whole body (physical

coordination).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the EsIsh_Smanl_aspetency7Based
Curriculum.
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Know -dge of music

5.6 Know that music is related to the other arts (history/liter
5.8 Know appropriate terms used in music studies rminology).

226
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Grade Leval: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area 4ti,jlc

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes in music toward
lf and toward others.

1.1 Understand that music is an
important and valuable study
which enriches her/his own l

1.1.1 Show genuine involvement in
music activities.

1.2 Understand the importance of 1.2.1 Show that a/he can work with
her/his contributions. others.

1.3 Participate freely in the total 1.3 1 Be comfortable with fellow
program.

1.4 Show tolerance of others
musical efforts.

1.5 Share know edge and skills
learned in music with others.

students.

1 4.1 Cooperate with others in
making and receiving music.

1.5.1 Freely accept opportunities
to aid other students in their
musical growth.

1.6 Develop a positive selfimage. 1.6.1 Successfully comp1et musical
assignments and/or activ tier.

227



G ride Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Aren: Mu

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The le rner will develop concepts o
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, end fo

u c: melody, rhythm,

2.1 Indicate that within a melody,
pitches may rcain the same or
ave up or down.

2.2 Under tend that some gongs
U64 predominantly Iow totes
and others use predominantly
high tones.

2.3 Understand that melodies may
progress by step or by skip.

2.4 Understand that two or more
melodies may exist at the
name time.

2.5 Understand that pitches
may form a common group
of sounds.

2.6 Recognize stressed and
unstressed beats.

2.7 Understand that some music
moves in a line and has no
recognizable beat.

2.8 Be aware that a sound or silence
may be the same as another, or
may be longer or shorter.

2.1,1 Respond to melody and fol ow
changes with hand or whole body.

2.2.1 Identify songs which are
relatively low and those which
are relatively high.

2.3.1 Indicate when elodic movement
is stepwise or by skips.

2.4.1 Recognize and perform canons,
rounds, and polyphonic music.

2.5.1 Relate melodies to their
appropriate scales--major,
minor, and pentatonic,

2.6.1 Respond by sight, hearin
or through movement to
combinations of stressed and
unstressed beats.

2.7.1 Demonstrate the flow of music
which moves in a line.

2.8.1 Respond to sounds or silences
of varying lengths in a variety
of ways.

228
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: MusIc

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner
rhythm, tempo, dyn mica, tone c

develop concep
harmony, and form.

Page ,

ody,

2 9 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four,
and six.

2 0 Differentiate between the
rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying
beat.

2.9.1 Indicate upon hen ing, which beat
grouping is being played.

2.10.1 perform readily either the
melodIc or beat rhythm.

2.11 Understand that accents may 2.11.1 Sing, read, and perform
syncopated rhythms.occur between beats.

Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
faster or slower than others.

2.13 Be aware that group
may become faster o

of sounds
slower.

2.14 Understand significance of
fermata in pausing tempo.

2.12.1 Identify relative variations of
tempo in different musical
examples.

2.13.1 Ident- y when changes of tempo
occur in music.

2.14.1 Perform in ways which demon-
strate the fermata as an
expressive device.

2.15 Recognize that different 2.15.1 Demonstrate appropriate
body movements may be used body movements for various
to illustrate tempo changes. tempi.

2.16 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
louder or softer than others.

2.16.1 Identify relative variations
of dynamics in different music 1
examples.

229
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vel:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The iarner will develop concepts of lc: melody,
rhythm, tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

2.17 Be aware that individual sounds,
or groups of aounda may
become louder or softer.

2.17.1 Identify when changes of
dynamica occur in music.

2 Recon1ze that any piece of 2.18.1 Perform different songs and
music may be performed at instrumento lections at
different dynamic lovels. varied dynam e levels.

2.19 Verbs ize about the effect of
dynam cs on the mood of the
music.

2.19.1 Respond to mood changes and
identify where dynamic vari-
ations have effected the changes.

2.20 Interprer words and symbols 2.20.1 Recognize symbols for dynamic
for indicating dynamics indications and respond
such as p, mp,mf, f, cres- accordingly.
cendo, and decrescendo.

2.21 Be aware of all sounds. 2.21. 1 identify and verbalize about
qualities of various sounds.

2.22 Recognize the different
characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.23 Reco nize familiar musical
instruments.

2.24 Understand that various
overall timbres characterize
music of different time periods.

2.22.1 Identify specific sources of
sounds and characteristics of
these individual sounds.

2.23 dentify, upon hearing specific
musical instruments, those with
which s/he is familiar.

2.24.1 Recognize and identify differences
between sounds of contemporary
music and music of the past.

230
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Grad- Love

Skills/Subject Arca: Munic

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music:
rhythm, tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Page 4

melody,

2,25 Be aware of the effect of
combin ng instruments and/or
voices to achieve varied tone
colors.

2.26 Understand th-- two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
aame time.

2 27 Underatand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.28 Uaderstand relation of tonic
triad to scale.

2.29 Recognize that patterns may
be repeated with and/or
without change.

2.30 Recognizes same/different
sections of a composition.

2.31.Associate letters A and B
or various geometric symbols
with sections of music.

2.25.1 Experim nt with various
combinations of voices and
instruments to produce
different colors.

Identify whether one or tre
than one pitch has been sounded.

2.27.1 Identify whether mOodies
are played, sung alone, or
accompanied by chords.

2.28.1 Sing tonic triad (arpeggio) upon
hearing a major or minor scale.

2.29.1 Indicate when phrases are
repeated exactly and when they
are changed.

2.30.1 Indicate recognition of
same/different sections by
creating accompaniments which
follow those sections.

2.31.1 Identify beginning and end of
tions as "A section," "15

section," or the like.

2.32 Recognize forms such as: 2 2.1 identify form of composition
AB, ABA, ABAB, and ABA-A.

231
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Grade Level: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop creative cap b ities: concepts and
skills.

bjectiv asur

3.1 Be aware of her/his own
creative capabilities.

3.2 Be aware of both problem
solving and problem recog-
nition.

3.3 Be aware that composition
have a beginning, middle, and
end.

3.1.1 Become involved in the creative
process--show willingness to
take risks in exhibiting ideas and
contributions to class.

3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
be (alternate choices), and what
specific choices exist in the music
being studied.

3.3.1 Indicate sections
songs as being fro
middle, or end.

familiar
the beginn g,

3.4 Be aware of appropr:ate sounds 3.4.1 Select voice(s) and or instruments
for use in composition. suitable for composition.

3.5 Be aware of possible varia-
tions of tempo and dynamics
for use in composition.

3.5.1 Utilize variation of tempo and
dynamics to control effect of
composition.

3.6 Develop and/or improvise 3.6.1 Create songs either by plan or
melodic expressions for songs. spontaneously.

3.7 Select appropr ate combina-
tions of familiar rhythm
instruments for use in
compositions.

3.8 Use varied informal notation
schemes to share compositions
on paper.

3.7.1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compositions.

3.8.1 Create suitable, symbolic
indications for compositions
and record them on paper.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Mtini

Pnge

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts
and skills.

Obj cc

3.9 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations can
enhance the effect of musical
compositions.

3.10 Understand the importance of
dynamics, tempo, and articu-
lations on the overall effect
of the composition.

233

3.9.1 Create sound effects, movements,
and dramatizations to enhance the
effect of musical compositions.

3.10.1 Choose appropriate volume.
tempo, and articulations for
composition.



Grade Lev-1: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: MeHie

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop akills in muaic: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.1 Be aware of the difference
between the einging and the
speaking voice.

4.2 Use vo ce with cane.

4.3 Sing alone or with accompa-
niment.

4.4 ging suatained tones a-
needed.

4.5 Sing accu ately and with
pleasant tone quality.

4.6 Pronounce words of songs
clearly.

4.1.1 Move freely from speaking to
singing voice and back.

4.2.1 Sing comfortably and accurately
within natural range of her/h
voice.

4.3.1 Sing equally well with or
without accompaniment.

4.4 1 Sustain tones as they occur in
song literature.

4.5.1 Blend with group when sin

4.6.1 Sing with clear diction.

4.7 Be aware of appropriate style 4.7 Sing songs with approp
of song.

4.8 Show difference between beat
and rhythm.

style.
ate

4.8.1 Clap or respond in other ways
to illustrate beat and/or rhythm
pattert(s).

4.9 Distinguish between sounds 4.9.1 Perform notes and rests with
and silences, coordinated body movements.



Grade Level! 3

Skills/Subject Ar Munic

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The l arner will develop skills in muni : singing. rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Oh tive ea

4.10 Show awareness of accent in
shaping rhythm.

4.11 Accompany songs or chan
with repeated rhythm pa c no.

4 2 Understand grouping of
beats into patterns of two,
three, four, and six.

4.10.1 Respond in varied ways to
accented and unaccented beats.

4.11.1 Acc- party Bongo and chants freely
using repeated rhythm patterns.

4.12.1 Perform music readily when
beats are grouped into two,
three, four, and six.

4.13 Comprehend shifting of accent 4.13.1 Perform syncopated rhythms
to produce syncopation.

4.14 Identify familia_
sound.

accurately.

dies by 4.14.1 Name melodies as they are played.

4 Be aware of differences
in sound of major, minor,
and pentatonic scales.

4 6 Be aware of changes of
direction in melodies.

4.17 Be aware of like and unlike

4.15.1 Identify major, minor, and
pentatonic scales on hearing.

4.16.1 Identify when the melodic
direction moves up, down, or
remains the same.

4.17.1 Id ntify like and unlike phrases
phrases. as they are played or sung.

4.18 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visua
representations of those patte ns.

4.18.1 Identify familiar melodic and
rhythm patterns upon seeing visual
representations.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Pa e 3

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Ob ectives easures

4.19 Associate numbers with tones
of the scale.

4.19.1 Identify simple melodies by
scale tones on hearing.

4.20 Be aware of texture in music 4.20.1 Recognize various textures on
such as rough/smooth, thick/thin. hearing.

4.21 Be aware of music of other
countries and cultures.

4.22 Be familiar with classroom
instruments.

4.23 Be awe e of varied sound
possibilities of instruments.

4.24 Exhibit control of instruments
by playing them at the
appropriate time a one or
with class members.

4.25 Understand need for control
of changes in tempo and

.dynamics.

4.26 Develop ability to perform
independent accompaniments
and ostinati.

4.21.1 Identify on hearing f
music of other countr
cultures.

4.22._ Handle ins
and care.

liar
and

ments with ease

4.23.1 Play instruments in different
ways to create vari d sound
qualities.

4.24.1 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the
class.

4.25.1 Exhibit control of gradual
changes of tempo and dynamics.

4.26.1 Perform w th confidence
accompaniments and ostinati.
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Grade Leve

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL h: The learner will dev lop skills In musics n in rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, ann ysis, evaluation,
reading, and physical coordination.

nductjng, music

Ob ective enure-

4.27 Analyze ways of organizin
music,

4.28 Comprehend phrase as having
a beginning, middle, and end,

4.29 Understand pattern in
rhythm and melody.

4.30 Recognize m ter in sets of
two, three, four, and six.

4.31 Recognize when shift
accents occur in b s
meter pattern.

4.27.1 Identify same ar dif
sections of music.

-nt

4.28.1 Sing or play phrase as a
total idea with beginn_n-
middle, and end.

4.29.1 Identify and perform patterns
in rhythm and melody.

4.30.1 Identify examples of metric com-
binations of two, three, four, and
six in familiar compositions.

of 4.31.1 Indicate when changes of
accenta occur.

4.32 Apply analytical skilla
to music of other countries
and cultures.

4.33 Verbalize about quality of
performance.

4 4 Be aware of general time
period in music.

4.35 Be aware of effect of tempo

4.32.1 Verbs ize about differences in
music of other countries and
cultures.

4.33.1 Compare and describe perfor-
mance, e.g., effect, ensemble.

4 4 1 Describe music as that of own
time or long ago.

4.35.1 Identify when music is too loud,
and dynamics. too soft, or too fast, too slow.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Are

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skill
lintening, instrumental performance, analysis, eve u
reading, tnd physical coordination.

Page 5

nu_ . sn
conduct

rhythms,
R. music

4 6 Assess the suitability of

student-created accompaniments
for songs and stories.

4. 7 Compare the appropriateness
of choices in tempo and
dynamics for performance of
various songs.

4.38 Be aware of the ef ect of
phrases and cadences in or
nizing compositions, songs,
and poems.

4.39 Be aware of the importance
of leading/conducting.

4.36.1 Verbalize about whether or not a
a student-created accompaniment
ie effective for a given song or
story.

4.37.1 Verbalize about the effec
these changes.

4.38 Verbalize about her/his under-
- standing of the importance of

phrases and cadences in the
organization of compositions,
poems, and songs.

4.40 Understand need of "breathing"
beat and cut-off.

4.41 Understand appropriate symbols
for notating pitch and rhythm.

4.39.1 Respond appropriately to
teacher's beat in leading music
activities.

4.39.2 Take turn leading group in gongs
and instrumental pieces.

4.39.3 Lead group in performance of
own compositions.

4.40.1 Begin and end according_
to teacher's or student's leading.

4-41.1 Read simple notated rhythm
and melody patterns either without
the staff, or with two or five
line staff.
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Grade Level: 3

Skills/Subj ct Area: Music

Page 6

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mus singing, rhythms,
listening, Instrumental performance, analysis, eve uation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Objec ives

4.42 Coordinate eye movement to
read simple notation.

easur

4.42.1 Read simple patterns carefully
and accurately.

4.43 Be aware of rests as well 4.43.1 Perform accurately simple
as flOtCR. melodic and rhythmic patterns

using rests as well as notes.

4.44 Read melodies with repeated
tones, steps, and/or skips.

4.45 Associate numbers and/or
letter names with degrees
of the scale

4.44.1 Read and perform melodies with
repeated tones, steps, and/or
skips.

4.45.1 Read simple melodies using
numbers and/or letter names.

4.46 Respond to rhythms and 4.46.1 Use purposeful body movements
dances using the whole body. for rhythms and dances.

4.47 Use the body as a rhythm 4.47.1 Perform with class using clap,
instrument, tap, snap, slap, stamp, etc.

4.48 Control gross and fine motor 4.48.1 Use musical instruments with
movements as needed, purpose and care.

4.48.2 Perform silences as well as
sounds carefully.

4.48 Perform changes in tempo,
and articulation with

dcM7iess
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ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Grade Level: 3 Skills/Subject Ares: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history-
literature, and terminology.

Objectives Measures

5.1 Know that music is written and
performed in various combina-
tions.

5.2 Know that music has been
written by many different
creators.

Verbal ze about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s/he is familiar.

5.4 Be aware of music from a
range of times and places.

5.5 Be aware that different
peoples use musical com-
ponents in special ways to
express their own ways of
thinking and feeling.

5.6 Know that music is related
to the other arta.

5.7 Know that each art form
made up of basic elements.

5.1.1 Identify band, orchestra, solo,
quartet, and othe

5.2.1 Tell name of fumiliar composers.

.3.1 Name various songs and
instrumental pieces and be aware
of growing repertoire.

5.4.1 Identify whether music is from
from now or long ago-own culture
or other.

5.5.1 Recognize different uses of
musical components to achieve
individual expressions.

5.6.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

5.7.1 Verbalize about some of the
basic elements of dance, drama,
and art.
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Level: 3

Sk ls/Subject Area: Music

Page 7

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner wfIl develop n knowledge of music: history,
literature, and terminology.

Know appropriate terms toed
in munic stud ed.

5.8.1 Identify and use terms descriptive
of various elements of music,
instrument names, analytical terms
(e.g., aame/different, phrase,
cadence), movement and dance,
and the like.

5.8.2 Recognize and use
to design in musi
al fine, repeat

241
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GEN_ERAL MUSI, (RADES 4-_6

1.1212E2Tntiel

Music study at the intermediata level continues the emphasis of the K-3
period on creativity, development of cognitive capac ties and skills, and a
growing development of th aesthetic sense.

In contrast to th K-3 y ars, where importance wee placed on establlehing
valid patterns of perCeption, the emphasis in 4-6 is on developing awareness
and capabilities. During this period, the atudent's motor control becomea
progressively more coordinated, resulting in a greater certainty in all types
of activity requiring fine adjustment, such aa instrument playing, singing,
movement, end rhythmic response. The singing voice acquires greater control and
a wider range and part-singing is introduced and developed. Rhythmic senses
are sharpened through instrumental experience, movement, and responses to
increasingly more complex rhythms. Solo and ensemble experiences contribute to
this dcvelopment. Study of the elements of MU41.4 continues here to develop
basic and workable concepts of each element. Concepts of form and tone color,
for example, now become more sharply defined.

The student'a experiences with music literature become increasingly broader
to include, in addition to the songs in basic textbooks, other types of music
such as =Sic of historical periods, cleasic and ethnic musics, popular music
and contemporary expressions, such as electronic and chance music.

Development of skills in reading the printed score is emphasized at this
ime in both vocal and instrumental applications. Work with melody flute end
recorder is appropriate at this time, and additional classes may be made
available for those students electing to pursue study in greater depth on wind,
percussion, and/or stringed instruments.
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Crade. 4_Outlire (apleeted._competspci)*

1. Positive attitudes

1.2 Understand the importance of her/his contributions (toward se f).
1.5 Share knowledge nrd skilla learned in music with ()there toward

othera).

2. Concepts of music

2.5 Undo stand the relationship of scales to their key a_-n (melody).
7,17 P_4qate fractIot concepts to the notation of rhythm (rhythm).
2.17 Comprehend that tempo and dynamics may operate in total independence

(tempo),

2.21 Verbalize about the effect of dynamics on the mood of the munic
(dynamics).

2.26 Understand that instrumentn mny be combined to create new tone colors
(tons color).

2.30 Understand that chords may be used to accompany a melody (harmony).
2.34 Recognize that eections which are repeated may be varied without being

totally changed (form).

Development of creative capabilities

3.1 Be aware of her/his own creative capabilitIes (concepts).
3.8 Utilize specific musical forms In compos ons (skills).

4. Skills in music

4.6 Control voice to maintain pitch independence (singing
4.15 Comprehend shifting of accent to prcJduce syncopation rhythms).
4.22 Be aware of texture in music such as rough/smooth, th ck/thin

(listening).

4.25 Understand autoharp chord symbols (instrumental performance).
4.32 Understand basic triad structure and formation of first, fourth, and

fifth scale degrees. Understand the importance of these chords in
establishing tonality (analysis).

4.42 Make comparisons of different performance of the same piece of music
(evaluation).

4.45 Understand the significance of beat patterns in conducting (conducting).
4.48 Apply understanding of intervals to reading (music reading).
4.51 Use the body as a rhythm instrument (physical coordination

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the North Carolina Competency-Based
Curriculum.
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5. Knowledge of music

5.7 Know that each art orm i made up of basic elements
(history/literature).

5.8 Know compositions from North Carolin vsical heritage
(terminology).



de Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Ares: Mtnic

COMPETENCY GOAL 1 The learner will develop positive attitudes in -unic toward
self and others.

Objectives

Understand that music is
an important and valuable
study which enriches her/hi _

01411 1110.

1.2 Understand the importance
of her/his contributions.

1.3 ParticIpate freely in the total
prog am.

1.4 d :once of others'
musical efforts.

1.5 Share knowledge and skills
learned in music with others.

1 . 1 . 1 Ferfor confidence.

Make choices and express
preferences.

comfor able with fe1los
students.

1.4.1 Cooperate with others in making
and receiving music.

1.5.1 Freely accept opportun tes to
aid other students In their
musical growth.

Give and receive directions
for music activities.

1.6 Develop a positive se age. 1.6.1 Successfully complete musical
assignments and/or activities.
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Oracle Level: 4

ART_ EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: MUSIC

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of mu
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony* and form.

c: melody, rhythm,

Objectives

2.1 Understand that melodies may
progress by step or by skip.

2.2 Understand that melodies
may be formed of groups of
tones which are repeated a
step or more higher or lower.

2.3 Understand that two or more
melodies may exist at the
same time.

2.4 Understand that pitcheS
may form a common group of
sounds.

2.5 Understand the relat onship of
scales to their key
signatures.

2.6 Understand that the distance
between two pitches can be
measured and that this distance
produces a characteristic sound.

2.7 Recognize str
beats.

Measu e
_

2.1.1 Indicate when melodic movement
is stepwise or by skips.

2.2.1 Recognize sequence
and visually.

2

ally

1 Recognize and perform canons,
rounds, and polyphonic music,

2.4.1 Relate melodies to their
appropriate scales--major,
minor, and pentatonic.

2.5.1 Determine tonality of compo-
sition from key signaturr- and
melodic notation.

2.6.1 Identify and perform intervals
of a second, third, fourth, fifth,
and octave.

ed and unstressed 2.7.1 Respond to combinations of
stressed and unstressed beats.

2.8 Understand that some music moves
in a line and has no recognizable
beat

2.8.1 Demonstrate the flow of music
which moves in a line.

248
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Ar a Music

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner wtll develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Objectiv

2.9 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four,
five, and six.

2.10 Differentiate b tween the
rhythm of th3 melody and
that of the underlying beat.

2.9.1 Indicate which beat grouping
is being played.

2.10.1 Perform readily either
melodic or beat rhythm.

Understand that accents may 2.11.1 Sing, read, and perform
occur between beats. syncopated rhythms.

2.12 Relate fraction concepts to
the notation of rhythm.

2.13 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
faster or slower than others.

2.14 Be aware that groups of
sounds may become faster or
slower.

2.15 Understand the si nifieance of
fermata in pausing tempo.

2.16 Recognize that different
body movements may be used
to illustrate tempo changes.

2.12.1 Apply fraction terminology
to the understanding of
duration relationships.

2.13.1 Identify relative variations
of tempo in different musical
examples.

2 4.1 Identify when changes of tempo
occur in music.

2.15.1 Perform in ways which demonstrate
the fermata as as expressive
device.

2.16.1 Demonstrate appropriate body
movements for various tempi.
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Grade Leve 4

Skilln/5uhcct Arein Music

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

2,17 Comprehend that tempo and
dynamics may operate in
total independence.

2.18 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
louder or softer than others.

2.19 Be aware that individual
sounds, or groups of sounds
may become louder or softer.

2.20 Recognize that any piece of
music may be performed at
different dynamic levels.

2.21 Verbalize about the effect of
dynamics on the mood of the
music.

2.22 Interpret words and symbols
for indicating dynamics
such as P, mP0 mf, fp
crescendo, and decrescendo.

2.23 Be aware of all sound

2.24 Under tend that each vo
has a characteristic tone
color and pitch range.

2.17.1 Avo d equating slower w
faster with louder, etc

er,

Identify relative variations
of dynamics in different musical
examplea.

2.19.1 Identify when changes of
dynamics occur in music.

2.20.1 Perform different songs and
instrumental selections at
varied dynamic levels.

2.21.1 Respond to mood changes
and identify where dynamic
variations have effected the
changes.

2.22.1 Recognize symbols for dynamic
indication and respond
accordingly.

2.23.1 Identify and verbalize about
qualities of various sounds.

2.24..1 Identify on hearing soprano,
alto, tenor, and bass by tone
color and range.
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Grade Lave .

Skills/Subject Area: Munic

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop conceptn of usic: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamice, tOne color, her ony, and form.

2.25 Recognize familiar musical
instruments.

2.26 Understand that instruments
may be combined to create
new tone colors.

2.27 Understand that various
overall timbres characterize
music of different time
perioda.

2.28 Re awe e of the effect of
combining instruments and/or
voices to achieve varied tone
colors.

2.29 Understand that two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
same time.

2.30 Understand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.31 Understand relation of tonic
triad to scale.

2.32 Recognize that patterns may
be repeated with and/or
without change.

2.25.1 Identify on hearing spec_fic
musical instruments with which
s/he ía familiar.

2.26.1 Idan ify on hearing string
quartet, band, orchestra,
woodwind, quintet, etc.

2.27.1 Recognize and identify differences
between sounds of contemporary
music and music of the past.

2.28.1 Experiment with various combi-
nations of voices and Instruments
to produce different colors.

2.29.1 Identify whether one, or more
than one, pitch has been sounded.

2.30.1 Identify whether melodies a e
played, sung alone1 or
accompanied by chords.

2.31.1 Sing tonic tr ad (arpeggio)
upon hearing a major or minor
scale.

2.32.1 Indicate when phrases are
repeated exactly and when they
are changed.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: me]ody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, ond form.

Page 5

Ob activ

233 Recognize same/different
sections of a composition.

2.34 Recognize that sections
which are repeated may be
varied without being
totally changed.

2.35 Associate letters A and B
or various geometric symbols
with sections of music.

2.36 Recognize forms such as
AB, ABA, ABAB, and ABACA.

Measwes

2.33.1 Indicate r cognition of
same/different sections by
creating accompaniments which
follow those nectiOnS.

2.34.1 Identify rhythm and pitch
variationo such as melodic
extensions, melodic sequences,
harmonic variations, etc.

2.35.1 Identify beginning and end
of sections as "A section," and
"B section" or the like.

2 35 2 Respond to ABA form when musical
examples are played.

2. 6.1 identify form of composition
when heard.
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Grade _even 4

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill -/Subject Aren: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and
skills.

3.1 Be aware of her/h own
creative capabilities.

3.2 Be aware of both problem
solving and problem recog-
nition.

3.3 Be aware that composit onS
have a beginning, middle, and
end.

3.4 Be aware of appropriate sounds
for use in composition. suitable for composition.

3.1.1 Become involved in the creative
process--show willingness to
take risks in exhihicing ideas and
contributions to class.

3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
he (alternate choices) and what
specific choices exist in the
music being studied.

3.3.1 Indicate sections of familiar
songs as being the beginning,
middle, or end.

Se ect voice(s) and/or instruments

3.5 Be aware of possible var ations 3.5.1 Use variation of tempo and
of tempo and dynamics for use in dynamics to control effect of
composition. composition.

:1.6 Develop and/or improvise
melodic expressions for songs.

3.7 Select appropriate combine ions
of familiar rhythm instrum nts
for use in compositions.

3.8 Use specific musical

3.6.1 Create songs either by plan or
spontaneously.

3.7.1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compositions.

Create compositions using AB,
forms in compositions. ABA, etc., formal structures.
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Crada Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop crea
and skills.

Page 2

ve capabilities: cou -pts

-b (actives

3.9 Use va led informal notation
schemes to share compositions
on paper.

3.10 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance the effect of
musical compositions.

1 Understand the importance
of dynamics, tempo, and arti
culations on the overall
effect of the composition.

254

3.9.1 Create suitable symbol c
indications for composit ons and
record them on paper.

3.10.1 Create sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations to
enhance the effect of musica
composition

243

Choose appropriate volume,
tempo, and articui.ations for
composition.



Grade Lev,

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subj ct Area! Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analyais, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Ob ectives Measure

4.1 Be aware of the difference
between the flinging and the
speaking voice.

4.2 Use voice with ease.

4.3 Sing alone or with
accompaniment. accompaniment.

4.1.1 Move freely from speaking to
singing voice and back.

4.2.1 Sing comfortably and accurately
within natural range of her/his
voice.

4.3.1 Sing equally well with or without

4.4 Sing accurately and with
pleasant tone quality.

4.5 Sing with clear articulation.

4.4.1 Blend with group when singing.

4.5.1 Sing staccato as well as legato
with freedom.

4.6 Control voice to maintain 4.6.1 Sing simple o-part music.
pitch independence.

4.6.2 rentain one part of a three
or Cour-part round.

4.6.3 Sing harmonizing, port which
may move in parallel or contrary
motion with the melody.

4.7 Control voice in use of dynamics. 4.7.1 Control level of volume as well
as changes in level of volume.
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Grade Lava

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Pit

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop akills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.8 Pronounce words of son clearly. 4.8.1 ' mg with clear diction.

4.9 Be aware of appropriate style. 4.9.1 Sing songs with appropriate
style.

4.10 Show difference between
beat and rhythm.

4.10.1 Clap or respond in other
ways to illustrate beat and/or
rhythm pattern(a).

4.11 Distinguish bet een sounds 4.11.1 Perform notes and res
and silences. with coordinated body movements.

4.12 Show awareness of accent in 4.12.1 Respond in varied ways to
shaping rhythm.

4.13 Accompany songs or chants with
repeated rhythm patterns.

4.14 Understand grouping of
beats into patterns of two,
three, four, five, and six.

accented and unaccented beats.

4.13.1 Accompany songs and chants
freely using repeated rhythm
patterns.

4.14.1 Perform music readily when
beats are grouped into two,
three, four, five, and aix.

4.15. Comprehend shifting of accent 4.15.1 Perform syncopated rhythms
to produce syncopation. accurately.

4.16 Express rhythmic understandings 4.16.1 Perform traditional dances
with body movements, with accuracy.

4 6.2 Create dance movements to
integrate rhythmic understandings.
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Grade even 4

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 42 The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

a

4.17 Be aware of diffe ences
in sound of major, minor,
and pentatonic ccales.

4. 8 Understand the whole and
half step patterns which
make up the major scale.

4.17.1 Identify major, minor, and
pentatonic scales upon heari

4.18.1 Identify whole and half step
patterns of major scales upon
hearing.

4. 9 Be aw_--e of like and unlike 4.19.1 Identify like and unlike phrases
phrases. as they are played or su g.

4.20 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

4.21 Associate numbers and/or
syllables with tones of the
scale.

4.22 He aware of texture in mu
such as rough-smooth,
thick-thin.

4.23 Be aware of ic of other
countries arid cultures.

4.24 Be familiar with classroom

4.20.1 Identify f m liar melodic
and rhythm patterns form
visual representations.

4.21. 1 Identify simple melodies by
scale tones on hearing.

4.22.1 Recognize various textures
upon hearing and respond verbally
or through movement.

4.23.1 Identify on hearing familiar
music of other countries and
cultures.

4.24.1 Handle instruments with ease
instruments, and care.
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Grade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Aren: Muaic

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: nining, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analyeis, evaluntion, co ducting, music
reading, and physicel coordination.

b ctive_

4.25 Understand autoharp chord
symbols,

4.26 Be aware of varied sound
possibilities of inscruments.

4.27 Exhibit control of instruments
by playing them at the appropriate
time alone or with class members.

4.28 Understand need for control

4.25.1 Read autoherp chord nymboh
use them in eccompanitnenta.

4,26.1 Play instr
Ways to et'
qua' ties.

0 in di
varied pound

and

4.27 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the
class,

4.28.1 Exhibit control of gradual change
of changes in tempo and dynamics. of tempo and dynamics.

4.29 Develop ability to perform
independent accompaniments and
ostinati.

4.29.1 Perform with confidence accom-
paniments and ostinati.

4.30 Analyze ways of organizing 4 0 I Identify same or different
music. sections of music.

4.31 Understand pattern in 4.31.1 Identify and perform patterns
rhythm and melody, in rhythm and melody.

4.32 Understand basic triad
structure and formation of
triads on first, fourth, and
fifth scale degrees. Understand
the importance of these chords
in establishing tonality.

4 32,1 Identify and perform I. IV,
V, and V7 chords in at least C,
G. and F major.
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Grade Level: 4

SkIlls/Subject Are Munic

Page 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: Th le rner will develop nkill in muaic: singing rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, aria ysis. cvalution, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.33 Recognize meter in seta of
two, three, four, five, and
six.

4.34 Recognize when shifts
accents occur In basic
meter pattern.

4.35 Apply analytical skills
to music of other count
and culture

4.33.1 Identify xamples of metric
combinations of two, three, four,
five, and six in familiar
compositions.

4.34.1 Indic
occur.

n changes of accents

4 I Verbalize Om_ differences in
music of other countries and
cultures.

4.36 Verbalize about quality of 4.36.1 Compare and describe performance,
performance.

4.37 Be aware of general time
period in music.

e.g., effect, ensemble, etc.

4.37.1 Describe music as that of own time
or long ago.

4.38 Be aware -f effect of re po 4.38.1 Identify when music is too loud
and dynamics.

4 9 Assess the suitability
student-created accompa
for songs and stories.

ments

4.40 Compare the appr priateness
of choices in tempo and dynamics
for performante of various
songs.

too soft or too fa t, too slow.

4.39.1 Verbalize about whether or
not a studentcreated accom
paniment is effective for a
given song or story.

4.40.1 Verbalize about the effect
of these changes.
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de Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 6

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop ki11n in music: ninging, rhythme,
listening, instrumental performance, analynin, eve uation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.41 Be awe e of the effect of
phrases and cadences in
organizing compositions,
songa, and poem.

4.42 Make comparisons of dif erent
performance of the name piece
f music.

4.43 Be aware of the importance
of lesding/conducting.

4.44 Understand need of "breathin "
beat and cut-off.

4.45 Understand the significance
of beat patterns in conducting.

4.46 Und rstand app
for notating p

priate symbols
ch and rhythm.

4.47 Apply concept of fractions
to reading of rhythm.

4.4 Verbalize about her/his
understanding of the importance
of phrases and cedencee in the
organization of compoaitiona,
poems, and songe.

4.42.1 Compare class performance with
recorded performance of a me
music.

4.43.1 Respond appropriat
beat in leading mu

to teacher'
activities.

4.43.2 Take turn leading group.

4.44.1 Begin and end according to
eacher's or student's leading.

4.45. 1 Metch beat patterns to
appropriate meter signaturea.

4.46.1 Read and perform music using
letter names, scale degrees,
and/or syllables and rhythm
notation names.

4.47.1 Apply fraction termino ogy
to rhythmic notation.

4.47.2 Read accurately whole, half,
quarter, eighth, and sixteenth
notes.
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Grade Leve

Skills/Subject Ar-- Music

Page 7

OMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mun singing, rhythms,
istening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluntion, conducting, music

reading, and phyaical coordination.

4.48 Apply understanding of
intervals to reading.

4.49 Be nware of rcLIts as well
as notes.

4.50 Respond to rhythms and
dances using the whole body.

4 1 Use the body as a rhythm

4.48.1 Read music with in ervals of
second, th rd, fourth, and fifth.

6.40,1 Perform accurately simple me odic
and rhythmic patterns using rests
as well as notes.

4.50.1 Use purpose ul body movements
for rhythms and dances.

4.51.1 Perform with class using clap,
instrument. tap, snap. p, stamp, etc.

4.52 Control fine and gr_ s motor 4.52.1 Use mus cal in t u ents with
movemen s AS needed.
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purpose and care.

4.52.2 Perform silences as well as sounds
carefully.

4.52.3 Perform changes in tempo,
dynamics, and articulation with
care.

4.52.4 Use variety of strumming
techniques with autoharp.



Grade Level: 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner
literature, and terminology.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area Music

11 develop a knowledge -f music:

Ob ectives

5.1 Know that music is written
and performed in various
combinations.

5.2 Know that muaic has be
written by many different
creator

5.3 Verbal ze about varioUs songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s/he is familiar.

5.4 Be aware of music from a range
of times and places.

Apply concepts of style to
familiar music literature.

5 6 Know that music is related
to the other arts.

5.7 Know that each art
made up of basic e

orm is
menta.

5.1 1 Identify band, orchestra, solo,
and quartet.

5.2.1 Tell names and detaiLs of
liven of famil lar comp

5.3.1 Name various songs and
instramental piecem and be /ware
of a growing repertoire.

5.4.1 Identify on hearing whether
music is from now or long ago--
own culture or other.

5.5.1 Verbalize about stylistic
differences in varied music
selections.

5.6.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

5.7.1 Verba ize about some of the
basic elements of dance, drama,
and art.
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Grade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Ar Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 5 The learner
literature, and terminology.

Page 2

develop a knowledge of Mal h s

5.8 Know compositions from North
Cerolinave musical heritage.

5.8.1 Perform and/or recogn ze
muaical compositions from North
Carolinafolk songs, composed
songs, symphonic compositions,
folk and square dances.

5.9 Know appropriate terms used 5.9.1 Identify and use terms descriptive
of various elements of music--in music studies.

instrument names, analytical terma
(e.g., same/different, phrase,
sequence, cadence), movement ane
dance, and the like.

5.9.2 Recognize and une terma relatAlg
to design in music (e.g., D.C.,
al fine, repeat sings).

5.9.3 Use appropriate terminology for
harmony, correct chord names for
the autoharp, and name chords by
scale degree of formation
(I, IV, V. and V7).
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1. Positive attitudes

1.2 Understand the importance of her/his contri utions (toward self).
1.4 Show tolerance of others' musical efforts (toward others).

2. Concepta of music

2.1 Und rstand that melodies may be formed from groups of tones which
are repeated a step or more higher or lower (melody).

2.11 Differentiate between the rhythm of the melody and that of the
underlying beat (rhythm).

2.19 Understand common tempo markings (tempo).
2.24 interpret words and symbols for indicating dynamics., such as pp, p,

mp, mf, f, ff, crescendo, and decrescendo (dynamics).
2.28 Understand that familiar musical instruments may be played in

different ways to achieve varied sounds (tone color).
2.35 Understand formation of chords on significant scale degree5 (harmony).
2.37 Understand that form is built up from motives, phrases, and sections

(form).

Development of creative capabilities

3.6 Unders and the use of ornamentation to enhance the effect of
inprovisations and compositions (concepts).

3.11 Be aware that sound effects, movement, and dramatizations can
enhance the effect of musical compositions (skills).

Skills in music

4.6 Develop control of breath support and tone placement (singing).
4.15 Understand that meter signatures may change within a piece (rhythms).
4.19 .inderstand the whole and half step patterns which make up the major

scale (listening).
4.32 Understand basic principles of woodwind instruments (instrumental

performance).
4.38 Recognize when shifts of accents occur in basic meter pattern

(analyais).

4.40 Verbalize about quality of performance (evaluation).
4.50 Understand the significance of beat patterns in conductin

(conducting).
4.54 Understand the function of key signature (music reading).
4.58 Control gross and fine motor movements as needed (physical

coordination).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to obj ectives in the North Carolina CompetencyBased
Curriculum.
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Knowledge of rnuai

5.2 Know that muSches bagmen wr ten by many different cre ors
(history/litsnure).

5.8 Know approprhte termemm used in music studied (terminology).
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Grade Levitt 5

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETEVOWL 1: The learner will d v lop positive ettitudedhl mus lc toward
self end Ward otl-nuern.

1.1 Undentand emit music is an
imponmt and valuable study
whichMrichesm her/hle owu 1

1.2 Undentand the Importance
f heihis cok_tributions.

Participate fr rely In total
protm

1.4 Show tolerance of others'
mUOicileffort=s.

1.5 Shareknowledgime and skills
leariadin meac v4,th others.

1.1.1 Perform orith tanftdenc.ale

1.2.1 Make choices andexpraeE's
preferences,

Be comfortable with fel ow
students.

1.4.1 Cooperate wi h ahrs
making and receiving uiosic.

1.5.1 Freely accept oportunt_ties
to aid other stdnts L..n their
musical growth.

1 5.2 Give and receivdrect ions for
music activities,

1.6 Developpositilo. a selfimage. 1.6.1 Successfully congete arzusical
assignments andhrectivities.
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Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A -: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop conceptt of music: melody, rhyt
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

0 ec ives

Underatand that melodies
may be forMed from groups of
tones which are repeated a
step or more higher or lower.

2.1.1 Recognize sequences aur
and visually.

2.2 Understand that two or more 7.2 1 RecognIze and perform canons,
melodies may exist at the
same time.

rounds, and polyphonic music.

Understands that pitches 2.3.1 Relate melodies to :heir
may form a common group of appropriate scalee--major,
sounds. minor, and pentatonic.

2.3.2 Recognize and perform
tonal patterns.

2.4 Understand that melodies 2.4.1 Recognize melodies formed
may be formed from nontraditIonal from I2-tone rows, and electronic
approaches. and environmental sources.

2.5 Understand relationship of
scales to their key signature.

2.6 Understand that the distance
between two pitches can be
measured and that this distance
produces a characteristic sound.

2.5.1 Determine tonality of composition
from key signature and melodic
notation.

2.6.1 Iden ify and pe
of a second, th
and octave.

orm intervals
d, fourth, fifth,

2.7 RecognIze stressed and unstressed 2.7.1 Respond to combInatIons of
bea

2
2 6

stressed and unstressed beats.



rade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Munic

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop conrIpts of music: meloey, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

2.8 Understand that acme music
movea in a line and has no
recognizab e beet.

2.9 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four,
five, and aix.

2.10 Understand that rhythm
patterns may be combined
and performed simultaneously.

2.11 pifferentiate between the
rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

2.8.1 Demonstrate the flaw of music
which moves in a line.

Tndicate on he
beat grouping

ng which
being played.

2.10.1 Perform polyrhythms.

2.11.1 Perform readily either the
melodic or beat rhythm.

2.12 Understand that accents may 2.12.1 Sing, read, and perform
occur between beats. syncopated rhythms.

2.13 Relate fraction concepts to
the notation of rhythm.

2.14 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
faster or slower than others.

2.15 Be aware that groups of
sounds may become faster or
slower.

2.13.1 Apply fraction terminology to
the underatnding of duration
relationships.

2.14.1 Identify relative variations
of tempo in different musical
examples.

2.15.1 Identify when changes of tempo
occur in music.

25'/
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Grade te,e1p 5

Skills S Net Area: M Mus c

Page 3

CQMPETENC1RAL 2: rilftne learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhy m,
tempo, dry:Scs, tone o color, harmony, and form,

2.16 Linde Ind signift-icance of
fart:144in pausg tempo.

2.17 Racoem that dtffcrcnt body
moveasto may be utrused to
illustrate tempo enschangen.

2.18 Comprhmd that Ommempo and
dynateAimay opet'amette in total
indepshnce.

2. 19 UnderOmd cannot, tempo
marktqL

2.20 Recoett that pt?terfl9 of
sounctstay be relatietively

loudetor softer tlf=han others.

2.21 Be awls that ineilo.:vi lual
sound m or groups iounds
may beau louder t) or softer.

2.22 Recogthi that anf piece of
music sybe perfPrz-rmed a
diffevOdynamie It levels.

2.23 Verbaiju about tie e
dynamdaon the e00t)-od
music.

2.16 1 Perform in ways which demonstrate
the fermata as an expressive
device.

2.17.1 Demonstrate appropriate body
movements for various tempi.

2.18.1 Avoid equat ng slower with softer,
faster with louder etc.

2.19.1 Translate common tempo markings
(e.g.1 andante, allegro),
into appropriate speeds of
performance.

2.20.1 Identify relative variations
of dynamics in d.Jferent musical
examples.

2.21.1 Identify when changes of
dynamics occur in music.

2.22.1 Perform different songs and
instrumental selections at
varied dynamic levels.

ct of 2.23.1 Respond to mood changes and
the identify where dynamic

variations have effected the
changes.
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Grade Level: 5

Skillo/Subj ct Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of m
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

melody, rhythm,

2.24 Tnterpret words and symbols
for indicating dynamics§
such as pp, p, :bp§ inf, f§ ff§
crescendo, and decrescendo.

2.25 Be aware of all sounds.

2.26 Understand that each voice
has a characteristic tone
color and pitch range.

2.27 Recognize fami tar musical
instruments.

2.28 Understand that familiar
musical instruments may be
played in different ways to
achieve varied sounds.

2.29 Understand that instruments
may be combined to create new
tone colors.

2.30.Understand that various
overall timbres characterize
music of different time
periods.

2.31 Be aware of the effect of
combining instruments and/or
voices to achieve varied
tone colors.

2.24.1 Recognize symbols for dynamic
indications and respond
accordingly.

2.25.1 Iden
qual

y and verbal ze about
-en of various sounds.

2.26.1 Identify on hearing soprano,
alto, tenor, and bass by tone
color and range.

2.27.1 Identify on hearing specific
musical instruments with which
s/he is familiar.

2.28.1 Recognize different ways of
playing familiar instruments.

2.29.1 Identify on hearing string
quartet, band, orchestra,
woodwind, quintet, etc.

2.30.1 Recognize and identify differences
between sounds of contemporary
music and music of the past.

2.31.1 Experiment with verious
combinations of voices and
instruments to produce
different colors.
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Grads Level: 5

Skilla/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of munic: melody, rhyt
empo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, nnd form.

Pnge

2.32 Understand that two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
same time.

Unde stand chat ho way be
used to accompany a melody.

2.34 Understand relatIon of tonic
triad to scale.

2 5 Unders and formation o
chords on significant scale
degrees

2.36 Recognize that patterns may
be repeated with and/or
without change.

2.37 Understand that form is
built up from motives,
phrases, and sectione.

2.38 Recognize same/different
sections of a composition.

2.39 Recognize that sections
which are repeated may be
varied without being
totally changed.

2.32.1 Identify whether one, or more than
one, pitch has been a unded.

Identify whether melod
are played, sung alone
accompanied by chords.

2.34.1 Sing tonic t
hearing a ma

or

ad (arpe gio) upon
r or minor scale.

2.35.1 Use I, TV, V, and V7 chords to
harmonize familiar melodies.

2.36.1 Indicate when phrases
repeated exactly and when they
are changed.

2.37.1 Indicate motives, phrases,
and eections of songs and
other compositions.

2.38.1 Indicate recogn tion of
me/different sections by

creating rhythmic and/or melodic
accompaniments which follow those
sections.

2 9.1 Identify rhythm and pitch
variations such as melodic
extensions, melodic sequences
harmonic variations.

272
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Grnde Levei 5

nine/Subject Area: Kuiiic

COMPETENCY COAL 21 The leer er gill develop cOn
tempo, dyn mice, tone c lor harmony, and form.

Page 6

of music: melody, rhythm.

2.40 Associate lettere A and B
or varioue geometric symbols
with eectione of mtinie.

2.41 Recognize
AB, ABA,

such 1144

and ABACA

2.42 Understand the function of
teneton and re ease in
creating form.

2.40.1 Idetfy b g nning and end
of eetions as "A section,"
"B sec the like.

2.41.1 Identify form of composition
when heard.

2.42.1 IdentIfy the effects of half
and full cadences on overall
formal structure.

2.73



de Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skil a/Subje Are Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3:- The learner will develop creative capnbi11tIrn concep
skilla.

Be s are of her/his own
creative eapabilit1e-

3.2 Be aware of both pr ble-
aolving and problem
recognition.

Be a are that compositions
have a beginning, middle, and
end.

Become involved in the creative
precess--show willingness to
take ricks in exhibiting ideas
and contribut ons to clang.

3.2.1 verbalize about what music
an be (alternate choicem) and

what specific choices exist in
the music being studied.

Indicate sections of familiar
songs as being the beginning,
middle, and end.

3.3.2 Structure awn compositions to
have beginning, middle, and end.

3.4 Be aware of appropriate sounds 3.4.1 Select voice (s) and/or
for use in composItion. instruments suitable for

composition.

3.5 Be aware of poaIbla varIations 3.5.1 Utilize variation of tempo and
of tempo and dynamics _or dynamics to control effect of
use in composition. composition.

3.6 Unde stand the use of orna-
mentation to enhance the
effect of improvisations and
compositions.
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3.6.1 Use ornaments n improvisations
and compositions.
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Grade evel: 5

Skilla/Subjeet Are Mimic

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop creative eapahil
and skills.

Pagc.

concepto

3.7 Develop and/or Improvise
melodic expressions for songs.

mlect appropriate combination-
of familiar rhythm instrumento
for use in compositions.

3.7.1 Create songs either by plan
or spontaneoun Y.

3.7.2 Improvise with group and make
changes in tempo, or dynamics,
am needed to coordinate with
others performance.

3.8.1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compositions.

3.9 Utilize specific musical forms 3.9.1 Create compositions using AB,
in compositions. ABA, etc., formal structures.

3 0 Use varied informal notation
achemen to share compositions
on paper.

3.11 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance the effect of
musical compositions.

3.12 Understand the importance of
dynamics, tempo, and articula-
tions on the overall effect of
the composition.

3 0.1 Create auit ble symbolic
indle-itions for compositions
and ,.,,-:ord'them on paper.

3.1 Create sound effects, movement,
and dramatizations to enhance the
effect of musical compositiona.

3.12.1 Choose appropriate vo u
tempo, and articulatIons for
composition.

275
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Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Are Music

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mu lc: singing, rhythos,
listening, inatrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Ob ectivea

41 tine voice uith ease. 4.1.1 Sing comfortably and accurately
within natural r nge of her/his
voice.

4.2 Sing alone or with accompanIment. 4.2.1 Sing equ
accompan

4.3 S ng accurately and with
pleaaant tone quality.

4.4 Sing with clear articulatIon.

well
ent.

h or

4.3.1 Rlend with group when singing.

4.4.1 Sing staccato as well as lege
with freedom.

4.5 Control voice to maintain pitch 4.5.1 Sing approp iate part of
independence.

4.6 Develop control of breath

part music.

4.5.2 Maintain one part of a three or
four-part round.

4.5.3 Sing harmonizing part which may
move in parallel or contrary
motion with the melody.

4.6 Sing with effective breath
support and tone placement. support and tone placement.

4.7 Control voice In use of
dynamics.

4.7.1 Cont ol level of volume as
well as changes in level of
volume.

4 Pronounce words of songs 4.8.1 Sing with clear diction.
clearly.

276
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Grade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills In music: si
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evnluntion, conduc
reading, and physical coordination.

tng, rhythms,
ng, music

4.9 Be aware of appropria
ntyit of song.

4.10 Show dif erence between
beat and rhythm.

4.11 Distinguish between so nds
and silences.

4.9.1 Sing songs with appropriate
style.

4.10.1 Clap or respond in other
ways to illustrate beat and/or
rhythm pattern(s).

4.11.1 Perform notes and rests
ith coordinated body

movements,

4.12 Show awareness of accent 4.12.1 Respond in varied ways to
in shaping rhythm. accented and unaccented beats.

4.13 Accompany songs or chants
with repeated rhythm patterns.

4.14 Understand grouping of
beats into patterns of two,
three, four, five, and six.

4.15 Understand that meter
signatures may change within uses shifting meters.
a piece.

4.13.1 Accompany songs and chanto
freely using repeated rhythm
patterns.

4.14.1 Perform music readily
when beats are grouped into
two, three, four, five, and six.

4.15.1 Perform music accurate y wh ch

4.16 Comprehend shifting of accent 4.16.1 Perform syncopated rhythms
to produce syncopation.
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Grade Level:

Skill /Sub Area: Mus

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mu c: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analys
reading, and physical coordination.

evaluation, conducting, music

octivea easures

4.17 Express rhythmic under-
standings with body
movement.

4,17,1 Perform traditional danceg
with accuracy.

4.17.2 Create dance movementa to
integrate rhythmic
understandings,

4.18 Be aware of di_ferencea 4.18.1 Iden
in sound of major, minor, and pent
pentatonic scales.

4.19 Understand the whole and
half step pStterns which
make up the major scale,

4.20 Be awe

fy major, minor, and
onic scales on hearing.

4.19.1 IdPntify whole and half step
patterns of major scales on
hearinp..

like and unlike 4.20.1 IdentIfy like and unlike phrases
phrases. as they are played or sung.

.21 Associate melodic and 4.21.1 Identify familiar melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual rhythm patterns on seeing visual
representations of those patterns, representations.

4.22 Associate numbe
the sea e

h tones of 4.22.1 Ident fy simple melodies by
scale tones on hearing.

4.23 Be aware of texture in music
such as rough/smooth, thick/
thin.

4.24 Be aware of music from other
countries and cultures.

4.23.1 Recognize various tex urea upon
hearing.

4.24.1 Identify on hearing fami
music of other countries and
cultures.
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Grade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Mualc

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will
listening, instrumental performance,
reading, and physical coordination.

develop ski
analysis, e

Page 4

in music: singing, rhythms,
nation, conducting, music

4.25 Be aware of characteristics
chat in1lunce sound production.

4.26 Be familiar with classroom
instruments.

4.27 Understand autoharp chord
symbols.

4.28 Be aware of varied sound
possibilities of instruments.

4.29 Exhibit control of instrumento
by playing them at the
appropriate time alone or
with class members.

4 0 Understand the need for control
of changes in tempo and
dynamics.

4.31 Develop ability to perform
independent accompaniments and
ostinati.

4.32 Understand basic principles
of woodwind instruments.

4.25.1 Organize sources of musical
sound according to means of
production, type of construction,
and material used.

4.26.1 -andle instruments with ease
and care.

4.27.1 Read autoharp chord symbols and
usee them in accompaniments.

4.28.1 Play -natrumen s in different
ways to create varied sound
qualities.

4.29.1 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the
class.

4.30.1 Exhibit control of gradual
changes of tempo and dynamics.

4.31.1 Perform with confidence
accompaniments and ostin

4 2.1 Perform on recorder and
melody flute.
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Grade L v . 5

Skills/Su ct Area: Music

Page 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental perform rice, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordinat on.

Ob ectives

4.33 Analyze ways of orgenixing
music.

4.34 Understand pa tern in
rhythm and melody.

ellour

4.33.1 identify name or different
sections of music.

4.34.1 Identify and perform patterns
in rhythm and melody.

4.34.2 Identify patterns found in the
environment which are similar to
those found in music and the other
arts.

4 Understand basic triad 4 5 1 Identify, write, and perfo m
structure and formation I, IV, V, V7 chords in at le
of triads on first, fourth, C, G, and F major.
and fifth scale degrees.
Understand the importance of
these chords in establishing
tonality.

4 6 Recognize m ter in sets of
two, three, four, five, and six.

4.37 Understand the importance
of notation to clarify
musical understandings.

4.38 Recognize when shifts of
accents occur in basic
meter pattern.

4.36.1 Identify examples of metric
combinations of two, three, four,
five, and six in familiar
compositions.

4.37.1 Use not
tool.

.on as an analyt cal

4.38.1 Indicate when changes of
accents occur.
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Grade Level 5

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

objiye easure

4.39 Apply analytical skills
to music of other countries
and cultures.

4.40 Verbalize about quality of
performance.

4.41 Be aware of historic time
periods in music.

4.42 Be aware of effect of tempo
and dynamics.

4.43 Be aware of differ
of phrasing music.

Ys

4.44 Assess the suitability
of student-created accom-
paniments for songs and
stories.

4.39.1 Verbalize about differsnceg in
music of other countries and
cultures

4.39.2 Examine the use of varied elements
in music of other countries ard
cultures.

4.40.1 Compare and desc
e.g., effect, en

ibe performance,
amble.

4.41.1 Describe music by rame o
such as Baroque, Classics
Romantic.

e rio

4.41.2 Identify period with appropriate
composers and compositions.

4.42.1 Identify when music is too
loud, too soft1 or too fast,
or too slow.

4.43.1 Assess effects of different
ways of shaping a phrase.

4.44.1 Verbalize about whether or
not a student-crested accom-
paniment is effective for a
given song or story.
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Grade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Ar- Music

Page 7

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will dev lop skint: In music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.45 Compare the appropriateness
of choices in tempo and
dynamics for performance
various songs.

4.46 Be aware of the effect of
phraaele and cadencee in
organizing compositions,
songs, and poems.

4.47 Make comparisons of
different performances
of the same piece of
music.

4.48 Be aware of the importance
of leading/conducting.

4.49 Understand ned f "brea
beat and cut

4.45.1 Verbalize about the effect
of these changes.

4.46.1 Verbalize about her/his
understanding of the
importance of phrases and
cadences in the organizat on of
compositions, poems, and songs.

4.47.1 Compare class performance
with recorded performance of
same music.

4.48.1 Respond appropriately to
teacher's beat in leading
music activities.

4.48.2 Take turn leading group.

hing" 4.49.1 Begin and end according
to teacher's and/or student
leading.

4.50 Understand the s gnificance
of beat patterns in conducting.

4.50.1 Match beat patterns to
appropriate meter signatures.

4.50.2 Use appropriate beat patterns
in following familiar music.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Huoit

Page 8

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mu e: _inging, rhythms,
liatening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conduc ing, music
reading, and phyaical coordination.

4.51 Understand appropriate aymbc1 n
for notating pitch and rhythm.

4.52 Apply concept of fractions
to reading of rhythm.

4,53 Apply understanding of
intervals to reading.

4.54 Understand the function of
key signatures.

4.55 Be aware of rests aa
as notes.

4,51,1 Read, write, and perform music
letter name , scale degrees

and syllables.

4 2.1 A,ply fraction terminology
to rhythmic notation.

4.52.2 Read accurately whol half,
quarter, eighth, and sixteenth
notes.

4.53.1 Read music with interva
second, thi d, fourth,
and octave.

of

th,

4 4.1 Apply knowledge of key
signatures to establish and
understand tonality.

4.55.1 Perform accurately rhythm and
melody patterns using rests as
well as notea.

4.56 Respond to rhythms and 4 6 1 Use purposeful body movements
dances using the whole body. for rhythms and dances.

4.57 Use the body as a rhythm 4.57.1 Perform with class using clap,
ins rum nt. tap, snap, slap, stamp, etc.
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Grade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills
listening. instrumental performance, analysia, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Page 9

n mus c: singing, rhythms,

_Oh actives

4.9$ Control groan and fine motor
movements as needed.

4.58.1 Use musical instrumenLs w
purpose and care.

4.58.2 Establish and maintain a steady
beat.

4.58.3 Establish and maintain desired
tempo.

4.58.4 Perform silences as well as
sounds carefully.

4.58.5 Perform changes in tempo,
dynamics, and articulation
with care.

4.58.6 Use variety of strumming
techniques with autoharp and/or
guitar and ukulele.
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Grade Level: 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner
literature, and terminology.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A a: Music

11 develop a knowledge of music: hist yP

Know that music
and performed in v:
combinations.

en

5.2 Know that muølc hes been
written by many different
creators.

5.3 Verbalize about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s/he is familiar.

5.4 Be aware of music from a
range of times and places.

5.5 Apply concepts of style to
familiar music literature.

5.6 Know that music is related
to the other arts.

5.7 Know that each art form is
made up of basis elements.

5.1.1 Identify bend, orchentra,
quartet, and °there.

5.2.1 Tell names and details of lives
of familIar composers.

5.3.1 Name varioua songs and
instrumental pieces and be
aware of growing repertoire.

5.4.1 Identify on hearing general time
period when the music was composed.

5.5.1 Verbalize aboit stylistic
differences in var ed music
selections.

5.6.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
Movement.

5.7.1 Verbalize about
basic elements o
and art.

285
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Grade Leve

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop a knowledge of mu
literature, and terminology.

y

5 Know appropriate terms used
in stndied.

5.8.1 Identify and u descriptive
of various elemonts music--
inetrument names, analytical term
(e.g., same/different, phras
sequence, cadence), movement and
dance, and the like.

5.8.2 Recognize and use terms relating
to design in music ( D.C.,
al fine, repeat sign

5.8.3 Use appropriate terminology
harmony, correct chord names for
autoharp, and name chords by scale
degree of formation (I, /V, V, and
V7).

5.8.4 Name period of music histo y as
related to music studied (e.g.,
Baroque, Classical, Romantic).
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Grade 6

tudee

Undar tend the portane of her/his contributions d nelf).
Share knowledge and ek
others).

2. Concopt!i of mueic

a learned in music with others (toward

2.5 Underee,-d that phrases within a melody may be of even and uric:von
length kmelody).

2.11 Recognite that beats may be gr uped by two, three, four, five, nix,
seven, eight, end ton (rhythm).

2.22 Comprehend that tempo end dynamite may operate in total independence
(tempo).

2.29 Interpret words and symbolo for indicating dynamics ouch as pp, p, mp,
mf, f, ff, crescendo, and decrescendo (dynamics).

2.32 Understand that groups of instruments have similar tone colors
(tone color).

2.41 Diatinguieh between triael and seventh chords (harmony).
2.51 Use formal structures (forM).

Development of creative capabilities

View musical compositions as a whole (concents
3.14 Understand the need for clear communicatio of performance

instructions (skills).

. Skills in music

4.5 Control vo ce to maintaIn pitch independence nging).
4.15 Understand execution of subdivided beats and triplets (rhythms)
4.23 Ailsocilte numbers, syllabl, and letter names with steps of the

scale (listening).
4.33 Develop the ability to perform complex rhythm patterns accurately

within ensemble (instrumental perforillance).
4,40 Recognize when shifts of accents occur in basic meter pattern

(analysis).
4.49 Hake comparisons of different performances of the same piece of

music (evaluation).
4.52 Understand the si nificsnce of beat patterns in conducting

(conducting).
4.53 Understand appropriat syaboli for notating pitch and rhythm

(music reading).
4.60 Use the body as a rhythm instrument (physical coordination).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at aparticular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the tast_tCatina.C.setenc-
curriCulum.
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Know go of music

5.5 Apply concepts of style to familiar music literature
(hietoryniterature).

5.8 Be aware of music drama and music theatre (terminology).

288
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Grade Leval:

COMPETENCY COAL 1 The IPStn
self and toward others.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC FDUCATION

!Acills/Sub.lect Aten: Munic

I develop poni_ive nttltudta in music toward

Understand that music is
an important and valuable
study which enriches her/his
own life.

1.2 Under
of he-

and the importance
his contribu

1.3 Part c p
program.

y In the total

1.4 Show toleranc. of others
musical

1.5 Share knowledge and skil
learned in music with others.

1.6 Develop a positive self age.

1.1.1 Perform confidence.

1.2.1 Make choices and expr
preferences.

1.3.1 Be comfortable with fellow
students.

1.4.1 Coopera
and rec

with others in making
ving music.

1.5.1 Fre ly accept opportunities to
aid other students in their
musical growth.

5.2 Give and receive direc ns for
music activities.

1.6.1 Successfu

289

omp ete mus ca
assignmen and/or activities.



Grade Level 6

COMITTENCY COAL
tl-Too dynamics

ARTS ,DUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

The leer er wil
tone color, harmon

Skills/Suhlect Area! Munic

develop conce
and form.

pts of music: elody, rhythm,

Ob ectives

2.1 Unders and that melodies
may be formed from groups of
tones which are repeated a
atom or more higher or lower,

2.2 Understand that two or more
melodies may x t the
same time.

2.3 Understand that pitches
may form a common group of
sounds.

Measures

2.4 Understand that melodic
may be formed from nontraditional
approaches.

2.5 Understand that phrasen within a
melody may be of even and
uneven length.

2.6 Be aware that a given me ody
may be performed in a variety
f sty

2.7 Understand relationship of
scales to their key signatures.

2.1 1 Recognize sequences aura
and visually.

ly

.2.1 Rctcgnie and perform cenons,
rounds, and polyphonic music.

2.3.1 Relate melodies to their
appropriate scales (i.e.,
minor, and pentatonic).

2.3.2 Recognize, write, and perform
tonal patterns.

2.4,1 Recognize melodies formed from
12-tone rows, and electronic and
environmental sourcea.

2.5,1 Identify and compare phrases
of even and uneven length.

2.6.1 Perform melodies in varied
sty

2.7.1 Determine tonality of composition
from key
notation.
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Grade Level: 6

Skille/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop conceptn o- -un c: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dyn mice, tone c lor, harmony, nnd form.

Ivan

2.8 Understand that the distance
between two pitches can be
meaeured and that this distance
produces a characteristic aound.

2.9 Recognize stressed and
unetresned heats.

eaeuren

2.8.1 Identify and perform intervals
of a second, third, fourth, fifth,
and octave.

2.9.1 Respond to combinations of
stressed and unstressed bent

2.10 Understand that some music 2.10.1 Demonstrate the flow of music
moves in a line and ha no
recognizable beat.

2.11 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, and ten.

2.12 Understand chat rhythm
patterns may be combined
and performed simultaneously,

2.13 Differentiate between the
rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

which moves in a line.

2.11.1 Indicate on hearing which
beat grouping Is being played.

2.12.1 Perform polyrhythmn.

2.13.1 Perform readily either the
melodic or beat rhythm.

2.14 Be aware that the beat may 2.14.1 Recognize and perform subdivided
be subdivided, beat patterns.

2.15 Understand that accents may 2.15.1 Sing, read, and perform synco- ed
occur between beats. rhythms.
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Grade Level: 6

Skill /t bject Area: Music

Page 3

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: me ody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Ob-ective

2.16 Relate fraction concepts
the notation of rhythm.

2.17 Recognize that -atterns of
sounds may be relatively
faster or slower th n others.

2. 18 Be aware that groups of

sounds may become faster or
slower.

2.19 Recognize subtle changes
in tempo as they occur.

2.20 Understand the signif cance of
fermata in pausing tempo.

2.21 Recognize that different
body movements may be used
to illustrate tempo changes.

2.22 Comprehend that tempo and
dynamics may operate in
total independence.

6.1 Apply fr ction terminology to
the unde standing of duration
relationships.

2.17.1 Identify relative variations
tempo in different musical
examples.

dentify when changes of
tempo occur in music.

2.19.1 Perform subtle tempo changes
and integrate them into the
performance as a whole.

2.19.2 Use tempo variation as an
expressive device in performance.

2.20.1 Perform in ways which
demonstrate the ferma a as an
expressive device.

2.21.1 Demonstrate appropriate body
movements for various tempi.

2.22.1 Avoid equating slower with softer
faster with louder, etc.
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Grade Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wIll develop concepts of muelc: melody, rhythm,

Page

tempo0 dynamics, tone col° a y, and form.

2.23 Understand common tempo
markings.

2.24 RecognIze that patterns of
aounds may be relatively
louder or aofter than others.

De aware that individual
sounds or groups of sounda
may become louder or softer.

2.26 Be aware o
in dynamic

subtle changes
evels

2.27 Recognize that any piece of
music may be performed at
different dynamic levels.

2.28 Verbalize about the effect of
dynamics on the mood of the
music.

2.29 Interpret words and symbols
for indicating dynamics

.soch as pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff,
crescendo, and decrescendo.

2 0 Understand that each voice
has a characteristic tone
color and pitch range.

2.23.1 Translate common tempo markings
(e.g., andante, allegro) into
appropriate speeds of performarce.

2.24.1 Identify relative variations
of dynamics in different musical
examples.

2.25.1 Identify when changes of dyramics
occur in music.

2.26.1 Use subtle changes of dynamIcs
as an expressive device.

2.27.1 Perform different songs and
Instrumental selections at
varied dynamic levels.

2.28.1 Respond to mood changes and
identify where dynamic vari-
ations have effected the changes.

2.29.1 Recognize symbols for dynamic
indications and respond
accordingly.

2.30.1 Identify on hearing soprano,
mezzo-soprano, alto, tenor,
baritone, and bass.
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Grade Levels 6

Skills/Subject Area: Music

P ge 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will dcvelep concepts of music: me ody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Ob actives

2.31 Recognize familiar musical
instruments.

2.32 Understand that groups of
instruments have similar
tone colors.

2.33 Understand that familiar
musical instruments may be
played in different ways to
achieve varied sounds.

2 34 Understand that instruments
may be comb_ned to create
new tone colors.

2.35 Underotand Ott various
overall timbres characterize
music of different time
periods.

2.36 Be aware of the effect of com-
bining instrument and/or voices
to achieve varied tone colors.

2.37 Understand that two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
same time.

2.38 Understand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.31.1 Identify on hearing specific
musical instruments with which
s/he ia familiar.

2. dentify instruments by fam
brass, woodwind, string,
ercussion),

2.33.1 Recognize d
playing fam

erent ways of
ar instruments.

2.34.1 Identify on hearing string
quartet, woodwind quintet, etc.

2.35.1 Recognize and id ntify differences
between sounds of contemporary
music and music of the past.

2.36.1 Experiment with various combi-
nations of voices and instruments
to produce different colors.

2.37.1 Identify whether one, or more
than one pitch has been sounded.

2.38.1 Identify whether melodies are
played, sung alone, or
accompanied by chords.
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Grade Level! 6

Skills/Subject Are- Munic

COMPETENCY GOAL 2! The learner will develop concepts o
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, nnd form.

Page 6

c: melody, rhythm,

2 39 Understand relation of tonic
triad to ncala.

2.40 Understand formation of chorda
on significant scale degrees.

2.41 Distinguish between tr ads and
seventh chords.

2.42 Understand tone clusters.

2.43 Be aware of the effect of
harmony on musical texture.

2.44 Recognize that patterns may
be repeated with and/or
without change.

2.45 Understand that form is
built up from motives,
phrases, and sections.

2.46 Recognize isa e/different
sections of a composition.

2.39.1 Sing tonic triad rpe g o) upon
hearing a major or minor scale.

2.40.1 Use I, TV V, and V7 chords to
harmonize familiar melodies.

7.41. 1 Identify and use triads and
seventh chords.

2.42.1 Use tone clusters in improvi-
sations and compositions.

2.43.1 Produce var ous textures by
experimentation and by design.

2.44.1 Indicate when phrases are
peated exactly and when they

are changed.

2.45.1 Indicate motives, phrases, and
sections of songs and other
compositions.

2.46.1 Indicate recognition of
same/different sections by
creating accompaniments which
follow those sections.
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Grade leveti

Skilla/Subj Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of rnu1c2 m lody, rhyth
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Ob-ectives ensures

2.47 Recognize that sections
which are repeated may be
varied without being totally
changed.

2.48 Associate let ere A and B.
or various geometric symbols
with aectione of music.

2.49 Recognize forma such as
AB, ABA, ABAB, and ABACA.

2.50 Recognize a variety of
musical forms.

2.51 Use formal structur

2.52 Understand the function
tension and release in
creating form.

2.47.1 Identify rhythm and pitch
variations such as melodic
extensions, melodic sequences,
harmonic variations etc.

2.48.1 Identify sections as "A
section," "R section," or the
like.

2.49.1 IdentIfy form of composItion
when heard.

2.50.1 Identify two and three part
form, theme and variations,
sonataallegro, fugue, and
rondo.

2.51.1 Improvise and/or compose in
standard forms.

2.52.1 Identify the effects of half
and full cadences on overall
formal structure.
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDEJCAT
MUSIC DUCA ON

Skills/SubJect Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and
skills.

3.1 Be aware of her/bin own
creative capabilities.

Be aware of both prob
solving and problem
recooition

3.3 Be aware that compositions
have a beginning, middle, and
end.

3.4 View musical compositions as
a whole.

Be aware of appropriate sounds
for use in composition.

3.6 Be aware of possible variations
of tempo and dynamics for use
in composition.

3.7- Understand the use of orna
mentation to enhance the
effect of improvisations and
compositions.

3.1.1 Become involved in the creative
process--show willingness to
take rialto in exhibiting ideas
and contributione to class.

3.2.1 verbs th)out uhar MUPiC Can
be (alternate choices) and what
specific choices exist in the
music being created.

3.2.2 Investigate varied poesibilities
for the direction which creative

tivities will take.

3.3.1 indicate sections of familiar
songs as being the beginning,
middle, or end.

3.4.1 Structure own compositions to
have beginning, middle, and end.

3.5.1 Select voice(s) and/or
instruments suitable for
composition.

3.6.1 Utilize variation of rempo and
dynamics to control effect of
compoaition.

3.7.1 Use ornaments in improv sat
and compositions.
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Grade Level :

Skills/Subject Area: Muni

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The lea ner will develop creative capahlt_ties: concepts
and skills.

Page 2

Ob a easures

3.8 Develop and/or improvise
melodic expressions for songs.

3.9 S lect appropriate combinat
of voicea and or instruments
for use in compositions.

3.8.1 Create songs either by plan
or spontaneously.

3.8.2 Improvise with group and make
changes in tempo, dynamics, etc.,
as needed to coordinate with
others' performance.

3,9 1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compositions.

0 Utilize specific musical 3.10.1 Create compositions using AB,
forms in compositiona. ABA, etc. formal structures.

3.11 Use varied notation schemes
to share compositions
on paper.

3.12 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance the effect of
musical compositions.

3 Under tend the importance of
dynamics, tempo, and articula-
tions on the overall effect of
the composition.

.14 Understand the need for
clear communication of per-
formance instructions.

3.11.1 Create suitable symbolic
indications for compositions
and record them on paper.

3.12.1 Create sound effects, movement,
and dramatizations to enhance the
effect of musical compositions.

1 Choose appropriate volume, tempo,
and articulations for composition.

3.14.1 Communicate performance instruc-
tions clearly (tempo, dynamics,
etc.) through use of conventional
symbols or those of her/his own.
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Area: M sic

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop akilla in mus c: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Oh ectivea

4.1 Une voice with east.

Sing alone or with accompani-
ment.

4.3 Sing accurately and with
pleasant tone quality.

4.4 Sing with :leer articulat

4.5 Control voice to maintain
pitch independence.

4.6 Develop control of breath
support and tone placement.

4.7 Control voice in use of
dynamics.

4.8 Pronounce words of songs
clearly.

4.1.1 Sing comfortably and accurately
within natural range of her/his
voice.

4.2.1 Sing equally well. wIth or
without accompan ent.

4.3.1 Blend with group when sing nR.

4.4.1 Sing staccato as well as
legato with freedom.

4.5.1 Sing two-part music.

4.5.2 Maintain one part of a three
or four-part round.

445. Sing harmonizing part whIch
may move in parallel or contrary
motion with the melody,

4.6.1 Sing with effective broath
support and tone placement.

4.7.1 Control level of volume a well
as changes in level of volume.

4.8.1 Sing with clear dic on.



Oracle Lave

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 2

COMPETENCY 00AL 4: The learner will develop okilla in MA C: ninging, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluntion, music reading, and
physical coordination.

4.9 Be awate of appropriate
style of song.

4.9.1

4.9.2

4.10 Show difference between 4.10.
beat and rhythm.

Sing songs with appropriate
style.

Use voice to express a variety
feelings and moods.

Clap or r spond in other ways
to Illustrate beat and/or rhythm
pattern(s).

4.11 Dist_nguish between sounds 4.11.1 Perform notes and res
and silences.

4 2 Show awareneas of accent
in shaping rhythm.

coordinated body movement
eh

4.12.1 Respond in varied ways to
accented and unaccented beats.

4.13 Accompany songs or chants with 4.13.1 Accompany son
repeated rhythm patterns, freely using

patterns.

4.14 Understand grouping of
beats into patterns of two,
three, four, five, six,
eight, and ten*

and chants
pented rhythm

4.14.1 P r orm music read1y when beats
ate grouped into two, three, four,
five, six, eir and ten.

4.15 Understand execution of 4.15.1 Recognize and perform subdivided
subdivided beats and triplets, beats and triplets.

4.16 Under. .nd that meter
signatures may change within
a piece.

4 16.1 Perform accurately music which
uses shifting meters.



Skills/Subjec Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: s n ing, rhythm
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, music reading, and
physical coordination.

Page 3

4 17 Comprehend shifting of accent
to produce syncopation.

4 8 Express rhy hmic understandings
with body movement.

4 9 Be aware of di ferences
in sound of major, minor,
and pentatonic scales.

4.20 Understand the whole and
half step patterns which
make up the major scale.

4.21 Be aware of like and un
phrases.

Ice

4.22 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

4.23 Associate numbers, syllables,
and letter names with steps
of the scale.

4.17.1 Perform syncopated rhythms
accurately.

4.18.1 Pe _orm traditional dances
with accuracy.

4.18.2 Create dance movements to
integrate rhythmic
understandings.

4.19.1 Identify major, minor, and
pentatonic scales on hearing.

4.20.1 Identify whole and half step
patterns of major scales on
bearing.

4.21.1 Identify like and unlike
phrases as they are played or
sung.

4,22.1 Identify familiar melodic
and rhythm patterns from visual
representations.

4.23.1 Identify melodies oy numbers,
syllables, and letter names on
hearing.
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Grade Level: 6

Skill /Subject Area: Mu ic

:COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mus c: singing, rhythma,
- listening, instrumental pe-formance, analysis, evalu
physical coordination.

4.24 Be aware of texture in music
such as rough/smooth,
thick/thin.

ion, music reading, and

4.24.1 Recognize various textures on
hearing.

4.25 Be aware of music of other 4.2
countries and cultures.

4.26 Be aware of cha acteriatics
that influence sound production.

4.27 Be familiar with a var

Identify on hearing familiar
music of other countries and
cultures.

4.26.1 Organize sources of musical,
sound according to means of
production, type of construction,
and material used.

4.27.1 Randle instruments with ease
of instruments, and care.

4.28 Understand autoharp chord 4.28.1 Read autoharp chord symbols
symbols. and use them in accompaniments.

4.29 Be aware of varied sound
possibilities of instrum

4.30 Exhibit control of instruments
by playing them at the appro-
priate time alone or with class
members,

4.31 Understand the need for control
of changes in tempo and dynamics.

4.29.1 Play instruments in different
ways to create varied sound
qualities.

4.30.1 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the cla

4.31.1 Exhibit control of gradual
and/or sudden changes of tempo
and dynamics.
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Grade Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: s nging, rhythms.
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, music reading, and
physical coordination.

Page 5

4.32 Develop_the ability to per
independent accompan ments
and estinati.

433 Develop the ability to perform
complex rhythm patterns
accurately within ensemble.

4.32.1 Per orm with confidence accow-
paniments and ostinati.

4.33.1 Perform complex rhythm patterns
with accuracy in coordination with
class or ensemble.

4 4 Understand the basic princ p es 4.34.1 Perform on recorder, melody,
of woodwind instruments.

4.35 Analyze -ays of organizing

4.36 Understand patterns
and melody.

rhythm

4.37 Understand basic triad
and seventh chord structure
and formation of these chords
.on the first, fourth, and
fifth scale degrees.
Understand the importance
of these chords in establishing
tonality.

flute, and/or other instruments.

4.35.1 Identi same or different
sections of music.

4.36. 1 Ident and perform patte
in rhythm and melody.

4 6 2 Identify patterns found in the
envirowent which are similar to
those found in music and the other
arta.

4.37.1 Identify, write, and perform
I, IV, V, and V7 chords.
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Grade Level: Pa e 6

Skills/Subject Ar a: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening3 instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, music reading, and
physical cooidination.

4 8 Recognize meter in sets of
two, three, four, five,
_ix, eight, and ten.

4.38.1 Identify examples of metr c
combinations of two, three, four,
five, six, eight, and ten in
songs and compositions.

4.39 Understand .theAmportance 4.39 Use notation as an analytical
of notation to clarify tool.
musical understandings.

4 40 Recognize when shifts of
accents occur in basis sitter
pattern.

4.41 Apply analytical skil_
to music of other coun
and cultures.

4,42 Verbalize about quality of
performance.

4.43 Be aware of general time
period, in music.

4,40.1 Identify syncopations.

4.41.1 Verbalize about differences in
music of other countr es and
cultures.

4.41.2 Examine use OF varied elements in
music of other countries and
cultures,

4.42.1 Compare and describe perfor-
mance in terms of effect and
ensemble.

4.43.1 Deactibe music by name of period
such as Baroque, Classical, or
Romantic.

4.44 Be aware of effect of tempo 4 44.1 Identify when music is too loud,
and dynamics.
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Skills/Subject Ar a:: Music

: COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythos:,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, music reading, and
physical coordination.

4.45 Be aware of different ways
of phrasing music.

4.46 Assess the suitability of
student-created accompaniments
for songs and stories.

4.47 Compare the appropriateness
of choices in tempo and
dynamics for performance of
various songs

4.48 Be aware of the effect
phrases anctcadences in
organizing compositions,
songs, and poems.

4.49 Make comparisons of di
performances of the
same piece of music.

4.50 Be aware of the importance
of leading/conducting.

cut

4.51 Understand need of "breathin
beat and cut-off.

4.45.1 Assess effects of di
of shaping a phrase.

4.46.1 Verbalize about whether or not
a student-created Accompaniment
is effective for a Wen song
or story.

4.47.1 Verbalize about theaffect
these changes.

4.48.1 Verbalize about herAh unde_-
standing of the *pittance of
phrases and cadencesin the
organization of compositions,
poems, and songs.

4.49.1 Compare class pei -sate with
recorded performaLsofsame
music.

4.50.1 Respond_appropriatelpto
teacher's beat in Wing
music activities.

4 50 2 Take turn leading MP.

4.51.1 Begin and end accordh
teacher's leading.

4 5 .2 Use "breathing" beat and cut-off
in leading music peihrunces.
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Grade

Skills/Sub asic

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop- skills in music: skirt
listening, instrumental performance, analysi=s, evaluation, =nista resdin
physical coordination.

4152 Understand the significance
of best patterns in conducting.

4.53 Understand appropriate symbols
for notating pitch and rhythm.

4.54 Apply concept of fractions
to reading of rhythm.

4 5 Apply understanding of

intervals to reading.

4.56 Understand the function of
key signatures.

4 =.1 Match beat ptterns to

appropriate nutter= s gn

4.5= .2 Use appropriakce bispeat pacterom
folloving nivaic

nd petEct r-enuesic
,ctet names, elca:-.-ae de

ractiori zer=minology
to rytbnic nøttion,

accurately aditeolet h
4Liarter, eighth, itE e x
Ac)tes,

in

3 Apply previutusly earned corecftpts
to read complex rlyt1im patterms in
a variety of toeter2r-e.

4 Read and perftrni =riplete,
subdivided beets, and
syncopation.

4.55.1 Read mac aitJ rematerval of
second, th d% ouserth, f th,
and octave.

4,56. I Apply knowledge of key
signaturee to vegeta:al eh and

understand tonsLitS
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Grade Leve

Skill /SUbject Ar

cOMPETENCY con
listening, instrum

TlAysical coorditatim

learntm

performat
La develop skills in music: singing,rhytboal

analysis, evaluation, music reading,and

44.57 Be aware of vestige well
as notes.

em4.58 Be familiar vjtbn
nontraditional mg

4=4 9 Re pond to rhythm and

dances using the Ode body.

.60 Use the body as :rhythm
instrument.

44..61 Control gross an
movements Os tee

ne motor

4.57.1 Perform accurately rhythm and
melody patterns using rests as
well as notes.

4.58.1 Perfo,, from nontraditional
notations.

4-59.1 Use purpos_ul body movements
for rhythms and chances.

4.60.1 Perform with class using clap,
tap, snap, slap, stamp, etc.

4.61.1 Use musical inacruinan
purpose and care.

4.6 .2 Apply more sophistica ed

performance techniques than in
earlier years.

4.6

4.61.4

4 61

Establish and maintain steady
beat.

Establish and maintain desired
tempo.

Perform silences as well as
sounds carefully.

4.61.6 Perform changes in test)°,
dynamics, and articulation
with care.

4.61.7 Use variety of strumming
techniques with autoharp
guitar and ukulele.
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:Grade Level: 6

UCATION
_C,EDUCATION

k=ills/Subject Aree: Music

COMPETMCY GOAL .5! The learoer will smievelop a knowledge of music: histoi
literature and terminology.

Oh eetiv

5.1 Know that .music Is writteo
and performed in various
combinations.

5.2 Know that musio has been
written by many different
creators.

Verbal e about various songs
and instrumental pieces vall
which s/he is familiar.

5.4 BE aware of music from
range of times and placee.

Apply concepts of style 0
familiar music literature,

5.6 Know that music is related
.to the other arts.

Identify band, orchestra. solo,
quartet, and others.

5.2.1 Tell names and de
of familiar compos

of lives

5.3.1 Name VATiOUS songs and
instrumental pieces and be a
of growing repertoire.

5.4.1 Iden ify the general time_ period
period during which the music was
composed.

5.4.2 Study, in detail music
specific areas, e.g.. Eu ope,
Africa, the Middle East.

5.5.1 Verbalize about stylistic
differences in varied music
selections.

5.6.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

5.6.2 Investigate, in d
relationships of
music and those o
arts,

dl, specific
e e ements of
the other



Grade Level:

,Skills/Subjec Area: Mu

COMPETENCY GOAL 5:::,The lea
literatUre, and terminology.

11 dev owledge o c: history,

5.7 Know that esch,art form is
made up of basic elements.

,5.8 Be aware o :music drama and
music theatre.

5.7.1 Verbalize about some of the
basic elements of,dance, drama,
and ar

5.8.1 Identify specific operas and
musicals and demonstrate
familiarity with stories and
music.

5.9 Know appropriate terms used 5.9.1 Identify and use terms d ip-
tive of various ementa'of music
.--instrument names, analytical
terms (e.g.,Jiime/different,
phrase, sequenee, cadence),
movement and dance, and the
like.

in music studied.

5.9.2 Recognize and use terms
relating to design in music
(e.g., D.C.0 al fine, repeat
sign).

5.9.3 Use appropriate terminology
for harmony, correct chord names
for autoharp, and name chords by
scale degree of formation (I, IV,
V, and V7).

5.9.4 Name period of music history as
related to music studied (e.g.,
Baroque, Classical, Romantic).

5.9.5 Use knowledge of terminology to
understand the ways in which var ed
elements of music may be organized
into a functional whole.
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Major Eshasis

The music program at this level Continues to builclonand refine thecreative knowledge and skills, and aesthetic development of
'jirevioue years.: 4 this stage, the curricular structure maycontinue the
'modificationbegnn in grade els (Where applicable) to include seperate:
classes emphasizing instrumental and choral offerings in'addition'to those in
general music.'

Increasing di finances in sbilttes and interests characteri e students
thlivage. llrovilionis made for ind vidual emphasess,and music atudY is

pursued in,a,varietr.of:pathis. .:PrivateAttudy of one ormore Aspects of mUsic
may:be a part.:of thialmdividual emphasis for 36Mo:students. Capacities arcnow
develOpedjor:line muscle±coordination, and these are reflected in the technical
:execution ofmusic during performance. AnAulditional characteristic of these,years isthe development:Ofaireater'objectivity'in

relation to mueic.
Performance as,en end in itself is eleature of the program at this stage, and':
students are capable of'assuming greaterresnonsibility in the preparation and
direction of *Hperformaice, is,well as in its execution.:

A broad emphaiislor_the middle grades le to help students use musIc more
diacriminately and productiVely in daily living. They can come to: see music as
a source of pleasure and a means of communication and motivation, a part ofche
experience:of being alive. At this level, the creative, cognitive, anti:
aesthetic emphases are developed through continually broadening applications.
Boys'_chinging voiCes make_singing possible'in three or more-parts. and Sian'voices develop an increasingly wider range as they mature-. Rhythmic responsesare more refined and dependable'. A greater interest in, and capacity for,
musical composition noir takes place. Growing functional involvement with theelements of music, music litereture, and reading of the printed score builds onthe broad foundation of previous years.
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GrAde 7 ieline '(jelOceed:o0Milletenctes)

1. Pos tive attitudes

1.3 Participateireely in the total program _d self).
1.4. Show tolerance of others' musical efforts :ard others).

"neepts of music

2.5, Understandr:that4hrases within a melody may be of even and uneven
flength,(leiody).

2.12 Understand that rhythm patterns may be combined and performed
simultaneously (rhythm).

2.22 Recognizethat different body movements may be used to illust
tempo changee (tempo):' -

2.26 Bs avers of,eubtle changes in dynamic levels (dynamics).
2.36 BeSmiere of the 'effect of coMbining instruments and/or voices to

a-thieve variedronecolors (tone color).
2.41 Understand formation of chords on significant scale degre (harmony2.53 Use formal strlictures (form),

Development of creative capabilities

.3.8 Be aver* of electronic means for creating and altering sounds
(concepts).

3.11 Utilize specific musical forms in compositions (skills).

4. Skills in music

4.4 S_ng with clear articulation (singing).
4.14 Understand groiving of beats into patterns of two, three, four, five

six,',eight, and ten (rhythms).
4.28 Se aware:of:characteristics that influence sound production

(listening).
4.31 Play folk instruments (instrumental performance).
4.45:Be aware of:the varied expressive possibilities of the hums

VOice (analysis)..'

4.53:Mike comparisons of different performances of the same piece of
music (evaluation).

4.56 Understand the significance of beat patterns in conducting
(conducting).

4.62 Be-familiar With new, nontraditional notations (music readin-).
4.63 Respond'to rhythms and dances using the whole body (physical

coordination).

Only selected competancies those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the North_Carolina Competency-Based-Curriculum.,

_

3
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:2n5.6 :Know that mus cia related to the other a _ure).
=5.13 Know appropriate terms used in music studi-d

3 4



rade Level 7

COMPETENCY GOAL 1:
lf and toward othern.

Understand that music is
an important and valuable
study which enrichea her/hia
own life.

1.2 Understand the importnnce
of her/hie contributions.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

1 develop positive attitudes in mu5i-

1.2 Use mus c
adjunct to

con idence.

an important
fe.

Make choices and feel free
express liken and dislikes.

1,1 Participate fraiy 111 die total 1.3.1 Be comfortable with fel
atudents.

program.

1.3.2 Subordinate personal wishen to
thk welfare of the group.

1.4 Show tolerance of others 1.4.1 Cooperate with others in makingmusical efforts.

1.5 Share know edge and skil
learned in music wi h fe
student

and receiving music.

1.4.2 Value contributions of others for
their individual characteristics.

1.5.1 Freely accept opportuni.les to
ow aid other students in their

musical growth.

1.5.2 Work freely with others in the
music process, contributing and
receiving.

1 6 Develop awareness of capabilities 1.6 Successfully complete musicaland areas of strength.
aasignments and/or activ es.
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Grade vel: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Aren: Muu c

COMPETENCY GOAL The len ner will develop concepta of music: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamice0 tone color, harmony, and form.

2.1. Understand that melodiea
may be formed from groups of
tones which are repeated a
step or more higher or lower.

2.2 Underetand th
melodies may
same time.

wo or more
t at __he

2.3 Underatand that pitc
may form a common group of
sounds.

2.4 Understand that melodies
may be formed from
nontraditional approaches.

2.5 Understand that phrases
within a melody may be of
even and uneven length.

2.6 Be aware that a given melody
may be performed in a variety
of styles.

2.7 Unders and the relationship of
sales to their key signatures.

2.1.1 Recognize sequences aurally
and visually.

2.2.1 Recogni
ounds,

and perform canons,
nd polyphonic music.

2.3.1 Relate melodies to their
appropriate scales (i.e., major,
minor, and pentatonic).

2.3.2 Recognize and perform tonal
patterns.

2.4.1 Recognize melodies formed
from 12-tone rows, and electronic
and environmental sources.

2.5.1 Identify and compare phrases
of even and uneven length.

2.6.1 Perform melodies in var ed
styles.

2.7.1 Determine tonality of
compoaition from key signature
and melodic notation.
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Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject Are Mua

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner -ill d-velop concepts of
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, nd form.

2.8 Understand that the distance
between rwo pitches can be
measured and that this distance
produces a characteristic sound.

2.9 Recognize stressed and
unstressed beats.

2 0 Understand that some music
moves in a line and has no
recognizable beat.

2.11 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, and
ten.

2.12 Understand that rhythm patterns
may be combined and performed
simultaneously.

2.13 Dif erentiate between the
rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

2.14 Be aware that the beat may
be subdivided.

2.15 Understand that accents may
occur between beats.

Pnge 7

u c: melody, rhythm,

easuren

2.8.1 Identify and perform correctly
all intervals commonly found in
the song and instrumental litera-
ture studied,

2 Respond to combinations of
stressed and unstressed beets.

Demonstrate the flow of
music which moves in a line.

2.11.1 Indicate on hearing which
beat grouping is being played.

2.12 Perform polyrhychms.

2.13.1 Perform readily either the
melodic or beat rhythm.

2.14.1 Re.;ognize and perform subdivided
beat patterns.

2.15.1 Sing, read, and perform
syncopated rhythms.
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Grade L- 7

Skills/5-bject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics tone color, harmony, and form.

Objectives

2- 6 Relate fraction concepts to
the no ation of rhythm.

2.17 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatIvely
faster or slower than others.

18 Urrstand the
of tempo m rkings.

-ure

2.16.1 Apply fractIon terminology
to the understanding of
duration relationships.

2.17.1 Identify relative var ations
of tempo in different musical
examples.

Make functional ue of tempo
markings such as lento, andante,
allegro, presto, etc

2.18.2 Use me ronome to establIsh and
maintain precise tempi.

2.19 Be aware that groups of sounds 2.19.1 Identify when changes of tempo
may become faster or slower, occur in music.

2.20 Recognize subtle changes
in tempo as they occur.

304

2 9.2 Recognize indications for
accelerando, ritard, and others
and employ them to achieve the
composer's intended effect.

2.20.1 Perform subtle tempo changes
and integrate them into the
performance as a whole.

2.20.2 Develop feeling for ruhato.

2.20.3 Use tempo variation as an
expressive device in performance.



Credo Level: 7 Page 4

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wIll develop concepts of mu c: melody, rhythm.
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

ures

2.21 Understand the significance of
fertnata in pausing tempo.

2.22 Reco nize that different
body movements may be used
to illustrate tempo changes

7.21 Comprehend that tempo and
dynamics may operate in
total independence.

2.24 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
louder or softer than othe

2.25 Be aware that individual
sounds or groups of sounds
may become louder or softer.

2.26 Be aware o
in dynamic

ubtle changes
vele.

2.27 Recognize that any piece of
music may be performed at
different dynamic levels.

2.28 Verbalize about the effect of
dynamics on the mood of the
music.

30

2.21.1 Perform in ways which demonstrate
the fermata as an expressive
device.

2.22.1 Demonstrate appropriate body
movements for various tempi.

2.23.1 Avoid eq dting slower with softer,
faster with louder.

2.24.1 Identify relative variations
of dynamics in different musical
examples.

2.25.1 Identify when changes of
dynamics occur in music.

2.26.1 Use subtle changes of
dynamics as an exp essive
device.

2.27.1 Perform different songs
and instrumental selections
at varied dynamic levels.

2.28.1 Respond to mood changes and
identify where dynamic
variations have effected the
chenges.
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Grade vel: 7

Skint) object Are Mu _c

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner Will 1evelop concepts of music:
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Page

dy, rh

2.29 Interpret vord a and symbols
for Indicating dynamics such as
pp, p, mp, f, ff, crescendo, and
decrescendo.

2 0 Understand that each voice
has a characteristic tone
color and pitch range.

2.31 Recognize familiar musical
instruments.

2.32 Understand that groups of
instruments have similar
tone colors.

2.33 Understand that familiar
musical instruments may be
played in different ways to
achieve varied sounds.

2 4 Understand that instruments
may be combined to create new
tone colors.

2,35 Understand that various
overall timbres characterize
music of different time
periods.

2.29.1 Recognize aymbol for dynamic
indications and respond
accordingly.

2.30.1 identify on hearing soprano,
mezzo-soprano, alto, tenor,
baritone, and base.

2.31.1 Identify on hearing specific
muaical instruments with which
s/he is familiar.

2.32.1 Identify instruments by faT lies
(brass, woodwind, string,
percussion).

2.33.1 Recognize di rent ways of
playing famIlIar instruments.

2.33.2 Recognize physical alterations
which are used to change
instrumental tone colors such as
mutes.

2.34.1 Identify on hearing string quartet,
band, orche tra, end woodwind
quintet.

2.35.1 Recognize and identify differe
between sounds of contemporary
music and music of the past.
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Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject tree: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of usie: melody, rhy I
dynamicn, tune color, harmony, and form.

Page 6

2.36 Be aware of the effect of
combining instruments and/or
voices to achieve varied tone
colors.

2.37 Understand the effect of
tone color on melody and
rhythm.

2.38 Understand that two or more
pitches may be sounded at the
same time.

2.39 Understand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.40 Understand relation of tonic
triad to scale.

2.41 Understand formation of chords
on significant scale degrees.

2.42 Distinguish between triads
and seventh Clords.

2.43 Understand tone cluste

2 36.1 Experiment with various
combinetions of voices and
instruments to produce
different colors.

2.3.1 Experiment with changing tone
colors to give vitality to
melodies and rhythms.

2.37.2 Divide melod
segments by

es and rhythms into
one color,

2.38.1 identify whether one, or
than one, pitch has been sounded.

2.39.1 Identify whether melodies are
played, sung alone, or accom-
panied by chords.

2.40.1 Sing tonic triad (arpeggio) upon
hearing a major or minor scale.

2.41.1 Use 1, IV, V, and V7 chords to
harmonize familiar melodies.

2.42.1 Identify and use triads and
seventh chords.

2.43.1 Use tone clusters in improvi-
sations and compositions
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Gra towel: 7

Skills/Subject Arep: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop conce
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Page 7

melody, rhy 1

2 4 Be aware of effect of harmony 2.44.1 Produce various textures by
or musical texture. experimentation and by design.

2.45 Recognize that patterns may 2.45 1 indicate when phrases are
be repeated with and/or without repeated exactly and when they
change. are changed.

2,46 Understand that form
built up from motives, phrases,
and sections.

2.47 Recognize same/different
sections of a composition.

2.48 Recognize that sec ions which
are repeated may be varied
without being totally changed.

2.49 Associate letters A and B or
various geometric symbols with
sections of music.

2.50 Recognize forms such as

46.1 indicate motivc, phrnscz, and
sections of s ngs and other
compositions.

2.47.1 Indicate recognition of
same/different eections by
creating accompaniments wh ch
follow those sections.

2.48.1 Identify rhythm and pitch
variations such as melodic
extensions, melodic sequences,
hhrmonic variations, etc.

2.49.1 Identify beginning and end
of sections as "A section,"
"B section," or the like.

2.50.1 Identify form of composition
AB, ABA, ABAB, and ABACA. when heard.

2.51 Recognize a variety
musical forms.

2.51.1 Identify two- and three-part
form, theme, and variations (e.g.,
sonata-allegro, fugue, and rondo).
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G nde evel: 7

ills/Subject Aren:

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The eiirner will develop concepts of music: mei- y, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, fo m.

Page 8

Ob ectives sures

2.52 Recognize a vari ty of musical
styles.

2 52.1 Study and identify a variety
of musical styles such as jazz,
Broadway musical, opera, folk song,
rock, art song, symphonic, and
electronic.

2.53 Use formal structure°. 2.53.1 Improvis and/or compose in
standard forms.

2.54 Undertand the function of
tension and release in
cresting form.

2.54.1 Identify the effects of half
and full cadences on overall
formal structure.

2.54.2 Identify and make conscious use
of consonance and dissonance as
shaping forces.
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Grade Level: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilli/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner wi l develop creative capabflitien: concepts and
skills.

3 1 Be a hi
creative capabilities.

3.2 Be aware of both prob
solving and problem recognition.

3.3 Be aware that compositions
have a beginning, middle, end
end.

3.1.1 Become involved in the creat ve
process--show willingness to
take riakn in exhibiting Ideas
and contributions to class.

3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
be (alternate choices) and what
specific choices exist in the
music being created.

3.2.2 Investigate varied possibilities
for the direction which creative
activities will take.

Indicate sections of familiar
songs as being the beginning,
middle, or end.

3.4 View musical composit ns as 3.4.1 Structure own compositions to
a whole,

have beginning, middle, and end.

3.5 FL aware of appro
for use in compos

ate sounds 3.5.1 Select voice(s) and/or
on. instruments suitable for

composition.

3.6 Be aware of possible variations 3 6.1 Utilize variation of tempo and
of tempo and dynamics for use in dynamics to control effect of
composition. composition.

3.7 Understand the use of ornamen-
tation to enhance the effect
of improvisations and
compositions.

3.7.1 Use ornaments in improvisations
and compositions.
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Grade Leve 7

Skills/Subj ct Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The le
and skills.

Page 2

11 develop creative capabilltiee: concepta

3.8 Be aware of electronic me ns
for creating and altering soundo.

3.9 Develop and/or impr v
melodic expressions f
songs.

3.8.1 Use tape recorder and synthesizer
to create new sounds and alter
traditional ones.

3.9.1 Create songs either by plan
or spontaneously.

3.9.2 Improvise with group and mak
changes In tempo, dynamics, etc.
ea needed to coordinate with
others' performance.

0 Select appropriate combinations 3.10.1 Use va ied and approprIate
of voicea and/or instruments

instrumental arrangements in
for use in compositions. compositions.

3.11. Utilize specific musical
forms in compositions.

3.12 Use varied not
to share compo
paper.

on schemes
ions on

313 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance the effect of
musical compositions.

3.14 Understand the importance of
dynamics, tempo, and articu-
lations on the overall effect
of the composition.

I Create compositions using AB,
ABA, and formal structures.

2.1 Create suitable symbolic
indications for compositions
and record them on paper.

3.1 1 Create sound effects, movement,
and dramatizations to enhance the
effect of musical compositions.

3.14.1 Choose appropr ate volume,
tempo, and articulations for
composition.
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GrAda Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner develop crat1ve capabilities: conceptsand skills.

3.15 Understand the need for clear
communication of performance
instructions.

326

3.15.1 Communicate performance
instructions clearly (e.g.,

po, dynamics) through une of
conventional symbols or those of
her/his own devising.



Grade Level: 7

ART DUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATIO_

Skills/Subject A 0: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop ekilla In munic: singing, rhythms,
listening, inatrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.1 tlae voice with ease.

4,2 Sing alone or with accom-
paniment.

4.3 Si
pl

accurately and with
ant tone quality.

4,1.1 Sing comfortably and accurately
within natural rnnge of her/his
voice.

4.2.1 Sing equally well with or
without accompaniment.

4.3, Blend with
singing.

o p when

4.3.2 Accept responsibility to
listen carefully and sing in
tuna with others.

4.3.3 Demonstrate understandin
different use of the voice In
solo and choral singing.

4.4 Sing with clear articulation. 4.4.1 Sing staccato as well as legato
with freedom.

4.5 Control voice to maIntain 4.5.1 Sing two and three-part
pitch independence. music.

4.5.2 Mainta n one part of a three
or four-part round.

4.5.3 Sing harmonizing part which may
move in parallel or contrary
motion with the melody.
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Crede Leve 7

Skiil/Sub1ect Aren M

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will dtv 1 p skills in mus
listening, instrumental performance, ana ysi , evaluation, conducting, music
reading and physical coordination.

Page 2

sing ng rhythmn,

Objectiv

4,6 Develop control of breath
support and tone placement.

4.7 Contiol voice in use of
dynamics.

4.8 Pronounce words of songs
clearly.

4.9 Be aware of appropriate
style of song.

4.10 Show difference be
beat and rhythm.

een

4.11 Distin- dish between sounds
and si ences.

4.12 Show awareness of accent
in shaping rhythm.

4.13 Accompany songs or chan
with repeated rhythm pa e ns.

4.6.1 Sing with effective breath
support and tone placement.

4.7.1 Control level
as changes in

volume as well
vel of volume,

4.8,1 Sing with clear diction.

4.9.1 Sing songs
style.

appropriate

4.9.2 Use voice to express a variety of
feelings and moods.

0.1 Clap or respond in other ways
to illustrate beat and/or rhythm
pattern(s).

4.11.1 Perform notes and rests with
coordinated body movements.

4.12.1 Respond in varied ways to
accented and unaccented bests.

4.13.1 Accompany songs and chants
freely using repeated rhythm
patterns.
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Grade Level: 7

Skills/ ubject Are Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: Thc
lintening, instrumenta
reading and physical c

learner
performance
rdiration.

develop skills in mun
nnalyniij, evaluation, conductin

4.14 Understand grouping of beats
into patterns of two, three,
four, five, six, eight, and
ten.

4.15 Underatand execu ion of
subdivided beats nnd triplets.

4.16 Und etend that meter
aignatures may change within
a piece.

4 7 Comprehend shifting of
accent to produce syncopation.

4.18 Express rhythmic under@
with body movement.

4.19 Be aware of differences
in sound of major, minor,
and pentatonic scales.

4.20 Understand the whole- and
half-step patterns which
maks up the major scale.

4.21 Understand the relat on of
the natural minor scale
to the major scale,

ngs

.cnnur

music

14.1 Perform music readily when
beats are grouped into two
three, four, five, six, eight,
and ten.

Recognize and perform
subdivided heats and triplets.

4.16,1 Perform music accurst ly
which uses sh fting metern.

4 7.1 Perform syncopated rhythms
accurately.

4.18.1 Perform traditional dances
with accuracy.

8,2 Gres e dance movements to
integrate rhythmic
understandings.

4.19.1 Identify major, minor, and
pentatonic scales on hearing.

4.20.1 Identify whole- and h
step patterns of major sca
hearing.

es on

4.21.1 Identify whole and half-step
patterns of na ural minor scale
on hearing.
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Grade Level: 7

Skilla/S bjeet Area: Muale

Page 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner 011 develop skills
mu c: sing,ng, rhythms

listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading and phyeical coordination.

4.22 Be aw re of the forms of the
minor scale.

4.23 Be aware of like and unl ke
phrases.

eanur s

4 22.1 Identify, by sight and hearing,
harmonic and melodic minor
scales.

4.22.2 Explain rationale for the
different forms of the minor
scale.

4.23.1 IdIntify like and unlike
phrases as they are played
or sung.

4.24 Aseociate melodic and rhythmic 4.24.1 Identify familiar melodic and
patterns with visual represen- rhythm patterns from visual
tations of those patterns. representations.

4.25 Associate number, syllables,
and letter names with degrees
of the scale.

4.26 Be aware of texture in music
such as rough/smooth, thick/
thin.

4.27 Be aware of music from other
countriee and cultures.

4.28 Be aware of characteristics
that influence sound
production.

4.25.1 Identify melodies by numbers,
syllables, and letter names
on hearing.

4.26.1 Recognize varic
hearing.

urea on

4.27.1 Identify on hearing familiar
music of othlr countries and
cultures.

4.28.1 Organize sources of musical
Sound according to means of
production, type of construction,
and material used.
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Grade Level: 7

Skilln/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The
listening, instrumental re
reading and physical coord

Page 5

ner will develop skills iii music: singing, rh thms,
°mance, analysis, evalua ion, conducting, mus c
ation.

4.29 Be familiar with a vat
instruments.

ety of

4.30 Understand autoharp chord
symbols.

4.31 Play folk inatruments.

4.32 Be aware of varied sound
possibil ties of instruments.

4.33 Exhibit control of instruments
by playing them at the appro-
priate time alone or with
class members.

4 4 Understand the need for control
of changes in tempo and dynamics.

4.35 Develop the ability to perform
independent accompaniments
and ostinatj .

4.29.1 Handle instrumenta
and care.

4.30.1 Read autoharp chord symbols
and use them In accompaniments.

4.31.1 Demonstrate basic chords on
guitar.

4 2 Demonstrate strumming and p cking
techniques.

4.31.3 Read tablatures for stringed
instrument chords.

4.32.1 Play instruments in different
ways to create varied sound
qualities.

4.33.1 Play instruments appropriately
and in coordination with the
class.

4.34.1 Exhibit control of gradual
and/or sudden changes of tempo
and dynamics.

4.35.1 Perform with confi ence
accompaniments and ostina



Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subjec Area

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will devolo nkil,

listening, instrumental performance, analysis, 4WD ion, conducting, munic
reading and physical coordination.

Page 6

music ninging, rhythms,

4.36 Develop the ability to perform
complex rhythm patterns
accurately within ensemble.

4.37 Understand the basic principles
of woodwind inntruments

4.38 Analyze ways of organizing
smite.

4 9 Unders-and patterns in rhythm
and melody.

4.40 Understand basic triad and
seventh chord structure
and formation of these
chords on the first, fourth,
and fifth scale degrees.
Understand the importance of
these chords in establishing
tonality.

4.41 Recognize meter in sets of
two, three, four, five, six,
eight, and ten.

4.36.1 Perform complex rhythm
patterns with accuracy in
coordination with class or
ensemble,

4.37.1 P rform on recorder, melody
flute, and or other in- -ualent

4.38.1 Identify same or different
sections of music.

4.3ti.1 Identify and perform patterns
in rhythm and melody.

4.39.2 Identify patterns found in the
environment which are similar to
those found In music and the other
arts.

4.40.1 Identi y and perform I, IV,
V, and V7 chords.

4.41.1 Identify and pe- orm metric
combinations of two, three, four,
five, six, eight, and ten in
songs and compositions.
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Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop sklll in music: singing, rhythm_
listening, instrumental performance, analynin, evaluation, conducting, music
reading and physical coordination.

Objectiv

4.42 Understand the importance of
notation to clarify
musical understandings.

4.43 Recognize when shifts
accent occur In baaic
mttOt patterns.

4.44 Apply analytical skills
music of other countries
and cultures.

4.45 Be aware of the varied
expressive possibilitie
the human voice.

Measures

4.42.2 Use notation aa an analytical
tool.

4.43 1 Identify syncopations.

4.44.1 Verbal ze about differences
in music of other countries
and cultures.

4.44.2 Examine the use of varied
elements in music of other
countries and cultures.

4.44.2 Explore vocal and compositional
techniques of the blues style.

4.45.1 Analyze ways in which the
of singer uses the voice to

create mood and expre s
emotion.

4.46 Verbalize about quality of
performance.

4.47 Be aware of general time
period in music.

4,48 Be aware of effect of tempo
and dynamics.

4.46.1 Compare and describe per -
mance in terms of effect, and
ensemble.

4.47.1 Describe music using terms such as
contemporary, Baroque, Classical.

4.48.1 Identify when music is too loud,
too soft, or too fast, too slow.



G -de Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The iearncr will develop rkills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, eve tuition, colducting, music
reading and ?hysical coordination.

4 49 Be aware of different
ways of phrasing music.

4.50 Assess the suitabili y of
student-created accompaniments
for songs and stories.

4.51 Compare the appropriateness
of choices in tempo and
dynamics for performance of
various songa.

4.52 Be aware of the effect of
phrases and cadences in
organizing compositions,
songs, and poems.

4 53 Make comparisons of different
performances of the same
piece of =Sic.

4.54 Be aware of the importance of
leading/conducting.

4.55 Understand need of "bre hing"
beat and cut-of.

4.49.1 Assess effects of differnt
ways of shaping a phras

4.50.1 Verbalize about whether or
not a student-created
accompaniment is effectiv
a given'song or story.

4.51.1 Verbalize about the effect of
these changea.

4.52.1 Demonstrate an understanding
of phrases and cadences in the
organization of compositions,
poems, and songs.

4.53.1 Compare class performance
with recorded performance of
same music.

4.54.1 Respond appropriately to
teacher's beat in leading
music activities.

4.54.2 Take turn leading group.

4.55.1 Begin and end according
to teacher's leading.

4.55.2 Use "breathing" beat and cut-off
in leading music performance,,i,
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Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: MUsic

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop akills in Mt/Elie: singing, rhythms,
listening, inetrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading and physical coordination.

4.56 understand the significance
of beat patterns in conducting.

4.56.1. Match beat patterns to

appropriate meter signatures.

4.56.2 Use appropriate bent patterns
in following familiar music.

4 7 Understand appropriate_ symbols 4.57.1 Read and perform mu
letter names, scale
and syllables.

for notating pitch and rhythm.
c using
egrees,

4.58 Apply concept of fractions to 4.58.1 Apply fraction terminology
reading of rhythm.

4.59 Apply understanding of
intervals to reading.

4.60 Underst nd the function of
key signatures.

to rhythmic notation.

4.58.2 Read accura ely whole, half,
quarter, eighth, and sixteenth
notes.

4.58.3 Apply previously learned
concepts to read complex rhythm
patterns in a variety of meters.

4.58.4 Read and perform triplets.
subdivided beats, and
syncopation.

4.59.1 Read music accurately using
all intervals encountered in
literature.

4.60.1 Apply knowledge of key
signatures to establish and
understand tonality.

4.60.2 Identify key signatures at
sight*
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G nde Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Pnge 10

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mus c: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading and physical coordination.

4.61 Be aware of rests as well
as notes.

4.62 Be femil a
nontraditfoTl

h new,
notations,

4.63 Respond to rhythms ald dances
using the whole body.

4.61.1 Perform accurately rhythm
patterns using rests as well
as notes

4.62.1 Perform from nontradftfonal
no ations.

4.63.1 Use purposeful body movements
for rhythms and dances.

4.64 Use the body as a rhythm 4.64.1 Perform with clans using clap,
tap, snap, slap, and stamp.instrument.

4.64 Control grOss and fine motor 4.65.1 Use musical instruments with
movements as needed. care.

4.65.2 Apply more sophisticated

performance techniques than in
earlier years.

4.65.3 Establish and maintain a
steady beat.

4.65.4 Establish end maintain
desired tempo.

4.65.5 Perform silences as we
sounds carefully.

4.65.6 Perform changes in tempo,
dynamics, and articulation
with care.

4.65.7 Use a variety of strumming
techniques with autoharp and or
guitar and ukulele.
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Grade Level: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The lear7-r will develop a knowledge of music: history,
literature, and terminology.

Ob ectiveg Measur s

5.1 Know that music is written
and performed in various
combinations.

5.2 Know that music ha
written by many di
creators.

been
erent

5.3 Verbalize about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s/he is familiar.

5.4 B

5.1.1 Identify band, orchcstri, solo,
and quartet.

5.2.1 Tell names and details of
familiar composers.

Name various songs and
instrumental pieces and be aware
of growing repertoire.

are of music from a range 5.4.1 Identify on hearing o.ime
of times and places.

5.5 Apply concepts of style to
familiar music literature.

5.6 Know that music
to the other arts.

related

5.7 Know that each art form is
made up of basic elements.

period of a composition.

5.4.2 Study in detail music from
specific areas (e.g., Africa the
Middle East).

5.5.1 Verbalize about stylistic
differences in varied mus c
selections.

5.6.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

5.6.2 Investigate in detail specific
relationships of the elements of
music and those of the other
arts.

5.7.1 Verbalize about some of the
basic elements of dance, drama,
and art.
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Grade Love 7

Skills/Subject Area: Mtieie

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history,
literature, and terminology.

5 8 Know appropriate terms used
in music studied.

5.8.1 Identi y and use terms descriptive
of varioun elements of music--
instrument names, analytical terms
(e.g., same/different, phrase,
aequence, cadence), movement and
dance, and the like.

508.2 Recognize and use terms relilting
to design in music (e.g., D.C.,
al fine, repeat signs).

5.8.3 Use appropriate terminology for
harmony, correct chord names for
guitar and autoharp, and name
chords by scale degree on which
they are formed (I, IV, V, V7).

5.8.4 Name period of music history as
related to music studied (Baroque,
Classical, Romantic).

5.8.5 Use knowledge of terminology to
understand the ways in which
varied elements of music may be
organized into a functional whole.

3 8
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Grade 8 Outline lected_competencie

1. Positive attitudes

1.2 Understand the importa ce of her/hi
1.5 Share knowledge and sk lla learned

(toward others).

2. Concepts of music

contributions
n music with fe

ard self).
students

2.9 Understand that the distance between rwo pitches may be measured and
that this distance produces a characteristic sound (melody).

2.16 Be aware that the beat may be subdivided (rhythm).
2.23 Be aware that tempo markings frequently indicate the character of the

music es well as its speed (tempo).
2.33 Interpret words and symbols for indicating dynamics such as pp, p, _p,

mf, f, ff, crescendo, and decrescendo (dynamics)..
2.39 Understand that various overall timbres characterize music of

different time periods (tone color).
2.48 Be aware of effect of harmony on musical texture (harmony).
2.55 Use formal structures (form).

Development of creative capabilities

3.8 Be aware of electronic means
(concepts).

3.14 Understand the importance of
on the overall effect of the

4. Skills in music

for creating and altering sounds

dynamics, tempo, and articulations
composition (skills).

4.9 Be aware of appropriate style of song (sin n ).
4.13 Understand that beats may be grouped in patterns of varyin

lengths (rhythms).
4.19 Be aware of the forma of the minor scale (listening).
4.33 Develop ability to perform complex rhythm patterns accurately within

the ensemble (instrumental performance).
4.39 Understand the importance of notation to clarify musical

understandings (analysis).
4.50 Be aware of the effect of mode changes, augmentation, and diminution

on melodies (evaluation),
4.53 Understand the significance of beat patterns in conducting

(conducting).
4.60 Integrate musical understandings in reading (music reading).
4.63 Control gross and fine motor movements as needed (physical

coordination).

* Only selected competenciea, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the North Carolina CompetancyBased,Curriculum.
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J. Knowledge of rnunic

5.5 Be aware of musical drama and musionl thee story/literature).5.9 Know appropriate terms used in music studies minology).
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Grade Level: 8

COMPETENCY GOAL The learner
self and toward others.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Music

1 develop ponl ive attitudes In mu

Ob ective s

1.1 Understand that music is an
important and valuable study
which enriches her/his own
life.

1.2 Understand the Importance
of her/his contributions.

1.3 Participate fr ely in the total
program.

1.4 Show tolerance of others'
musical effort

Share knowledge and skil s

learned in music with fellow
students.

1.6 Experience success through

e

Perform with confidence.

1.1.2 Use music as an important
adjunct to life.

1.2.1 Makes choices and feel
to express likes and d

3.1 Be comfortable with fellow
students.

kea.

1.3.2 Subordinate personal wIshes to
welfare of the group.

1.4.1 Cooperate with others in making
and receiving music.

1.4.2 Value contributions of others for
their individual -haracteris cs.

Freely accept opportunities to
aid other students in their
musical growth.

1.5.2 Work freely with others
music process, contribu
receiving.

n the
ng and

1.6.1 Successfully complete musical
participation in music activities, assignments and/or activities.
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Grade L ve 8

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill-/Subject Aras. MUflic

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The lea -ar will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

Qb ectives ensure

2.1 Understand that melodies
may be formed from groups of
tones which are repeated a step
or more higher or lower.

2,2 Understand that two or more
melodies may exist at the
same time.

2.3 Underst nd that a melody
changes when its rhythm is
changed.

2.4 Understand th t pitches
may form a common group of
sounds.

2.5 Understand that melodies
may be formed from
nontraditional app o ches.

2.6 Understand that phrases
within a melody may be of
even and uneven length.

2.7 Be aware that a given melody
may be performed in a
variety of styles.

2.1.1 Recognize sequences aurally and
visually.

2.2.1 Recognize and perform canons,
rounds, and polyphonic music.

2.3.1 Demonstrate changes of melody
through changes of rhythm.

2.4.1 Relate melodies to their
appropriate Reales (i.e., major,
minor, and pentatonic).

2.4.2 Recognize and perform tonal
patterns.

2,5.1 Recognize melodies formed from
12-tone rows, electronic and
environmental sources.

2.6.1 Identify and compare phrases
of even and uneven length.

2.7.1 Perform melodies in varied styles.
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Grade Leve1 : 8

Skills Subject Area: Mualo

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music:
tempo, dynam en ne color, harmony. and form.

rhythm,

2.8 Underatanda
scales to the

tfonship of
key signatures.

2.9 Und.rarnnd that the distance
between two pitches can be
measured and that thin dintance
produces a characteristic sound.

2.8.1 DetermIne tonality of composttfon
from key signature and melodic
notation.

2.9.1 Identify rind perf_
11 intervals commonly fo

the song and inntrumen
literature studied.

2.10 Recor_n_ze atressed and unstreened 2.10.1 Respond to combinations of
beats.

2.11 Understand that the movement
or sounds within a rhythm
pattern is bseed on the shortest
unit of sound.

2.12 Understand that some music
moves in a line and has no
recogn table beat.

213 Recognize that beats may be
grouped by two, three, four.
five, mix, seven, eight, and ten.

2.14 Understand that rhythm
patterns may be combined
and performed simultaneously.

2.15 Differentiate between the
rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying bet.

-eased end unstressed beats.

Determine shortest unit of
aound in rhythm pattern and
relate pattern t it.

Demanatrnte the
which moves in a

aw of mugie
ine,

2.13.1 Indicate on hea ing which beat
grouping is being played.

.14.1 Perform polyrhythms.

2.15.1 Perform readily e ther the
melodic or beat rhythm.
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Grade Level:

Skilla/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learn
tempo, dynamics, tone color,

Page 3

ill develop concepts of mu c: melody, rhythm,
o y, and form.

Objectiv

2.16 lie aware that th
be subdivided.

2.17 Understand that accents may
occur betwoon beats.

2.18 Relate fraction concepts to
the nntatton of rhythm.

2.19 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
faster or slower than uthers.

2.20 Understand the aigntficance
of tempo markings.

2.21 Understand that tempo may
be used as an expressive
device,

2.22 B. aware that groups of
sounda may become faster
slower.

2,16.1 Recognize and perform
subdivided beat patrr,rns.

2.17.1 Sing, read, and perform
nyntel ntpd rhythm'.

2.18.1 Apply frac
to the ulid

duration r

on terminol
standing of
ationships.

2.19.1 Identify relative variations
of tempo in different musical
examples.

2.20.1 Make functional use of tempo
markings, for example lento,
andante, allegro, and presto.

2.20.2 U$G metronome to establish and
maintain precise tempi.

2.21.1 Identify and observe uses of
tempo to increase effectiveness
of musical ideas.

2.22.1 Identify when changes of tempo
occur in music.

2.22.2 Recognize indications for
accelerando and ritard, ard
employ them to achieve the
composer's intended effect.
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Grade Level: 8

Skills/Subject Ar Music

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The lenrner will develop concepts of music: melody, r ythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

2.fl Be aware that tempo markings
frequently indicate the
character of the music
as well as its speed.

2.24 Recognize nubtie changes in
tempo as they occur.

2.25 Under and significance of
fernta in pausing tempo.

2.26 Recognize that different body
movements may be used to
illuatrate tempo changeo.

2.27 Comprehend that tempo and
dynamics may operate in
total independence.

2.28 Recognize that patterns of
sounds may be relatively
louder or softer than others.

2.29 Be aware that individual
sounds or groups of sounds
may become louder or softer.

2.23.1 Identify tempo markings which
indicate the character end
describe their meaning.

2.24.1 Perform subtle tempo changes
and integrate them into the
performance as a whole.

2.24.2 Develop feeling for rubato.

2 24.3 Use tempo variation as
expresaive device in performance.

2.25.1 Perform in ways which demonstrate
the fermata as an expressive
device.

2.26.1 Demonstrate appropriate body
movements for various tempi.

2.27.1 Avoid equating slower wIth snfter,
faster with louder.

2.28.1 Identify relative ver ations of
dynamics in different musical
examples.

2.29.1 IdentIfy when changes of
of dynamics occur in music.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

Page 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will deve op concepts of c: melody, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, tone color, harmonY, and form.

tives

2.30 Be aware of subtle changeo in
dynamic levels.

2.30.1 Use subtle changes of dynam cs
an an expressive device.

Recogn ze that any piece of 2.31.1 Perform ditferent songs
music may be perfo-med at and instrumental selections
different dynamic levels, at varied dynamic levels.

2 2 Verbaliae about the effect of
dynamics on the mood of the
music.

2.31.2 Examine examples of music to
determine uses of dynamic leve
and changes for dramatic effect.

2.32.1 Respond to mood changes and
identity where dynamic variations
have effected the changes.

2.33 Interpret words and symbols 2.33.1 Recognize symbols for dynamic
for indicating dynamics indications and respond
such as pp, p, mp, mf, f, f

accordingly.
crescendo, and decrescendo.

2.34 Understand that each voice
has a characteristic tone
color and pitch range.

2.35 Recognize famIliar mu
instrumen

2.36 Understand that groups of
inetruments have similar tone
colors.

2.34.1 Identify on hearing soprano,
mezzo-soprano, alto tenor,
baritone and bass.

2.35.1 Identify on hearing specifi
musical lnstrmenta with which
s/he is familiar.

2 6.1 IdentIfy instruments by feed
(brass, woodwind, string,
percussion).
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Arent Music

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop concept- of munt
tempo, dynamics, tone c 1 r, harmony, and form.

Page 6

ody, rhythm,

OJec t 1vi urea

2.37 Unders and thst familiar
musical instruments may be
played in different ways to
achieve varied sounds.

2 Understand that instruments
may be combined to create
new tone colors.

2 39 Understand that v
overall timbres c
music of differen
periods.

ous
acterize
ime

2.40 Be aware of the effect of
combining instruments and/or
voices to achieve varied tone
colors,

2.41 Understand the
tone color on m
rhythm.

feet of
ody and

2.42 Understand that chords are
constructed by building
intervals on top of a root
tone.

2.37.1 Recognize different ways of
playing familiar instruments.

2.37.2 Recognize physical alterations
which are used to change
instrumental tone colors such as
mutes.

2,38.1 Identify string quartet, band,
orchestra, woodwind quintet.

2.39.1 Recognize and identify
differences between sounda of
contemporary music and music
f the past.

2.39.2 Recognize specific periods by the
overall t ne color of the piece.

2.40.1 Experiment with various com-
binations of voices and instruments
to produce different colors.

2.41.1 Experiment with changing tone
colors to give vitality to
melodies and rhythms.

2.41.2 Divide melodies and rhythms into
segments by tone color.

2.42.1 Identify chords by determining
intervals within the chord (major,
minor, diminished, and others).
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Grade ev-,, 8

Skills/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: develop concepts o:
tempo, dynamica, tone color, harmon!, and form.

Page 7

c: melody, rhythm,

Obiec

2.43 Understand that chords may be
used to accompany a melody.

2.43.1 Identify whe her melodies are
played, sung alone, or accompanied
by chords.

7.43.2 Improvise accompanimentc by
using arpeggios or rhythmic
figures from chordo.

2.44 Understand relat_ n of tonic 2.44.1 Sing tonic t lad (arpeggio) upon
hearing a ma or or minor scale.triad to scale.

2.45 Unders and formatIon of
chords on ignlficant scale
degrees.

2.46 Distingui h between triads
and seventh chords.

2.47 Understand tone

2.45.1 Use I, IV, V a d V7 chords
to harmonize familiar melodies.

2.46.1 Identify and use triads
and seventh chords.

2.47.1 Use tone clusters In impro-
visations and compositions.

2.48 Be aware of effect of harmony 2.48.1 Produce various textures by
experimentation and by design.on musical texture.

2.49 Underatand that form is
built up from motives,
phrases, and sections.

2.50 Recognize same/different
sections of a composition.

2.49.1 Indicate motives, phrases, and
sections of songs and other com-
positions.

2.50.1 Indicate recognition of
same/different sections by
creating accompaniments wh ch
ollow those sections.
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Grade Leve

Skilla/Subj ct Ares: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm
tempo, dynamica, tone color, harmony, and form.

Page 8

2.51 Recognize that sections
which are repeated may
be varied without being
totally changed.

2.52 Associate letters A And B
or various geometric symbols
with sections of music.

2.53 Reco nize forms such as:
AB, ABA, ARAB, and ABACA.

2.54 Recognize a variety of
musical forms.

2.55 Use format structures.

2 6 Understand the function of
tension and release in
creating form.

2.51.1 Identify rhythm and pitch
variations such AS melodic
extensions, melodic sequences,
and harmonic variations.

2.52.1 Identify beginning and end
of sections as "A section,"
"B section," or the like.

2.53.1 Identify form of composition
when heard.

2.54.1 Identify two and three-part
form, theme and variations,
sonata-allegro, fugue, rondo,
opera, folk song, and art song.

2.54.2 Identify compositions in free
form having unique structures.

2.55.1 Improvise and/or compose in
standard forms.

2.56.1 Identify the effects of half
and full cadences on overall
formal structure.

2.56.2 Identify and make conscious use
of consonance and dissonance as
shaping forces.
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Grade Lev 8

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Muaic

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The lenrner will develop crentve capabilities: concepts and
skills.

)bjectivea

aware of her/his own
creative capabilities.

3.2 Be aware of both problem
solving and problem
recognition.

3.3 Be aware that compositions
have a beginning, middle, and
end.

3.4 View musical compositions as
a whole.

u es

3.1.1 Become involved in the creative
process--show willingness to
take risks in exhibiting ideas
and contributiona to claim.

3.2.1 Verbalize about what music can
be (alternate choices) and what
specific choices exist in the
music being created.

3.2.2 Investigate varied possibil
for the direction which crea
activities will take.

3.1 Indicate sections of familiar
songs as being the beginning,
middle, or end.

es
ve

3.4.1 Structure own compositions to
have beginning, middle, end,
and points of climax and repose.

Be aware of appropriate sounds 3.5.1
for use in compos tion.

elect v ce(e) and/or Instruments
uitable for composition.

3.6 Be aware of possible variations 3.6.1 Utilize variations of tempo and
of tempo and dynamics for use dynamics to control _ffect of
in composition. composition.

3.7 Understand the use of ornamen-
tation to enhance the effect
of improvisations and
compositions.

3.7.1 Use ornaments in improvisations
and compositions.
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rade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Munic

COMPETENCY GOA, 3: The learner wi
and skills.

P--

develop craative capabilities: concepts

3,8 Be aware of electronic means
for creating and altering
sounds.

3.9 Develop and/or improvise
melodic expressions for songs.

3.10 Select appropriate combinations
of vo COS and/or instruments
for use in compositions.

3,11 Utilize specific musIcal forms
n compositions.

3.12 Use varied notation schemes to
share compositions on paper,

3.13 Be aware that sound effects,
movement, and dramatizations
can enhance the effect of
musical compositions.

4 Understand the importance of
dynamics, tempo, and articula-
tions on the overall effect of
the composition.

Use tape recorder and synthe-
sizer to create new sounds and
traditional ones.

3.9.1 Create songs either by plan
or spontaneously.

3.9.2 Improvise with group and make
changes in tempo, and dynamics
as needed to coordinate with
others' performance.

10.1 Use varied and appropriate
instrumental arrangements in
compooitions.

311.1 Create compositions using
AB, ABA, and formal
structures.

3.12.1 Create suItable symbol c

indications for compositions
and record them on paper.

3.13.1 Create sound effects, movemen
and dramatizations to enhance
the effect of musical compositions.

3.14.1 Choose appropr ate volume
tempo, and articulations for
composition.



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Are Music

COMPETENCY GOA 3: The learner wi I develop crest e capabili es: concepts
and skills.

3.15 Understand the need for
clear communication of
performance instructions.

3.15.1 Communicate performance
instructions clearly (e.g. , tempo,
dynamics) through use of
conventional symbols or those e
her/his own devising.

3.15.2 Participate in recording of
compositions as a part of the
creative process.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Are Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4 1 Usa voice with ease. 4.1.1 Sing comfortably and accurately
within natural range of her/his
voice.

4.2 Sing alone or with accompaniment. 4.2.1 Sing equally well with or without
accompaniment.

4.3 S _A accurately and wi h 4.3.1 Blend with group when singing.
pleasant tone quality.

4.3.2 Accept responsibility to listen
carefully and sing in tune with
others.

4.3.3 Demonstrate unde standing
different use of the voice
solo and choral singing.

4.4 Sing with clear articulation. 4.4.1 Sing staccato as well as legato
with freedom.

4.5 Control voice to maintain 4.5.1 Sing two and three-part music.
pitch independence.

4.5.2 Maintain one part of a three or
four-part round.

4.5.3 Sing harmonizing pa t which may
move in parallel or contrary
motion with the melody.

4.6 Develop control of breath 4 6.1 Sing with effective breath
support and tone placement. support and tone placement.

4.6.2 Make careful use of vowels to
produce tone.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Are Music

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skilla in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, co ducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

ective

4.7 Control voice in use of
dynamics.

4.8 Pronounce words of songs
clearly.

4.9 Be aware of appropriate
style of song.

4 0 Show difference between
beat and rhythm.

ure

4.7.1 Control level and/or changes
of volume.

4.8.1 Sing with clear diction.

4.9.1 Sing songs with appropriate
style.

4.9.2 Use voice to express a variety
of feelings and moods.

4.10.1 Clap or respond in other ways
to illustrate beat and/or rhythm
pattern(s).

4.11 Distinguish between sounds 4.11.1 Perform notes and rests with
and silences. coordinated body movements.

4.12 Show awareness of accent in 4.12.1 Respond in varied ways to
shaping rhythm. at.eted and unaccented bea

4.13 Understand that beats may be
grouped in patterns of
varying lengthS.

4.13.1 Perform accurately beat
groupings found in literature
studies.

4.14 Understand execution of 4 4.1 Recognize and perform subdivided
subdivided beats and triplets.

4. 5 Understand that meter
signatures may change within which uses sh fting meters.
a piece.

beats and triplets.

4.15.1 Perform music accurately
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Grade Level: 8

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in muaic: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

yesc
_ _ rieasu

4.16 Comprehend shifting of accent 4.16.1 Perform syncopated rhythms
to produce ayncopation. accurately.

4.17 Express rhythmic understandings 4.17.1 Perform traditional dances
with body movement.

4.18 Be aware of differences
in sound of major, minor,
and pentatonic scales.

4.19 Be aware of the forms of
the minor scale.

4.20 Be aware of like and unlike
phrases.

4.21 Associate melodic and rhythmic
patterns with visual repre-
sentations of those patterns.

with accuracy.

4.17.2 Credte dance movements and
dances to integrate rhythmic
understandings.

4.18.1 Identify major, m nor, and
pentatonic scales on hearing.

4.18.2 Identify step patterns of sca es
by sight and sound.

4.18.3 Describe relation of natural
minor to major scale.

4.19.1 Identify, by sight and hearing,
harmonic and melodic minor
scales.

4,19.2 Explain rationale for the
different forms of the minor
scale.

4 20.1 Identify like and unlike
phrases as they are played
or sung.

4.21.1 Identify familiar melodic and
rhythm patterns from visual
representations.
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Grade Level: 8 Page 4

Skills/Subject Area: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

Objectives Measure

4.22 Associate numbers, syllable,
and latter names w th degree of
the scale.

4.22.1 Identify melodies by numbers,
syllables, and letter names
on hearing.

4.23 Be aware of texture in music such 4.23.1 Recognize varioua textures on
as rough/smooth, thick/thin. hearing.

4.24 Be aware of music from ot er
countries and cultures.

4.25 Be aware of characteristics
that influence sound production.

4.26 Be familiar with a variety
of instruments.

4 24.1 Identify on hearing familiar
music of other countries and
cultures.

4.25.1 Organize sources of musical
sound according to means of
production, type of construe
and material used.

4.26.1 Handle instruments with ease
and care.

4.27 Understand -utoharp chord 4.27.1 Read autoharp chord symbols
symbols.

4.28 Play folk instruments.

and use them in accompaniments.

4.28.1 Demonstrate basic chords on
guitar.

4.28.2 Demonstrate strumming and picking
techniques.

4.28.3 Read tablatures for stringed
instrument chords.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Are Mu c

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop kflln In mualc: Jng1ng, rhythmt,listening, instrumental pnrfnrtnance, analysia, eitnluntion, conducting, municreading, and physical coordftitIn.

0 ectivea

4.29 Be aware of varied sound
poseibilitien of Instruments.

4.2_ I Play ingtrurnents in diffrenc
ways to create varied sound
qualities.

4.30 Exhib t control of inntrument s 0 1 Play
by playing them at the appro - and
priste time alone or with tlass cla
membera.

4.31 Understand need for control of
changes in tempo and dynamics.

4.37 Develop ebility to perform
independent accompaniments
and ostinati.

4.33 Develop ability to p
complex rhythm patte
accurately within enemb

4.34 Understand basic principles
of tone production on
instruments.

4.35 Analyze ways of o

nts approprint
nation :with

4.31 1 Exhibit control of gradual
end/or sudden changes of tempo
and dynamics.

4.32.1 Perform with confidence
accompaniments and ostinati.

4.33.1 Perform complex rhythm
patterns with accuracy in
coordination with class or
ensemble.

4.34.1 Describe string, woodwind,
brass, and percussion tone
production--function of
overtone series.

sic. 4.35 Identify same or different
sections of music, fu
theme, and variations.
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Grade Level: 8

Slcils/Subject Area Ic

COMPETENCY GOAL 4 Tht icarner will develop skills in mimic: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance. -analysis, evaluation, conducting, music
reading, and physical coordination.

4.36 Understand patterns in
rhythm and melody.

4.37 Understand basic triad and
seventh chord structure
and formation of these chords
on the first, fourth, end fifth
scale degrees. Understand the
importsnce of these chords in
establishing tonality.

4.38 Recognize meter in sets of two,
three, four, five, six, eight,
and ten.

4.39 Und r tend t e importance
of notation to clarify
musical unders endings.

4.40 Recognize when ahifts of
accent occur in basic
meter patterns.

4 36.1 Identify and perform patte no
in rhythm and melody.

4.36.2 Identify patterna found In the
environment which are similar to
hose found in music and the othe

arta.

4.37.1 Identify and perform I, IV,
and V7 chords.

4.38.1 Identify and perform varie_
metric patterns found in
literature.

4.39.1 Use notation as an analytical
tool.

4.40.1 Identify and perform syncope on.



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Music

PAge 7

COMPETENCY GOAL 41 The learner will develop nkilln in env c: singng. rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysie. evaluation, conducting, MUnie
reading, and physical coordination.

4.41 Apply analytical skills to
mueic of other countries
and cultures.

4,42 Be aware of the varied
expressive possibilities
of the human voice*

4.41.1 Verbal ze about differences
in music of other countries
cultures.

4.41.2 Examine use of varied elements in
music of other countries and
cultures

4.41 Explore vocal and compositional
techniques of varied styles.

4.42.1 Analyze wsys in which the singer
uses the voice to creatt filood
and express emotion.

4.43 Verbalize about qual ty of 4.43.1 Compare and describe performance
performance.

4.44 Be aware of general time
period in music*

4.45 Be aware of effect of tempo
and dynamics.

4.46 Be a
phra

in terms of effect, ensemble, etc.

4.44.1 Describe music in terms of contem-
porary, Baroque, Class cal, etc.

4.45. 1 Identify when music is too loud,
too soft, or too fast, too slow,

re of different ways 4.46.1 Assess e fects of different ways
music.

4.47 Assess the suitability of
student-created accompanimen
for songs and stories.

of shaping a phrase.

4.47.1 Verbalize about whether or not
a student-created accompaniment
is effective for a Riven song
or story.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subj Area: Muni

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learne .,. will delel p nkil1t in music: ainging, rhythms,
listening, instrumental perfornance, nualysin, ova untion, conducting, music
reading, arl physical coordination.

Objectives_

4.48 Compare the appropriateness of
of choices in tempo and
dynamics for performance of
various songs.

4.49 He aware of the effect of
phrases and cadsnces in
organizing compositions,
songs, and poems.

4.50 Be aware of the effect o
mode changes, augmentation,
and diminution on melodies.

4.51 Make comparisons of differ nt
performances of the same
piece of music.

4.52 Understand need of "breath
beat and cut-off.

4.53 Understand the significance
of beat patterns in conducting.

4.54 Understand appropriate symbols
for notating pitch and rhythm.

easur

4.48.1 Verbalize about the effect
of those changes.

4.49.1 Demonstrate underetanding of
the impOrtance of phrases and
cadences in the orgr,nization
of compositions, poems, and songs.

14.50.1 !Jae changes of modes, augmen-
tation, and diminution, and
evaluate response to changes.

4.51. Compare class performance with
recorded performance of 9 me
music.

4.52.1 Begin and end according to
teacher's leading.

4.52.2 Use "breathing" beat and cut-off
in leading music performances.

4.53,1 Match beat pat-erns to
appropriate meter signatur

4.53.2 Use appropr
in followin

te beat patterns
familiar music.

4.54.1 Read and per orm music usin
letter names scale degree, and
syllables.
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Grade Love

Skills/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop akil
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evalu
reading, and physical coordination.

Pitg 9

mut: -. singing, rhyth-
on, conducting, munic

4.55 Apply concept of fractions
to reading of rhythm.

4.56 Apply understanding of
to reading.

4.57 Unde
sign

tend function of key
ures.

4 55.1 Apply fraction terminology
to rhythmic notation.

4.55.2 Read complex rhythm patterns in a
variety of meters using whole,
hell, quarter, eighth. and
sixteenth note

4.55.3 Read and perform triplets,
oubdivid d beats, and syncopat n.

4.56.1 Read music accurately using
all intervals encountered in

4.57.1 Apply knowledge of key
signatures to establish and
understand tonality.

4.57.2 Identify key signatures at
sight.

4.58 Understand transposition. 4.58.1 Recognize key changes and
transpositions within compositions.

4.58.2 Transpose familiar melodies into
easy keys.

4.59 Be familiar with new, 4.59. Perform from nontraditional
nontraditional notations. notations.

4.60 Integrate music _ understandings 4,60.1 Incorpor te phrasing and
dynamics in the reading procein reading.
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Grade Level: 8

Skills/Subject Are Munic

Page 10

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop skills in mua c: singing, rhythms,
listening, instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, runic
reading, and phyaical coordination.

gbj B

4.61 Respond to rhythms and
dances using the whole body.

4.62 Use the body as a rhythm
instrument.

4.61.1 Use purposeful body movements
for rhythms and dances.

4.62.1 Perform with class using clap,
tap, snap p, and stamp.

4.63 Control gross and fine motor 4.63,1 Use musical instruments 1 h
movements as needed. purpose and care.

4.63.2 Apply more sophiaticated

performance techniques than in
earlier years.

4.63.3 Establish and mainta n a steady
beat.

4.63.4 Establish and maintaIn desired
tempo.

4.63.5 Perform silenc s as well as
sounds carefully.

4.63.6 Perform changes in tempo,
dynamics, and articulation w
care.

4.63.7 Use variety of atruing
techniques with autoharp and/or
guitar and ukulele.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilln/Subject A Mu ic

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will develop a knowl dge of munic: history,
literature, and te minology.

Obiectiv

5.1 Know that munic is written
and performed in various
combinations.

g Know that mualc
by many different creators.

5.3 Verbalize about various songs
and instrumental pieces with
which s!he ia familiar.

5 4 Be aware of music f om a
range of times and places.

5.5 Be aware of music drama and
music theatre.

5.6 Apply concepts of style to
familiar music literature.

5.1.1 Iden Ify band, orchestra, solo,
quartet, and others.

5. . Te
of

names and details of lives
miller composers.

Name various songs and
instrumental pieces and be aware
of growing repertoi

5 4 I Identify on he ng tire period
of composition.

5.5.1 Identify specific operas and
musicals and demonstrate
familiarity with stories and
music.

2 Study in detail munic from
specific countries and own country.

5.6.1 Verbalize about stylistic
differences in varied music
selections.

5.7 Know that music is related 5.7.1 Give examples of relation of
music to color, shape, and
movement.

to the other arts

349

5.7.2 Investigate in detail specific
relationships of the elements of
music and those of the other
arts.



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area. Music

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop n knowledge of munic: history,
literature, and terminology.

Ob ectives

5.8 Know that each art is made up
of basic elements.

5.9 Know appropriate terms used in
music stud

5.8.1 Interrelate detn
basic elements of munic dance,
drama, and art.

5.9.1 Identify and uses terms
descriptive of VatiOtat elements of
music--instrument names,
analytical terms (e.g., same/
different, phrase, sequence,
cadence), movement and dance,
and the like.

5.9.2 Recognize and use terms rela-ing
to design in music (D.C., al fine,
repeat signs) and names of forms
(e.g., sonata, symphony,
passacaglia, fugue).

5.9.3 Use appropriate terminology for
harmony, correct chord names for
guitar and autoharp, name chords
by scale degree on which they are
formed ( r, IV, V, V7).

5.9.4 Name periods of music history as
related to music studied (e.g.,
Baroque, Classical, Romantic).

5.9.5 Use knowledge of terminology to
underatand the ways in which
varied elements of music may he
organizee into a functional
whole.
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INSTRUMENT ES 6-

MAJP_r Enti

Students my enter inatrumental programs at varied ages and tatea of
development. Publiehed music for band and orchestral inat Anents is generally
graded on a six-step scale, with grade one being typically aosigned to beginners
of any age, and grade six to the moat advanced players, regardless of their
placement in school. For this reason, competency descriptions for instrumental
music are given at six levels, paralleling the commonly-uaed levels of
difficulty.

The instrumental curriculum is battled on a spiral design, with the focus on
development of skills and knowledge being repeated at each level. Each
succeeding level adds new knowledge and continues the dovelopmpnt of skills to
progressively refined degrees.

Skint§ developed in this a,- a include tholie in rhythm, ear-trainiogo
performance, conducting, form r analysis, and music reading. Knowledge ia
expanded in an historical and sLylistic understanding of the music being
studid. This knOwledge is applied to provide insights into the accurate
performance of each mueical selection, not only with regard to specific
technical requirements of a particular piece, but to the quality of sound as
well. Knowledge is *leo expanded continually regarding symbols, terminology,
and other indications on the printed aeon'. Experience in both solo and large
and small ensemble playing is au ongoing feature of this instructional area.

The essential intent of this study is to integrate perceptions in such a
way that the instrument becomes an ext.nion of the student as a means of
personal, musical, social, and emotional expression.
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Instrumental _Outline_jmis.s2s12ratteIcils, levels 1-6)*

lsvel_On

1. Skills in muøic

1.1 Understand rhythms in literature studied (rhythm).
1.2 Understand technique and pitch discrimination involved in tuning

(aural).
1.3 Perform major scales in one octave (performance).
1.7 Sight-read appropriate musical examples (reading).

2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Understand musical termn in literature studied (t nology).

Level Two

1. Skills in music

1,1 Understand beat units in addition to the quarter note (rhythm).
1.3 Understand technique and pitch discrimination needed for tuning

instruments (aural).
1.6 Apply basic concepts of tone production (performance).
1.10 Sight-read appropriate musical examples (reading).

2. Knowledge of =sic

1.1 Understand terms in literature s u ad (te nology).

Level Thre

1. Skills in music

1.1 Understand rhythms found in literature studied (rhythm).
1.2 Understand intervals (aural).
1.5 Perform tonic arpeggios (performance).
1.9 Understand musical form and elementary harmonic principles (form).
1.10 Read musical examplea at sight (reading).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or akill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the North Carollina_Competency7Based
Curriculum.

-
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2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop,a repertoire of per -mance music appropriate for inotrument
(history/literature).

2.2 Understand terms found in li erature stud d (terminol gy

Level Four

1. Skills in music

1.1 Underatand complex rhythm patterns (rhythm
1.2 TUO4 individual instrument (aural),
1.7 Understand trills, grace notes, and alternate f n (ince).
1.12 Understand conducting patterns (conducting).
1,13 Understand musical form (form).
1.14 Sight-read musical examples (reading).

2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of performance music for instrument
(history/literature)

2.2 Understand musical terms terminology).

Level. Five

1. Skilla in music

1.1 Understand rhythms encountered in literature studied (rhythm).
1.2 Tune individual instrument (aural).
1.5 Understand tone production (performance).
1.14 Understand conducting patterna (conducting).
1.15 Understand musical form (form).
1.16 Sight-read musical examples (form).

Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of performance music for instrume
(history/literature).

2.2 Understand musical terminology (terminology).

Level Six

1. Skills in music

1.1 Perform complex rhythm patte- s (rhythm).
1.2 Tune instrument (aural).
1.10 Exhibit self-reliance in perf rmance of solo and small ensemble

literature (performance).
1.11 Understand musical form (form).
1.12 Conduct rehearsals of ensemble (conduc _n
1.13 Sight-read musical examples (reading).
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Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo and ensemble 1-
(bistory/literature).

2.2 Understand musical terms (terminology).

368
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Grade Level: I

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Music/Winds

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills In music: rhythm, aur 1, and
performance.

1.1 Understand rhythms in literature 1.1.1 Analyze and perform rhythm
patterns found in assigned
literature.

studied.

1.2 Understand technique and
pitch discrimination involved
in tuning.

Perform major scales in one
octave.

1.2.1 Begin attempts at tuning own
inatru an .

1 3.1 Perform at least two major
scales from memory.

1.4 Understand fingerings for 1.4.1 Perform chromatics in easy
chromatic scale.

1.5 UntLarstand register changes
and fingerings at the
"break" for woodwinds.

1.6 Understand lip slurs on
brass instruments.

range.

1.5.1 Perform music which involves
register changes and patterns
across the break.

1.6.1 Perform simple lip slurs
as assigned.

1.7 Sight-read appropriate 1.7.1 Perform examp es provided by
musical examples. instructor.
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Grade Level: 1

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Mu ic/Winds

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop a kno ledge of munic terminology.

2.1 Understand musical te
literature studied.

2.1.1 Apply meanings o
encountered in 1
studied.
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Grade Lev l:

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner w
perfonnance, and r ading.

MtT 1DUCATI(
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A lnrjtrumenta1 Mu 'ind

lop skilin in music: rhythm,

1.1 Und
add

and beat units in
n to the quarter note.

1 1.1 Perrorm with beat units In
addition to the quarter note.

1.2 Under tend difference between 1.2.1 Dcinonntrnee concert pitch un
concert pitch and notated pitch
on transposing instrumento.

Understand technique ft- I pitch
discrimination needed for
tuning instrument.

own instrument.

1.3.1 Develop confidence in tuni
awn instrument.

1.4 Perform major scales and 1.4.1 Know and perforv rour major
arpeggios in one oct ve. scalea (on. octave) plus torie

arpeggios.

1.5 Understand chromatic scale.

1.6 Apply basic concepts of
tone production.

1.7 Understand articulation
concepts.

1.8 Understand lip slurs
(brasses).

1.9 Perform solo, duet and/or
small ensembles.

Performs chromatic scale in one
octave.

1.6 1 Develop breath support and
embouchure.

1.7.' emonstrnce ability to perform
dtached and legaro articulation
styles.

Develop pro
lip slurs.

iency on assigned

1.9.1 Demonstrate experience in solo,
duet, and smell ensemble parfor
mance.

371



de Level!

Sk 11 /Subject Ar en Inetru nral Win

COMPRTENCY GOAL 1:. The learner wilt develop skate in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, and reading.

VOA

1.10S d appropriate
muelcat examples.

372

d examples provided by
tructor.



Grade Level: 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop a knouledge of MURic terMinOlOgY.

ARTS EDUCATTON
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Aran: instruments1 Music/Winds

2.1 Underatand terms in literature
studied.

2.1.1 Apply meanings of mnstcal
terms encountered in
literature.

373

359



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY COAL 1! Th
performance, form, gni

ne

d ng.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area! rumen- usic ndo

I develop kiiis in mu -ct rhy h-- aural.

Ob ectives

1 Underetand rhythms found in
literature studied.

1.2 Understand int

Tune individual instrument.

1.4 Perfo- ajor scales.

Perform tonic arpeggios.

1.6 Understand chromatic scale.

1.7 .Apply basic concepts of
tone produc ion.

Understand trill., grace
notes, and alternate
fingerings.

1.1.1 Demo strata understanding of
varied bent units, note values,
And rests in simple and compound
met--

1.2.1 Recognize and perform simple
intervals by name.

Demonutrate ability to tune own
instrument,

1.4.1 Demonstrate per_ormance of three
additional scales in extended
range (total of seven major
scales).

1.5.1 Perform tonic arpeggios and
exercises of the seven major
scales in varied patterns of
articulation.

1.6.1 Perform chromatic cale WIth
increased range.

1.7.1 Demo strate appropriate tone
quality, embouchure, vibrato, and
breath control as well as adequate
tuning and awareness of particular
intonation problems.

1.8.1 Begin performsnce
grace notes, and a
fingerings in lite

374

trills
-rnate

ure studied.



Grade Level: 3 Page 2

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumrn 1 Mu c/Winds

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner wi l develop skills in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, form, and reading.

Ob actives a

1.9 Understand musical form and
elementary harmonic principles.

1.10 Read musical

1.9.1 Demonstrate understanding in
performance of structure in
music and basic harmony.

plea at sight. 1.10.1 ?erform at
appropr a

375

361

gh matetial
vel one.



G -do Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCAT/ON

Skills/Subject Area: Inatrum n Music/Winds

IMETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop a knowledge of the history1
literature, and terminology of music.

2.1 Devel p a repertoire of
performance music appropriate
for instrument.

Demonstrate through performance
n knowledge of specific sticctiomi
of music literature.

2.1.2 Apply historical underntndinga
to performance.

Understand terms found in 2 2 1 Apply meaning of rcrmg found in
literature studied. liter ture studied.

376
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Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill /Subject A Instrument unic/Winds

COMPETENCY GOAL 1:, The learner will develop skills in mu ic: rhythm, aural,
performance, conducting, form, and reading.

Oh ec

1.1 Understand complex rhythm
patterns.

1.2 Tune individual Inatrument.

1.3 Perform major scale°.

1.4 Understand tonic and dominant
arpeggios.

Understand chromatic scale
fingerings.

1.6 Play instrument with
confidence.

1.7 Understand trill
notes, and alter
fingerings.

-ace

1.1,1 Perform complex rhythm patterns
in simple nrd compound meters as
found in literature studied.

1.2.1 Demonstrate ab:
own instrument
assistance.

ty

recisely without

1.3.1 Demonstrate two additional major
ecales from memory performed st
faster tempos than previously
(total of nine scales), and
perform scales in increased
ranges.

1.4.1 Perform tonic and dominant
arpeggios at faster tempos than
previously.

Demonstrate chromatic scale
in wider range and faster tempo.

1.6.1 Demonstrate acceptable tone
quality, embouchure, vibrato, and
breath support With appropriate
articulations.

1.6.2 Demonstrate clarity in single
tonguing at varied tempi.

1.7.1 Demonstrate increased facility
with trills, grace notes, end
alternate fingerings as
encountered in literature
studied.

377
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Are u -n Muni /Windn

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, conducting, form, and reading.

1.8 Understand lip slurs
(brass instruments),

1.9 Underatand minor ncolcn
and arpeggios and understand
intervals.

1.8.1 Demonstr
in par o

ncreased fac
of lip slurs.

1.9.1 Perform minor stales and
arpeggios, and demonstrate, in
performance, increasing facil. '

in reading and performing
varied intervals.

1.10 Understand multiple 1.10.1 Study and perform double
and triple tonguing.articulations.

Perform solo and sma
en amble literature.

1.12 Understand conducting patterns.

Understand musical form.

Demonstrate experience In solo
and small ensemble work through
performance of literature from a
selected list of music.

1.12.1 Recognize and perform in accord
with the conducting patterns
encountered In music studied.

1.13.1 Demonstrate comprehension of
more complex musical forms than
at earlier levels.

1.14 Sight-read musical examples. 1.14.1 Perform at sight material
appropriate for level two.

378

364



Grade Level: 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner
literature, and termthology.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject A a: Instru enta u Inds

_ develop a knowledge of music:

Ob

2.1 Develop a repertoire of
per ormance music for
instrument.

2.2 Understand musical terms.

379

2.1.1 motrte In performance
knowledge of history and style
appropriate for composition.

2.2.1 Demonstrate an understanding in
performance of musical terms
encountered in literature
studied.



Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/SulOect Area: lnstrumen U- c/Winds

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, conducting, form, and reading.

Understand rhythms encountered
in literature stud ed.

1.2 Tune individual inst

1.3 Perform major scales as well as
tonic and dominant
arpeggios.

1.4 Understand fingerings for'
chromatic scale.

1.5 Understand tone production.

1.6 Unde
pitc

t nd alter
producticw.

-Ides of

1.7 Perform lip al_ (brass).

1.8 Understand process of
transposition.

Perform rhythms In simple
and compound meter as required
in the literature studied.

1.2.1 Demonstrate ability to tune
instrument with precision and to
perform with accurate intonation.

1.3.1 Perform from meiory eleven
major scales along with tonic
and dominant arpeggioa in varied
articulations.

1.4.1 Perform from memory chromatic
scale throughout the range of
the instrument.

1.5.1 Demonstrate acceptab e breath
control, vibrato, embouchure,
and tone quality.

1.6.1 Demonstrate advanced ability to
use alternate fingerings and/or
slide positions (trombone).

1.7.1 Demonstrate advanced skills
performance of lip slurs in
musical literature.

380

Demonstrate understanding of
process by performing simple
transpositions appropriate for
instrument.



Grade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumenta usic/Winds

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skIlls in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, conducting, form, and reading.

1.9 Develop skill in multi le
articulations.

1.10 Develop skill in performance
of intervals.

1 Understand enhar onic tones.

Underetand minor scales and
arpeggios.

1.13 Perform advanced solo and
ensemble literature.

ensures
_

1.9.1 Demorwrate results from special
study of double And triple
tonguing.

1.10.1 Perform intervals in var ed
patterns of artieu ation.

1 Demonstrate enharmonic tones
involved in alternate fingerings
and transpo ition.

1.12.1 Demonstrate by performance all
minor scales and arpeggios
assigned by instructor.

Demonstrate extensive
experience with technically and
musically advanced repertoire
from selected lista.

1 4 Understand conducting patterns. 1.14.1 Recognize and follow with
facility all standard conducting
patterns required in literature
studied.

5 Understand musical form.

1.16 Sight-read musical examples.

1.15.1 Demonstrate advanced under-
standing of form and harmonic
principles through application
to litersture studied.

1.16.1 Read with fluency materials
appropriate for level three.

381
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Crad- Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrument iusicfw1n

COMPETENCY GOAL 2:- The learner wi I develop a knowledge of the history,
literature, and terminology of music.

urea

2.1 Develop a rape
performance music for
instrument.

2.2 Understand musical termin ogy.

2.1.1 Demon8trate in performance
knowledge of history and style
appropriate for compositions
performed.

2.2.1 Appay meaning to performance of
all musical terms encountered in
literature studied.

382

368



Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumen us Jinds

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skill!: in music: rhythm, au
performance, form, conducting, and reading.

Ob ectives

1.1 Perform complex rhythm patterns. 1.1,1

1.2 Tune instrument. 1.2-1

1.2.2

Understand major scales. 1.3.1

1.4 Understand arpeggios. 1.4.1

1.5 Understand minor scales.

1.6 Perform with well controlled
tone quality.

1.6.1

1.7 Understand transposItion. 1.7.1

1.8 Understand alternate means
of pitch production.

1.8.1

383

60

Perform all rhythm patterns
found in literature studied.

Tune instrument without
/Iasi tante from instructor.

Monitor OWP intonation and
adjust to that of group as
necessary.

Perform from memory all major
scales in extended range.

Per orm from memory arpeggios in
all keys Including major, minor
augmented and diminished.

Perform from memory minor scales.

Demonstrate a high degree of
control in embouchure, breath
control, varied articulations,
and vibrato (where applicable).

Demonst ate functional
transposition characteristic
of instrument.

Demonstrate in performance
fluency in the use of alternate
fingerings and slide positions
(trombone).



Grade Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumen usic/Wind

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, form, conducting, and reading.

1 9 Understand lip al

1 0 Exhibit self-reliance in
performance of solo and
small ensemble literature.

1.11 Understand musical form.

2 C9nduet rehearsals of
ensemble.

1.13 S ht-read mualcal examples.

1.9.1 Perform lip alur.s with facility
through all intervals.

1.10.1 Perform with confidence and
independence all applicable
solo and small ensemble
literature.

Exp ain and apply to performance
knowledge of musical structure
applicable to literature studied.

1.12.1 Demonstrate through conducting
of rehearsals knowledge and
understanding of conducting
patterns, preparatory beat.
cut-off, and knowledge of simple
scores.

1.13.1 Sight-read with fluency
material appropriate for level
four.

384

0



(r4d ,eve

COMPETENCY COAL 2: TI7 leu
-terstor e. nnd terminology.

2 1 Develop a r.pertoiri
naembl terature.

llnderntnnd mu1cl terms.

ARTS EPUCATTON
MUSIC ,DUCATION

Skilln/. Arn Tnntr nt

valop i k lodge of mnniel h tory

nnd 2.1. 1 ?arfonn both solo and ensem
_attire In appropriate

historical and stylistic context.

2.2.1 Apply meaning to performance of
all terms encountered in litelature
studied.



Instrumento ne neIected cum)eteneleo iovein
_-------

leyel One

1.

r

Skills in music

1.1 Understand beat units in Addition to the quarter note (rhythm).
1.7 Underetand basic rudiments (performance).
1.5 Sight-road appropriate musical examples (reading).

2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Understand terms in lit rtudied (te nologY).

Level Two

1. Skills in music

Understand rhythm
1.2 Understand proper h
1.6 Sight-read appropri

2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Understand musical te

Level Three

1. Skills in music

ature studied hythm
stick position performance).

xamplas (reading).

literature studied (te no Y).

1.1 Understand rhythms found in literature studied (rhythm).
1.3 Understand long roll (performanc
1.5 Understand musical form (form).
1.6 Reed musical examples at sight ( ding).

Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop repertoire of performance music appropriate for instrument
(solo and eneetble) (history/literature).

2.2 Understand terms found in literature studied (terminology).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the yorth Carolina Competency-Based
Curriculum.

_ r



Level Four

1. Skilirt In mu lc

1.1 Understand complex rhythm pntt nn (metern).
1.3 Understand major acelea (performance).
1.5 Understand conducting patterns (conducting).
1.6 Understand musical form (form),
1.7 Sight-read musical examples (reeding).

Knoiiledg. of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of performance music for instrument(n)
(both solo and ensembl (history/literature) .

2.2 Understand musical tome (terminology).

Level Five

Skills in music

1.1 Understand rhythms encountered in literature studied ythm).
1.2 Tune individual instrument (aural )_
1,3 Master 13 esmontial rudiments (performance).
1.8 Understanding conducting patterns (conducting).
1,9 Understand musical form (form).
1.10 Sight-read musical examples (reading).

Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of performance music for inst u nt(s)
(solo and aneemble) hiatory/literature).

2.2 Understand musical terminology (terminology).

Level Six

1. Skills in music

1.1 Perform complex rhythm patts rhythm),
),2 Tune instrument (aural).
1,3 Understand the 26 rudiments (p iformance).
1.10 Conduct rehearsals of ensemble (conducting).
1.11 Understand musical form (form).
1,12 Sight-reed musical examples (reeding).

Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo and ensemble literature
(history/literature).

2.2 Understand musical terms (terminology).

387
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Grada Level:

ART0 EDUCATION
MUSIC E UCATIon

Skills/Subject Area: I

Percunn

COMPET"NCY COAL 1: rhe le -ner will devel p sk1710 in music: rhythrn .
perfo-rance, and tenWing.

Underntand bee n

addition to the i'cunrter
note.

1.2 Understand henit rudiments.

1.3 Perform on m
Instruments

1.1.1 Perform with beat unlCs in

add tion to the quart mAe.

1.2.1 Demonstrate in perfortnnce
ningla strokes, dou
and flam.

ussion 1.31 Play simple melodies ern
beilø and/or xylophone,

1.4 Understand major scales.

Sight-read apprOpariate
musical exampletas

1.4.1 Perform at least three
scales.

1.5.1 Read examples provided ythe
instructor.

388
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dti v

CO 17/1z-NCY COAL 2: TN learner

1

HIIS/C
CATION

CATION

hject ACOAt

I develop n knowl d

trumnr
Percunsion

of mimic tC wlogy.

2 1 ilrideratimd tents in literature
em.udied.

2.1.1 Apply inga
terme enc.uncerod in
litera ae.

3 9

3 75



Grade Leve 1: 2

COM TENCY GOAL I The le
performance and reading.

A TSMUCA7.-rION
MUSIUDUCg-ATION

Sk111o/SuBj ot Area: Instrumental Music/
PercunsIon

r will 4uvolop okilla in music: rhytbm,

1.1 Understand rhythms in
literature tudied.

1.2 Understand proper hand and
stick position.

1.3 Unde
doub

nd ørigle and
troke.

1.4 Underst nd basic rudiments.

Study and perf;rm rhythm
patterns found in assigned
literature.

1.2. 1 Demonstrate in performance
proper hand and stick p

Demonstrate proper execution of
single and double stroke in
literature studied.

1.4. Demonstrate execution of flam.

1.5 Be aware of proper care for 1.5.11 Demonstrate care in maintenance
instrument. of, and performance on, instrument.

1.6 Sight-read approprIate examples. 1.6,ra Read examples provided by the
instructor.

39



Grade Level; 2

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner

AUSEDUC:. TTON
MNICEDUC:ATION

fials/SILAbject Aren: trntruuentu1
Percussion

a knowledge of tinic terminology.

2.1 Underetnd musical te
literature studied.

391

2.1 Apply meanings of terms
encountered in literature
studied.



Grnde Level: 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner
performance, form, and reading.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Ski s/Subject Ares: Instrumental Music/
Percussion

ill develop nkilln in music: rhythm,

1.1 Understand rhythms found in
literature studied.

1.2 UiWrtand major scales.

Understand long roll.

1.4 Understand other percus
instrument

1.5 Understand musical form.

1.1.1 Demonstrn-e unckrntnnding of
varied bent units note voluesi
and rests in simple and compound
meter.

1.2.1 Demonstrate three additions
major scales on melody instrument
(total of six).

Demonstrate performance of long
roll (open and closed).

on 1.4.1 Demonstrate facility on bass
drum and cymbals.

1.5.1 Demonstrate in performance
knowledge of atructure in
munic.

1.6 Read musical examples at 1.6.1 Perform at sight material
sight. appropriate for level one.

392



G ado Leve

COM ,TENCY COAL 2: The learner
terminology.

2.1 Develop repertoire of
performance music appropriate
for instrument (solo and
ensemble).

RT ErUCATTON
HUSIC E-TFDUCATION

SkillmN/Subject Area: Tnstrumental Music/
Percussion

op a knowledge of muslc: and

2.1 1 Demonstrate through performance,
a knowledge of specific selections
from music literature.

2.2 Understand terms found In 2.2.1 Know end apply meaning of
terms found in literature stu d.

literature studied.

393



Grade Level: 4

ARTS t1CATION
MUSIC EIRAII7 ON

Sk II/Subject Area: Instrumental u i /
Percussion

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will dev44 kiils in music: rhythm,
performance, conducting, form, and readi0

Understand complex rh thm
patterns.

Master five crntial
rudiments.

1,1.1

1.3 Understand major scales. 111

1.4 Perform solo and small
ensemble literature.

1,11,1

1.5 Understand conducting patterns. 1,L1

1.6 Understand musical form. 1,611

1.7 Sight-read musical ex td,l

Perform c mplex rhythm patterns
in simple and compound meters as
found in literature studied.

Perform with f uency single
utroke, double stroke, flam,
ruff, and five ntroke roll.

Perform three additional major
scales on melody instruments
(total of nine).

Demonstrate experience in solo
and small ensemble work through
performance of literature from a
selected list of music.

Recognize and perform in accord
with the conducting patterns
encountered in music studied.

Demonstrate comprehension
more complex musical forms than
at earlier levels.

Perform at sight material
appropriate for level two.



Grade Leve

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilla/Suhject Area Instrumental Music/
Pe cussion

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wi 1 develop a knowledge of the history*
literature, and terminology of music.

2.1 Develop a r pertoire of
performance music for
instrument(s) (both solo
and ensemble).

2.2 Understand musical terms.

Demonstrate in performance
knowledge of hietory and
style appropriate for
composition.

2.2.2 Demonstrate in performance
understanding of reusical terms
encountered in literature
studied.

395

381



G ado Level: 5

ART, EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Muaic
Per sion

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skilln in munic: rhythm, aural
performance, conducting, form, and reading.

1.1 Understand rhythms encountered
in literature studied.

1.2 Tune individual in rument.

Master 13 essential rudiments.

1.4 Understand minor scales.

1.5 Perform on tympani.

1.6 Perform on all percua ion
instrument

1.7 Pe form advanced solo and
ensemble literature.

396

1.1.1 Perform rhyth:- in simple and
compound meter required in the
literature studied.

1.2,1 Demonstrate ability to tune
instrument with preciainn and to
perform with accurate intonatIon.

Perform with fluency th
essential rudiments for the snare
drum.

1.4.1 Demonstrate beeic understanding
of minor scale formation.

Demonstrate advanced skills on
tympani with multiple drums.

1.6.1 Demonstrate in performance
experience with all other
percussion instruments required
for literature studied.

1.7.1 Demonstrate extensive experience
with technically and musically
advanced repertoire from selected
lists.



Grade vel: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Music/Percussion

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in mUnic rhythm,
performance, conducting, form, and rending.

al,

Ob ec Measure

1.8 Understand conducting
patterna.

1.9 Understand musical form.

1.8.1 Recognize and follow with
facility all standard conduct
patterns required in literature
studied.

1.9.1 Demonstrate advanced underntnndnR
of form through application to
literature studied.

1.10 Sightread musical examples. 1.10.1 Read wIth fluency materials
approprIate for level three.

397



de

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner wi
literature, and terminology.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSiC EDUCATION

Skil _/Subj ct Ar- Inetrumentel Music/
Percussion

develop n kno edge of music: history,

2.1 Develop a repertoire
performanci music for
instrument(s) (solo and
ensemble).

2.2 Understand musical tt--

2.1.1 Demonstrate in perfo mance
knowledge of history and style
appropriate for compositions
performed.

nology. 2.2.1 Explain and apply
performance all musical
encountered in literatu
studied.

398

384



Grade vel,

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental
Percussion

The learner vi l develop skil
onducting, form, and reading.

n music:- rhythm, aural

1.1 Per orm complex rhythm
patterns.

1.2 Tune inst ment(s).

Understand the 26 diments.

1.4 Utiderstand major scales.

1.5 Demenstr te advanced mallet
techniques.

1.6 Perform with multiple
tympani.

1.7 Unders and multiple
percussion.

Perform on all percussion
instrum nts.

1,9 Exhibit self-reliance in
performance of solo and
small ensemble literature.

Perform with fluency, all
rhythm'patterns found in
literature studied.

1.2.1 Perform tunings on all tuned
percussion with ease, both be ore
and during performance.

1.3.1 Demonstrate etrough performance,-
the 26 rudiments for snare drum.-

1.4.1 Perform all major scales on
melody instruments.

1.5.1 Perform with four mallets on
xylophone.

1.6,1 Demonstrate performance requiring
three and four tympani.

1.7.1 Perform with fluency on stage
band set.

1.8,1 Demonstrate advanced skills
with all other percussion
instruments.

1.9.1 Perform with confidence and
independence all applicable
solo and small ensemble
literature.

399



Grade Lava

Skills/Subject Area: Instruments

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner wi
performance, conducting, form, and

Page '2

usic/Percus_ on

develop ski
reading.

c: rhythm, aursl

Objectives

1.10 Conduct rehearsals of ensemble.

1.11 Understand musical form.

1.12 Sight-read musical examples.

Measures

1 10.1 Demonstrate through conducting
of rehearsals knowledge and
understanding of conducting
patterns, preparatory beat,
cut-offs, and knowledge of simp__
scores.

1 Explain and apply to performance
knowledge of musical structure
applicable to literature studied.

1 12.1 Sight-read with fluency material
appropriate for level four.

400



de _evel: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumenta maic/
Percussion

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop a knowledge of the histo_
literature, and terminology of music.

2.1 Develop a repertoire of
solo and ensemble
literature.

2.2 Understand musical tel

2.1.1 Perform varied selections from
solo and ensemble literature
demonstrating awareness of history
and style.

2.2.1 Explain and apply meaning to
performance all terms encoun ered
in literature studied.

401



Instruments u- c: Strin

1. Skills in music

ne selected cometences, levels -6)*

1.1 Understand rhythm values for notes and rests (rhythm
1.2 Understand rhythms in literature studied (rhythm).
1.3 Develop ear training skills (aural).
1.5 Understand correct playing position for the body, instrument, and

bow (performance).
1.11 Sight-read appropriate musical examples reading).

Knowledge of music

2.1 Understand musical terms in literature studied te n-logy).
2.2 Know the parts of the instrument (terminology).

Level TWo

1. Skills in music

1.1 Understand rhythm va ues for notes and rests rhythm
.1.3 Understand beat units in addition to the quer er not path): nce).
1.5 Develop improvisatory skills (aural).
1.8 Understand bowing technique (performance).
1.13 Sight-read appropriate musical examples (reading).

2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Understand terms in literatu tudied ( e- ino

Level Three

Skills in music

1.1 Recognize that rhythm is made up of strong and weak pulses
(rhythm).

1.3 Tune individual instrument (aural).
1.7 Perform major scales (performance).
1.11 Understand musical form and elementary harmonic principles (form
1.12 Read musical examples at sight (reading).

* Only selected competencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included in this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the North Carolina Comfetency-Based
Curriculum.

_ _
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edge of music

2.1 Understand mu

Level Four

1. Skills in music

1.1 Understand
103 Understand
1.5 Understand
1.15 Understend
1.16 Understand
1.17 Create and
1.18 Sight-read

cal terms found in literature studies (terminology).

complex rhythm patterns (rhythm).
intervals (aural).
tonic and dominant arpeggios (performance)
conducting patterns (conducting).
musical form (form)._,

notate original compositions (crea ive).
musical examples (reading).

Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire 43_ solo and ensemble literature
(history/literatUre).

2.2 Understand musical terms (terminology).

Level Five

1. Skills in music

1.3 Understand rhythms encountered in literature studied (rhythm).
1.4 Tune individual instrument (aural).
1.9 Perform with vibrator(performance).
1.14 Understand conducting patterns (conducting).
1.15 Understand musical form (form).
1.16 Create and notate original compositions (crea ve).
1.17 Sight-read musical examples (reading).

2. Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a
(htstory/litera

2.2 Understand mu i

Lev l_Six

1. Skills In music

of solo and ensemble literature

a rminology (terminology).

1.1 Understand rhythm patterns encountered in literature (rhythm).
1.4 Tuna individual Instrument (aural).
1.11 Perform with vibrato (performance).
1.16 Conduct rehearsals of ensemble (conduc ng).
1.17 Understand musical form(form).
1.20 improvise music (creative).
1.21 Sigh -read musical examples (reading).
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Knowledge of music

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo and ensemble literature
(history/literature).

2.2 Understand musical te ( rminology).

404
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Grade vel:

COMPET
performance, and reading.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skil -/Subject Area: Instrumental Music/
Strings

1: The learner will develop skills in music: rhythm, aural,

1._ Understand,rhythm values
for notes and rests.

1.2 Understand rhythms in
literature studied.

1.3 Develop ear training skills.

1.4 Understands techn ques and
pitch discrimination
involved in tuning.

1.5 Understand correct playing
position for the body,
instrument, and bow.

1.6 Underst nd bowing technique.

Read and play with accuracy
whole, half, quarter, and eighth
notes and rests in 4/4, 3/4, and
2/4 meter.

1.2.1 Study and perform rhythm
patterns found in assigned
literature.

Manipulate pitches.

Match pitches.

Play simple scales.

Play simple double stops.

1.4.1 Observe instructor in process
of tuning instrument.

1.5.1 Demonstrate in performance, the
correct playing position for
body, instrument, and bow.

1.6.1 Demonstrate bowing with full
bow, middle, upper half, and
lower half, using basic ch.ache
and martele strokes.

1.6.2 Perform Ample st_ing

405
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Skil s/Subjec Area: Instrumental Music/Strings

COMPEIENCi GOAL 1: The learne will develop skills in music: rhythm, aural
performance, and reading.

1.7 Understand pizzicato.

1.8 Understand finger patterns
for major scale.

1.9 Per orm major scales in
one octave.

1.10 Care for instrument.

1.7.1 Demonstrate correct pizzicato
technique.

1.8.1 Demonstrate correct finger
patterns for major scale.

1.9.1 Perform from memory three
major scales appropriate for
instrument.

1.10.1 Demonstrate proper care In
playing Instrument and placing
inAnd removing from case.

Sightread appropriate 1.11.1 Read examples provided by
musical examples. instructor.

406
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Grad vel:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: 7uti rwIn 1 Musi /
Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop a knowledge of music cermin

2.1 Understand musical terms in 2.1.1 Know and apply meanings of
terms encountered in literature
studied.

literature studied.

2.2 Know the parts of the
Instrument.

2.2.1 Name and describe parts
the instrument and bow.

L117
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instruments- Musicf
Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, and reading.

Underdtand rhythm values
fcr notes and rests.

1.2 Understand rhythm patterns
in literature studied.

1.3 Understand beat units in
addition to the quarter note.

1.4 Understand technique and
pitch discrimination needed
for tuning instrument.

1.1.1 Read and play with accuracy
whole, half, quarter, and eighth
notes, and rests in 4/4, 3/4, 2/4,
6/8, 3/8, and 2/2 meter.

1.2.1 Study and perform rhyt
patterns found in assigned
literature.

Perform with beat units in
addition to the quarter note.

1.4.1 Demonstrate ability to determIne
if instrument is in tune.

1.5 Develop improvisatory skIlls. 1.5.1 Perform melodies by ear.

1.6 Understand correct playing
position for the body,
instrument, and bow.

1.6.1 Demonstrate in performance
correct playing position for
body, instrument, and bow.

1.7 Be aware of basic concepts of 1.7.1 Demonstrate good habits of
tone production.

1.8 Understand bowing technique.

1.9 Under tend pizzicato,'

sound production in per ormance.

1.8.1 Demons
martele
stroke.

e basic detache,
autille, and spiccato

1.9.1 Demonstrate pizzica o on open
rings and in melodies.

4 8
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Grade Level:

:Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Music/Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills In music:
performance, and reading.

rhythm, aural,

1.10 Understand finger patterns for
ma or and minor scales.

1. 0 1 Demons rate correct finger
patterns for major and minor
scale.

10.2 Make clear distinction between
whole and half snaps.

1.11 Perform major scales and 1.11 Know and perform major scales
arpeggios in one octave. (one octave) plus tonic

arpeggios.

1.17 Perform solo, duet, and/or
smell ensembles.

1.13S

.12.1 Demonstrate experience in so
duet, and small ensemble
performance.

ad appropriate 1.13.1 Read at sight examples
.cal examples.

395
409
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2: The learner

ARTS RDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Music
Strings

11 develop a knowledge of music terminology.

Oh ectives easure-

2,1 Understand terms in
literature studied.

2.2 Know the parts of the
instrument and the func
of each.

2.1.1 Know and apply meanings o
musical terms encountered in
literature.

2.2.1 Name and describe the parts of
on the instrument and bow. Describe

the function of each.

410
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skillp/Subject Area: In
Stt

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner wtll develop skills in m ic: rh,thm, aural,
performance, form and analysis, and reading.

Qbjeetivea

1.1 Recognize that rhythm is made
up of strong and weak pulses.

1.2 Understand rhythms found in
lftere udied.

1.3 Tune indiy dual instrument.

Demonstrate in performance the
ability to dIfferentIate strong
And weak pulses in 2 4 3/4, and
4/4 beat patterns.

1.2.1 Demonstrate unerntand1ng of
varied beat units, note values,
and rests in simple and compound
meter.

1.3.1 Demonstrate ability to tune own
instrument acceptably to a
standard pitch.

1.4 Understand in ervals. 1.4.1 Recognize and perform simple
intervals by name.

1,5 Understand correct playing
position for the body,
instrument, and bow.

Demonstrate in performance
correct playing position foe
body, instrument, and bow.

1.6 Play all patterns in positIons 1.6.1 Demonatrate proficiency in
playing all finger patterns
applicable to instrument.

applicable to instrument.

1.7 Perform major scales. 1.7.1 Demonstrate performance from
memory of six major scales: D,
G, C, F, Bb, and Eb.

411
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ade Level: 3

Skilla/Subject Area: Inntru ntal Mtic/tring s

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The 1
performance, form'and ana ysis, and reading.

Page 2

ill develop skills In music: hythm. aural.

Ob ectives re

1.8 Perform tonic arpeggios. 1.8.1 Perform tonic arpeggios and
exercises of the six major
scales in varied patterns of
articulation.

1.9 Understand varied styles of 1.9.1 Demonstrate In performance
bowing. correct usage of detache,

spiccato, sautille, and mertele
okes.

1 0 Underst nd basic fundamenta
of tone producti n.

Underatand musical form and
elementary harmonic
principles.

.10.1 Perform with controlled tone
production.

1.11.1 Demonstrate understanding in
performance of structure in
music end basic harmony.

1.12 Read musical examples at 1.12.1 Perform at sight material
sight. appropriate for level one.

412
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Music/
Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop a knowledge of music terminology.

2.1 Unders and musical terms found
in literature atudied.

413

9L)

Measure

2.1.1 Know and apply meanings of
terms encountered in literature
studied.

2.1.2 Know and apply appropriate
names for bowings in use.

2.1.3 Demonstrate appropriate usage of
up nnd Own-how maOingo as
well as all phrasing indications.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental unic/
Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The -_e_rner will develop ekIll s in music: rhythm, aural,
performance, ensemble, form and analysis, creative, and reading.

0 ectives

1.1 Understand complex rhythm
patterns.

1.2 Tune individual instrument.

Understand intervals.

1.4 Per-o major scales.

1.5 Understand tonic and
dominant arpeggios.

1.6 Understand positions applicable
to instrument.

1 7 Understand shiftin

Understand chromatic scale
fingerings.

Perform complex rhythm patterns
in simple and compound meters as
found in literature studied.

1.2.1 Demonstrate ability to tune own
instrument precisely to a net
standard without ASHiStance.

Recognize and perform accurtely
all major, minor, and perfect
intervals.

1.4.1 Perform from m mory eight major
scales: G, D, A, E, C, F, Pb,
and Lb.

1.5.1 Perform tonic and dominant
arpeggios at faster tempos than
previously.

1.6.1 Demonstrate proficiency in
playing all finger patterns in
applicable positions.

1.7.1 Dem nstrate proficiency in
shifting.

1.8.1 Demonstrate chromatic scale
in two octave range at moderate
tempo.

414
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de Level: 4

Skilis/Subject Arca: In u 1 Muic/String s

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: Th
performance, enaemble,

Page 2

develop skflls in mu e: rhythm, anmni
arm and analysis, creative, and reading.

1.9 Play instrument with confidence. 1.9.1 Demonstrate acceptable
tone quality, bowing, left hand
technique, and vibrato.

1.10 Understand varied styles
of bowing.

1 Understand
grace note

2 Understan-
and arpegg

-nd

nor scales

1.13 Understand intervals.

1.14 Perform solo and small
ensemble literature.

1.15 Understand conducting patterns.

1.16 Understand musical form.

1.10.1 Demonstrate in performance,
correct usage of proper bowing.

1.11.1 Demonstrate increased facility
with trills and grace notes
as encountered in literature
studied.

1.12.1 Per orm minor cales and
arpeggios.

Demonstrate in performance,
increasing facility in reading
and performing varied intervals.

1.14.1 Demonstrate experience in solo
and small ensemble work through
performance of literature from a
selected list of music.

1.15.1 Recognize and per orm in accord
with the conducting patterns
encountered in music studied.

1.16.1 Demonstrate comprehension of more
complex musical forms than at
earlier levels.

1415
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Ar Instrumental Mtisic/tringn

Page 3

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will de.velop skills in mu rhythm, aur 1,
performance, ensemble, form and analysis, creative, and reading.

Objeot Ate

1.17 Create and notite original.

compositions.
1.17.1 Produce original compositions

for instrument or group of
instruments scored in standard
notation.

1.17.2 Experiment with nonstandard
notation for composition.

d musical txemples 1.18.1 Perform at sight ma i

appropriate for leve

416
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Grade L 4

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EPUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Ins
Str;

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The 1-arner will develop a knowledge of music: history,
literature, and te minology.

eaeuren

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo
and ensemble literature.

2.2 Understand

417

403

2.1.1 Perform varied selections from
aolo and ensemble literature
demonstrating awareness of history
tnd style.

2.2.1 1)emonstrote in performance, an
understand-_ng of terms
encountered in literature studied.

2.2.2 Know and apply appropriate names
for bowinga used.

2.2.3 Demonstrate appropriate use of up
and downbow markings as we 1 as
all phrasing indications.



Grade LeveJ: 5

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: Tho

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Tntr'imenta1 Munic
Strings

nor l develop killn In munic: rhythm,
performance, conducting, form and analysis, creatIve, and reading.

Oblective_

Understand rhythms encountered
in literature studied.

1.1.1

1.2 Perform ci nging meters. 1.2.1

1.3 ng accents. 1.3.1

1.4 Tune indivLdual instrument. 1.4.1

1.4.2

1.5 Perform major scales as veil as
tonic and dominant arpeggios,

1.5.1

1.5.2

1.6 Understand fingerings for
chromatic scale.

1.6.1

418
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_ures

Perform rhythms in simple and
compound meter required In the
literature studied.

Demonetrate in performance
recognition of and reaponse to
changing and unusu i meters.

Demonstrate in performence
recognition of and response to
syncopated rhythms.

Demonstrate ability to tune
inetrument with precis on, and to
perform with accueate IntonatIon.

Demonstrate ability to adjust
intonation as needed to blend with
ensemble.

Perform from memory 10 major
scales plus tonic and dominant
arpeggios: G, D, A, E, C, F, Bb,
Eb, Ab, and Db.

Perform from memory relative
minor scales in all forms.

Perform from memory chromatic
scale throughout usable range.



Grade Level: Page 2

Skills/Subjec Area: Instrumental Hustcftrings

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in music: rhythm, /ural,
performance, conducting, form and analysi restive, and reading.

_Ob ectives Measures

1.7 Perform in different pinying
positions.

Understand shifting.

1.9 Perform wIth vibrato.

1.10 Develop skill in mu
stops.

1 Develop skill in performance
of intervals.

1.12 Use standard dynamic
markings.

Y Perform advanced solo and
ensemble literature.

1.7.1 Demonstrate in performance the
following poaitions: Violin and
Viola--Ist through 5th; Cello and
Bass--1/2 to thumb position.

1.8.1 Demonstrate proficiency in
shifting to and from all positions
used in exercises and exomples
from literature.

1.9.1 Demonstrate in performance the use
use of controlled vibrato.

1.10.1 Demonstrate results from special
study of double stops and chords.

1.11.1 Perform intervals with consiøte
ly accurate intonation.

1.12.1 Demonstrate in performance the
ability to recognize and apply
varied dynamic markings, including
pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff, fff, fz, and
fp.

419
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Demonstrate extensive experience
with technically and musically
advanced repertoire from selected
lists.



'rade Lev

Sk 116/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY COAL 1: Th
performance, conductin

Tnutru ntai Music/St_ ngn

learner will develop akilla in mus

Page 3

rhy
form and annlysis, creative, and reading.

,..Ohjectives

1.14 Understand conducting patterns.

1.15 Unde nd musical form.

1.14,1 Recognize and follow with
facility all standard conducting
patterns required in literature
studied.

1.14.2 Demonstrate conducting patterns
for at least four has c m

Demonstrate advanced understanding
of form and harmonic principles
through application to literature
atudied.

1-16 Create and notate ori inal 1 16.1 Produce original compositions
compositions, for instrument and/or group of

instruments scored in standard
notation.

1.16.2 Experiment with nonstandard
notation for compositions.

1.17 Sight-read musical 1.17.1 Read with fluency materials
examples. appropriate for level three.

1. 7.2 Read acceptably at performance
level.

420
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ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Grade evel: 5 Skil s/Subject Area: rnatrumental Mu
Strings

COMP TENCY GOAL 2: The learner
literature, and terminology.

develop a knowledge of music: b1tory,

Objecti yea

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo
and ensemble literature.

Measures

2.1.1 Perform varied selections from
solo and ensemble literature
demonstrating awareness of
history and style.

2.2 Understand musical trmino.1igy. 2.2.1 Explain and apply to perfor-
mance all musical terms
encountered in literature
studied.

2.2.2 Know and apply appropr ate
names for bowings used.

2.2.3 Demonstrate advanced usage of up
and down-bow markings as well as
all phrasing and dynamic
indications.

421
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skillm/SubJect 1.ren: Instrumental Munlc/
Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop a knowledge of musie:
literature, and terminology.

_
Objectives

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo
and ensemble literature.

Measures

2.1.1 Perform varied selections from
solo And ensemble literature
demonstrating awareness of
history and style.

2.2 Understand nun 11 te nolAgy 2.2.1 Explain and apply to perfor-
mance all musical terms
encountered in literature
studied.

2.2.2 Know and apply appropriate
names for bowings used.

2.2.3 Demonstrate advanced usage of up
and down-bow markings as well as
all phrasing and dynamic
indications.

422
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumenta ucic/
Strings

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop akIlls In music: rhythm, aural,
performance, conducting, form and ennlyin, creative, and reading.

1.1 Understand rhythms encountered 1.1.1 Perform rhythms in simple and
compound meter as required in
the literature studied.

in literature.

1.2 Perform changing meters
accurately.

shifting accents.

1.4 Tune individual instrument.

1.2.1 Demonstrate in performance
recognition of and responae to
changing and unusual meters.

1.3.1 Demonstrate in performance,
recognition of and response
to syncopated rhythms.

1.4.1 Demonstrate gbilitv to tune
instrument with precision and to
perform with accurate intonation.

1.4.2 Demonstrate ability to adjuat
intonation as needed to blend
with ensemble.

1.5 Understand major scales. 1.5.1 Perform from memory all
scales.

1.6 Understand arpeggios.

1.7 Understand minor scales.

1.6.1 Perform from memory arpeggios in
all keys including major, minor,
augmented and diminished.

1.7.1 Perform from memory a 1 minor
scales, in natural, harmonic,
and melodic form.

423
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Grad- Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Instrumental Music Strings

P ge 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop skills in mu c: rhythm, aural
performance, conducting, form and nnniysl, creative, and reading.

Ob ectives Meas

1.8 Perform with well-controlled
tone quality.

1 9 Perform in different playing
positions.

1.10 Unde hlfting.

Perform with vibrato.

1.12 Develop skill in multiple
stops,

1.8.1 Demonstrate a high degre
control.

1,9.1 Demonstrate in performance
11 positions applIcable to the

instrument.

1.10.1 Demonstrate proficiency _n
shifting to and from all positions
used in exercises and examples
from literature.

1.11.1 Demons rate in performance
use of contlolled vibrato.

1.12.1 Demonstrate ability to perform
octaves, multiple s cps, and
chords.

3 Perform all intervals. 1,13.1 Perform intervals with
consistently accurate IntonatIon.

1.14 Use standard dynamic
markings.

1.15 Exhibit self-reliance in
performance of solo and
ensemble literature.

1.14.1 Demonstrate in performance, the
ability to recognize and apply
varied dynamic markings, including
pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff, fff, fz, and
fp.

15.1 Perform with con idence and
independence all applicable
solo ensemble li erature.



Grade Let* 6

Skilla/Subject Instrumental Mu ngs

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will develop ski
performance, conducting, form and Analysis, ores

Page 3

music: rhythm,
ve, And reading.

_Object_iverl

1.16 Conduct rehearsale of
ensemble.

1.17 Understan_ musical form.

1.18 Create and notate original
compositions.

1.19 Compose and arrange study
materials.

1.20 Improvise music.

1.21 Sight-read musical examples.

1.16.1 Demonstrate, through
participation in rehears
knowledge and understanding of
conducting patterns, pre,-aratory
beat, cut-offs, and sivAe score.

1.16.2 Demon nducting patterns
for ar lent four basic meters.

.17.1 Explain and apply to performance
knowledge of musical atructure
applicable to literature studied.

1.18.1 Produce original compositions
for instrument, and/or group of
instruments scored in standard
notation.

1.18.2 Experiment with nonstandard
notation for compositions,

19,1 Demonstrate the ability to create
and arrange exercises and
materials for study.

1.20.1 Demonstrate in per ormance
ability to improvise in various
styles.

1.21.1 Sight-read with fluency material
appropriate for level four.

1.21.2 Sight-read acceptably at
performance level.

425
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Grade Niel: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Ins
Stri

MPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop a knowledge of music: hiutory,
literature, and termino ogy.

Ob GetiVes

2.1 Develop a repertoire of solo
and ensemble literature.

2.2 Understand musical terms.

Mcaau

2.1.1 Perform varied selections
solo and ensemble literatu e
demonstrating awareness of history
and style.

Perform
memory.

mpocitton& from

2.1.3 Describe historical periods by
name and verbalize details of
period and composer.

2 2 1 Explain and apply to performance
the meaning of all terms
encountered in literature studied.

2.2.2 Know and apply appropriate
names for bowings used.

426
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ChORAL MUSIC CPAUES 9-12

Major Emphanes

The choral mus c program at the secondary level builds on the knowledge,
concepts, and skills of the elementary general music program. Competenciesare described for it in four levels. Since students in this program are at
varying degrees of achievement, which may not be rel.aatted to grade level
placement in school, the description in terms of achevement levels makes itpossible to locate any student along this continuum 111.1 n d to provide for
additional challenges in improvement of herlhis

The choral curriculum le based on a spiral desigEgn, with t e focus ondev lopment of attitudes , skills, and knowledge beiro=g repeated at each levet.
New knowledge is added at each level and the dei...relopment of skills is

continued to a progreasively refined degree.

Inasmuch as choral music is, by its nature, a sc=#cial phenomenon, student
attitudes are important to thia endeavor. The develc=pment of positive attitudes
both toward the student personally and toward others le vital. Maturing of
vocal, interpretative, and reading skills is another important focus of thisstudy. Included in this area of the program is contfnuing refinement of the
capacity to sing with carefully controlled pitch and vocal, production andknowledge of how to care for the voice. Emphasis on the development of clearvowels and well-pronounced coneonants is maintained E'er the production of
optimal tone and diction. Also stressed throughout t:=.he program is the abilityto shape phrases expressive of the composer's intent, precision of ensemble,and the ability to read the printed score at an incre_ singly sophisticatedlevel.

The broad sweep of choral literature, reflectIng many perfnda of historyand input from innumerable individual creators, prowl...dee the basis for the
development of a knowledge of historical, stylistic, waand formal components
which must be integrated to achieve realistic interpriesetations of this music.A natural implication of choral study is the developmesent of a clear and
meaningful understanding of all terms, symbols, and imalterpretative indicationswhich the student encounters in the printed score.
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9112"i Music rnt"""ei" 1-"c 1"4 *

Level One

1. Positive attitude

1.1 Show peesonal commilsment to townie ( aolf

1.3 Evidence reeponeibi:Mity and loyalty tow droup

2. Skills in music

dothers).

2.2 Breathe correctly (..-..zocal).
2.8 Demonstrate an awarc=ness of ensemble ef rp -at ve).
2.12 Recognize key of the..tt work being atudied

Knowledge of music

3.1 Sing choral literactsm.re from varied histo atyle perthde
(history/literature)

3.4 Understand rhythm plutterns (theory
3.6 Know appropriate ternms used in mus c studlid inoloo).

Level Two

1. Positive att tudos

1.2 Take pride in musica:=1 accomplis ents %Neel f
1.3 Evidence responsibil:Aty and loyalty to teup (towardothers).

2. Skills in music

2.4 Understand principleamd of diction (vocal).
2.8 Demonstrate phrasing interpretative).
2.12 Read rhythmic patters= (reading).

Knowledge of music

3.2 Sing varied types of choral repertoire (hieory erattA0.
3.6 Understand harmony (=heory).

. 3.7 Know appropriate termmas used in music studidd(te nology).

* Only se:ected competencies, t=hose most representative of bjectilas at a
particular grade or skill leveJUL have been included inthis cmnatlinc The
numbers correspond to objectivemel9 in the North_ CarolineComptency-Based
Curriculum.
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Leval Three

1. Positive attltudeo

1.2 Take ;pride in musical accomplishments (toward self).
1.3 videce responsibIlity and loyalty toward group (toward othet

2. Skills in =music

Underaastand proper care at the voice (vocal).
2.10 Demonaestrate an awareness of ensemble effort (interpretative).
2.16 Incorp=orate symbols and markings into reading process (reading

3. Knowledge cmpf music

3,3 Sings music of both large and small ensembles (history/lice, ).
3.7 Un4er=tand harmony (theory).
3,8 Know ik.-ppropriate terms found In muSIc studied (te-minology).

Level Four

1. Positive at titudes

1,2 Show p..pwersonal dIscrimination in music proc (toward self).
1.4 Eviden.04=e responsibility and loyalty toward group (toward others).

2. Skills in mumasic

2.6 Exhibisit a tonal range over an octave (vocal).
2.12 Read emit sight (interpretative).
2.17 Relate the parts of the score into the whole (reading).

Knowledge eiM music

3.2 Relate appropriate choral tone to period of composition
(his otmry/literature).

3.7 Underst=and form (theory).
3.8 Unders=and harmony (terminology).
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Oracle Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilla/Subj ct Area: Choral Mutdc

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The ]earner will develop punitive at itudes in music toward
self and toward others.

Obje

Show personal commitment
to music.

1.2 Take pride in musical
accomplishments.

1,3 Evidence responsibility
and loyalty toward group.

430

4 6

Measures
_

1.1.1 Demonstrate personal commi ment
through involvement in choral
activities and in application
to music outside school.

Evidence,satisfaction with
musical achievements while
seeking new challenges which
build on past ones.

1.3.1 Indicate responsibility and
loyalty by punctual attendance
at all rehearsals and concerts.

1.3.2 Evidence willingness to place
the needs of the group ahead of
personal ones. Cooperate to
achieve the goals of the group.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop skills in m ic: vocal,
interpretative, and reading.

2.1 Sing on pitch. 2.1.1

2.2 Breathe correctly. 2.2.1

2.3 Use the body correctly. 2.3.1

2.4 Underst nd principles of
diction.

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.5 Understand basic tone
production.

2.5.1

2.5.2

2.6 Respond to the words and
meaning of the text.

2.6.1

2.7 Demonstrate phrasing. 2.7.1

431

41.7

Demonstrate clear awareness of
pitch and ability to carry part
with acceptable intonation.

Dmnn ntrate Ability to breathe
from diaphragm and use breath
properly to sustain tone.

Demonstrate correct singing
posture.

Demonstrate understanding of,
and ability to produce clear
vowel sounds.

Use consonants to achieve
clear diction.

Sing with clear, freely-produced,
and well-resonated tone on each
of the basic vowel sounds in
usable range.

Sing arpeggios and scale passages
with clarity.

Use voice with control to
express intent of text.

Sing with phrasing indicated by
the words and mus c.



Grade L

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wil
interpretative, and reading.

develop ok n mu

Page 2

c: vocal,

_enure

2.8 Demonstrate an awareness
of ensemble effort.

2.9 Base interpretation on
markings in the printed
page.

2.10 Read at sight.

2.11 Read rhythm c patterns.

2.12 Recognize key of the
work being studied.

2. 3 Incorporate symbols and
markings into reading
process.

2.8.1 Follow carefully interpretative
indications of director.

2.9.1 Evidence careful attention
to tempo, dynamic, and expressive
markingo.

2.10.1 Demonstrate in performance
ability to read diatonic mus c at
sight.

2.11.1 Sight-read with reasonable
accuracy, rhythm patterne using
varied notes as the unit of
value.

2.12.1 Use recognition of key and key
signature to determine pitch
relationships.

2.13.1 Demonstrate in performance ready
response to musical symbols and
expression marks in the score.
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Grade Level:

COMPEMICY eO
literature. dr

ARTS EDUCATION

MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subje Areesa aorta Mtitl =AC

The learner will develop a knowlecige ofoualc: history,
eory, and terminology.

Sing chow-T-01 literature
from vartzled historical
style pennriods.

3.2 Sing v Ltied types of
choral xemnpe toire.

Sing musLJEo of both
large a1i d23 small ensembles.

3.4 Understamsed rhythm patterns.

3.5 Understenwad harmony.

3.6 Know appropriate terms
used in serusic studied.

41j

3.1.1 Demons-trate in per

knowlftdge of chart&
from &If ferent hint
perioa S.

rmance a
literature
rical style

3.2.1 Demo t ntein petfa=rmance the
ability to sing a wftide var
of cho-ral mertoiream.

3.3.1 Ferfori music for emnsembles of
vapid groupings,

3.4,1 sieg alccurately rhyt

occurrng in music

3.5.1 Apply Lluderetand
to parC alilging.

m natterns
-udied.

harmony

3.6.1 U0e appropriately rms
related to tempo atid dynamics.

3.6.2 Make p=-oper use of te. arms relat d
to foram in music -

433

Use te=ms of expremsion
apprepr-iate1y.



Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Munic

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The enner will develop positive attitudts in music toward
self and toward others.

Ob ec Measur

1.1 Show personal commitment
to music.

1.2 Take pr de in musical
accomplishments.

Evid nce responsibility
and loyalty toward group.

434

1.1.1 Demonstrate personal commitment
through involvement in choral
activities and in application
to music outside school.

1.2.1 Evidence satisfaction with
musical achievements while
seeking new challenges which
build on past ones.

1.3.1 Indicate responsibility and
loyalty by punctual attendance
at all rehearsals and concerts.

1.3.2 Evidence willingness to place
needs of the group ahead of
personal ones. Cooperate to
achieve the goals of the group.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop skills in mu ie:
interpretative, 4nd reading.

al MusIc

vocal,

2.1 Sing on pitch.

he correctly,

2.3 Use the body correctly.

2.4 Understand principles of
diction.

2.5 Understand bias c tone
production.

2.6 Understand proper care of the
voice.

2.7 Respond to the words and
meaning of the text.

2.1.1 Demonstrate clear awareness of
pitch and ability to carry part
with acceptable intonation.

2.2.1 Dcrnonstratu ability to bre
from diaphragm and use breath
properly to sustain tone.

2.3.1 Demonstrate correct sin ing
posture.

2.4.1 Demonstrate understanding of,
and ability to produce, clear
vowel sounds.

2.4.2 Demonstrate in performance
ability to make use of consonants
to achieve clear diction.

2.5.1 Sing with clear, freely-produced,
and well-resonated tone on each of
the basic vowel sounds in normal
range.

2.5.2 Sing clearly arpeggios and
scale passages.

2.6.1 Demonstrate in rehearsal and
performance, proper singing
technique and care of the voice.

2.7.1 Demonstrate in performance, the
ability to use the voice to
express the meaning of the text.
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Grade Level: 2

Skills/Subject Arent Choral Mu

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner
interpretative, and reading.

ic

Page 2

develop skills in mu c: voc

2.8 Demonstrate phrasing.

2.9 Demonstrate an awareness
of ensemble effort.

2.10 Base interpretation on
markings in the printed
score.

2.11 Read at sight.

2.12 Read rhythmic patterns.

2.13 Use appropriatc

2.14 Recogn ze key of the work
being studied.

2.15 Incorporate symbols and
markings into reading
process.

2,5.1 Sing w th phrasing indicated by
the words and music.

2.9.1 Follow carefully interpretative
indications of director.

2.10.1 Demonstrate in pe formance, a
habit of paying attention to
dynamics and other expression
marks on the printed page.

2.11.1 Demonst ate in performance
ability to read diatonic musjc
at sight.

2.12.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to sight-read with
reasonable accuracy rhythm
patterns ueing varied notes
am the unit of value.

2.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to read music in either
the treble or bass clef as
appropriate to the voice.

2.14.1 Use recognition of key and key
signature to determine pitch
relationships.

2.15.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ready response to musical
symbols and expression marks
in the score.
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Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history,
literature, theory, and terminology.

Sing choral literature f o
the major historical style
periods.

3.2 Sing varied types of choral
repertoire.

3.3 Sing music of both
large and small ensemble. of varied groupings.

Demonstrate in performance,
knowledge of choral literature
from different historical style
periods.

3.1.2 Verbalize information about
composers, styles, and historical
backgrounds of compositions
studied.

3.2 1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to sing folk songs,
spirituals, seasonal numbers,
foreign language works, novelties,
popular and musical comedy songs,
etc.

.1 Perform music for ensembles

3.4 Understand major and minor
scales and key signatures.

3.4.1 Demonstrate in performance, an
awareness of relationship of
key and key signature to
composition studied.

3.5 Understand rhythm pate _ 3.5.1 Sing accurately rhythm patterns
occurring in music studied.

3 6 Understand harmony. 3 6 Apply an underst nding of harmony
to part singing.

4 37
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Credo Level: 2 Page 2

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop A kncwlcdge of mu c:
history/li erature, theory, and terminology.

Ob ectives ure

3.7 Know appropriate terms
used in music studied.

3.7.1 Use appropriately
related to tempo and dynamics.

3.7.2 Make proper use of terms related
to form in music.

3.7.3 Use terms of expression
appropriately.
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Grade Level: 3

.ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COAPETENCY COAL 1! The learner will develop positive attitudes in music toward
colf and toward othors.

SU

1.1 Show personal commitment to
music.

1.2 Take p
accomp

de in mu
shments.

cal

1.3 Evidence responsibility
and loyalty toward group.

439

Demonstrate personal commitment
through involvement in choral
ctivities and in application
Muaic outOide school.

1.2.1 Evidence atiafact1on with
musical achievements while
seeking new challenges which
build on past ones.

425

Indicate responsibility and
loyalty by punctual attendance
at all rehearsals and concerts.

2 Evidence willingness to place
needs of the group ahead of
personal ones. Cooperate to
achieve the goals of the group.



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The
interpretative, and reading.

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Area: Choral Music

ner will develop skills in music: vocal,

2.1 Sing on pitch.

2.2 Brentht correct y.

2.3 Van the body correctly.

Demonstrate clear awareness of
pitch and ability to carry part
with precise intonation.

2.2.1 Demonstrate ability to breathe
from diaphragm and uae breath
properly to sustain tone.

2.3.1 Demonstrate correct singing
posture.

2.4 Understand principles of 2.4.1 Demonstrate understanding of
and ability to produce clear
vowel sounds.

diction.

2.5 Understand basic tone
production.

2.4.2 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to make use of consonants
to achieve clear diction.

2.5.1 Sing with clear, freely-produced,
and wel -resonated tone on each of
the bas_c vowel sounds throughout
normal range.

2.6 Sing with clear arti ula on. 2.6.1 ArtIculate clearly arpeggios
and scale passages at all
normal tempi.

2.7 Understand proper care of the 2.7.1 Demonstrate in rehearsal and
voice, performance, proper singing

technique and care of the
voice.

440
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Grade Level: 3

Skills/Subject Area: Choral music

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop nkilln ln music: vocal.
interpretative, and readin

Ob activea MeaRurea

2.8 Respond to the words and
meaning of the text.

2.9 Demonntrmte phranin

2.10 Demonstrate an awar nese
of ensemble effort.

2.11 Base inerpretat1on on
markng in the printed
score.

2.12 Read at si ht.

2.13 Read rhythmic patterns.

2 14 !Ice appropriate clefs.

1 Demonstrate In performance,
ability to use tbe voice to
express the me ning of the
text.

2.9.1 Sing with phrasing indjcnred
by the words and music.

2.10.1 Carefully follow interpretative
indications of director.

2.11.1 Demonstrate in performance, a
habit of paying attention to
dynamics and other expression
marks on the printed page.

2.12.1 Demonstrate in pe formance,
ability to read d atonic muSIc
at sight.

2.13.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to sightread with
reasonable accuracy rhythm
patterns using the half,
quarter, eighth, and dotted
quarter notes as the units
of value.

2.14.1 Demonstrate In performance,
ability to read music in either
the treble or bass clef as
appropriate to the voice.
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Grade Leve

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop skills In -u c: vocal,
interpretative, and reading.

2.15 Recognize key of the
work being studied.

2.16 tncorpornte symbols and
markings into reading process.

2 7 Relate the parts of the
score into the whol

442
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2.15.1 Use recognition of key and key
signature to determIne pitch
relationships.

2.16,1 Demonstrate in prformnce,
ready response to musical
symbols and expression marks
in the score.

2.17.1 Demonstrate in performance,
relation of part with accompa-
niment and other parts.



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY COAL 3:
literature, theory,

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill-/Subject A- Chor-

The learner will develop a knowledge of
and terminology.

.0 history,

sures

Sing choral literature
from each of the major
historical style periods.

3.2 Sing varied types of
choral repertoire

Sings music of both
large and small ensembles.

3.4 Understand major _nd minor
scales and key signatures.

Understand rhythm patterns.

414.3
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3.1.1 Demonstrate in performance,
knowledge of choral literature
from the Renaissance. Baroone.
lassical, Romantic, Modern,

and Contemporery periods.

3.1.2 Verbalize understandings of
composers, styles, and historical
backgrounds of compositions
studied.

3.2.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to sing folk songs,
Latin masses and motets,
madrigals, spirituals, esonal
numbers, works in foreign
languages, novelties, popular
and musical comedy songs, etc.

Demonstrate knowledge of music
for small ensembles of varied
groupings.

3.4.1 Demonstra e in performance
awareness of key and relation
of piece to the appropriate
scale.

3.5.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ready ability to perform rhythm
patterns occurring in music
studied.



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Choral M si

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The lenrner will dcvelop a knowledge of music: hisco
lfarature, theory, and terminology.

Page 2

Objectives

3.6 Understand form.

easu

3.6,1 Apply understanding of form to
compositions studied to shape
interpretation according to
significant elements.

3.7 Underacand harmony. 3.7.1 Apply understanding of harm _y

to part singing to maintain
balance and blend.

3.8 Know appropria-e terms
used in music studied.

4

3.8.1 Recognize and use appropri
ately terms related to tempo
and dynamics.

3.8.2 Make proper use of terms related
o design in music.

444

Make appropriate use of terms
directing musical expression.



Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner wIll, develop positive attitudes in music toward
self and toward others.

Show personal comm
to music.

Demonstrate personal commi m nt
through involvement in cho al
Activitien And fn Applicetion
to music outside school.

Show personal discrimInation 1.2.1 Evidence willingness to make
informed choices and to put
them into action.

in music process.

Take pride in musical 1.3.1 Evidence satisfaction with
accomplishrnents. musical achievements while

seeking new challenges which
build on past ones.

1.4 Evidence responsibility
and loyalty toward group.

1.4.1 Indicate responsibility and
loyalty by punctual attendance
at all rehearsals and concerts.

1.4.2 Evidence willingness to place
needs of the group ahead of
personal ones. Cooperate to
achieve the goals of the group.
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ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Grade Lave 4 Skills/Subject Area: Choral Munic

COMPETENCY COAL 2:. The learner will develop skill- in music: vocal,
interpreta ive, and reading.

ObjcctiVen
_

2.1

2.2

Sing on pitch.

Breathe cor _ rly.

2.1.1

2.2.1

2.3 Use the body correctly. 2.3.1

2.4 Understand principles
diction.

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.5 Understand basic tone
production.

2.5.1

2.5.2

2.6 Exhibit a tonal range
over an octave.

2.6.1
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urea

Demonstrate clear awareneas of
pitch and ability to carry part
with precise intonation.

Demonstrate ability to breathe
from diaphragm and use breath
properly,to au tain tone.

Demonstrate correct stngtng
posture.

Demonst ate understanding of and
ability to produce clear vowel
sounds.

Demonstrate in performance
ability to produce varied
consonant sounds (e.g., nasal,
sibilant, explosive).

Sing with clear, freely-produced,
and well-resonated tone on each of
the basic vowel sounds throughout
normal range.

Articulate clearly arpeggios and
scale passages at all normal
tempi.

Demonstrate in performance, a
usable range of at least a
twelfth.



Grade Levei 4 Page 7

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop skills in music : vocal,
interpretative, and reading.

Objectives

2.7 Understand proper care of the
voice.

2.8 Respond to the words and
meaning of the text.

M tire

7.1 Demonstrate in reheareal and
performance, proper singing
technique and care -f the
voice,

2.8.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to use the voice to
express the meaning of the
text.

2.9 Demonstrate phrasing. 2.9.1 Sing with phrasing indicated by
the words sind music.

2.10 Demonstrate an awaren 2.10.1 Follow carefully interpre-
of ensemble effort. tative indications of director.

211 Base interpretation on
markings in the printed
score.

2.12 Read at sight.

2.13 Read rhythmic patterns.

2.11.1 Demonstra e in performance, a
habit of attention to dynamics
and other expression marks on the
printed page.

2 2.1 Demonstrate In performance,
ability to read diatonic music
at sight.

2.13.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to sight-read accurately
rhythm patterns using the half,
quarter, eighth, sixteenth, dotted
quarter, and dotted eighth notes
as the units of value.
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Grade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wIll develop skills in music: vocal,
interpretative, and reading.

2 4 Use appropria e clefs. 2.14.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ability to read music in either
the treble or bass clef
appropriate to the voice.

2.15 Recognize the key of the work 2.15.1 Use recognition of key and key
signature to determine pitch
relationships.

being studied.

2.16 Incorporate symbols and
markings into reading
process.

2.17 Relate the parts of the
score into the whole.
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2.16.1 Demonstrate in performance,
ready response to muaical
symbols and expre sion marks
in the score.

2.12. Demonstrate in performance,
relation of part with accom-
paniment and other parts.



Grade Level 4

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Choral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a knowledge of mus c:
history/literature theory, and term nology.

Sin
eae
per

choral literature fro
of the major style
ds.

3.2 Relate appropriate choral
tone to period of composition.

Sing all types of choral
repertoire.

3.4 Sing music of both large
and small ensembles.

3.1.1 Demonstrate in performance a
knowledge of choral literature
from the Renaissance, Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, Modern,
and Contemporary periods.

3.1.2 Describe significant differences
in the music of each of these
periods.

3.1 Verbalize understandings of
composers, styles, and histo-
backgrounds of compositions
studied.

3.2.1 Demonstrate a clear concept of
desirable vocal quality and the
ability to make sound critical
judgments about vocal music in
general.

3.3.1 Demonstrate_in performance the
ability to sing'folk songs, Latin
masses and motets, madrigals,
spirituals, seasonal numbers,
works in foreign languages,

novelties, popular and musical
comedy songs, etc.

3.4.1 Demonstra e knowledge of music
for small ensembles of varied
groupings.

449
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Grade Level:

Skilla/Subject Area: Choral Mu ic

Page 2

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history,
literature, theory, and terminology.

Oblectives- -

3.5 Understand major and minor
scales and key signatures.

3.5.1

3.6 Understand rhythm pat erns. 3.6.1

3.7 Understand form. 3.7.1

3.8 Understand harmony. 3.8.1

3.9 Kno appropriate terms used in
mus studied.

3.9.1

3.9.2

Measures_---------

Demonstrate in performance a
ready awareness of key and
orientation of piece to the
appropriate scale.

Demonstrate in performance ready
a ability to perform complex
rhythm patterns occurring in
literature studied.

Apply understanding of form to
compositions studied to shape
interpretation according to
significant element°.

Apply understanding of harmony
to part singing to maintain
intonation, balance, and blend
as well as to aid interpretation.

Recognize and use appropriately
terms related to tempo and
dynami.s.

Make proper use of terml r_ ated
to d -ign in music.

3 9.3 Make appropriate use of terms
directing musical expression.
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GENERAL MUSIe GRADES 9- 2

Major Emphases

General mueic at the secondary level build° on the knowledge, concepts,
and skills of the elementary general music program. Competencies for this
course are designed to achieve that end, carrying it in the direction of the
student as future producer, appreciator, and/or consumer. Study in this area
will provide the general student a broad perspective on music to aid in shaping
her/his future interesta.

Six broad areas constitute the basis for this course of study: (1)
development of a critical understanding of major types of music; (2)
appreciation of music as a fine art form; (3) understanding varied cultures
through music; (4) perception of muaic as a vital element of emotional
expression; (5) discovery of areas in music for personal involvement; and
(6) skills needed in making informed judgmentn AS consumer and producer.

The development of a critical understanding of major types of music
focuses on both contemporary and traditional music. Study of contemporary
music emphasizes.tho knowledge of and ability to distinguish between varied
stylistic differences in rock, popular, jazz, and serious music. Traditional
music.includes identification of varied elements of the folk style and a
knowledge of classical music. An appreciation of music as a fine art form
involves the identification of specific roles of the arts in society, a atudy
of the values on which music and the arta are based, and an awareness of the
broad scope of the art of music.

The approach to understanding of vari d cultures through music begins
with the United States. This includes the importance of music in the black
culture; cultural values contributing to Hispanic music; and in the music of
the American Indian, the reflection of nature and the total influence of all
cultural elements. A similar approach is utilized in the examination of world
musics.

Development of a perception of music as a valuable element for emotional
expression grows out of an awareness of the need for positive avenues for this
expression, the variety of emotional outlets acceptable to society, and a
knowledge of specific ways in which music can provide for this outlet. Coupled
with this study is an investiEation into the broad range of possibilities for
personal involvement in music, and the ability to relate musical expressions to
the student's own perceived personal needs.
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To aid the student in making informed -udgmants as a musical consumer
and/or producer, Chic course of study focuses on both electronic equipment
and the purchase and maintenance of musical instruments. In the electronic
realm, the learner is helped to become aware of the specific components
involved in both audio and video recording and playback. A correlate part of
this study is an investigation into the various types of plugs, jacks, and
cables required to interconnect thia equipment, tho need for impedance
matching in thesis connections, and the significance of fantod wattages in input
and output. The study of musical instruments includes categorization of the
significant differences in types of vertical and sizes of grand pianos,
significant differences between acountit And eloctrtq guitars and varied
models and features of each, and the varied categories and features of band and
orchestral inatruments.

The content in the competency descriptions may be applied in the
curricuLim as a single overview course or may be approached through a number
of individual course applications designed to examine these areas in greater
depth.
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1. Critical understanding of mg or types of music

1.4 bistin8uish between contemporary oxamplcs of arioun MUSIC 4 nd Oth0r
current styles (contemporary).

105 Distinguish varied elements of folk style (traditional).

2. Appreciation of music as a fine art form

2.1 Identify specific roles of the arts in human society
(role of the arts).

2.2 Recognize the values on which the arts are based (values).
2.3 Express an awareness of the broad scope of art music

(breadth of the arts).

Understanding of varied cultures throu

3.1 Relate the importance of music in the Black cul ura (United States).
3.4 Identify elements of each particular culture which influenced the

development of music in Europe. Africa, the Near Ennt, India, and
the Far East (world cultures).

4. Music as a vital element of emotional expression

4.1 Demonstrate an a areness of the need for positive avenues for
emotional expression (emotional expression).

4.3 Indicate *waren* s of specific expressions thr ugh music (emotional
expression).

Areas in music for personal involvement

5.1 Indicate a broad range of possibilities for personal musIcal
involvemen (pos bilities).

5.2 B. aware o_ relation of musical expressions to own personal needs
(possibilit ea).

Skills in making informed judgments as consumer and producer

6.1 Indicate awerene a of specific components of recording/playback
equipment (electronic equipment).

6.6 Indicate awareness of differences in types and styles of instruments
(musical instruments).

* Only selected coapetencies, those most representative of objectives at a
particular grade or skill level have been included In this outline. The
numbers correspond to objectives in the North_Carolina .Competency-Based
Curriculum.
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Grads Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Cetieral Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The le rner will. develop A critical unders
types of music: contemporary And traditionAl.

nding

bj

1.1 Distinguish between varied
styles of rock music.

1.2 Distinguish between varied
styles of popular, country,
soul, end gospel music.

Distinguish between varied
styles of jazz such as
dixieland, swing, and "cool."

1.4 Distinguish betw en contempo..,
rary examples of serious music
and other current styles.

1.5 Distinguish varIed elements of
folk style.

1.6 Demonstrate knowledge of tra-
ditional classical music.

Identify on hearing examples of
hard rock, folk rock, and others.

Identify on henr1n g exampleg of
varied stylee of popular music.

1.3.1 Identify on hearing vari d examples
of jazz performances.

1.4.1 Identify example
serious MU8iC on

of contemporary
ea ing.

Verbalize on nature of folk musie
and identify varied styles of per-
formance.

1 6.1 Verbalize about forms, sty
composers, and selecti na
literature.

1.6.2 Identify specific selectiors upon
hearing.
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Grads Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skilla/Subleet Aron: General Mudr

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will appreciate music as a fine nrt form: role
of the arta, valuen, and breadth of the Arm

2.1 Identify specific roles of
the arts in human society.

2.2 Recognize the values Oh wh. '
the artn are based.

2.3 Express an awareness of the
broad scope of art music.

2.1.1 Verbalize about the significance
of the Arco and need for them in
society.

2.1 Verbally compare the valuen on
which art music is baned and
those of pop-rock music.

2.3.1 Compare verbally, and illustrate
with selected examples, the hrendth
of art music.
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Grade Level: 2

COMPETENCY GOAT. 3: The learner
through Muni

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Generni Musk

Objectives

understand United States and world -0

ures

Relate the Importance of
munic in the Black culture.

3.2 Identify cultural val e con-
tributing to music in
Hispanic cultures.

3.3 Demonstrate an awaranesn of
culture and music of the
Anmeric n Indians.

3.4 Identify elements of each par
ticular culture which influ-
enced the development of
music In Europe, Africa, the
Near East, India, and the Far
East.

3.1.1 Verbalize on cultural in luences
contributing to the creation of
music in the Black culture.

Identify signifi
expressions on hearing
blues, rap, gospel).

tell
.g.,

3.2.1 Verbalize on significance of cul-
tural Influences on Hispanic music.

3.3.1 Identify significant elemen s of
American Indian culture and relate
them to the musical expressions
of the American Indians.

3.4.1 Verbalize about and identify exam-
ples of cultural elements affecting
the music of Europe, Africa, the
Near East, India, and the Far East.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EPUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Genera_ Mu

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The leiirner wi I understand music ea a vi
emotional expression.

of

Ob ectivea

4.1 Demonstrate an awareness of the 4.1.1 Verbalize about need for accep-
need for positive avenues for table emotional expressions as
emotional expression, well as problemm with unexpress d

ones.

4.2 Demonstrate an awareness of the 4.2.1 Verbalize and illuntrate socially
need for a variety of emotional acceptable modes of emotional
outlets acceptable to society. expression, including musical

ones.

4.3 Indicate awareness of specific 4.3.1 Demons
expressions through music.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: General Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner wi I discover arena in music for personal
involvement.

5.1 Indicate a broad range of pos-
sibilities for personal musical
involvement.

5.2 Be aware of relation of musical
expre
needs.

lona to own personal

5.1.1 Describe and Illustrate in detail
a number of possibilities for
involvement in music.

Verbalize on needs for expre sion
which can be met with music.

5.2.2 Use music for a v riety of expres-
sions.
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Grade Level! 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: General Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will develop skills in making nformed judgments
both aa A consumer and a producer.

6.1 indicate awarenees of specific
components of recording/play-
back equipme

445

6.1.1 Identify and describe significant
characteristics of turntables
(i.e., automatic-manual, direct-
drive vs. belt-drive).

6.1.2 Identify and describe significant
characteristics of am iere
(i.e., wattage, kinds of input
and output, jacks available for
connection to other equipment).

6.1.3 Identify and describe significant
characteristics of speakers (i.e.,
frequency ranges, wattage, distor-
tion, enclosures, crossover net-
works).

6.1.4 Identify and describe significant
characteristics of tape recorders
and players (i.e., tape decks vs.
recorders; cassette vs. open reel;
recording characteristicn of var-
ious brands of tape).

6.1.5 Identify and describe significant
characteristics of microphones
(i.e., omni-directional vs. uni-
directional; frequency response;
high vs. low impedance; electret
vs. condenser).
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Are General MUtC

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will (level
both An a consumer and a produce

6.2 Indicate awarenev, of varied
types of plugs, jacke, and
cables used to interconnect
electronic equipment.

6.3 Indicate awareness of need Ca
match impedance in connecting
speakers, amplifiers, And micro-
phones.

6.4 Indicate awareneeo of Agni
cance of stated wattages in
input and output.

6.5 Indica e awareness of differ
ences in video plaYers and
recorders.

skills in making

Pap. 7

armed judgments

Identify And mAke proper connec-
tions using appropriate male and
female phone, RCA, mini and sub-
mini plugs, and lacks.

Identify dlffcrcncc s 11tween and
different uses of shielded and
unshielded cables.

Dem netrate understanding of high
and low impedance expressed in Ohm
ratings. Make proper connections
of demonstration equipment in
regard to Ohm ratings.

Describe wattages of demonstrati n
equipment in terms of input and
output wattage related to audible
volume.

Demonstrate famlInrity with ure
-f audio equipment for recording
and playback.

Describe reasons for need to be
aware of video tape formats i.e.,
Bets vs. VHS).

6.,2 Demonstrate famIliarity with use
of video equipment for recording
and playback.
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Sk

9-12

Area: Censri Music

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner wIll develop skint; in making informed judEtmenta
both as a consumer ind a producer.

Objectives

6.6 Indicate awareness of differ-
ences in types and styles of
instrument's.

Measures

6.6.1 Describe and identify significant
differences in types of vertical
pianos (i.e., spinet, console,
studio, upright).

2 Describe ane identify significant
differences in sizes of grand
pianos (i.e., string length, sound
board area, and materials used in
construction).

6.6 Describe and identify significant
differences between acoustic and
electric guitars and different
uses of each, including varied
features found on electric guitars.

6.6.4 Describe and identify significant
categories of band and orchestral
instruments (i.e., student, pro-
fessional) with features pertinent
to each (i.e., differences in
quality levels and component
materials).
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THEATRE ARTS

PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW

Theatre arts in the public school curriculum io multi-faceted. It serves
to develop an understanding of the ideas, attitudes, beliefs, and feelings of
people in different times throughout history aa communicated through literature
and theatre. In addition, it involves techniques for teaching and learning
through developmental processes and activity-oriented methods. Furthermore, it
assists in educating the emotions for controlled use, strengthening tha imagina-
tion for creative self-expression, disciplining the voice and body for purposeful
usa, expanding intellectual horizons to include an aesthetic awareness, and
providing a basic understanding and critical appreciation of all the theatre
rts. Theatre arta activity includes the reading, viewing, preparing to

perform, performing, directing, technical production, and writing of traditional
and experimental theatrical forms. This activity involves students in the
creative procesa and the practical application of theatre techniques as well as
the intense study of what playwrights seek to convey and how thia in intensified
through theatrical production.

Students begin theatre arts with a sequence of creative activitie-
beginning at the kindergarten level. Experiential learning where the student
actually participates in speaking, moving, creating, doing, and evaluating
activities helps develop the student's thinking and learning skills and
promotee self-expression and the ability to interact with and be tolerant of
others. Inherent in this process is the development of personal diecipline,
greater confidence, and the skille and ability to make decisions and to do
critical thinking. Furthermore, students are placed in situations where
creative abilities become apparent and must be used. This leads quite naturally
to situations where they begin to realize their creative potential and are able
to experiment with their abilities in a teacher-created and controlled,
nonthreatening atmosphere. In the later years, students begin to apply and put
into practice the knowledge, skills, and abilities already acquired through
creative dramatics. There is greater focus on theatre arts as an art form
comprised of many different areas for study, each having its own body of
knowledge and skills. The collaboration among performers, staff, and
technicians necessary to produce theatre production becomes apparent. In
keeping with this diversity, students have the opportunity to participate and
study in a variety of different areas and in different ways through course
selection at the high school level.

Because of the broad base of knowledge and skills involved in theatre
arts, experiences and learning must evolve in a sequential manner. Each area
of study in theatre arts must be developed in this logical vay in order for
students to be able to understand and participate to the best of their ability
at each ensuing level of understanding and refinement.
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The akille of observation and presentation are taught and utilizid by
atudents throughout the study of theatre arts and, as these skills are
mastered, they become a means of learning virtually any subject matter in amore dynamic way. Conversely, students so equipped can comprehend the meaningof the world around them ea that world in presented in real life or theatrical
versions on stage.

COURSE OF STUDY

K-8
Crea CH

971;
Theatre Arts I
Theatre Arts 11

Technical Theatre I

tre arts competency-based curriculum:

ia designed for statewide use.

s not correlated with any textbook and does not rest
of any relevant textbook or program material

the use

encourages the development of a series of offerings suitable tovaried student abilities.

provides for flexibility in local curriculum development.

Many school districts do offer other electives appropriate to thi
instructional area, though not a part of the State-funded education program.Such electives may include: Technical Theatre II, Introduction to Theatre,Acting I, Advanced Acting, Directing, and Theatre History.
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RADES_.K-73

Major Emphases

Theatre arts at the elementary level focuses on three major areas of
growth: the unfolding of creative capacities, the development of knowledge and
skills relating to creative drama, and the evolution of aesthetic awareness.

In the K-3 years, importance is placed on helping children fe l capable
and rree to become involved in classroom dramatics activities. A reasonable
attempt at trying to follow through with the process and complete the activity
is cunaidered to ha the measure of success. For example, a concerted attempt
at doing a pantomime is more important than how realistic or accurate the
actual pantomime may appear to be. Much of the work done at this level is
related to helping children interact in a socially productive way with peers.
As this pattern of interaction becomes easier and more routine, it serves as a
vehicle through which much valuable learning takes place. More hi hly developed
skills and understandings are later built on this base.

In these early years, children begin to recognize that t e ability to
produce vocal sounds and use body movement are two major ways in which we
communicate. In addition, listening, risk-taking, observing, concentrating,
following directions, and controlled verbal or physical responses are all
encouraged through participation in creative drama activities.

During this time, the creative, cognitive, and aesthetic emphases are
approached in drama through various avenues and the innate dramatic skills are
fostered and refined. Events which take place in the home provide prime
acting situations, while echool occurrences, holidays, and stories read in
class serve to expand the repertory. Creative drama is used as a teaching
tool along with pantomime, role playing, improvisation, movement exercises
and exploration, sense awareneas exercises, characterization, group theatre
games, and other similar activ.ties.

Natural talents are sharpened at this point through creative dramatics
activities and directed toward transmitting to others with skill and
confidence the characteristics and feelings of familiar animals, objects,
people, and situations. The entire scope of the program leads to the
development of observation, communication, and the capacity to work togeth



Grade K Outline

1. Develop confidence by participating in simple creative drama acrivit

.1 D splay an increased awareness of surroundings.

1.2 Display an increased awareness of the concept of characterization.

1 3 Displ..y an increased awareness of role playing.

1.4 Display a greater understanding of feelings and emotions.

1.5 Develop and demonstrate an understanding of sequence.

1.6 Develop basic concepts of creative drama skills.

1.7 Know that the body talks without the use of word .
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ARTS EDUCATION
TUFATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Grade Lave

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner
creative drama activities.

Skille/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

I develop confidence by parti ipati_g in simple

Ob ee_tiveq

1.1 Display an increased awarene
of surroundings.

1.2 Display an increased awareness
of the concept of character-
ization.

lay en increased law
of ole playing.

mess

1.4 Display a greater understanding
of feelin s and emotions.

1.1.1 Give appropriate verbal or
physical responses to r al or
imaginary suggestions relating to
the five amulet' when spoken or
provided by the teacher.

1.1.2 Pantomime either real or imagined
objects or activities using his
body and/or imaginary items a
directed by the teacher.

1.1.3 Pretend and pantomime appropriate
activities for different types of
personages or animals in a variety
of different environments and
situations as guided by the
teacher.

1.1.4 Use * varie y of different objects
in different ways all suggested by
the teacher.

1.2.1 Assume or imitate the basic
characteristics of real or
imaginary characters or animals in
various situations an suggested by
the teacher.

1,3.1 Participate in simple role play-
ing situations of a realistic or
.1.ctional nature as suggested by
the teacher.

1.4.1 Cive L.he appropriate verbal or
physl.cal responses relating to
feelings and emotions when asked
a question or put in an imaginary
situation by the teacher.
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Credo Level: K

Skills/Subject Ar Theatr Arts

Pt

COMPETENCY COAL It The learner wifl develc4' confidence by pnrticipating in impI .
creative drama etivitLe.

1.5 Devel-p and demonstrate -n
understanding of sequence.

1.6 Develop basic concepts
of creative drAma skills.

1.7

1.5.1 Pantomime or relate verbally, and
with soma accuracy, tha correct
sequence of happenings in an event
or etory an related by the teacher.

Dtnonstrat. the ability to stop
and listen when given the
designated sign by the reacher,

1.6.2 Develop simple costumes and sets
for creative play either by
choosing Appropriate items or
making them.

1.6.3 Demonstrate increasing inter-
while doing dramatic activities
involving individuals or group
participation.

1.6.4 Quietly observe, for short per-
iods of time, others involved in
creative drama activ ies.

ow that the body talks 1.7.1 When suggested by the teac
ds. communicate an animate or

inanimate object with physical
gestures only.

ithout the use of w

1.7.2 When sugeisted by the teacher,
communicate a feeling or emotion
with physical gestures only.

1.7.3 When suggested by the teacher,
relate a simple happtning or
situation with physical gestures
only.
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_de 1 Outline

Continue to develop confid nce in p_ ticipating in creative drama
activities while beginning to learn the necessary skills.

1,1 Develop an understanding of tree
and participation ectivity.

1.2

an observation

expreapion in doing creative drama activities.

1.3 Underatand the importance of cooperative effort in dramatics.

1.4 Physically or verbally respond with greeter confidence and
spontaneity.

1.5 Demonstrate An understanding that following directions is a
necessary and important part of pa ticipating in creative drama.

1.6 Demonatrate an awareness of controll-d movement in action
situations.

1.7 Demonstrate an attempt to achieve authent city in creative drama
whether it be verbal or nonverbal.
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de L vel:

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will continue to develop confidence by partici-
pating in creative dram- activities while beginning to learn the necessary
skills.

1.1 Develop an understanding
of creative drama an an
observation and participa-
tion activity.

1.2 Use more verbal expreesion
in doing creative drama
activiti

Meant!

Describe creative drama actLv i
d-no by others

1.1.2 Relate observationa about animate
and inanimate objects.

Demonstrate appropriate behavior
when being parr of an audiaocP.

1.1.4 Show a desire t
and contribute
dramA activitie

participate in,
, creative
in some way.

1 2.1 Use simple dialogue in creative
drams activities.

1.2.2 Verbalize her/his ideas and fe
Inge abow- creative drama
activiti

1.2.3 Use verbal description to com-
municate in creative drama
activities.

1.2.4 Verbally contri ute In story-
telling activitjes.

1 Understand the importance 1.3,1 Respond positively to accom-
of coopers ive effort in plishing a task as part of a
dramatics. group.

Assume different roles In var_ous
types of creative drama activities.

1 3.3 Offer Individual idelA and sugges-
tions for drama activir4As.

1.3.4 Respond appropriately to :anther-
designed rules for cre ie drama
activities.
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Crade Level: 1

Ski ls/Subj Area: Mantra Arta

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner
patine in creative drama activit

Page 2

continue to develop confidence by partici-
while beginning to learn the necesnery sk 11e.

1.4 Phyaically or verbally respond
with greater confidence and
aponLanaity.

1.5 Demonstrate an understanding
that following directions is
is a necessary and impor-
tant part of participating in
creative drama.

1.6 Demonstrate an awarenes
controlled movement in action
aituations.

1.4.1 Dimon a willingness to
follow creative drama suggestions
given by the teacher.

1.4.2 Volunteer to physical y or ver-
bally participate on an individual
basis.

1.5.1 Follow te cher-given nuggestions
for individual creative play to
the beet of her/his ability.

1.5.2 Follow teacher-given suggestions
for group creative play to the
best of her/his ability.

0- Sit quietly, listen, and
contribute to the planning and
organization of a creative drama
session.

1.6.1 Stop creative play movement when
the teacher gives the established
command or signal.

1.6.2 Move In creative dramatics
activities in a purposeful and
disciplined manner.

1.6.3 Respond to directions which speed
up or slow down the movement
during an activity.

1.6.4 Express an idea or co cept through
the use of meaningful movement,
individually, and as part of a
group.
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Oracle Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arta

Page 3

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The lenrner will continue to develop confidence by partici-
pating in creative drama activities while beginning to learn the necessary skills.

1.7 Demonstrate an attempt to
nobleve authentielty in
creative drama whether It
be verbel or nonverbal.

1.7.1 Choose and act out an action or
scene which is familiar and can
he recreated believably, alone,
in twon, or in a group.
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Crade Zoutline

Continue to develop confidence in visual and verbal communtcatlon
participating in creative drama a tivities.

1.1 Create and use simple dial gue in creative drama artvCe.

1.2 Create and do simple creative drama -activitien that involve
pantomime.

.3 Physically and verbally improvise simple creative drama activities.

1.4 fiL,cognize pe sonal and individual differences through self and group
expression.

1.5 Develop and demonstrate more advanced lIstening or observIng skills
during creative play.
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ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Grad vel: 2 Skills/Subject Ares! Theatre Artn

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner i4 11 continue to develop confidence in visual
verbal communication whIle participating in ere(' ive drama activities.

Ob ectives
_ -u

1.1 Create and use simple
dialogue in creative drama
activities.

1.2 Create and do simple creative
drama activities that involve
pantomime.

1.3 Physically and verbally
improvise simple creative
drama activities.

Ptrtic1pnta in short scenes
or dramatic activities that
involve the use of simple
improvised dialogue.

1.1.2 Memorize short sections
of dialogue and then recite
them from memory in dramatic
play activities.

Plan and write simple d
for short dramatic sk t

1,2.1 Plan and do or direct 81
pantomimes.

ogue

1.2.3 Create and act out imaginary
or fantasy characters by her/him-
self.

1.2.4 Pantomime in a more serious,
believable, and realistic manner.

1.2.5 ,,crutinize pantomimes and offer
positive suggestions.

1.3.1 Improvise physically and/or
verbally simple ideas or skits
as suggested by the teacher,
her/himself, or other students.



de Leve 2

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Ar

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will continue to develop confidence in viuual nnd
verbal communication while participating in creative drama activities.

Obttven

1.4 Recognize personal and
individual differences
through aalf and group
expransion.

Develop and demonstrate more
advanced listening or
observing skills during
ereatiVe play,

1.4.1 Verbally and/or physically act
out stereotypes

1.4.2 Dencribe differences be ween
people or objects.

1.4.3 Discern and relate some of the
different ways various people
react and act to the same idea
or situation.

1.5 Remain quiet, listen, and/or
observe for extended periods of
time during creative drama
activities.

.5.2 Listen and/or observe in order
to relate what has happened or
been said in dramatic play
activities with some accuracy.

1.5.3 Listen and repeat short phrases
of dialogue with the correct
meaning and interpretation.

1.5.4 Listen to music or other
similar sounds and react
according to the guidance of
the teacher.
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Grade 3 Outline
_

Develop coneepta of human differencea while participating in more
advanced creative drama activi

.1 Know and undretand drama as a human experience.

1.2 Demonstrate varying degreea of word meanings and an understanding
of other's perceptions of what is aid through crea-ive drama.

1.3 Develop and use with others a basIc vocabulary in r 1-t_in to
creative drama.

1.4 Show a wiiltngncaa to make decisions and accept reporistbIlIty in
drama activities.

1.5 Employ the concepts of time, space, and action in creative drama.

1.6 Unders and and demonstrate that sharing and being flexible, on bo h
an individual and group basis, is important in creative drama.
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Grade Lev :

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Aren: Theatre Ar

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will begin to develop concepts of human differences
while participating in more advanced creative drama activitio_.

1.1 Knew and understand drams au
a human experience.

1.2 Demonstrate varying degrees
of word meanings and an_
understanding of others'
perceptions of what Is said
through creative drama

Develop and use with
a basic vocabulary IL
relation to creative 1ma.

1.1.1 PartIcipate in creative drama
activities that deal with tiuman
conflict, problems, and emotion

1.1.2 Express her/his feelings
about being involved in differ-
ent types of creative drama
activities either in writing or
verbally.

Express her/his feelings
and impressions after observing
a creative drama project either
in writing or verbally.

Speak the same words or phrase
in order to show different inter-
pretations.

1.2.2 Verbally interpret the seme
dialogue In order to show
different interpretations.

1.3.1 Know and define and give examples
of basic words used in creative
drama such as "pantomime", "mask",
"action", and "costume".
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Grade Level: 3

Skills/Subject Area: Theat e Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 1 The learner will begin to develop concepts of human di
while participating in more advanced treat ve drama activities.

Page

ences

Oblect_v_

1.4 Show a willingness to make
decisions and accept
responsibility in drama
activities.

1.5 Employ the concepts of time,
space, and action in creative
drama.

offer suggestions f r procee
Ing la dramatic improvisations.

1.4.2 Choose a ,gsy of proceeding in
dramatic ploy and follow through.

1.4.3 Take risk and accept
bility for her/his a
in dramatic play.

pensi-
ons

1.4.4 Help make group decisions and
follow through with the group
effort.

1.5.1 Complete a creative drama
planning or doing activity in
a designated amount of time.

1.5.2 Relate the passing of time or
time changes in creative play
situations in a variety of
different ways.

1.5.3 Demonstrate an awareness of
apace_by being able to do
creative drama pantomimes or
improvisations that involve the use
of different amounts of space.

1.5.4 Use a given apace in differ-
ent ways and for different
purposes under the guidance of
the teacher.

1.5.5 Respond during dramatic play to a
motivation by doing a aeries
of improvised actions.
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Grade L ve

SkIlls/Subj ct Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will beg
while participating In more advanced cre

Page 3

n to develop concepts of human dfferenccs
ve drama activities.

Objectiv ensures

1.6 Understand and demons
that sharing and being
flexible, on both an ind v d-
ual and group basis, is
Important in creative drama.

1.6.1 Change with ense roles or tasks
during creative play.

1.6.2 Share ideas and give positive
feedback to others during drama
activities.

1.6.3 Encourage others to share, take
risks, and give positive feed-
back during dramatic play.

1.6.4 Take constructive criticism and
act or react in a positive way.
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4-6

Emp:lases

Thleatre arts at the intermediato level continues the emphases begun at
the K-3 period on crea ivity, development of cognitive capacities and skills
and a growing development of the aesthetic sense.

In contrast to the K-3 years, where importance Is placed on establishing
basic patterns of interaction, the emphasis in v'ades 4-6 in on developing
greater awareness and more specific capabilities. Innate dramatic skills
fostered earlier now begin to mature. With widening student horizons, skills
in visual and verbal communication, and creative and critical thinking are
expanded and refined through more complex and demanding individual and group
creative dramatics activities. These skills, along with some basic acting and
technical theatre skills and knowledge relative to theatrical presentation, are
fostered through activities and presentations. Presentations) however, should
never be the primary goal, nor should they place students in intimidating
situations; instead, they should be an outgrowth of creative dramatics activities
and presented as a sharing activity rather than as a polished theatrical
production.

At this level, the creative, cognitive, and se thetic emphases are
developed through broadening avenues. Students are given more individual
responsibility and are encouraged to contribute ideas, make decisions, and
provide direction to others in controlled situations. A more elaborate
approach to the theatrical appearance of presentations is encouraged through
the use of simple masks, scenery, costumes, and makeup. The ability to
sort out, understand, and convey to others through voice, movement, and facial
expression ideas, feelings, and conceptions of a wide variety of events,
situations, and stories is nurtured through practice.

463
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Grade 4 Outline

Exercise discipline in more structured, indIvidual, and group drama
activities while continuing to develop creative drama skilh througi
teacher-guided activities.

Demonstrate a greater ability to concen
drama task for a substantial period of time.

1,2 Participate in simple choral reading activities.

1.3 Participate in simple, short individual dramatic readIng activit

1.4 Display the ability to use appropriate vocal projection and cla
in creative drama activities.

1.5 Be confident with particip -ing in pantomime or improvIsational
projects.

2. Become involved in simple technical theatre activities,

2.1 Help produce simple scenery, props,
creative drama activities.

and/or makeup for

lye

2.2 Assume duties relatIng to the technical aspects of doing a dramatic
activity.

466
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Love

PETENCY COAL 11

arructured,individua
creative drama skill

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Sc1l1n/Subjert Arca: Thenrro AFtb

learner will bevin to ex. clue dincIplIne In more
and group drama actIvitien while continuing to develop
through teacher-guided activttlea.

Objert-ivea

1.1 Demonetrate A greate- -bility
concentrate on a apecific

creative drama tank for a
substantial period of time.

1.2 Participate in simp
choral reading actv

1.3 Participate in simple,
short, individual dramatic
reading activities.

1 4 Display the ability to use
appropriate vocal projection
and clarity In creative
drams activities.

Spend adequate time to plan
pantomimu, an improvinntion, or
other drama activity as muggeated
by the teacher.

1,1,7 1.47F, th _111s given by the_
to think about or prepare A. aped-
fir reattve drama annIgnment.

Exp ain how wolcea are grouped
for choral reading and vii
tour script patterns can
used in choral reading.

2 Help analyze the reading with
the guidancL of the teacher.

1.2.3 Rehearse and present a simple
choral reading under tie guidance
of the teacher.

1.3.1 aterial for a reading.

3.2 Rehearse a reading with guidance
fram the teacher or others.

Use the correct expression
and handle the manuscript In a
proper manner during a dramatic
reading.

1.4.1 Speak so eci to be heard and
understood in a variety of
different spaces and situations.

46i



Grnd Level:

Skil /Subject Area: Artt

COMPFTENCY GOAL 1: The lnrnr will hg1n to exorcise d t
structured, individual, and group drama activities; whi

.

creative drrma nkliin throu h tenchar-guided activitien.

Ir ine in m)re
nt Iniilng to dove

Be confident wl h partici ating
in pantomime or improvinntion
project

1.5.1 Conceive, plan and prenent
pantomime or improvinntion by
her/himnelf to others.

1.5.2 Prepnre othera to prenent a s
gr up pantomime or im rovinnt

own design.

468
489
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ARTS ED1AT1ON
THEATRE ARTS EOUCAT1ON

Grnd e Level;

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The lenrner WI
activities.

Skill ii/Sublrct Arri. Theatre Arts

beco lved in nimnle technical theatre

2.1 Help produce simple scenery,
props, costumes, and/or
makeup for creative drama
activities.

2.2 Assume duties relating to the
technical aspects nf doing a
dramatic activity,

2.1.1 Choose or help mike
or part of an item for use
in dramatic activities.

2.1.2 Under guidance of the teacher,
plan or design an -Item for use
in dramatic activitie8.

2.7.1 With guIdance of t ocher, be
responsible for seeing that some
aspect of technical production
is accomplished.

46'



Grade ine

dram
op individual reponaibillty
activities.

participatIng in creative

Demonstrate baec skills appropriate for being in the declfon
making role.

1.2 Demonstrate the abi1ty to do creative thinking on an indvidunl
basin in creative drama activities.

1.3 Do simple sensory recall exercises.

1.4 -11uatrate Lhe uae of
interpretation.

when, e" to plan dramatic

1.5 1): ticip te in mo e demanding improvi- t one or other creative
drama activities,

2. Be involved in simple teclnical theatre activities.

2.1 Help produce simple scenery, props, costumes, and/or makeup for
creative drama activities,

4 ''o
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ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Grade Love

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner w
while participating in creative d

Skill /Subl Area: Theatre Arts

I begin t
ma activi

develop individual responsib_
es.

Demonstrate basic nkilla
appropriate for being In
the decision-making role.

1.2 Demonstrate the ability to
do creative thinking on an
individual basis in creative
drama activities.

1.3 Do simple sensory recall
exercises.

1.4 Illustrate the use of "who,
what, when, where" to plan
dramatic interpretation.

1 1.1 When givqn the opportunity
in creative drama activities,
make a decision concern p

her/his role or action and act
this decision out.

1.1.2 When given the opportunity,
make a decision that coneerne
group which in plausible and
possible.

1.1.3 When given the opportunity,
mnke a choice, or help a group
to make a choice.

1.1.4 Under the guidance of the
teacher, lead others in acting o
a creative drama.

1.2.1 Respond to creative drama
auggestions with a physical
and/or verbal response of
her/his own design.

1.3.1 Reenact, physically and/or
verbally, simple and nonthreat
ening real-life experiences or
situations from memory.

1.4.1 Plan and act out or lead
others to act out a simple
creative drama presentation
that makes the who, what, when,
and where of the situation clear.

492
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Grade Level t

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre A

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will begin to develop individual reponn1bility
while per elpating in creative drnm a activities.

Page 2

Objectives

1.5 Participate in more demanding
improvisations or 6 ler creat ve
drama activities.

1.5.1 Play out an extended group
drama with desire and resolution
under the guidance of the teacher.

1.5.2 Act out, with intent, simple
stories Or plots deve oped by
students or teacher.

1.5 On her/h s own, begin to nhow
changes in moods, attitudes,
character, or atmosphere, both
physically and verbally, while
playing out dr man.

1.5.4 Dramatize "everyday" school
subjects effectively.

493
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Snbleet Area: Theatre Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will be involved in aimple teehnical theatre
activitien.

2.1 Help produce simple scenery,
props, costumes, and/or make-
up for creative drama
activities.

494

211. Choose, or help make an item
or pert of an item for use in
dramatic play.

2.1.2 Under guidance of the teacher,
plan or denign en item for use
ih dramatic play.

2.1.3 With guidance of teacher, be
responsible for seeing that
some anpect of technical pro-
duction is accomplished.

4 73



nt

Develop con
while pattic

porno
in crea

I pPtJern of obnnrvar
ve drama activitian.

underntandin

1.1 Recognize, underatand, and use more advanced vocabulary in
drama activities such as plot (beginning, conflict, resolut Dn,
ending, tragedy, comedy, theme dialogue, and monologue).

1.2 P rceive implica ions and draw inferences during creative
drama activities

.3 Demonstrate basic critical thinking drama activities.

1.4 Itave an understanding of and the ability to do easy stage
movement and speech.

1.5 Demonstrate the ability to improvi e scenes involving conflict
of her/his own making.

1.6 Participate in simple, improvised, theatrical productions based on
original or literary material, planned and presented by thA class or
groups.

2. Know and understand that theatre arts involves many different activitIes
and skills.

2.1 Participate in some of the different aspects of theatrical
production.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Sub Art

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop confIdence in peronn1
and underatanding while participating in creative drama activities.

vation

Ob ectiv easn

Recognize, understand, and
use more advanced vocabulary
in drama activities such
as plot (beginning, conflict,
resolution, ending), tragedy,
comedy, theme, dialogue, and
monologue.

1.2 P rceive impl cations and
draw inferences during
creative drama activities.

1.3 Demonstrate basic critical
thinking skills in drama
activities.

1.1.1 Recall and use appropria
vocabulary when talking shout
various aspects of drama.

1.1.2 Give basic definitions and
and provide simple examples of
terms learned during creative
drama activities.

1.2.1 When questioned by the teacher
about a dramatic play situation,
propose actions to be taken,
decioions to be made, and/or
ideaa or attitudes to be
considered based on her/his
understanding of what has alreacl
happened in dramatic play.

Evaluate and critique her/his
own work in n positive manner.

1.3.2 Offer positive suggestions for
improving Or enhancing the
performance of her/his own group in
creative play sI.tuattons.

1.3.3 Through discussion, show that
s/he can make a distinction between
different Interpretations of the
same creative drama idea or
activity.



Grado Level: 6

Skills/Subject Aron: Theatre Artn

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will c1eveior conf1ilenc in personal powers of
observation and understanding while participating in creative drnma activities.

e 2

1.4 Have nn understanding and
the ability to do easy
stage movement and speech.

1.5 Demonstrate the ability to
improvise scenes involving
conflict of her/his own making.

1 6 Participate in simple,
improvised, theatrical
productions based on
original or literary
material, planned and
presented by the class or
groups.

1.4.1 Observe, remember, and replicate
eimple at ge movement riven by

teacher or others.

1.4.2 Maintain vi ibility and vocal
pro ection that demonscrater
sensitivity to commutllcaUnF
with observers.

1.5.1 Tell a simple, _original story of
her/his own without ass_ _ance.

1.5.2 Pantomime an improvised story
or situation on his or her own.

1.5.3 With the help of the te cher,
plan with others and act out,
using words and actions, a
believable abort scene or sto
based on everyday life ot on
literature.

1.6.1 Under the guidance of the teacher,
help create a sequence of impro
vised scenes that tell a story.

1.6.2 Work independently in small groups
to create actions, dialogue, and
details of each scene.

1.6.3 Act in the final drama
presentation resulting from prior
planning.



vel: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Then e Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The lnrner _1 1 begin to know and understand that then
involves many different activitien and skills.

2.1 Participate in some of the
different aspects of theatrIcal
product ion.

Help the t acher or others
construct scenery or props
a drama activity.

2. .2 Help the teacher or others
make simple costumes for a
drama activity.

2.1.3 Operate simple lighting or sound
equipment, if available, for a
drama presentation or activity.

2.1.4 If able, play a musical instrument
when appropriate for a drama
activity or presentation.

2.1.5 Take part in accomplishing any
other technical aspects necessa
for a drama presentation.



ADE 7-

njalailattp.
The theatre nrts program at this level continues to build on and refin.

the creative capacities, knowledge, skills, and aesthetic developments o
previous years. At this stage, additional emphasia is placed on theatre
skills, augmented with a continuation of creative dramatics. Appropriate
vocabulary, an increased emphasis on acting and directing skills, and the
reading, viewing, and writing of dramatic literature is cultivated.

Growing differences in abilities and interests characterize students at
this age and, for this reason, provision is made for individual emphasis by
assigning the student opocial projects or by placing the her/him in various
leadership roles. A broad emphasis for the junior high program ia to help
students to use drama more dincriminatingly and productively in daily living
and, aa participant or viewer, to incorporate it into their lives. Students
should come to perceive theatre as a means of pleasure and a way of communi-
cation, motivation, and learning. Theatre should become a part of the
students' experience of life as a whole.

In the middle/junior high school years, the creative, cognitive, and
aesthetic emphases are developed through continually broadening appl cations.
Common terminology of technical theatre, acting, directing, and playwrighting
becomes familiar. There is greater involvement with reading, writing, and
performing scripts through which students are able to refine and practice
performing skills. Students are encouraged to assist a teacher/director to
guide and accomplish creative efforts of fellow students, and the significance
of the individual as well 48 group effort is stressed.

4 76
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Grad

1. play initiative while continuing to pflrticipote in creative drama
ivitien.

1.1 Know and understand the importance of physical skills and
conditioning exercises anropriate for preparation to perfem.

1.2 Develop a realistic or nonrealistie character for use in a scene
or Indivi.dual presentation.

1.3 Plan and prenent effectively structured dramatic cituctlonn.

1.4 Demonstrate very simple, banic acting skills.

.5 Be involved in readers theatre activities.

1.6 Off r mutual support and understanding to peers during drama
activities,

2. Distinguish between the dif erent technical theatr reins and the
particular knowledge and skills necessary to work in those areas.

2.1 Know and demonstrate an understanding of what tasks different
technical theatre crews perform.

2.2 Continue to learn skills necessary to be involved in t chnical
theatre activities.

47a
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G ade Level. 7

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: 1

participate in crcntiv

T

ARTS EDUCATION
EATRE ARTS EDUCATION

nrner
drama ac

Skills/Subject Aree: Theatre \rts

begin to display initintive while continuing
vitien.

0_ ectives Measur

1.1 Know and understand th
importance of phyaical skills
and conditioning exercises
appropriate for preparation
to perform.

1.2 Develop a ren.istic or
nonrealistic character for
use in a scene or Individual
presentation.

1.3 Plan and present effectively
structured drama ie situctions.

Prepare for perForming in group
creative drama presentations by
doing warm-up exercises together.

1.1.2 Do warm-up exercises on an
individual baoia. in preparation
for her/his particular per-
:ormance.

1.2.1 Portray a rea istit or non-
realistic character in a drama
presentation using her/his
ow ideas and any other resources
available.

Independently, or with others,
write or outline in verbal or
written form a short scene or play
that is sequential and loecal for
presentation.

1.3.2 Plan and do a presentation from
R printed script either indi-
vidually or as part of roup.



Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will begin to display initiative while cont
o participate in creative drama activities.

Ob ectives ensures

1.4 Demonstrate very simple, basic
acting'skills on stage.

Be involved ir readers
theatre activities.

1.4.1 Understand motivation and move on
stage when given direction In
simple theatrical terms such as
"crois up stage."

1.4.2 Demonstrate the basic sitting,
kneeling, and standing positions
used by actors.

1.4.3 With sensitivity for an audience,
know how and adjust physically and
vocally in order to be seen and
heard in an appropriate manner.

1.4.4 As a performer, display with
authenticity the semblance of some
basic emotions as part of a drama
presentation to others.

1.4.5 Demonstrate a basic under-
standing of the voice as a
communicative instrument by
adjusting pitch, volume, and
tone to suit a character
being portrayed.

1.4.6 Use simple properties with
credibility*

105.1 Select or help select material
for readers theatre projects.

105.2 Help plan and organize a
readers theatre presen ion.

1.5.3 Cooperate and maintain disci-
pline while rehearsing the
various aspects of readers
theatre performance such as eye
focus, movement, vocal variety,
etc.

5U3
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Grade Level:

Skill /Subject Area: Theatre Ar

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will begin to d
to participate in creative drama activities.

Objectives

Page 3

sp ay initiative while con

Measures

nuing

1.6 Offer mutual support foi
and understanding to
peers during drama
activities.

40 .

1.6.1 Help others achieve their goals
and objectives in creative drama
activities or presentations.

1.6.2 Compliment others for attempting
or achieving a task in any drama
activity.

1.6.3 Show respect for others' con
tributions and work during
the process of planning,
performing, and/or producing a
drama presentation.

1.6.4 Recognize and accept that
different personal backgrounds and
abilities affect how others will
think and act during dramatics
activities.

484



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will begin to distinguish between the diffe ent
technical theatre areas and will acquire the particular knowledge and skills
necessary to work in those areas.

Obi ectives easures

2.1 Know_and demonstrate an
understanding of what tasks
are performed by different
technical theatre crews.

2.2 Continue to learn skills
necessary to be involved
in technical theatre
activities.

505

2.1.1 Identify and explain the purposes
of various technical crews.

2.1.2 When appropriate, consult with
and show respect for those
people and crews assigned to a
specific task which a/he
must become involved with, such
as interaction between an actor
and property crew.

2.2.1 When possible, assume differ-
ent tasks in various areas of
technical theatre in order to
develop basic skills in technical
theatre such as sound, lighting,
scenery, costuming, props, and
makeup.

4 3



Become familiar with theatrical literature in order to interpret it for
performance and to understand how it reflects life and the human
condition.

1.1 Know and understand dra a as literature.

1.2 Know and understand written scripts as dramas meant to be performed
for an audience..

Display an awareness that drama can help in the understanding of
life situations and is a human reflection of the commonality of
man.

Come to know, understand, and appreciate theatre as an art form, most
often done by a group of people, which is personally demanding and
involves many different kinds of knowledge, discipline, and skills.

2,1 With an understandin
techniques with prec
ability.

that acting is believing, display pantomime
ion and accuracy to the best of her/his

2.2 Display an awareness of techniques for extending sItuations in
improvised dramatic play.

2.3 Participate in creating and producing simple, original scripts.

2.4 Analyze dramatic scenes for motivation and plan action accordingly.

2.5 Understand tht difference between real life actions and theatric-1
presentation of the same actions.

2.6 Consciously use projection, articulation, variety, and timing to
dramatize believabl*

Understand how the different areas of technical theatre complement and
complete the total concept of a theatrical presentation.

3 1 Understand and d monstrate that coord nation and
collaboration in technical theatre activities are essential.

3.2 Understand, apply, and utilize the fundamentals o
technical theatre as an integral part of drama activ es.

5°7 484



Grade Leve

ARTi EDUCATION
THEATRE _ARTS EDUCATION

Ski_lls/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1 1= Th learner will b....lecome familiar with theatrical li
in order to intex=tvretitfor perfOrmenNoce and understand how it reflects
the human condit1=Lon.

erature
life and

easures

1.2

Know and un ddrama as
literature,

Know and utrstand written
scripts eS dlOremastunt to be
performed *ocor en tudience.

Display an ensethat drama
can help in the utderstanding of

1.1.

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1

life Sittlittarie wile; a human
reflection oz.f themmonality of
man.

1,0

Read scenes or plays selected by
the teacher and/or student.

Do research on the playwright
and/or her/his works.

Know and understand the basic
format and types of structure
used for writing down dramas.

Analyze a script to determine
the playwright's message and/or
intent.

Relate verb Ily or in writing
how the written script might
be done In performance,

Write dialogue and ntage direc
tions appropriatt, a script.

Analyze a script to determine
motivation of a character,
directing possibilities, or
production demands.

Discuss, verbally, or in writing,
after reading or seeing a play,
what can be learned or what
conclusions cau be drawn about
our owm existence from the play.

.2 After reading or seeing a play,
discuss, verbally or in writing,
how the various aspects of it
may be related to ourselves and
the way we act and react to the
world we ltve in.

48a



Grade Level: 8

ARTS EDUCATION
TEETEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

-Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will come to know, understand, and apprec ate
theatreas an art famren,mmt oft==en done by a group of people, which is personally
demanding and irivolv-Aes omy diff:Ferent kinds of knowledge, discipline, and skills.

2.1 With an understreding that
acting is beli~ing, displaremy
pantomime technques with
precision and acuracy to r_11e
beat of her/his ability.

2.2 Display an awarnese of
techniques for .2ctending

situations In improvised

dramatic play.

2.3 Participate in

and producing sLimp
original EiCript=

2.1.1 Create and do a pantomime which
accurately communicates a believ-
able intent through the use of

:cted movements.

-articipating in a scene,
-:-se new dialogue and

in order to help an
sed scene develop in a

-;,1 manner beyond the
,A1 situation established by
teacher or .others.

.0,:eate and become a character
And involve her/himself in an
improvised scene already in
progress in such a way as to
prolong the improvisation in a
logical manner.

Create, or help create, dialogue
stage directions, and character
descriptions, e.g., for a short
drama presentation.

2.3.2 Assist in one or more aspects of
producing an original script.

509
48



Skills/Subject Area! DwAs -re Arts

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: De let.earner will come to know, understand, and appreciate
theatre as an art fcm =Plat often done by a group of people, which is personally
demanding and involveenara3r different kinds of knowledge, discipline, and skills.

2.4 Analyze dramaticecerimma for
motivation and plenaction
accordingly.

2.5 Understand the differnce
between real Die act l_ona and
theatrical presentatie=rn of the
same actions.

2.6 Conscious y Use mdec=tion,
articulation, vmietyw. and
timing In order todresrmatize
believably.

2.4.1 Analyze an improvised scene or
script to determine how s/he,
as a character, will act and
relate the findings verbally or
in writing.

2.4.2 Plan, and perform for others,
the actions s/he has determined
to be appropriate for a character.

2.5.1 Demonstrate when taking or
giving stage direction that
timing and placement must be
of a determined and conttllled
nature.

2.6.1 Consciously increase or decrease
projection when speaking in dif-
ferent situations and spaces.

2.6.2 Speak dialogue clearly and under-
standably during drama activities.

2.6.3 lisle basic good speaking
techniques to portray a
character in a believable
manner during a drama presen-
tation.

510
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will understand how the different areasof
technical theatre complement and complete the total concept of a theatrical
presentation.

Oh ectives easures

3-.1 Understand and demonstrate
that coordination and
collaboration in technical
theatre activities are essential.

3.2 Understand, apply, and utilize
the fundamentals of technical
theatre as an integral part
of drama activities.

3.1.1 Know and discuss with
others the concept, workplan,
and completion dates fathe
various phases of preparing
a presentation.

3.1.2 When working on one aresof
technical theatre, etayappr se.cl
of and discuss what wayam othimer
areas are achieving theirtasks
within the determined auept.

3.1 Cooperate with others
involved in productionby
exchanging informationand
sharing materials and equip
ment when appropriate m
necessary.

3.2.1 Discus_ the needs and pasibil-
ities for a presentatimat any
given time during prOdmtion.
duction.

3.2.2 Through intent, demnos_ae
the need to achieve them
aspects of technical antra fox=
each presentation as much as it
is possible and plauble.

u

3.2.3 When possible, make used any
aspect of technical eheatre.to
enhance a presentation.

511
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G_ AD ES 9712

r Emphases
_

The creative, cognitive, and aesthetic emphases in high school theatre
s are realized both through individual courses and across a broad range of

varied course offerings. Complete theatre skills are added at this level to
provide guily for those who wish te pursue one or more of the areas that
constitute theatre arts. Knowledge of theatre'literature and history is
stressed, Knowledge and skill In technical theatre are taught while
creative proficiencies in technical theatre as well as in performing are,
polished. Stage, vocal, and movement techniques are developed and cultivated
for Use in theatrical production and as a means of presentiqg oneself in
everyday life situations.

At this level interes-s in drama vary wide y. Individual abilities and
concerns will determine the direction pursued by each student. Because of
'this, courses in all phases of formal theatre, and the development of original
designs amd material, including pew playscripts, are featured. Important
segmentscd rile program are acting, directing, playwriting, set construction
and design, lighting, costuming, makeup, and other activities related to
theatrical production and organization. Skills learned earlier are retained
and perfected and an-awareness of the career potential of theatre is
developed, along with an appreciation and understanding of theatre as both an
art form and as entertainment.

43;)
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Theatre Arts IOutline

1. Develop a basic understanding and knogled.
:of theatre as an outgrowth of world cultn
society.

rigins of theatre amid
a reflection of

1.1 Know how theatre has evolved by fira hvelolping anunderstandins of
twentieth-century theatre.

1.2 Have an:understanding of the origins dtheal-tre andwily theatre
exists.

1.3 Have an understanding that the attitudes, beaiefs, snd feelings oF
peoplein'different cultures and in differermt tines throughout h ory
have been expressed through differenttypee mof theatre.

2. Develop a basic understanding and knowledged theeatre literature and
history.

2.1 Have a basic knowledge of theatre literature associated with tbe
different historical periods from th Egyprins to thpresent,

2.2 Have a basic knowledge of theatre literature associated with
some of the major theatrical styles eatid/or c=ltures.

2.3 Understand plays as literature that leteent to be performed, es
well as read.

Develop the knowledge, skills, and ab1liV Wspeaak meaningfully and
distinctly in theatrical presentation% .

3.1 Know and understand important terms WO_ i telation to the
production of sounds by the voice WIN retated body ovemcnts.

3.2 Know and understand a variety of stsraderdexemrcisesuemi to
improve clarity and variety in speeelend relLatedhOemovemen

3.3 Speak appropriately in a variety of UM-Miami settings.
3.4 Speak clearly and distinctly when speAg ot: performing in

theatrical projects or presentations.

Develop the knowledge, skills, and abilitY Wile
presentations.

4,1 Display an awareness of the different oetho
in developing a theatrical role.

4.2 Demonstrate an awareness of how to pr p -o- a role,
4,3 Know and understand the basic theetricgtemdlawlogynsed by acto im

ancUdirectors,
4.4 Take direction and replicate it in perforeanc
4.5 Use physical skills and conditioning eMsoitse=s appropriately.

In theatrical

and techniques

Do the basic types of theatrical makeup.

5.1 Display knowledge and skills in makeuptoac Aeve desired
characterization.

515



6. Direct others in short theatrical' pe_ ormances.

6 1 Acquire the-knowledge and skills necessary to direct plays.

7. Write scripts for performance.

7.1 Acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to wri e scripts suitable
for performance.

4 91.
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11tRTS EDUCATION:

TRE ARTS EDUCATION

-Grade:Leve 9-12 Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge
of ,the origins of theatre and of theatre as an:outgrowth of world cultures and as
a reflection of society.

b ect yes

1.1 Know how theatre has evolved
by first developing'an under-
standing of twentieth century
theatre.

1.1.1 Through the study of contemporary
plays, which use contemporary
language, discuss verbally or in
writing, the characters, plot, and
meaning in relation to our own
times.

1.1.2 After reading works by modern world
authors, discuss in writing or
verbally, how events in history
have affected playwrights in the
twentieth century.

1.2 Understand the origin of 1.2.1 Discuss verbally or in writin
theatre and why theatre different reasons primitive man
exists. began doing theatre.

1.2.2 Relate the role of ritual, reli:
gion, and magic in the development
of early theatre.

1.2.3 Discuss the occasions, celeb -.-
tions, or holidays'of early
cultures, out of which, theatre
was a natural outgrowth:

1.2.4 Relate how theatre entertains,
teaches, and records heritage.

4 9
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Ornde Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre ArtN

Prige 2

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will develop a basic undernrnndlng and knowledge
of the origins of theatre and of theatre an an outgrowth of world cultures and nn
a reflection of society.

Obj c ives_ Measures

1.3 Understand that the attitudes,
beliefs, and feelings of people
in different cultures, and in
different times throughout
hiatory have been expressed
through different types of
theatre.
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1.3.1 Peed or view a period play and
diseuns how the attitudes,
beliefs, and feelings of the
people and the times are evident.

1.3.2 Discuss how advancements in
society such ns technology,
travel, and communication have
affected the type of thentre done
and the way thentre evolved as a
profession.

1.3.3 Do research and report findings on
the theatre developed by n
particular ethnic group.

1.3.4 Do research and report findings on
one or more forms of theatre as an
outgrowth of a particular time and
group of people such as classic,
avant-garde, musical, political
theatre, etc.

4 9



Grnde Level: 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learne
of theatre literature and the

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skilla/Subject Area: Theatre Arts T.

I develop n basic unde standing and knowledge
y of thent

2.1 Have a basic knowledge of
theatre literature associated
with the different historical
perioda from the Egyptians to
the present.

519

2.1.1 Read plays which are representt
tive of the major periods in
theatre history such as Greek,
Restore ion, Contemporn y, etc,

2.1.2 Diactia, wrtc a paper, and/or
ss a written teat on a parti-

cular play and its historical
significance in relationship to
the writer, culture, and thea-
trical period.

2.1.3 Relate the major changes with
play structure and writing styles
that have taken place throughout
history, in writing or verbally.

2.1.4 Know and discuss, verbally or in
writing, persons of major impor-
tance to theatre literature
throughout history, to include
playwrights.



Ade Level: 9-12

3ki11s/Subject Area: Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The lenrner will develop a basic un(
of theatre lite ature and the history of thent

Page

rtand ing and kno ledge

2.2 Have a basic knowledge of
theatre literature associated
with name of the major theatrical
stylen and/or cultures.

2.3 Unde stand plays as literature
that is meant to be performed,
as well as read.

2.2.1 Know and relate verbally or in
writing how theatre architecture
haa affected the type of plays
that have been written ft differenr
periods.

2.2.2 Discuns
pans a
and how it re
cal style.

a paper, and/or
a particular play
ten to a theatri-

2.2.3 Know and di_cess verbally or in
writing how theatre literature and
acting styles are interrelated
for the different historical
periods.

2.2.4 Research and read plays from a
particular culture such as
Chinese, African, or Indian, and
report findings orally or in
writing.

2.3.1 After reading and seeing a play
being done live or on film, discuss
the differences and inferences
drawn from the two different
experiences.

2.3.2 Read plays out loud, or perform
scenes from plays and discuss
how written words take on new
or different meanings and impor-
tance when apoken or performed.

2.3.3 Listen to and/or view plays in
live performance, on film, or from
a recording and write and/or
discuss the ways in which written
words become more meaningful
through live performance.

520
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oracle Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCM ION
TREATRE A us EDUCWriON

Skill

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop
to speak meaningfully and distinctly in

(:t Arent Theatre Artu 1

knowledge, Ocilla, nod ability
presentations.

Ob ective

3.1 Know and understand Important
terms used in relation to the
production of sounds by the
voice and the related body
movements.

3.2 Know and understand a variety
of standard exercises used to
improve clarity and variety in
speech and related body movement.

Know how and speak appropriately
in a variety of theatrical
settings.

3.4 Speak clearly and distinctly
when speaking or performing
in theatrical projects or
presentations.

3.1.1 Define and demonstrate in practice
such terms as volume, range,
pitch, intensity, articulation,
'nflection, resonance, pronun-
ciation, flexibility, rhythm,
rate, emphasis, pause, and poise.

3.2.1 Know and demonstrate by doing,
a variety of standard exe-rcises
used to improve the speaking
voice and related body movement.

Rehearse and present short
speaking projects in a variety
of theatrical settings so as to
be heard and understood.

3.4.1 Speak clearly and distinctly
so as to be understood in thea-
trical presentations and pro-
jects.

3.4.2 Speak dialogue with the appro-
priate inflection, emphasis,
rhythm, etc. thet is suitable
for a particular theatrical
character or role.

521
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skill /Subject Atea: Tht'iitre Artm I

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop the knowledge, ski
to act in theatrical presentations.

is, and ability

4.1 Display an awareness of the
different methods and tech-
niques used in developing
n theatrical role.

4.2 Demonstrate an awe enesa of
how to prepare for a ro

4,3 Know and understand the basic
theatre terminology used by
actors and directors.

4.4 Take direction and replicate
it in performance.

4.1.1 Discuss verbally or in writing
the different methods and tech-
niques used in deve -ping a
theatrical role.

4.1.2 Devise and put into practice
her/his own way of workinp na a
performer.

4.2.1 Use different rm-up techniques
for getting ready to perform.

4.2.2 Write a hypothetical biography
of her/his character based oil
information derived from the
script.

4.3.1 Use and define theatre termi-
nology used by actors both on
paper and in practice.

4.4.1 Write down, using theatrical
notation, the basic blocking
for her/his stage movement.

4.4.2 Remember and execute rehearsed
stage movement and dialogue.

4.4.3 Rehearse and perform in group
theatrical presentations in the
classroom or for others.
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vel: 9-12

Skiils/Subject Ares: Thearre Ar

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner w111 develop the know_ e

to act in thestric pre ntacions.
abil

Ob e

4.5 Use physical skills and
conditioning exercises appro-
priately.

4.5.1 Do physical akills and condi-
tioning exercises in preparation
to perf rm in theatriciil presen-
tations.

4.5.2 Define exercises verbally or in
writing and lead others in exercises
appropriate for preparation to
perform.
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Grade ,ave3: 2

A1TS 1DIJCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skillo/Subjeet Area: Theatre A.7.01 I

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will be able to do the basic types of thttrical
makeup.

Oblectiv

5.1 Display knowledge and skills in
makeup to achieve desired char-
acterization.

Measures

5.1.1 Identify and describe the use of
the various supplies and tools
commonly used for theatrical
makeup either verbally, in
writing, by choosing the rigl
item, or using it correctly.

5.1.2 Kn d relate, verbally or in
writing, the fundamental makeup
techniques to include old age,
straight, character, fantasy,
etc.

5.1 After reading a script, plan a
makeup, and fill out a makeup
form for one or more types of
character.

5.1.4 Given the necessary supplies.
complete makeups on her/himself
or other persons

5.1.5 Complete a "makeup morgue" w th
magazine pictures which will be
helpful in preparing to design
or do makeup.

524
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Credo Leval: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
TIWATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Artn T

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The 1 -rner will be able to direct others in short theatrical
performances.

6.1 Acquire the know edge and skills 6.1.1 Know, understand, and disc
necessary to direct p aye. drama an a i.e., concept*

technique, unity, coherence,
emphasis, selectivity, proportion
rearrangement, intensification,
and mood).

6.1.2 Know, understand, and discuss
director's function.

6.1 Know, understand, and discuss
the five fundamentals of play
directing (i.e., composition,
picturization, movement, rhythm,
and pantomimic dramatization).

6.1.4 Know, understand, and discuss
different acting techniques and
how to approach them as a direc-
tor.

6.1.5 Know, understand, and discuss
the process traditionally used
to conduct tryouts, casting,
and rehearsals.

6.1.6 Direct others in short dramatic
scenes using standard theatrical
terminology and techniques.

6.1.7 Seek and give objective criti-
cism, assistance, and suggestions
for improving her/his own or
others' directing efforts.
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crude Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skill /S bJect Area: Theat e Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 7: The learner wIll wr
performance.

ripts suitable for theatrical

Ob ectives RU

7 1 Acquire the knowledge and skills 7.1.1 Verbally, in wri,Ang, or by
necessary to write sc ipts suit- answering test questions, relate
able for performance. the evolution of play structure

from the early Greek to contem-
porary drama.

7.1.2 Compare play structure to oth
forma of literature.

7.1.3 Relate the forms of drama and
their characteristics.

4 Discuss where to find ideas and
what is dramatic versus undramatic.

7.1.5 Relate the general steps taken
in the process of writing a play.

7.1.6 Write short portions of dramatic
dialogue for a particular drama-
tic situation.

7.1.7 Write and perform short one-act
plays, television scripts, or
radio cripta.

501
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Thgatre Arts II Out1

1. Develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre literature and
istory.

1.1 Display a basic knowli 'le and undersr -ding of the development of
theatre from Its beginnings to the pr

Develop to a further extent the knowledge, skills, and ability to act
in theatrical presentations.

Demon rate an awareness of how to perfect a theatrical ro e and put
these concepts into practice.

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding and ability to handle special movement
problems on aLtigC.

2.3 Recognize and demonstrate some of the more common types of dialects
used on the stage.

2.4 Objectively analyze and critique her/his and/or others' acting eff rts.
2.5 Study and do research on actors, acting styles, and theories of

acting.

. Direct others for theatrical performance.

3.1 Function as director or assistant director for a play or other
scripted performance piece.

3.2 Analyze and critique her/his or others' directing efforts.

4. Write acripts for performance and objectively critique her/his own
scripts or those of others.

4.1 Write a play e ther by her/himself or with a group.
4.2 Analyze and critique her/bie or others scripts in the wrItten

form and/or after having seen a performance of the script.

5. Design, illustra e, and make simple costumes from different
periods and/or of different styles.

5.1 Display knowledge and skills in costuming and costume design.

Understand the reasons for and do publicity and promotion for a -chool
theatrical presentation.

6.1 Display basic knowledge and skills necessary to provide
publicity and promotion for a school theatrical presentation.

7. Know how and manage an adequate school box office.

7.1 Have the skills to obtain tickets for a theatrical presentation.
7.2 Be familiar with and carry out the basic procedures used in selling

tickets.
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Grade Level: 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL 1 The learne
of thentre literature and hiat

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts II

iil deval p a basic understanding and knowledge
ry

Oh ectiv easur

splay a basic knowledge
and understanding of the
development of theatre from
its beginnings to the present.

1.1.1 Discu and/or pass a test
theatrical development during
any given period.

1.1.2 Do research and report _indings
on theatre during a given period.

Build a model and/or do a prea n-
tation on theatre during a giv n
period

1.4 Prepare s scene from a play or
an illustrative presentation
relating to a given period of
theatre.

Research and report on a parti-
cular aspect of technical theatre
during any given period.

1.1.6 Research and report on a noted
theatrical personage from any
given period.

1.1.7 Compare and contrast, verbally
or in writing, different aspects
of theatre done in different
periods of history.

1.1.8 Discuss verbally or in writing
different types of theatre
architecture in different periods
and how it affected the type of
theatrical presentation of that
period.

528
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Grade evel: 9-12 Pnge

Skills/Subj ct Area: Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner wi I develop a basic understanding and knowledge
of theatre literature and history.

Ares

1.1.9 Read plays from the major periods
in theatre history and discuss
how they are related to the types
of theatre going on at that time,
in that culture, and in that
location.

0 Define and give examples of the
various types of theatre such as
musical comedy, melodrama,
kabuki, Commedia dell'Arte,
Theatre of the Absurd, etc.

1.1.11 Discus_ and give examples of the
origins of different styles and
types of theatre and of the ori-
gin of theatre in general.

529
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
T EATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre A ts IT

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop, to a f
skilla, and ability to act in then

ther extent, the knowledge,
cal presentations.

Obj yes easures

2.1 Demonstrate an awareness of
how to perfect a theatrical role
and put these concepts into prac-
tice.

2.1 Develop the physical and verbal
characteristics of a character
based on the script and relate
these verbally, in writing, or
in practice.

2.1.2 Determine the motive ions f
character and relate them verb-
ally, in writing, or in practice.

2.1.3 Ascertain the appropriate tempo
and timing for physical action
and/or verbal delivery for a
particular role and demonstrate
it in practice.

2.1.4 Explore ways to expand a stage
character and demonstrate in
practice or relate them through
discussion or writing.

2.1.5 Continue to do observation, con-
centration, sense recall, and
emotional response exercises and
incorporate these skills into
her/his roles.

2.1.6 Rehearse and perform, in group,
dramatic presentations in the
classroom or for others

505
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develo- to a further 0
skills, and ability to act in theatrical pres nt tions.

pripe

nt, the knowledge,

Objectives astire

2 2 Demonstrate nn understanding
and the ability to handle
special movement problems on
stage.

2.3 Recognize and demonstrate some
of the more common types of
dialects used on the stage.

2.4 Analyze and critique her/his
and/or others acting efforts.

2.5 Study and do research on
actors, acting styles, and
theories of acting.

531

2.2.1 DiSCUSB and demonstrate standard
ways of performing such actions
as stage fighting, dying, falling,
embracing, etc.

2.3.1 Explain the sounds and prunun-
ciations of words in replicating
various dialects for the stage.

2.3.2 Demonstrate the ability to deliver
dialogue in such dialects as
French, Southern American, or
German by speaking dialogue with
the appropriate accent.

2.4.1 Discuss verbally, or in writing,
problems seen with others acting
efforts and offer valid sugges-
tions for improvement either
verbally or by example.

2.4.2 Assess her/his own acting
efforts and remain innovative
and flexible while working on
improvements discerned by her/
himself and/or others.

2.5.1 Read and discuss boo s or
articles on well-known actors
and their approaches to acting.

2.5.2 Write reports or pass a test on
actors and their approaches.

2.5.3 Replicate an acting style by
performing in that particular
manner.



Grade Level: 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL 3:
theatrical performances

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/S bject Area! Ttwi,tre Arts

t be able to direct others for simple

Function as director or
assistant director for a abort
play or other scripted
performance piece.

Analyze and c itique her/his
or others' directing efforts.

532

3.1.1 Conduct tryouts. casting, and
rehenrnala in preparat2,in for
a performance.

Direct shiver performeere nieces
in a variety of different spaces
(i.e., procenium atage, arena
stage, thrust stage, et .).

3.1.3 Know and write stage blocking
in a script using standard
theatrical symbols and words.

3.1.4 Cooperate with, and give direction
to, all other theatre ataff in
relation to production needs and
concept for a short script or
scene,

3 2 I Relate verbally, in writing,
problems seen with othets
directing efforts and offer
suggestions for improvement.

3.2.2 Direct a scene already done by
someone else in order to demon-
strate a different technique or
approach.

3.2.3 Seek the advice and assistance
of others when involved in
directing, and willingly give
help to others.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
TDEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Ar n II

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will wrIte scripts for perfo
tively critique he his awn scripts or thoo of others.

mance, and obje

Ob ectives

4. 1 WrIte a short play or scene
either by her/himself or with
a group.

6.2 Analyze and critique her/his
or others' scripts in the
written form and/or after
having seen a performance of
the script.

By writing 4 performance piece,
determine 4 plot that ha- dramatIc
value or interest.

Croao ebnractara tbat are
interesting and have motivation
for action and npeech.

4.1.3 Write dialogue that is sultabl
and interesting.

4.1.4 Produce a finished, well organized
ized short play or scene in common
script format with cast list,
stage directions, etc.

4.2.1 Know and discuss, verbally or in
writing, the methods and techniques
commonly used to evaluate a script
and its suitability for perfor-
mance.

4.2.2 Research and present fIndIngs
on a contemporary playwright
and her/his works.

4.2.3 Collect, and compa _ and contrast
verbally or in writing the
reviews and criticisms of well-
known theatre critics.

4.2.4 Write objective critiques of
her/his or others' scripts.

4.2.5 Participate in helping to read
out loud and/or perform in pre-
sentations of others' scripts.
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Grade I_v 9-

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/S bject Area: Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will be able to design, illustrate, and make
simple costumes from different periods and/or of different styles.

Oblectives

5.1 Display knowledge and skills in
costuming and costume design.

5.1.1 Know and relate the purpose of
costumes, the basic history of
costumes, and the basics of
fabrics, color, and styles through
melolo Of d!gr-o50.10o, writing,
tents or item identification.

.2 After reading a play, determine
the period, style, and/or look of
the costumes for the different
characters and either describe,
sketch, or find pictures to Illus-
trate them.

5.1.: Make a "costume morgue" using
clippings from any source to
illustrate selected areas of
costuming such as period, coun-
try, style, etc.

5.1.4 Fill out a costume chart for one
or more characters from a play.

5.1.5 Identify and use in practice the
basic types of materials, tools,
and machinery used In making
standard costumes.

5.1.6 Make a basic costume for a par-
ticular character and triw it,
if necessary.

5.1.7 Know and discuss the ways cos-
tumes and costume changes are
organized for a production.

5.1.8 Do research, report findings,
and produce reports or design
projects based on individual
assignments in such areas of
costuming as history, develop-
ment, periods, designers, etc.
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Grade Level: 12

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EMAT ON

Skilln/Subject A- -. Theatre Artn 11

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The learner will. under-
do, publicity and promnton for a school th

-nd the renr
trical pren

nn for, and
ntntion.

6.1 Display basic knowledge and
skills necessary to provide
publicity and promotion for
n school theatrical present-
ation.

6. .1 Know and discuns, verbally or in
writing, the purposen for, and
and methods used, in doing pub-
licity and promotion.

6.1.2 Design, or obtain designs
postern.

6.1.3 Write and discuss the process for
disseminating promotional material
to appropriate school and publ c
news media.

6.1.4 Plan and execute promotional
television spots or personal
appearances.

6.1.5 Relate verbally, or in writing,
the process for getting posters
and other publicity materials
duplicated and disseminated.



Grade Level: 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The lea
school box office.

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skills/Subject Area: Theatre Arts II

1 know how, and be able to manage, an nde-u

7.1 Know how, and have the sk
obtain tickets for a theatric
presentation.

7.2 Be familiar with, and carry out
the basic procedures used in
selling tickets.

7 Design, or obtain a design for the
ickets for a performance based

on the house, method of seating,
type of ticket, and method of
accounting and budget.

7.1.2 Relate verbally, or in wr ting,
the process that is necessary to
go through to get tickets printed
using school and/or professional
printing companies.

7.2.1 Discuss verbally, or in writing,
the basic methods of ticket sales,
reservations, transactions,
receipts, and record ueeping.

7.2.2 Discuss, and/or demonstrate in
practice, how to organize and
maintain a theatrical box office.

7.2.3 Know and define the roles of the
House Manager and the Box Office
Manager.
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Tcchnlcnl Theatre I Outline

1. Develop knowledge and skills in the technical elementn of play product on.

1.1 Display an nwarenea of theatre organiza_ion, mansgement, and
operation.

1.2 Display atagecraft knowledge and skil

1.3 Display knowledge and akillu in scene design.

1.4 Display knowledge and skills in the trical lighting and lighting
design.

Display the baalc knowledge and skills necessary to provide musIc
and sound effects for an assigned script.
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

Skill-/Subject Area: 'L'cchnici Theatre I

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop knowledge and nkifls in the technical
elements of play production.

Objeet

1.1 Display an awareness of t
organization, anc

operation.
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Identify, verbally or in writing,
the various components of a
typical theatre organization and
define their basic duties.

1.1.2 Discuss how collaboration is
achieved among those involved
in a production.

Relate how those involved in a
production must adhere to the
production concept.

1.1.4 Explain the hierarchy of a typi-
cal theatre organization.

513



Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Technical Then

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the tec
elements of play production.

Pnge 2

Ica]

1.2 Display _

and skill
agecraft knowledge 1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7
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Verbally, in writing, or with
drawings, identify and explain
the use of the varied types of
hardware, materials, and tools
used In constructing and paint4np
scenery.

Appropriately and safely use the
varied types of materials and
tools used in constructing and
painting Scenery.

Demonstrate a knowledge of, and
do, basic types of scenery con-
struction such as flats, plat-
forms, steps, etc.

Discuss and demonstr the pre-
paration of scene paint and
basic painting techniques for
the stage.

Identify and define the various
parts of a theatre facility,
rigging devices, and typical
machinery used in a theatre.

Know and use correct vocabulary
commonly used by technicians
involved in stagecraft.

Know where to find information
on how to build, or do, common
properties or special effects
and describe how to create some
of the more commonly used ones
either verbally, in writing, or
in practice.
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Grade Level: 9-12 Page 3

Skills/Subject Area: Technical The

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will develop kPtlwledEe and fikiliB in the t c nical
elements of play p Auction.

Ob ves e ures

Display knowledge and skills
in scene design.

1.3.1 Know and discuss the necessary
steps and processes for designing
scenery for a production to
include determination of the
design concept.

I. .2 Execute a basic aketc' f oor
plan, front and rear elevation,
rendering, and model for a play
or portion of a play.

Determine, explain, and justi
the design and construction o
a particular scenic element.

1.3.4 Determine and explain how
different scenery for a produc-
tion will change and/or work
together throughout the entire
production.



Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Sub Area: Technical The

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical
elements of play production.

Page 4

1.4 Display knowledge and skills
in theatrical lighting and
lighting design.

1.4.1 identify itein, their component
parts, and the use of varied types
of materials, tools, and equipment
used for theatrical lighting
either verbally, in writing, Or
using drawings.

1.4.2 Use appropriately and safely the
varied types of materials, tools,
and equipment uaed for theatrical
lighting.

1.4.3 After reading a play or scene,
identify lighting needs either
verbally or in writing.

1.4.4 Draw a simple floor plan and show
the placement of instruments, and
their number in sequence.

1.4.5 Fill out an instrument schedule
to include number of instruments,
circuit number, numbers of color
media, wattage, use, etc.

1.4.6 Explain verbally, or in writing,
the basic process for patching
the lights to a console and the
process for setting up cues.

1.4.7 Set up cues on a script for 4
real or hypothetical production
or portion of a production.

1.4.8 Explain the ways some basic
lighting consoles work, and
operate the school console if
one exists.
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Crude Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Technical Theat

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical
elements of play production.

ObjectiVes Me

1.5 Display the basic knowledge and
skills necessary to provide music
and sound effects for an assigned
script.

1.4.9 Know and use correct vocabulary
commonly used by lighting
technicians.

Know and follow the appropriate
steps and processes necessary
to design the plans needed
to execute the design concept.

1.4.11 Do re earch, report findings, and
demonstrate the use of the
research in designing lighting
for a particular performance.

1.4.12 Know the difference between
lighting for different types of
theatrical productions and
show this through planned designs
on paper or in practice.

1.5.1 Read a script and list the music
and sound effects that are neces-
sary and/or desirable.

1.5.2 Do research and find the neces-
sary sound effects or conceive
a way to make them.

1.5.3 Know about and operate the com-
monly used equipment necessary
to make a tape recording or a
sound effect instrument.

1.5.4 Set up and operate all equipment
necessary to provide sound effects
for a production to inlcude micro-
phones, mixers, etc.

1.5.5 Know, plan on paper, and do in
practice the cueing process for
a production.
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chosen by the art teacher for each of the stated goa].s. The early childhood
level (K-3) focuses on exploration and personal experiences. The intermedia e
grades emphasize a continuation of motor and perceptual skills. The middle/
junior high art activities should become more selective and specialized. The
secondary level reflects course offerings which require a prerequisite before
the student can advance to the next level.

The representative selected media for visual arts centers on drpwips,
painting, aintmaking, sculpture, and fine _crafts. Goals, objectives, and
measures are developed sequentially from kindergarten to the twelfth grade.
There are many other equally important media in art education which deserve
attention such as photography/film-making, creative crofts, commercinl design,
and electronic art. It is desirable eventually to include them in this document
as on-going modifications are made to keep this publication a "live" curriculum.
However, all art programs at all levels of education in the North Carolina
Public Schools should reflect the five art media noted above, which are
considered to be the minimum.

COURSE OF STUDY

Visual Arts
Drawing, Fainting, Printmaking, Sculpture, Fine Crafts

9r12
Visual Arts I

Visual Arts II
Visual Arts III

The vi ual arts competency-based curriculum:

is designed for statewide use.

is not correlated with any textbook and does not restrict the use
of any relevant textbook or program materials.

encourages the development of a series of offerings suitable to
varied student abilities.

provides for flexibility in local curriculum development.
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VISUAL ARTS

PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW

Art education in the public school curriculum reinforces the individual
student's innate creative abilities by offering opportunities for visual
self-expression. Focusing on problem recognition/problem-solving methodology,
art experiences serve as a means of developing sensory perception, providing
for nonverbal communication, and offering a vehicle for enjoyment while, at the
same time, the student is learning to think creatively. Visual arts enhance
the creative processes through skill development. Thus, a broader scope and
meaning is given to the art program since the art project or activity becomes a
means to an end rather than the end itself. The program is designed to sensitize
students to their physical environment by totally involving them in activities
where they muat use various art media, design elements and principles, composition,
aesthetics, criticism, and historical reference. Encouragement of personal
Imagination is of paramount importance.

In the early years, the program provides the foundation on which local
units can design sequential structures which offer continuous growth Ind
therefore, a development of concepts and skills throughout the remaining years
which enable students to realize their' artistic and creative potential. The
problem recognition/problemsolving approach is continued. Art activities
serve to enhance, reinforce, and develop the student's right hemispheric
perception. To some degree, whole brain development can also be achieved
by combining analysis) criticism, and reasoning skills with the visual inter-
pretation of symbols, feelings, and intuition. At the Intermediate level,
,exploratory processes continue to be encouraged through experiences in a
variety of art media; however, composition skills, creating order from chaos,
selecting, and structuring become the focus for this age child. Art activities
should reflect a continuing degree of oophistication tailored for the individual
student. The focus of the high school art program is to develop visual images
in formal compositions and to recognize the importance of sensing beyond visual
observation. Individual styles reflecting personal standards of quality are
encouraged The understanding and application of the concepts of analysis and
synthesis for creative problem recognition/problem-solving are fostered. The
art program is designed to encourage flexibility which allows the creative
efforts of the student to be relative to her/his organized thought processes.

The North Carolina Standard Course of Study. and the Teacher Handbook
for the competency-based curriculum provide the art teacher with a means of
unifying the art program with art colleagues in other school systems throughout
the state without conforming tti an established set of rigid and predetermined
standards. Used as a format, art teachers should be able to justify the -
the selection of art activities that have the appropriate content, methodology,
procedure, and evaluation for their students. The grade level specifies the
degree of sophistication and expectation for all art activities which may be
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Many school districts do offer other elcetiven appropriate to this
instructional area, though not as n part of the State-funded basic education
program. Such electives may include: Art IV, Photography, Jewelry-Making,
Textiles Pottery, Film-Making, Commercial Design/Graphics, and Batik.
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GRADE

Major _Emphases

In the early childhood yeara, importance is placed on entab _ling within
chIldren the feeling of self-esteem and self-confidence by directly involving
them in art activities that are designed to build on the knowledge they bring
to the class. The major priorities of the art program at this level are to
develop growth in knowledge and Malls relating to art and to build aesthetic
wareness. Eye and hand coordination and motor Ocilla ore developed threugh
the manipulation of art tools. The study of art heritage and the development
of aesthetic judgment are introduced in primary terma.

Active involvement in a variety of art media develops seneory perception
which sensitizes children to the physical environment. Through heightened
awareness, they come to value, use, and derive pleasure from their senses.
Direct personal experiencoo with art media develop skills that enable children
to communicate personal ideas, images, symbols, personality, and feelings in
visual form. While being involved in viewing, discussing, and analyzing art
works, they formulate an understanding and criteria for making judgments
related to form, content, techniques, and purpose. Awareness of artistic
accomplishments in various cultures of the world enables children to
comprehend the place of art both in relation to that culture and to its
meaning to the individual.
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Grade K utilno

1. Develop posit ve attitudes about he himself, about others, and about art.

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes about her/hmaelf.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and gee art.

2. Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and produ- ng

2 1 Demonstrate an understanding o tb lc elements of art.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design pr nciples.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of

observation play in art.
the role personal percepti n and

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity plays in art.
2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of

in art.
the role evaluation/critique plays

Develop the skills necessary for underfitanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

. Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an aw renesa of art an an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an aw reness of art as a profession.
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Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill iS ct A Visuol Arte

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner w ll develop porltivc nt ituden about her/hims if,
about others, and about art.

1.1 Demonstrate potative attitudec
about ber/hImself.

1.2 Accept work of others.

1 Be eager to do and see art.

552

Take pride in her/Ma own efforts.

1.2.1 Elm accep_ance o others orts.

Show willingnese to participate in
doing, looking at, and discussing
works of art.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop the c ncepts necessary for under-
standing And producing art.

2.1 Demonatra
tht basic

understand
ntc of art:

7.1.1

2.1.2

2.1

2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

553

Recognize r d yellow,
blue, violet, green, o-
black, white, brown.

Recognize different types of
line: crooked, straight, curved,
and zig-zag.

Recognize the difference between
wide and thin lines.

Name basic geometric shapes:
circle, square, rectangle,
triangle, diamond, oval.

Recognize the dirference between
two dimensional shapes and three
dimensional forms.

Recognize d fferent textures on
surfaces: rough, smooth, or
bumpy.

Recognize the difference in
spaces: in/out, over/under,
empty/full, or near/far.
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Grade Level: K

Skills/Subject Ar Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wIll develop the concepts necessary for unde
standing and producing art.

Page 2

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of
the design principlen.

2.2.1 Work to fill the who'e page.

2.2.2 Create imagea that appear to be
balanced.

2.2.3 Tell about how parts of her/hin
work relate to one another to
create unity.

2.2.4 Use a variety of colors, lines,
shapes, and textures.

2.2.5 Recognize a focus of interest in a
composition.

2.2.6 Recognize movement or direction of
lines, shapes, colors, and textures
in a composition.

2.3 Demonstrate an understandin
of the role personal perception
and observation play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely viaual
observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his IntuitIve
perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings and
experiences in her/his work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the art around
her/him.

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of
the role creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does not rely on
copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal experiences to
express her/his ideas and feelings
visually.
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Grade Level: K Page 3

Skills/Subject Area: Vinunl Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner wilt develop the concepts necesnnry for under-
standing and producing art.

Oblectives

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of
the role evaluation/critique
playa in art.

555

Measures

2.5.1 Talk nbout her/his art and thnt
of othern In renponse to guided
questions.
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Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Ar,

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will, develop the skills neces ary for under-
standing and producing art.

0_ ective SU

Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in drAwing and paintln
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in printmaking
processes.

Demonstrate skill and under-
stand ng in sculpture proces es-

3.1.1 Display fine and gross mot
control when using basic drawing
and painting instruments.

3.1.2 Achieve different visual effects
and textures using basic drawing
and painting instruments.

Use basic drawing and painting
instruments appropriately and
safely.

3,2,1 Create prints using simple print-,
making proces . monoprints,
rubbings, leaf prints, gadgets,
vegetables.

3.2.2 Use printmaking materials and
tools appropriately and safely.

Create sculpture (including kinetic
and relief) using manipulative and
additive processes.

2 Use sculpture materials and tools
appropriately and sa e y.

3.4 Demonstrate skill and under- 3.4.1 Create simple ceramic objects
standing in fine craft processes. (e.g., pinch pots and animals).

3.5 Demonstrate ability to
communicate about art.

3.4.2 Use craft materials and tools
appropriately and safely.

556

Use simple art vocabulary to talk
about her/his art and that of
others.

5.2z



Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of
the pant and present.

Ob ctive_a_

4.1 Demons -ate knowledge nnd
appreciation of art in the past
and present.

ensures

4.1.1 Recognize the use of fir
communicate beyond the
or spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art
recording history.

4.1.3 Recognize famou

557 526

--y of

art.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Vinual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop an aw rene s of art as an avocation
and profession.

Ob-e v en sure n

5.1 Demonstrate an
art as an avocatIon

neon of

5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of
art as a profession.

Become iwnr the t tndLvidue1 o
derive personal pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2.1 Become aware
make a living
of art.

558 52J

at ome individuals
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Grade 1 Outline

1. Develop posItive attitudes about her/himself, about others, and about art.

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes about her/himself.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Se eager to do and see art.

2. Dev lop the concepts necessary for understanding and producing nrt.

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic elements of art.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principles.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role personal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity plays in art.
2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique plays

in art.

Develop the skills necessary for understanding and p oducing a

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

. Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

u
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ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Grade Leve S4111 /Subject Area: Visu 1 Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himnelf,
about others, and about art.

Objectives Measures

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes
about her/h mself.

Take pr
effo ts.

in her/his artin

1.2 Accept work of others. 1.2.1 Show acceptance of others efforts.

Be eager to do and see art. 1.3.1 Willingly participate in doing,
looking at, and discussing works
of art.
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Grade Level:

ARTS MUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subjec Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate
the basic e

understanding of 2.1.1 Recognize colors: red, yellow, blue,
violet, green, orange, black, white,
brown.

nts of art.

2.1.2 Identify different kinds of lines.

2.1.3 Name basic geometric shapen in
her/his work and work of others.

2.1.4 Continue to develop ability to
recognize the difference between
two dimensional shapes and three
dimensional forms.

.5 Recognize different textures on
surfaces.

2.1.6 Recognize difference in spaces:
in/out, over/under, empty/full,
or near/far.

2.2 Demonstra e an understanding 2 2.1 Work to fill the entire page.
of the design principles.

2.2.2 Create images that appear to be
balancee.

2.2.3 Explain about the relatl.onships of
parts in her/his own work to create
unity.

2.2.4 Use a variety of colors, lines,
shapes, and textures.

2.2.5 Identify focus of interest in a
composition.

2.2.6 Recognize movement or direction of
lines, shapes, colors, and textures
in a composition.
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts necessary for undei
standing and producing art.

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role personal percep-
tion and observation play in
art.

2.4 Demonstrate an un erstanding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role evaluation/
critique plays in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely visual obser
tion.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuitive perceptions.

2.3.3 line life surroundings and experiences
in her/his work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the art around her/
him.

2.4.1 Create work that does not rely on
copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Uee personal experiences to express
her/his ideas and feelings visual y.

2.5.1 Talk about her/his own
progress and finished)
questioning situations.

o k (both in
n guided

2.5.2 Talk about work of others In guided
situations.
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: ual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop the skills necessary for under
standing and producing

Ob ectiva Measures

3.1 Demonstr- -e skill and under-
standing in drawing and
painting processes.

3.1.1 Display f ne and groan motor control
when using basic drawing and painting
instruments.

3.1 Achieve different visual effects and
textures using basic drawing and
painting instruments.

3.1 Create a representation of basic body
parts and their connections.

3.1.4 Draw and paint animals with attention
to their characteristics, similari
and differences.

3.1.5 Use basic drawing and painting
instruments Appropriately and safely.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under- 3.2.1 Create prints using simple printmaking
standing in printmaking processes (e.g., monoprints, rubbinga,
processes. leaf prints, gadgets, and vegetables).

3.3 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in sculpture
processes.

3.2.2 Use printmaking materials and tools
appropriately and safely.

3.3.1 Create sculpture (including kinetic
and relief) using manipulative and
additive processes.

3 3 2 Use sculpture materials and tools
appropriately and safely.
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Guide r ev1 t

kil If Subje Vi mid Arti

MMITTEEZINCY GOA The loaner
Onndirrag and producing

Page

develop the sk111R nrceuory for undcL!..r-

Lit Vmonntrnt
sanding
processen.

_ skill arduder-
fine crAft

3.4.1 Create iftnplc ceramic old- tm
pinch pota IItid animals).

3.4.2 Create work un_ng fib- s

weaving and atltehery).

3.4.3 Use craft materials npproprite.ly
and safely.

De7Inonstrate oability to 3.9.1 Une simple art vocabulary to talk
co-,--rnmuniente about rt about ber/his art and art of otherg.
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eVell

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skil I Subject Ar VI al Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner wil I devel op kno1d
the peat and preaant,

nd npprcJat1on of art in

Ob

4 .1 Dcmonntrntc knowledge and
appreciation of art in
pant and present.

Recoolz the un of art to communi
cate beyrid the written and apoken
word.

4.1.2 Decogniz that Art to a way of
recorditi5.---: history,

565

Name f2o works of art .



,evel:

TENCY GOAL
a profens on.

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill / ihject Area: V ,ual Arts

nor w I, develop an awareness of ar

5.1 n awarenena of
art as an avocation.

te an awareness
profesalon.

566

Name ways that indiv
personal p easure
works of art.

ways that _ ne

a living from creat n

53

VP

duals make
ks nf art.



no

1. Develop positive attItudes about he himnelf, about othern, and about art.

1.1 Demonstrate positive at-itu
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and nee

about her/

2. Develop the concepts necesaary for understanding and producing art.

2.1 Demonntrate an understanding of the basic elements of art.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principlca.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of Lin; role personal fierce-Lion and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity pinyi in art.
2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role cvnluntion/crItiue plays

in art.

Develop the skills necessary for understandIng and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonstrate skill and underatanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

5
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Grade L _ 2

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/S bject Area. Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes iih
about others, and about art.

if,

Demonst ate positive attitudes
about her/h mself.

1.2 Accept work of others.

1 3 Be eager to do and see art.

1 1 Take pride in he h
efforts.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of others

1.2.2 Demonstrate ability to share and
cooperate with others.

1.3.1 Willingly participate in dolng,
looking nt, and discussing works
of art.

568
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ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Grade Level 2 Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner w111 develop the concepts necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

_Objectives Measures

2.1 De onstrate an understanding of 2.1.1 Name primary colors.
the basic elements of art.

2.1.2 Mix secondary colors.

2.1.3 Know the difference between
vertical. horizontal and
diagonal lines.

2.1.4 Refine the use of basic geometric
shapea in her/his work.

2.1.5 Describe the difference between
two-dimensional shapes and three-
dimensional forma.

2.1.6 Describe the different visu
created textural qualities.

Ly

2.1.7 Depict different spacea in her/his
work: in/out, over/under,
empty/full, or near/far.

2.1.8 Develop an awareness of horizon.

5.1u
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Grade Level: 2

Skills/Subject Are Visual A to

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The lea n
standing and producing art.

ii. deve op the concepts neceorv for under-

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the design principles.

2.2.1 k to fill the entito age.

2.2.2 Create imn es that aprar to be
balanced.

2.2.3 Explain about the rcitionships
of parts in her/his work to
create visual unity.

2.2.4 Us
shop

variety of colorfilines,
and textures.

2.2.5 Ident fy focus of intrnt in a
composition.

2.2.6 Create movement in workthrough
repetition of lines, 6WPen,
colors, and textures.

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of 2.3.1 Sense beyond purely v 404 obser-
the role personal perception and vation.
observation play in art.

570

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuitivepercep-
tions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundi
experiences in herfM mk.

2.3.4 Become aware of the arta-round
her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of ho woTksof art
were and are produced

54:1



de Leve 2

Skills/Subject Ara: Vinual Arts

Ptig0 3

COMPETENCY COAL 2-- The learner will develop the concepts necessary for under-
standing and prodticing art.

2.4 Demonntrnte rzan underetanding of 2.4.1 Create work that does not rely on
copying, tracing, or patterns.the role creztivity plays in art.

2.5 Demonstrate ø.n unders ending of
the role eval_uation/critique
plays in art.

571

2.4.2 Use personal experi,mces t
express her/his ideas and fee]ftign
visually.

2.5.1 Talk about her/his work (both
in progress and finished) in
guided questioning situations,

2.5.2 Talk about the work of others in
guided situations.



Grade Level 2

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subjec Area: Vi uel Arh

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The 1.earner will develop the skills necessary for Linde--
standing and producing ar

Objectives

3.1 Demonstrate skill ant=lt under-
standing in dtning nd pointing
procesnes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in printmakivrig
processes.

572

Display fine and groan mot
control when using basic d
and painting instrumen

wing

Achieve different vhual ef:7= facts
and textures using basic dt7-aw ng
and painting instruments.

3.1.3 Create a representation of basic
body parts and theft connee= t ions .

3.1.4 Draw and paint animals witha
attention to tircharactrIstfc
similarities and difference s.

3.1.5 Depict various emotims and facial
expressions.

3.1.6 Create various climates, wther
conditions and seasons.

.7 Depict movement in people ,
animals, or cars in her/his work.

3 . 1.8 Use basic drawing and painc .rg
instruments appropriately emend
safely.

3.2.1 Create prints usingaimple
printmaking processu,

3.2.2 Use printmaking material s sr-nd
tools appropriately and ear
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Grads Level: 2

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arta

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop the skil
standing and producing art.

Page 2

sary f

Demon

standing in sculpture
pmcessea.

kill and under-

3.4 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in fitie craft
processes.

3.5 Dmonstrate abi
eanunicate abc,

ty to
art.

3.3.1 Create scu_pture including kinetic
and relief) using manipulative and
additive processes.

3.3.2 Use sculpture materials and tools
appropriately and safely.

3.4.1 Create simple ceramic objects.

3.4.2 Create work using fibers (e.g.,
weaving and stitchery).

3.4.3 Use craft materials appropriat y
and stately.

3.5.1 Use simple art vocabulary to talk
about her/his art and art of
others.
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Grade , velt 2

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skilin/Sulilect Arent Vi uni Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop knowl g and appreciation of art in
the past and present.

Ob ectives

4.1 Demonatrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the
past and prenent.

4 Recognize the use of art to
communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is a way of
recording history.

4.1.3 Name famous works

574
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ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Grade Level: 2 Skill /Subject Aren: Visual Art

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avoctition
and profension.

a ti

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art
as an avocation.

5.2 Demonstrate an a
as a profession.

_nes6 of art

575

5. 1.1 Name ways
personal p
works of ar

indIvIduals derive
_u e from tre -Ang

5.2.1 Nnme ways that some individuals
make a living from creating works
of art.
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Grade 3 Outline

1 iveiop positive attitudes about her/birnself about othere, and abour art.

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes about her/himseif.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and sea art.

Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and producing art.

2.1 Demon9tra - an underatanding of the basic elements of a
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principles.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role personal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity plays in art.
2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique plays

in art.

3. Develop the skills necessary for understanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

5. Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profes ion.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.
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ARTS EDUCATION
VI UAL ARTS

Grade L vel: 3 Skllltj/Sub-iert Ares: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself,
about others, and about art.

Objectives Me sures

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes 1.1.1 Display pride in her/his abt.ity
about her/himself.

1.2 Accept work of others.

to complete nrtlntir art vities.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of ot
efforts.

1.2.2 Demonstrate an ability to share
and cooperate with others

eager to do and _ e art. 1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity about works
of art.

578
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Grade Level: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Ill /Subject Area: Vleuel A

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop the conceptn necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

2.1 Durum
the b

Art 17,Indln
c eltbPfltR of Art.

2.1.1

7.1.7

1.3

2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

7.1.7

7.1.8

579 54J

Ident

Name and une warm and cool colors.

Use line for her/his expre nive
purposes

Refine the use of bnsic geometric
shapes in her/hie work.

Describe the difference between
two dimensional shapes and three
dimensional forms.

Create textural qualities in her/
his work.

Use overlapping to achieve depth
in her/his work.

Use her/his horizon to convey
depth.



Grad Level;

Skills/Subject Ares* Visual A to

COMPETENCY GOAL 2! The learner will develop the concepti nicesuiry for under-
standing and produe ng art.

2.2 De understanding
of the den ou priociplLa.

2..3 Demonstrate an understanding of
the role personal perception and
observation plays in art.

2.2.1 Select and unify ldena to creatp-
a visual whole.

2.2.2 Create images that appear to be
balanced.

2.2.3 Explain about the relnt onchipo
of partn in her/hin work to
create visual unity.

2.2 4 Develop ability to uac a variety
of colors, lines, shapes and
textures.

2.2.5 Identify focus o
composition.

2.2 5 Create movement in work th ough
repetition of lines, shapes,
colors, and textures,

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely visual
observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuitive percep-
zions.

Use life surroundings and
experiences in her/his work.

2. .4 Become a are of the art around
her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how works of art
were and are produced.

580
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Grnde Level:

Skills/Subject Are : Vnunl Arta

Pngp 3

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop the conceptN necessary for under-
stnnding and producing art.

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of 2.4.1 Create work that does not rely on
the role creativity playa in art.

2.5 DemorArate an understanding of
the role evaluation/critique
plays in art.

copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal experiences to
express her/his idene and fee
visually.

2.5.1 Talk about her/his work (both In
progress and finished) in guided
questioning situations.

2.5.2 Talk about the work of others In
guided situations.

551
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The
standing and producing

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill /Subject Ar Visual Arts

ner will. develop the skills necessary for under

nstrnte skill and und r-
nding In drawing and painting

processes.

3.1,1 Display ffne and gross motor
control.

Achieve di
and textur

visual effects

3.1.3 Create a representation of basic
body parts and their connections.

3.1.4 Draw and paint people and animals
with attention to characteristic
similarities and differences.

.5 Depict various emotions and fac
expressions.

3.1.6 Create various climates, weather
conditions, and seasons.

3.1.7 Depict movement in people,
animals, or car

3.1.8 Create fent sy figures (e.g.,
portraits, still lifes
landscapes).

3 9 Use basic drawing and painting
instruments appropriately and
safely.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under- 3.2.1 Understand basic printmaking
standing In printmaking processes.
processes.

3.2.2 Create prints using s -ple
printmaking processes.

3.2,3 Use printmaking tools and
materials appropriately and
safely.

582



Grade Level: 3

Skills/Subject Area: Viunl Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The l-
standing and producing art.

Page 2

develop the skilla necessary for under-

3,3 skili and u
stand ng in scu pture procenses.

3.3.1 Ua iLpu1ntve nn ive

processes to create kin t c and
relief HcnPtur,

Use sculpture toola and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.4 Demonstrate skill and under- 3.4.1 Create simple ceramic objects using
standing in fine craft processes.

Demonstr te abil
communicate abou

y to
art.

pinch and coil processes.

3.4.2 Create work using fibe (e.g.,
weaving, and stitchery).

3.4.3 Use craft tools and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.5.1 Use simple art vocabul ry to talk
about own work and that of others.

583
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Grade Love 3

ARTS EDU ATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner wIll develop know
the past and the present.

ge precfstion of al.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledg
appreciation of art in the
past and present.

Recognize that art can communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is a way of
recording history.

4.1.3 Identify famous works of art fro
a variety of cultures.

58 4
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Grade Level: 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learn
and profession.

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: VIsual Arts

I develop an awaren an nVOcatiOfl

--------
. Objectlyes

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness
ra an avocation.

5.2 Demonstrate on a
profession.

ness of art

5.1.1 Name way
pleasure
art .

incUVidtnl can delive
om creating works of

5.2.1 Noise ways some individuals make a
a living from creating works of
art.

585
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GRADES 4-6

Major :Emphases

The intermediate g:ades equally emphasize creative art expression, the
development of knowledge and akilla relating to art, and the continuing growth
of aesthetic awareness, Motor skills are refined and intuitive &Mitt, Llrc
sharpened. Exposure to the study of art heritage and the development of
aesthetic judgment are increased. Personal experiencea are translated into
visual form from which students can discover clues about themselves. Students
are actively involved with a variety of art materials such as crayons, paint
drawing instruments, inks, and clay. Thia further develops visual-communicaL-,
akilla. Furthermore, students derive satisfaction by demonstrating ideas,
images, symbols, personality, and feelings while constructing visual interpre-
tations of personal experiences. Studenta continue to formulate an understanding
of, and criteria for, making judgments related to form, content, techniques,
and purpose through involvement in viewing, discussing, and analyzing art
works.

587



Grade 4 Outl

I. Develop positive attitudes about he-/ imaelf, about othern, and about art.

1.1 Demonst ate positive attitudeo about her himself.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and see art.

2. Develop the concept° necessary for understanding and producing art.

2.1 Demonetrate an understanding of the basic elementa of art.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principles.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role personal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity plays in art.
2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique plays

in art.

Develop the skills necessary for understanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.



ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Grade Level: 4 Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop posItIve attitudes about h himself
about others and about art

taixtt,
1.1 Demonstrate poaitive attitudes

about her/himself.
splay self confidence in her/
a creative abilities.

1.1.2 Take responsibility for her/his
work.

1.2 Accept the work of others. 1.2.1 Recognize others' work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate with others.

Be eager to do and see art. 1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity about works of
art.

590
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Grede Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subjec Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner w iil develop the concept
standing and producing art.

y for under-

Obiec

2.1 Demonstrate an unders ending
of the basic elements of art.

2.1.1 Recognize nnd une primary,
seccAary, tertiary, warm, an
cool colors.

2.1.2 Experiment with using neutrals to
create tints and shad

2.1.3 Recognize a variety of lines.

2.1.4 Use line in a descriptive manner
to convey mood (straight calm,
zig-zag excited).

2.1.5 Compare and contrast shapes
(e.g., natural/geometric,
organic/inorganic, objective
nonobjective).

2.1.6 Name basic geometric forms
(e.g., cubes, canes, spheres,
cylinders, pyramids).

2.1.7 Continue to refine the abi
to create texture in her/hi
work.

2.1.8 Use bas c perspective in her/h
work (diminishing size from fore-
ground, middleground, to back-
ground).



Grade _ vel:

Skills/Subject Area: VinuaJ Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts necessary for under-
nding and producing art.

Page

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the design principles.

56

2.2.1 Compile related and unrela ed
pieces into a visual whole in
drawings, paintings, sculpture,
photography, film, or electronic
art.

2.2.2 Recognize the difference between
symwetrical and asymmetrical
balance.

2.2.3 Experiment with ways to achieve
balance by use of the elements of
color, line, space, form, shape,
and texture.

2.2.4 Explain how unity is achieved in
her/his work and that of others.

2.2.5 Explain how variety is achieved
in her/his work and that of
others.

2.2.6 Recognize multiple focus points
with varying degrees of prominence
in her/his work and that of others.

2.2.7 Create movement in her/his work
through repetition of color, line,
shape, form, space and texture.

2.2.8 Identify ways movement is achieved
in her/his work and that of others.

92



Crade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The leirner will develop the concepts necessnry for under
standing and producing art.

Ob eetiv sur

Demonstrate an understandIng
of the role personal perceptions
and observation play in art.

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

27.1 Sense beyond purely visual
observation.

7.3.2 Trust her/his Intuitive percep-
tions.

2 3 Use color, line, shape, form,
texture, and space to express
her/his ideas and feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how works of
art were and are produced.

2,3.5 Identify ideas and feelings
conveyed in works of others.

2.4.1 Create work that does not rely
on copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort to organized
thought.

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of 2.5.1 Critique her/his work and that of
the role evaluation/critique others in terms of art elements
plays in art. used.

2.5.2 Develop ability to discuss her/his
work and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

593
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Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: V1uii. Art

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop the skills ncenary for und
standing and producing art.

Demonstrate skill and under
standing n drawing and painting
proce

3.1.1 Create compositions which consider
the art elements in relation to
design principles.

.2 Consider concepts of perceptJon,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

Create interior and exterior
scenes (e.g., landscapes, st 31
lifes) taken from life.

3.1.4 Depict figures taken from life.

3.1.5 Experiment with a variety of
media, (e.g., watercolor,
crayons, pencil, tempera,
charcoal pencil, pastels).

3.1.6 Experiment with various
instruments and techniques to
achieve a variety of visual
effects and textures.

. 7 Create various climates, weather
conditions, and seasons.

. 8 Use drawing and painting tools
appropriately and safely.

3.1.9 Consider final presentation
of work.

'594 56



Skill /Subject Arcln li1sun1 Arz

COMM-F.-KY COAL 3! The lenr
standing And producing art.

op the nkil.-

2 Dsmonstrnte !AM and under-
nding in printmaking

processes.

De onntra e skill and und
standing in sculpture
processes.

under-

3.2.1
nrt P
princip

ieh consider t
in relation to dotiign

3.2.2 Consider of concepts of perccpJon,
obnervntion, creativity and
evaluation in her/his work.

Create pri
of the fol
re lel, in

cil.

ing one or more
n processes:

collograph,

n and number

3.2.5 Use printmaking materials
appropriately and safely.

3.2.6 Consider final presentation of
work.

3.3.1 Create sculpture with consIderation
of the art elements in relatIon
to design principi s.

3.3.7 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.



Grade Level:

t Areat Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The Imrner wiLl develop the nkIii. neresserv for under-
standing and producIng art.

3.4 IThmonotrnte okili and under-
otandi g in fine croft proceases.

3.5 Lemonstrate ability to
communicate about art.

596

3.4.1 Create fine craftn with conaider-
ation of the art elements in
relation to deafen principles.

Consider conccpti of perception,
observation, crea ivity, nnd
evaltinrion in her lis work.

3.4.3 Create ceramic objects using coils
pinch, or combination

methods.

.4 Show an unde--- ending of basic
firing and glazing proeows.

3.4.5 Create works using fibers (e.g.,
weaviag, atitehery).

3.4.6 Use craft tools and waterials
appropriately and safely.

3.4.7 Conaider ways to present work.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to express
knowledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.



Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subje t Aren: Vfmnal Artn

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation f nr
the pant and prenent.

ectives cAsures

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the
pant and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal use of
art to communicate beyond the
written or spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize the historical value
of art in recordinp the history
of mankind.

4.1.3 Recognize well-known works of e
associated with other curriculum
areas.



vel:

TEl CY GOAL . The learner
and on a profenriion.

ARTS ED1JCATTOI
VISUAl, ARTS

Ski ls Suiplect Aren: V1:ninl Arts

d velop an Awareness of art an an .vocntion

Ob ectivea

5.1 Demonstrate An awaronoss of Art 5.1.1 Identify wnys in which individuals
can 1arLve pl enure from Creating
14011(g of Art.

as an avocation.

De s rate An aw eness of
an a profession.

598

Nam yn by 1ehnrn e
individuals mnke a living
creating wor



.1-- Oue
1. Develop posiiive attitudes about her

1.1 Demonntrate positive attituden ahou
1.2 Accept work of othern.
1.3 Be anger to do and nee art.

about othern, hind about tat.

f.

2. Develop the concepts necensary for understanding and producing n

2.1 Demonstrate an underntanding of the basic elements of art.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principles.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role personal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the tole creativity playa in art.
2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique plays

in art.

Develop the skills necessary for understanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding In d- wing and painting
processes.

3 2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processe .
3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate Ability to communicate about art.

Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of -rt in the past and
present.

Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

567
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Grade Level:

COMPEMC
about othea and about art.

ARTS LIAICAMN
VISUAL ARTS

SflJ/Stibjict Aron: V'fnuni Arts

1: The leArner wi 1 levalop poeftive a about hcr/hImsolf

Oh ectivee

1 1 Dernonatratc poait
about her =cif.

Accept work of oth,e.

Aides

eager to do and see art.

1.1.1 Renlze and demonstrate an
appraciatfon of her/hip Ind vidual
uniqueneas an a creator.

Rcconizn rs' work u. uu1

Share nnJ cooperar e lth others.

1.3.1 Exhibit curios
art.

56

about works of



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The
standing and producing art.

A TS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill n/Subject Area: Vlnunl Arc8

I develop the concepts necensn y for under-

2.1 Demonstrate nn underst nding of
the basic elements of art.

2.1.1

work.
nd shades in her/his

2.1.2 Continue to develop expressive
use of 3 ne.

2.1.3 Use a variety of line in h r/his
work.

2.1.4 Compare and contrast shapes
(natural/geometric, organic/
inorganic, objective/non-
objective).

2. .5 Identify basic geometric forms
in nature.

2.1.6- Continue to refine ability to
Ate texture in her his work.

2. .7 Use basic perspective in her/his
work (diminishing size from
foreground, middleground, to
background).

5 u

6111.



Grade Level: 5

Skill /Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop the
standing and producing art.

neces a y for un

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the design principlea.

2.2.1 Compile related and un
pieces into a visual wi
drawings, paintings, sculp
photography, film, or electronic
art.

2. .2 Depict uymmetrcal and asymmetrical
balance in succesaful composi n3.

2.2.3 Experiment with ways to achieve
balance by use of the elements of
color, line1 space, form, shape,
and texture.

2.2.4 Explain how unity is achieved in
her/his work and that of others.

2.2.5 Explain how variety is achieved
in her/his work and th t of
others.

2.2.6 Recognize multiple focus points
with varying degrees of prominence
in her/his work and that of others.

2.2.7 Create movement in her/his work
through repetition of color, line
shape, form, space, and texture.

2.2.8 Identify ways movement is achieved
in her/his work and that of others.

5' '0
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Grad_ Level:

Ski a/Subject Area: VImial Ar

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The
standing and producing art.

develop the skil

Page 3

necrsmry for under-

2.3 Demonstrate an understand n
of the role personal perception obeervation0
and observation play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond pure y vIsual

2.4 Demonstrate an underst nding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role evaluation/
critique plays in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his IntutJve percep-
tions.

Use color, line, shape, form,
textute, and space to expresa
ideas and feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how works of
art were and are produced.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and feelings
conveyed in works of others.

2.4.1 Create work that does not rely on
copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort to
organized thought.

2.5.1 Critique her/his work and that
of others in terms of art
elements used.

2.5.2 Develop ability to discuss her/his
work and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

571
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de Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VT UAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Aren: Visual A- o

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop the Ocilla necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

_blectives Measures

Demonstrate skill and under- 3.1.1 Create compositions whicl consider
standing in drawing and painting the art elements in rein:ion to
processes. design principles.

Consider enneepto of perception
observation, creativi y, and
evaluation in her/his work.

Create interior and exte ior
scenes (e.g., landscapes still
lifes) taken from life.

.4 Depict figures taken from life.

3.1.5 Experiment with a variety of
media: watercolor, crayons,
pencil, tempera, charcoal,
pastels.

.6 Experiment with various
instruments and techniques to
achieve a variety of visual
effects and textures.

.7 Create various climates, weather
conditions, and seasons.

3.1.8 Use drawing and painting tools
appropriately and safely.

3.1-9 Consider final preSentation
of work.



Crade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Vinuni A

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The les_ir-
standing and producing art.

Page 2

develop the nkflla necessary for under-

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing In printmaking
processes.

Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in sculpture
processes.

3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

3.2.5

3.2.6

3.3.1

2

Create prints wh -h consider the
rt elements in relation to design

principles.

Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

Create prints using one or more of
the following processes: relie
intaglio, collograph, stencil.

Sign and number prints correctly.

Use printmaking material
appropriately and safely.

Consider final present tion of
work.

Create sculpture which consider
the art elements in relation to
design principles.

Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.



Grade Level: 5

Skills/S bject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop the sk lls necessary for und
standing and producing art.

Page

Objec ve a u

3.4 Demonstrate skill and und
standing in fine craft
processes.

Demonstrate ability to
communicate about art.

3.4.1 Create fine crafts which consider
the art elements in relation to
design prineiplea.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his wo k.

3.4.3 Create ceramic objects using
coil, slab, pinch, or combination
methods.

3.4.4 Show understanding of basic firIng
and glazing processes.

3.4.5 Create works using fibers (e.g.,
weaving, and stitchery).

3.4.6 Use craft tools and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.4.7 Con ider ways to present work.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to express
knowledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

606



Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visusl Arts

COMPETENCY GOA, The learner will devel p knowledge and apprecinti n
the peat and present.

Jigbjectives

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of nrt in the
past and present.

607

4.1,1 Recognize the univernal tine of art
to communicate beyond the written
or spoken word.

.1.2 R.3cognie the histo
art in recording th
mankind.

cal value
history of

4I.3 Recognize well-known worica of art
associated with other curriculum
arean.



C nde Level: 5

A1TS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subj c Area: Visual Art

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will d v lop an au areni ns of nrt as an voention
and AU a ation.

5.1 Demonstr

Oiijectivea

an awareness
tin avoc7 ion.

ensures

5.1.1 Identify ways in which ind vidsals
cnn derive pleasure from creating
works of Art.

5.2 Demonstrate an awarencan of nrt 5.2.1 Name ways by which some individuals
no n profession, make a living f om c?enting works

of a

5 7



Develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others and about a-

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes about her/himself.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and see art.

Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and producing art.

2.1
2.2
2.3

Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
observation

24 ::Demonstrate
2.5, Demonstrate

in art.

an understanding of the
an understanding of the
an understanding of the
play in art.

an understanding of the
an understanding of the

basic elements of art.
design principles.
role personal perception and

role creativity plays in art.
role evaluation/critique plays

Develop the skills necessary for understanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate
3.3 Demonstrate
3.4 Demonstrate
3.5 Demonstrate

skill and understanding in drawing and painting

skill and understanding in printmaking processes
skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
ability to communicate about art.

Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

Develop an awar -ess of art as an avoc tion and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

57/
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself,
about others, and about art.

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes
about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and demonstrate
appreciation of her/his individual
uniqueness as a creator.

1.2 Accept the work of others. 1.2.1 Recognize others' work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and see art. 1 Exhibit curiosIty about works of
art.

5 7 d
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Grade LeveL 6

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Sub _ct Area: Visual Arts

CO(PETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding
of the basic elements of art.

2.1.1 Apply color theory in her/his work.

2.1.2 Use a variety of color values and
intensities in her/his work.

2.1.3 Continue to develop expressive use
of line.

2.1.4 Experiment with contour lines to
define essence of shapes and
forms.

2.1.5 Compare and contrast shapes
(natural/geometric, organic/
inorganic, objective/non-
objective).

2.1.6 Relate basic geometric forms to
nature in her/his work.

2.1.7 Experiment with using a var e y
of texture in her/his work.

2.1.8 Use basic perspective in her/his
work (diminishing size from fore-
ground, middleground, to back-
ground).

2.1.9 Recognize the difference between
negative and positive space.

57z)
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Grade Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Visua1 Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2 The learner will develop the skills necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

Page 2-

easures

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the design principles.

2.2.1 Compile related and unrelated
pieces-into a visual whole in
drawings, paintings, sculpture,
photography, fili, or electronic
art.

2.2.2 Depict symmetrical and asymmetrical
balance in successful compositions.

2.2.3 Experiment with ways to achieve
balance by use of the elements of
color, line, space, form, shape,
and texture.

2.2.4 Explain how unity is achieved in
Jier/his work and that of others.

2.2.5 Explain how variety is achieved
in her/his work and that of
others.

2.2.6 Recognize multiple focus points
with varying degrees of prominence
in her/his work and that of others.

2.2.7 Create movement in her/his work
through repetition of color, line,
shape, form, space, and texture.

2.2.8 Identify ways movement is achieved
in her/his work and that of others.

5S0
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2 The lea_ er will develop the skills necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

Ob ecrivea Measures

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role personal perception
and observation play in art.

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role evaluation/
critique plays in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely visual
observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape, form,
texture, and space to express
her/his ideas and feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how works of art
were and are produced.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and feelings
conveyed in works of others.

2.4.1 Create work that does not rely on
copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative e fort to
organized thought.

2.5.1 Critique her/his work and that
of others in terms of art
elements used.

2.5.2 Develop ability discuss her
work and that of ,-Liers In terms
of meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

581
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Grade _evel: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop the skills necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

Ob ec ves pasure

3.1 Demonstrate skill and under
standing in drawing and
painting processes.

Create compositions which consider
the art elements in relation to
design principles.

.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

.r-eate interior and exterior

(e.g., landscapes, still
) taken from life.

t figures taken from 3ife.

iment with a variety of
me a: waterfolor, crayons,

AI, tempera, charcoal,
Lela.

periment with various
instruments and techniques to
achieve a variety of visual
effects and textures.

Create various climates, weather
conditions, and seasons.

Use drawing and painting tools
appropriately and safely.

3.1.9 Consider final presentation
of work.

58
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Grad vel: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Artt;

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The :Learner
standing and producing art.

Page

develop the skills necessary for under-

Ob ectives

3.2 Demonstrate skill and unde
standing in printmaking
processes.

3.3 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in sculpture
processes.

3.2.1 Create prints which consider the
art elements in relation to design
principles.

3.2.2 Consider concepts of per_epti n,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

3.2.3 Create prints using one or more
of the following processes:
relief, intaglio, collograph,
stencil.

3.2.4 Sign and number prints correctly.

3.2.5 Use printmaking materials
appropriately and safely.

3.2.6 Consider final presentation
of work.

Create sculpture which consider
the art elements in relation to
design principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

563
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Skills/Subject ea: Visual Art

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner w ll develop the skills necessar, for under-
standing and producing art.

3.4 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in fine craft processes.

3.5 Demonstrate ability to
communicate about art.

3.4.1 Create fine crafts which consider
the art elements in relation to
design principles.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

3.4.3 Create ceramic objects using
coil, slab, pinch, or combi-
nation methods.

3.4.4 Show understanding of basic firing
and glazing processes.

3.4.5 Create works using fibers ,g.,
weaving, and stitchery).

3.4.6 Use craft tools and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.4.7 Consider ways to present work.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to express
knowledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

584
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art inthe past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal use of art
to communicate beyond the written
or spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize the historical value of
art in recording the history of
mankind.

4.1.3 Recognize well-known works of art
associated with other curriculum
areas.

617



Grade evel, 6

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation
and as a profession

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of
art as an avocation.

2 Demonstrate an awareness of
art as a profession.

5.1.1 Identify ways in which individuals
can derive pleasure from creating
works of art.

5.2.1 Name ways by which some
individuals make a living
creating works of art.

586
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GRADES 7-8

ItimjyBeltEle

The major emphasis at the 7-6 grade level is placed on individual
exploratory,involvement. The structure of the art program allows students topersonally investigate experiences; thereby promoting the ability to formulate
personal opinions and judgments.As the art program becomes more precise. Itallows greater depth of study and longer periods of time with the art media.Students are taken through a wide range-of exploratory activities designed tostimulate active participation in the creative procesC They develop opinionsand judgments through the processes of selection and discrimination, based onexposure to a wide variety of art activities, personal experiences, and knowledgegained bycommitment to their own learning responsibilities. Through personalinvolvement in the application of art techniques and skills which use internalperceptions, students, through visual and mental insight about the physicalworld and their relationship to it, develop artistic abilities

58
619



Grade 7 Outline
--L-

Develop positive attitudes about har_himself-, about others nd

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes about her/himself.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and see

2. Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and producing art

2.1
2.2
2.3

Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
observation

2.4 Demonstrate
2.5 Demonstrate

in art.

an understanding of the
an understanding of the
an understanding of the
play in art.

an understanding of the
an understanding of the

basic elements of art.
design principles.
role personal perception a d

role creativity plays in art.
role evaluation/critique plays

Dev lop the skIlls necessary for understanding and produc ng a

3.1 Demonstrate
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate
3.3 Demonstrate
3.4 Demonstrate
3.5 Demonstrate

skill and understanding in drawing and painting

skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
skill and understanding in fine craft processes.
ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate kno ledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

Develop an a areness of art as an avocet on and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awarene s of a _ as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of a

58

621
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ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Ornde Level: 1 Aryn: Vinna Artn

COMPETENCY GOAT, i: Tho 1 etrnr will drvelop positive nttitudes about her/hImself,
about others, and nbolit art.

ob'ective Measures

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes
about her/himself.

1.7 Accept work of others.

1.1.1 ExhibIt confidence '-
artistic decisions.

1.2.1 1)emonntrnte nccepti1nv of the
efforts of others nnd realize
their uniqueness.

1.2.2 Cooperate and share with
classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and see art. 1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity about works of
nrt.

622
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Grade Level:

COMPETENCY C:AL 2: Ti
AtAndlng and producin

Ski

1 deve

!AT TON

ARTS

: A O VlfUlttl Art::

ptfl neeemoAry for mid

DemonutrAtA An t de--- n_ing
of the basic elements of art.

Apply c lor theory In h his
work.

1.2 Ue varying color vnluon nnd
Intennitfon In her/his work.

2.1.3 Discrlrntnntc among various
kinds of line qualities.

2.1 4 Explore various qualitien of
line in her/his work.

2.1.5 COfltjU2P_ to develop an expressIve
UGO of line.

2.1.6 Explore use of ohnpe
ideas vinually.

rlbe

7.1.7 Explore use of form to describe
ideas visually.

2.1.8 Explore use of texture to def ne,
distinguish and vary surface
qualities.

2.1.9 Explore use of posi ive and
negative space.

2.1 0 Explore use of two-dimensional,
three-dimensional, and relief
space.

2.1.11 Explore uses of groundspace,
foreshortening, overlapping.

2.1 2 Recognize difference between
one-point and two-point
perspective.

623
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(rntle. Level :

A Ares: Vinual Arts

COMPETEN COAL 2: The -learner will devel_
stnnding and producing nrt.

concepts necOmlnEV I r usdet

Oh ectiven Me ures

2.7 Demonstrate an undert
of the design principles.

.2.1 Explore the cliracteris
successful unif ed composition.

Explore ways to achieve
symmetrical and yra'trlcsil_

balance by use of art elements.

2.2.2 Explain how unity is achieved in
her/his work and that of others.

2.?.4 Explain how variety is acht ved
in her/his work and that of
others.

2.2.5 Explore ways to focus interest
through use of art elements.

.2.6 Explore ways to create movement
in her/his work.

2.3 Demonstrate al understanding 2.3.1 Sense beyond purely visual
of the role vrsonal perceptions observation.
and observation play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art elements to
express feelings, moods, ideas.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast visual
qualities and characteristics in
her/his work and that of others.

2.3.5 Recognize how works of art are
produced.

624
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Crnde Level.: 7

Skills/Subject Areh: Visual Artn

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner wil1 develop the concepts nee gusty for nnder-
standing and producing art.

Page 3

Oh] ectives

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role evaluation/critique

art.

2.4.1 Create work that does not rely
on copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4.2 Recognize that creating visually
is a design problem.

2.4.3 Become aware that one must
identify the problem before
seeking a solution.

2.5.1 Critique her/his work and that
of others in terms of art
element!' nscd.

2.5.2 Piscuse her/his work and that
of others in terms of m(Ining,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

2.5.3 Develop ability to discuss reasons
for making aesthetic judgments of
art.

625



Grnde L el: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL The learner will develop the kJ lls necessary for unde
standing and prod -ing art.

Oh ec_t_ve_

3.1 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in drawing and painting
processes.

3 1 1 Consider art elements and design
principles to achieve a succeneful
composition.

3.1.2 Consider conceprs of percept on/
observation, creativity, and
evaluation.

3.1.3 Create shapes a d forms reflected
in the environment in drawings
and paintings.

Use value gradation and techniques
of surface treatment (e.g., shading,
mixing, b urring, wash, stippling,
dry brush

3.1.5 Use principles of perspect ve in
work (e.g., point converge cy.
diminuative, overlapping,
foreshortening).

3.1.6 Experiment with various media:
pencil, charcoal, tempera, water
color, crayon, pastel.

3.1.7 Render figures from life with
consideration given to proport
form, portraits, full figures,
contour, gesture, motion.

.8 Create compositions from life,
memory, fantasy, still life,
landscape, interiors, end
architecture.

626
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Grade Level

Skilin/Subject Area. Vimual Artn

coMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner wAll develop tho nki Tin necotintiry for under-
otanding und producing art.

Obierrivon

Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in printmaking
processes,

3.1.9 Use lrawing nnd painting tools and
materials appropriately and safely.

Make choices regarding presentation
of work (cropping, mounting).

3.2.1 Consider art elements and design
principles to achieve a successful
print.

3.2.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation.

3.2.3 Experiment with one or more of the
following printmaking processes:
relief, intaglio, collograph,
stencil.

4 Explore the process of t -color
registration.

3.2.5 Use printmaking tools and
materials appropriately and safely.

627
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.6 Make choices regarding presentation
of work (cropping, mounting).



Grade Level,: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop the skills necessary for under-standing and producing art.

Paol

ives

3.3 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in sculpture
processes.

3.3.1 Consider at -lemencs and design
principle to achieve a successful
sculpture.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation,

3.3.3 Explore one or more sculpture
processes: manipulative, additive,
subtractive, in kinetic and relief.

3.3.4 Experiment with ways to add surface
texture.

3.3.5 Use sculpture tools and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.3.6 Make choices regarding presentation
of work (finishing, mounting).

628
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Grade Level: 7

Skill /Subject Area: Visual. Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner
standing and producing art.

1 age 4

develop the ilri 1 Is necennary for tin

3.4 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in fine craft processen.

3.5 Demonstrate ability to
communicate about art.

3.4.1 Consider art elements and d u gn
principles to achieve auccessfl
fine craft products.

Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, end
evaluation.

3.4 3 Explore basic procca
handbuilt ceramics.

3.4.4 Explain the processes of I
and glazing.

g

3.4.5 Experiment with a variety of
fibers through weaving techniques.

3.4.6 N me differencen between
traditional and contemporary
crafts.

3.4.7 Use craft toOjs appropriately and
safely.

3.4.8 Make choices about preentntion
of fine craft work (hanging/
mounting).

3.5.1 Use appropriate art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgments, preferences, and
criticisms.

629
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Grade 1.cvcl 7

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill /Subject Ar 1: Vissel Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of artthe past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the pact
and present.

.1.1 DifAUSS the universal use of a
to communicate beyond the wr t
or spoken word.

4. .2 Discuss the historical value of
art in recording the history of
mankind.

4.1.3 Identify well-known art work that
exemplifies s certain style, ir
from a specific period, or by a
specific artist



Grade Level: 7

ARTS EDD ATION
VISVAL ARTS

Skills/Sukcct A , Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop on ov ircncss of nrt an an nvoea Ionand as a profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness oi
art as an avoca ion.

5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art
a profess

5.1.1 Name ways in which individuals can
derive pleasure from creating
works of art.

5.2.1 Name ways by which some individ-
uals make a living from creating
works of art.

631
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Grade B Outline

1. Dev lop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others, and about art.

1.1 Demonntrite p ,tive attituden about her/himnell.
1.2 Accept work of others.
1.3 Be eager to do and nee art.

2. Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate an underst nding of the basic elements of art.2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principles.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role peraonal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity plays in art.2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique playsin art.

Develop the skIlls necessary for understanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and paintingprocesses.
3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in seulpture processes.3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past andpresent.

Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and professIon.

5 1 Demonst ate an awareness of art As an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

6 3 3
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: V.fuah Aro--

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner q1.11 ievelop positive attitudes about her/
about others, nnd about art.

Demonnfrate positive attitudes
her/himself.

1.2 Accept the work of others.

Exhibit confidence i
artistic decisions.

1.2.1 Demonstrate acceptance of the
effortn of others and realize
their uniqueness.

1.2.2 Cooperate nd share with
classmates.

Be eager to do And see art. 1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity about works
of art.

634



n1IC

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL APTS

SU111n/Subject Area: Vfru81 Arta

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts neceniiry for under-standing and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding
of the basic elements of art.

2.1.1 Apply color theory in his work.

2.1.2 Use varying color values and
intensities in her/hls work.

2.1.3 Experim nt with a variety of oil r
schemes: compi Pm(ntii ry nalogous,
monochro lc.

2.1.4 Recognize personal, interpretive
use of color.

2.1.5 Develop on expressive use of
line.

2.1.6 Explore use of shape to describe
ideas visually.

2.1.7 Explore use of form to describe
ideas visually.

2.1.8 Explore use of texture to define,
distinguish, and vary surface
qualities.

2.1.9 Explore use of positive and
negative space.

2.1.10 Explore use of two-dimensional,

three-dimensional, and relief
space.

2.1.11 Explore use of groundspace,
foreshortening, overlapping.

2.1.12 Use one and two-point perspective
in her/his work.

635
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Level:

Sk lls/Subject Area: Viuual

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The 1,--ner will develop the conceptu necensary for undstanding and producing art.

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the d_ ign princip

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role personal perception
and observation play in art.

2.2.1 Explore the characterIstics of
successful unified co po ition.

2.2.2 Explore ways to achi ve
symmetrical nnd aaymmetrical
balance by use of art elements.

.3 Explain how unity 16 br6leved in
her/his work and that of others.

2.2 4 Explain how variety is achleved
in her/his work and that of
others.

.2.5 Explore ways to focus interest
through use of art elements.

2.2.6 Explore ways to create movement
in her/his work.

2 1 Sense beyond purely v -ual
observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuLtive percep-
tion.

2.3.3 Explore use of art elements to
express feelings, moods, ideas.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast visual
qualities and characteristics in
her/his work and that of others.

2.3.5 Recognize how works of art are
produced.

636



Grade Level: fi

Skillo/Sohjna Af0A! VInnol Artn

COMPEITNGY GOAL 2: The 11nruer wIll develop t,, Locepto neeeonory for under-
otnodIng and producing art.

Prwt I

Ohjyclj2TIL___

2.4 Demonntrnte an underntanding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

enntiroA

2.4.1 Crente work thnt does not rely on
copying, tracing, or patterns.

2.4,2 Recognize thnt creating visually
in a denign problem.

2.4.3 Become aware that one must
identify the problem before
eeeking a aolution.

2.5 Demonatrete an underatanding 2.5.1 Critique her/hin work and that of
of the role evaluation/ othern In termn of art elemento

playn in art, used.

2.5.2 Discunn her/hin work and that of
others in term of meaning,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

2.5.3 Develop ability to discuss reasons
for making aesthetic judgments of
art.

637
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Grade Lev

COMPETENCY 00AL 3: The
standing and producing art.

APT5 EDUCATT-
VISUAL AftTS

Skilln/r biee t Area. Vinna1 Art:a

ill (Ir'v( I np the ik I In neeenoary for

Demonstrate skill an
stand- ng in drnwing and painting
proeencs.

3.1.1 Connider art elements and design
principles to achieve n successful
componition.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of perception/
observation, cren ivity, and
evaluation.

Crente shapes and forms reflected
in the environment in draw
and paintings.

3.1.4 !Jae value grade- on nnd techniques
of surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring, wash,
stippling, dry brush).

3.1.5 Une principlen of perspective in
work (e.g., point convergency,
diminuative, overlapping, fore-
shortening).

3.1.6 Experiment with various media:
pencil, charcoal, tempera,
watercolor, crayon, pastel.

3.1.7 Render figures from life with
consideration given to proport
form, portraits, full figures,
contour, gesture, motion.

3.1.8 Create compositions from life,
memory, fantaay, still life,
landscape, interiors, and
architecture.

3.1.9 Use drawing and painting tools
and materials appropriately
and safely.

638
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Ski t) Ari Visual Art

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will. develop the
standing and producing art.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in printmaking process

under-

.10 Make choices r gardin p peen-
ration or work (cropp ng.
mounting).

3.2.1 Consider nrt elements and demi n
principles to ochieve a successful
print.

3.2.2 Con ider concepts of perception/
observation, cren ivity, and
evaluation,

3.2 3 Experiment with one or more of the
following printmaking processes:
lief, intaglio, collograph,
encil.

4 Explore process of two color
registration.

3.2.5 Use prIntmaking tools and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.2.6 Make choices regarding presentation
of work (cropping, mounting).

639
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Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Are Vinwl Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3 The learner will develop the
standing and prodtirinp, art.

stand
ski 1 and under-
sou pture processes.

Page 3

Connider art elcnie.nta and design
principles to achieve a suecessfuj
sculpture.

3.3.2 Consider con epts of pe ption/
observat on, creativity, and
evaluation.

Explore one or more seuiptu
process: manipulative, add
subtractive, in kinetic and re

.4 Experiment with wayg to add
surface texture.

3.3.5 Une scu pture tools and materials
appropriately and safely.

b LU

Make choices rega
tation of wo k (1
mounting).

di.ng presen-
nishing,



Grade Level: 8

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

Page 4

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The 1enrr wifl dove op the skills necessary for under-
standing and producing lrt.

3.4 Demonstrate skill and und
standing In fine croft proces,

3.5 Demonstrate ability to
communicate about art.

Consider nrt elemerta and design
principles to achieve successful
fine craft products.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of perception/
observation, creativity, and
evaluation.

3.4.3 Explore basic processes of
handbuilt ceramics.

3.4.4 Explore the processes of f
and glazing.

3.4.5 Experiment with a variety of
fibers through weaving techniques.

3.4.6 Name differences between
traditional and contemporary
crafts.

3.4.7 Use craft tools approp
safely.

ately and

3.4.8 Make choices about presentation o
fine craft work (hanging/mounting).

3.5.1 Use appropriate art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgments, preferences, and
criticisms.

641
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Grade Level: 8

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill /Subjec Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The lenrner will develop know_
the pnut and pr

and appccIittiofl of art in

Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the
past and present.

642

603

4.1.1 Di cuss the universal use of art
to communicate beyond the written
or spoken word.

4.1.2 Discuss the historical value of
art in recording the history of
mankind.

4.1.3 Identify well-known art work that
exemplifies a certain style, Is
from a specific period, or by a
specific artist.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCAT1O N
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Aren: Vintwil Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will devel-- ai
and an a professior an an avocation

5.1 Demonstrate an
art as an avocation.

5.2 Demonstrate an awarenesn
of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Name ways in which individuals can
derive pleasure from creating works
of art.

5.2.1 Name ways by which some indivduais
make a living from creating works
of art.



GkADES 9-12

Lialar_ETELans

The art curriculum at the high school level offers a broad range o
concentration from basic introductory courses to those of a more specialized
nature. Emphasia is placed on a greater diversity of art _offerings and depthof instruction. Each student is encouraged to pursue her/his own individual
artistic interests. Each succeeding years' art courses are designed toprovide the student with a base for the next year, in which eech student canadvance according to her/his own abilities. During grades 9-12, art studieswill provide a sound foundation for those students pursuing art as a major inhigher education, as well as those who may wish to draw upon their art skillsas one of their capabilities in obtaining art-related employment upon
graduation from high school.

Visual Arta I--Visual Arts I should be open to all secondary students whomay desire exposure to art. The course offerings should reflect the appropriatedegree of sophistication for the beginning art student and allow for the widerange of age differences and abilities of those enrolled. Attention should bedirected to the fundamentals of art processes. Experimentation is encouraged.Students in a Visual Arts I course should be given the opportunity to explore avariety of viaual arta medi

Visual Arts_II--Visual Arts I, or three prior consecutive years of artexperiences at'the middle/junior high school level, is prerequisite for entryinto the Visual Arts II course. The course syllabus should be designed forthose who are considering concentrating on the visual arts. Attention shouldbe given to all students enrolled, however, and the degree of sophistication ofart activities should be tailored to individual ability. Research and arthistory assignments should be emphasized and should relate to studio activities.A strong emphasis on career opportunities in visual arts is a standard infor-
mational component of the Visual Arts II program.

Visual Arta III--Visual Arts II is prerequisi e for enrollment in theVisual Arts III course. Students desiring to enroll should indicate anintention to continue their academic career at an institution of higher
education and/or find art-related employment after high school graduation.
Research and art history are standard components of the Visual Arts III
curriculum, and should be related to studio activities. Students should havea greater concentration in selected media designed to meet specific needs andindividual abilities. Responsibility for art opportunities should be equallyshared by each student and the art teacher.

6 0
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Vinual Arts I, 0

I. Develop punitIve attitudes about he- about others, and about art.

Demonstrate p sitive attitudes about her/hImself.
1 Accept work of others.

Be eager to do and see art.

2. Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and produci

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic elements Qf art.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design principles.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role personal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the role creativity plays in art.2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique ploys

in art.

Develop the skills necessary for understanding and producing art.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and understanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonatrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate skill and understanding in fine craft processes.3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

611
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de Lev : 9-12

ARTS EDUCATTON
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Aten: VIsua

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes about herlhli
about others, and about. a

Ob ectives urea

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes 1.1.1 Show confidence in his
about her/himself.

1.2 Accept work of others.

Be eager to do and see a

abilities.

1.1.2 Realize her/his limitations and
abilities.

1.1.3 Accept reponnibfl1ty for
work.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of others' work
as a unique expression of
th mselves.

1.2.2 Respect others rights ideas,
and opinions.

648

Exhibit interest in producing
and seeing art.



Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subj c Aren: Vinunl A-t

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The 1 arner will develop the concepts 11
standing and producing art.

under-

Ob ectives

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding
of the basic eiement s of art.

Iu

2.1.1 Demonstrate kno ledge of color
theory.

2.1.2 Use crlor selectively in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of shape and form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form selectively
in own work.

2.1.7 Demonstrate knowledge o
dynamics of texture.

2.1.8 Use texture selectively in own
work.

2.1.9 Demonst ate knowledge of the
dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively in own work.

649
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject A Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner
standing and producing art.

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the design principles.

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
the role personal perception
and observation play in art.

Page 2

rwciop the concepts necessary for un or-

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of the
principles for achieving
successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply d sign principle_ in own
work (e.g., drawings, paintings,
sonlpture, photography, fi making,
jewelry, electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve variety in
work.

2.2.6 Selectively create focus of
interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve movement In
work.

2.3.1 Demons rate sensing beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting own intuit ve
perceptions (intuition as a way of
knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to express ideas,
feelings, and perceptions.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast visual
qualities and characteristics in
own work and the work of others.

2.3.5 Identify how works of art are
produced.

614



Grade Level 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: V181:iai Arta I

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The l arner will develop the conceptn necessary for unc
standing and producing art.

Objectivea

2.4 Demonstrate an understand ng of
the role creativity plays in art.

2.5 D monstrate an understanding of
the role evaluation/critique
plays in art.

urea
A

2.4 Create work which doen not rely
on copying or tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an understnnding
that creating a piece of art is
a design problem for which
individuals find Individual
solutions which are influenced
by personal perceptions, observa-
tions, experiences, creativity,
ability, application of media,
and manipulation of elements.

2 4.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
the necessity of design-problem
recognition prior to problem
solving.

2.4.4 Create individual solutions to
design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibility In
relating creative effort to
organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative effort as a
means to an end rather than an
end in itself.

2.5.1 Justify (orally and in writing)
her/his aesthetic judgements
concerning the many forms of art.

2.5.2 Prepare a constructive evaluation
of one's own art work.

615
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Cr de Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner wIll develop the skill- necessary fo- undcr
standing and produc _ng art.

Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in drawing and paInting
processes.

3.1.1 Create compositIons which consider
the art elements in relation to
the design principles.

Con ider concepts of percept on,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in ber/his work.

Demonstrate an understanding of
value gradation and surface tree -
ment (e.g., shading, mixing,
blurring, wash, stippling, dry
brush, pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value gradations and
surface treatments in her/his work.

3.1 5 Demonstrate an understanding of
perspective (e.g., one-Toint and
two-point convergence, diminution,
overlapping, foreshortening).

.1.6 Use perspective in her/his work.

3.1.7 Render figures from life with
consideration given to proportion
and form in portraits, contours,
gesture, motion (e.g., bending,
twisting, sitting), groups,
profiles, three-quarter views.

3.1.8 Create compositions from life,
memory, fantasy, still life,
landscape, interiors, and
architectu e.



6r1de Level: 9-

a/Sublect Area: Vriwii Arts f

(OHPETEUCY GOAL 3: Ttie it,rntr wf
standing and produc.ng art.

veiny the nktIln nv r r ui rv for under-

__12hIsctives

3.1 .9 cmonntrnrt an understanding of
basic din t.ttrJsticn of a
variety of me a (e.g., pencil.
charcoal, pant ls, tempera,
watercolor, acryllcn, oil, ink).

0 Use driwing and pnintLng tools,
equ pment and mat
appropr1attly and

Demonstrate ability tc
present completed work (crop,
mount, mat

3.2 Demnnstras e skill nnd under- 3.2.1 Create compositions which consider
standing in printmaking the art elements in relation to
processes. the design principles.

3.2 2 Consider concepts of percepti n,
observation, creativity and
evaluation in her/ is work.

3.2.3 Demonstrate understanding of the
basic processes of printmaking
(e.g., relief, intaglio, collo-
graph, and stencil).

3.2.4 Create prints using one or more
basic processes of printmaking.

3.2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of
the process of registration in
printmaking.

3.2.6 Create prints which involve one
or more registrations.

6 I
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Grade Level: 9 12

Skills/Sub, et Are

COMPFTENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop the skill necessary for un
stsnding nnd producing

3.2.7

3.7

Demonn ond nn,
-tanding in sculpture processes,

2

3.3.3

3.3.4

3.3.5

654

Use printmaking mnteriLlln, tools
and ctlulpment appropriately and
safely.

Demonstrete ability to effec ivelv
present completed work (nign,
number, met).

Creat OlpCUit Which cortuiders
the art elementa in re ation to
the design principles.

Consider concepts of perception,.
observation, creativity, and
evaluation In horAIR work.

Demonstrate understanding of the
basic sculpture processes
(e.g., additive, subtractive,
manipulative, and replacement
including relief and kinetic.

Create sculpture using one or more
of t e basic scu pture processes
(including relief and kinetic).

Use sculpture materials, tools,
and equipment appropriately and
safely.

.6 Demonstrate ability to effectively
present completed work (finishing,
mounting).



rade Level:

lla/ubjoct Vitui1 Arto

CO PETENCY COAL 3: T
standing and producing

Ob ectives

Pa ge

rner will d-velop the nktllf4 necevenrv for under-

3.4 Demonstrate skill end under-
standing in fine craft
processes.

3.4.1 Cre to fine crafts which consider
he art elements in relt ion to
the design principles.

Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in own work.

1.4.3 Demonstrate an undornenn
basic ceramic process°
pinch, coil nlab, wheel thro ing).

3.4.4 Create handbuilt ceramic pieces
using one or more basic processes.

3.4

of creating ceramic piece
Explore the wheel-thrown method

3.4.6 Demonstrate an understandin
variety of methods of finis
and firing ceramic pieces.

3.4.7 Use one or more methods of
finishing and firing ceramic
pieces.

of a
ing

3.4.8 Demonstrate an understanding of a
variety of weaving techniques and
materials.

3.4.9 Create woven pieces using one or
more techniques and materials.

3.4.10 Demonstrate an ability to compare
and contrast traditional and
contemporary fine crafts

3.4.11 Use fine craft materials, tools,
and equipment appropriately and
safely.

6 ij
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Grnde Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Ar

Page 5

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop the nk Ii In -ecessery for under-
ntanding nnd producing art.

Objl_t yes

3.5 Demonotrate the ability
to communicate about art.

3.4.12 Demonntrate ability to effectively
present completed work (hanging,
mounting).

3.5.i Use art vocabulary to express
knowledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

6 0
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ARTS EDUCATIO4
VI UAL ARTS

Grnde Leve 9-12 Skills/SWeet Area: Visual Artn I

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The lenrnir
the past and present.

lop kn wledge and apprcclat=lon of art In

Obj

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the
pant and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal use
to communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize the historical value of
art in recording the history of
mankind beyond th' written and
spoken word.

Recognize well-known artists and
their work from the major periods
of art history.

4. .4 Describe characteristics of the
major periods of art history.

4.1.5 Describe characteris ics of art
from other cultures.

4.1.6 Recognize well-known ar
today and their work.

4.1.7 Use art vocabulary to discuss
her/his work and the work of
others.

6 1)1
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL APTS

Skills/Subject A ! Visual Artn I

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will devolop an iwareiess of art an an avocation
and an a profession.

Ob actives

5.1 Demonstrate an awareness of
rt as an avocation.

5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of
art as a profession.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an awareness of a
variety of ways that individuals
derive pleasure from creating
works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in
derives pleasure
works of art.

ch s/he
m e

5.2.1 D monstrate an awareness of a
variety of ways that individuals
make a living from creating works
of art.

62
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A ne

1. Develop ponitive attitudes about her/himself, about others, and about art.

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudes about her/himself.
1.2 Accept work of othera.
1.3 Be eager to do and pee art.

2. Develop the concepts necessary for understanding and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic elements of
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the design prirmiples.
2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the role personal perception and

observation play in art.
2.4 Demonstrate na underotanding of the role creativity playa in a2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of the role evaluation/critique playsin art.

Develop the skills necessary for understanding and producing att.

3.1 Demonstrate skill and undetstanding in drawing and painting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and understanding in printmaking processes.
3.3 Demonstrate skill and understanding in sculpture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate akill and understanding in fine craft processes.3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate about art.

4. Develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and
present.

Develop an awareness of art as an avocation and profession.

5 1 Demonstrate an awareness of art as an avocation.
5.2 Demonstrate an awareness of art as a profession.

623
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Grade Level: 9-1

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The le
about others, nnd about art.

ARTS EDDCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Ar

will develop positive attitudes about her/himself,

1.1 Demonstrate positive attit
about her mself.

1.2 Accept work of othe

Be eager to do and see att.

es Show confidence in he
abilities.

/his

.2 Realize her/his limitations and
abilJti g

1.1.3 Accept responsiblil ty for r/his
work.

1.2.1 Show Acceptance of others work as
a unique expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights, ideas, and
opinions.

6' 4

660

Exhibit an Interest in producing
and seeing art.



Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skill /Subject Area: Visual Arts 11

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

Oblectives astir
2.1 D monstrate an underst nding of 2.1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of color

basic elements of theory.

2.1.2 Use color selectively in her/his
work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively in e /his
work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of shape and form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form selectively
in her/his work.

2.1.7 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of texture.

2.1.8 Use texture selectively in her/
his work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of space.

2.1 0 Use space selectively in her/his
work.

2.1.11 Demonstrate personal style in
using the basic elements o

2 a
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ade L vel: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts TI

Page

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop the concepts necessary for under-
standing and producing

2.2 Demonstrate an underatanding
of the design principles.

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role personal perception
and observation play in art.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of the
principles for achieving a succe
ful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principlea in
his work (e.g., drawings, p nt-
ings, sculpture, photography,
filmaking, jewelry, electronic
art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve varie y in
work.

2.2.6 Selectively create focus
interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve movement
work.

2.2.8 Demonstrate personal style in
applying the design principles.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting her/his
intuitive perceptions (Intuition
as a way of knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to express ideas,
feelings, and perceptions.

G2
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Ar : Visual Arts TI

Pave 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will dEvelop the concepts necessary for oil
standing and producing art.

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role creativity plays
in art.

2.?.4 Compare and contrast visu 1
qualitie- and characteristic
her/his work and the work of
others.

2.3.5 Identify how works of art are
produced.

2.4.1 Create work which does not rely on
on copying or tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an understanding that
creating a piece of art is a design
problem for which individuals find
individual solutions which are
influenced by personal perceptions,
observations, experiences,
creativity, ability, application
of media, and manipulation of
elements.

2.4.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
the necessity of design problem
recognition prior to problem
solving.

204.4 Create individual solutions to
design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibility in
relating creative effort to
organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative effort as a
means to an end rather than an end
in itself.

663



Grade Leve 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Ar

Page 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will devOop the concepts )A2cessnry for under-
standing and producing art.

2.5 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role evaluation/critique
plays in art.

2.5.1 Justify, orally and In writing
her/his aesthetic judgments
concerning the many forms of art.

2.5.2 Prepare a cons
one OWD a

ructive evaluation
t work.



ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Grade Leve 9-12 Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts TT

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The Jearner will dev 1-p the skills necenanry for under-
standing and producing art.

Ob ectives_

3.1 Demonstrate skill and und r-
utanding In drawing and painting
processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions which consider
the art elements in relation tn
the design principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

Demonstrate understanding of value
gradation and surface treatment
(e.g., shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,
pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value gradations
and surface treatments in her/
his work.

3.1.5 Demonstrate an understanding of
perspective (one-point and two-
point convergence, diminution,
overlapping, foreshortening).

3.1.6 Use perspective in her/his work.

3.1.7 Render figures from life with
consideration given to proportion
and form in portraits, contours,
gesture, motion (e.g., bending,
twisting, sitting), groups,
profiles, and three-quarter
views.

Create compositions from life,
memory, fantasy, still life,
landscape, InterIors, or archi-
tecture.

62d
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts Il

age 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop the skills necessary for under-
atanding and producing art.

3.1.9 Demon trate an understanding of
basic characteristics of a

variety of media (e.g., pencil,
charcoal, pastels, tempera,
watercolor, acrylics, oil, ink).

10 Develop pe .onal style in drawing
and painting.

1 Use drawing and painting to
equipment and materials
appropriately and safely.

3.1.12 Demonstrate ability to effec-
tively present completed work
(crop, mount, mat).

3 Compile portfolio of quality work.

f3io
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Grade Levin: 9-1

Skille/Sebleet Areal Vinual Artn 11

Pflge I

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will develop the necestiary fnr under-
ntanding nnd producing art.

(44E1111(It_ Mennuren

bomonntrnte skill and under-
standing in printmaking processes.

3.2.1 Crtate eomponitions which consider
the art elements in relnt on to
the deign principlca.

3.2.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluntion In nwn work.

3.2.3 Demonstrnte understanding of the
basic processes of prirtmnking
(e.g., relief, intaglio, collo-
graph. and ntenell).

.4 Create prints using one or more of
the basic processes of printmaking.

3.2.5 Demonstrate nn understanding of the
process of regictration In print-
making.

3.2.6 Create prints which involve one or
more registrations.

3.2.7 Develop personal style in printmaking

3.2.8 Use printmaking materials, tools,
and equipment appropriately and
safely.

3.2.9 Demonstrate ability to effectively
present completed work (sign,
number, mat).

3.2.10 Compile a portfolio of quality work.
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Grnde Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Aren: Visual Artn II

l'a,v,0 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will d'v1 cp rh . 0,11ln nveenr2nry for undor..
otanding and producing art.

Oh
res

3.3 Demonstrate Rktil and under-
standing in sculpture processes.

3.3.1 Crente sculpture which considers
the art elementa in relation to
the design principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in own work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
the basic sculpture processes
(e.g., additive, subtractive,
manipulative, and replacement)
including relief and kinetic.

3.3.4 Crente nculpture using one or
more of the basic sculpture
processes (including relief
and kinetic).

3.3.5 Develop personal style in making
sculpture.

3.3.6 Use sculpture materisls, tools,
and equipment appropriately and
safely.

3.3.7 Demonstrate the ability to effec-
tively present completed work
(finishing, mounting).

3.3.8 Compile photographs of quality
work for portfolio.

6 3
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Orndo 1-Nol!

Arco: Vlonnl Ar ti TT

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The lenroor w 11
ntanding nnd pr 44 nrt.

4.11In 1142Cefirtattf tIO(AVT-

D monstrate skill nd under-
ending in fine crFt

processes.

Create fine crafts which eontitier
the art elements In relAtion Lo
the design princ.ples.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of perception,
obeervation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

3.4.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
basic ceramic processes (e,g.,
pinch, coil. lab, wheel throwinO,

3.4.4 Create handbuilt ceramic pleees
using one or more basic processes.

.5 Explore the wheel thrown method of
creating ceramic pieces.

3.4.6 Demonstrate an understanding of
a variety of methods of finishing
and firing ceramic p eces.

3.4.7 Use one or methods of finishing
and firing ceramic pi ces.

3.4.8 Demonstrate an understanding of a
variety of weaving techniques and
materials.

3.4.9 Create woven pieces us ng one or
more techniques and materials.

3 4.10 Demonstrate an ability to compare
and contrast traditional and
contemporary fine crafts.

3.4.11 Develop personal style In
craft making.

633
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Vinuni Arts IT

COMPETENCY GOA, 3: The learner v111 devetop tho skils necessary for under-
standing nnd producing art.

Pdge 6

cc t iv_en

3.5 DemonntrAte An ability to
communicate about art.

3.4. 2 line fine craft materials, tools,
and equipment appropriately and
safely.

3.4.13 Demonotrnte an ability to effec-
tively prenent completed work
(hanging mounting).

3.4.14 Compile photographs of quality work
for portfolio.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to --xprena
knowledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and erlticiRm.

634
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COMPETENCY GOAL 4:
the pnet and prenent.

ARTS ,OUCATION
VYSUAL ARTS

Skil in/Subicet Area: Arto II

dev_lop knnw1edg and appreciation of art in

Demonatrate knowledge and
appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal use
communicate beyond the wrItten and
spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize the historical value of
art in recording the history of
mankind beyond the written end
spoken word.

Recognize well-known ertists nnd
their work from the mnjor periods
of art history.

4.1.4 Describe character
major periods of art history.

he

4.1.5 Describe chnracte_istics of art
from other cultures.

4.1.6 Recognize well-known artIsts of
today and their work.

4.1.7 Use art vocabulary to discuss
her/his work and the work of
others.



,vel 9

A RTS EDUCATITION
S11511A1.

Skilla/SoPj 'ct Ar q' VLiuiil Arts 11-7::,

COMITTENCY GOAL 5 The I erar wi 1-1. develop
and as a profession.

-e Of ort avocation

Demoantrate an awarems Of
art as an avocation.

5.2 Demonstrate an awar o-

art as a p ofession.

5. Demonotrate n aworentn , zs of a
varie y 01 wys that tndividua1n
derive pleasure fro er.-eating
works of art,

.2 Identify ways in which
derives pleasure from or
works of art,

5.7.1 Demonstrate 8naIazuQf of a
variety of waye that ive"xlividuals
make a living from c atMing worksof art.

C36
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V-auni Arta III

1. Develop positive tituden ttbout herfbtuf, ab0000ut °thorn, flik

1.1 nonstrato o ,-itive attitudea abou1ier/Lit_rnutif.
1.2 Accept work 0 1 others.
1.3 Be eager to o and see art.

2. Develop the coept - necessary for ndergMdin and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate n understanding of thehoic Alements of a t.
2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of theWign pqprinciples.2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of thetae pOrrsonal perception nnd

observation pl.ty in art.
2.4 Demonstrate 411 understanding of tDe 1de cfaleativity plays in art.2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of ttleige evasoaluation/critique playsin art.

3. Develop the skill-a ary for undo tirg nind produci g art.

3.1 Demonstrate skE.111 and understandlpR iulraving and pa nting
processes.

3.2 Demonstrate siaLll and understanding l4prirOmmaking proc _
3.3 Demonstrate api11 and understanding hoculroture processes.
3.4 Demonstrate slci..'=11 and understanding lafinq ft craft processes.
3.5 Demonstrate ability to communicate sMut

Develop knowledge Ein.,d appreciation of attinthe pi past and present.

4.1 Demonstrate kniowledge and appreciatimof srM-t in the past andpresent.

Develop an awsrcne8 of art as an avotatimond srrofession.

5.1 Demonstrate an amawareness of att se conceal-Lion.
5.2 Demonstrate an .mmawareness of art ea aprofespttion.
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WS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Ski 1 1 n/iihj ct Area: Vlniinl Arts Ill

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will de _lop po tive
about others, and about art.

udes shout her/himself,

1.1 Demonstrate positive attitudeg
about her/h mself.

1.2 Accept work of

eager to do and see

Show confidence in her
ahil itlEfll.

1.1.2 Realize her limitationo and
abilities.

1 1.3 Accept
work.

"Wry rIy her/h1 P

Show acceptance of others' work as
a unique expression of themselves.

1.2,2 Respect others' rights, ideas and
opinions.

674

3 6

Exhibit an interest in producing
and see ng art.



Grade. Love ,2

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Ar--- Visual Arts II

COMPETENU COAL 2: The learner will develop the concepr necerinry for un
ntanding and producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding
of the basIc elements of art.

2.1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of color
theory.

2.1 2 Use color selectivel in her/his
work.

2.1.3 Demontrat kaowle
dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively in her/his
work.

Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of shape and form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form selectively
in her/his work.

2.1.7 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of texture.

2.1.8 Use texture selectively in her
his work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge of the
dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively in her/his
work.

2.1.11 Demonstrate personal style in
using the basic elements of art.
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lr Level: 912

Skills/Subject Are VtuuJ. Artn

COMPETENCY COAL 21 The Tear
standing and producing art.

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding
of the design principles.

2.3 Demonstrate an understanding
of the role personal perception
and observation play in art.

dev lop the conceptr necessary for under-

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of the
principles for achiev ng a
succeasful compoaitou.

2.2.2 Apply design principles in her/his
work (e.g., drawings, paintings,
sculpture, photography, filmaking,
jewelry, electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve variety In
work.

2.6 Selectively create focus of
interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve movement in
work.

2.2.8 Demonstrate personal style in
applying the design principles.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting own intuitIve
perceptions (intuition as a way of
knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to express Ideas,
feelings, and perceptions.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast visual
qualities and characteristics in
own work and the work of others.

2 5 Identify how works of art are
produced.



Grade Level: 9-12

Sklils/Subject Area: Viaual Arts ITT

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will devel p the conc,pts necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of
the role creativity playa in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an unde
the role evaluation
plays in art.

ending of
itique

2.4.1 Create work which does not rely
on copying or tracing.

2. .2 Demonstrate an understanding
creating a piece of art is n
design problem for which
individuals find individual
solutions which are influenced by
personal perceptions,
observations, experienc
creativity, ability, appl cation
of media, manipulation of
elements.

2.4.3 Demonstrate an uncle itanding of
the necessity of design problem
recognition prior to problem
solving.

2.4.4 Create individual solu ions to
design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexib
relating creative effort to
organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative effort as a
means to an end ra her than an end
in itself.

2.5.1 Justify, orally and in writing,
her/his aesthetic judgments con-
cerning the many forms of art.

2.5.2 P

6//

641

epare a constructive evaluat
her/his own art work.



Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
VTSUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Ares: Visual ArtR III

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop the skills necessary for und
standing and producing art.

e

3.1 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in drawing end
painting processes.

Create compositions which consider
the art elements In reintion to the
design principles.

1.2 Consider An of percept on,
obnervation, creativity, and
evaluati her/his work.

Demonstrate understanding of value
gradation and surface treatment
(e.g., shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,
pointillism).

3. .4 Create varying value gradations
and surface treatments in own work.

3.1.5 Demonstrate understanding of
perspective (one-point and two-
point convergence, diminution,
overlapping, foreshortening).

3.1.6 Use perspective in her/his work.

3.1.7 Render figures from life with
consideration given to proportion
and form in portraits, contours,
gesture, motion (bending, twisting,
sitting), groups, profiles, and
three-quarter views.

3.1.8 Cteate compositions from life,
memory, fantasy, st 11 Life,
landscape, interiors, or
architecture.
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Crsdp Level: 9-17

Skill /Subject Areu VIsual Arts Ill

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The le
tandlng and producing Art.

11 develop the skills necessary for under-

3.1.9 Demonstrate understanding of basic
characteristIcs of a variety of
media (e.g., pencil, charcoal,
pastels, tempera, wa'ercolor,
acrylics, oil. ink).

3.1.10 Develop personal style in drawIng
and painting

Use drawing end painting tools,
equipment, and materials
appropriately and safely.

.12 Demonstrate ability to effectively
present completed work (crop,
mount, mat).

13 Compile a portfolio of quality
work.



Ornde Level :

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Artr TIT

Page 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 3; The learner w 11 develop the rk1li necessary for under-
standing and producing art.

Objectives

3.2 Demonstrate skill and under-
standing in printmaking
processes.

3.2.1 Create composit one which cons der
the art elements in relation to
the design principles.

,2 Consider concepts of percep
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his work.

3.2.3 Demonstrate understanding of the
basic processes of printmaking
(e.g., relief, intaglio,
collograph, and stencil).

3.2.4 Create prints using one or more
basic process of printmaking.

3.2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of
the process of registration in
printmaking.

3.2.6 Create prints which involve one or
More registrations.

3.2.7 Develop personal style in
printmaking,

3.2.8 Use printmaking materials, tools,
and equipment appropriately and
safely.

3.2.9 Demonstrate an ability to effec-
tively present completed work
(sign, number, mat).

3.2.10 Compile a portfolio of quality work.

bdU
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Grade Levnh 9-12

Skil1s/S Aren: VIMIUI Artv

COMPRTFNCY COAL 3: The loarnor will deve
standing And producing

3.ramarmerimmiffie....

nrre(Jr,ttrv or under

3.3 Demonst
ntanding
processes.

skill and under-
sculpture

Crent nculpture which cons-M1J
the art elements in relation to
the design principles.

Consider concepts of perception.
observation, creativity, and
evaluation in her/his wo k.

-4,;3. ruling of the
basic sculpture processes
(e.g.. additive, subtractive,
menipulative, and replacement)
including relief and kinetic.

3.3.4 Create sculpture using one or more
of the basic sculpture processes
(including relief And kinetic).

3.3.5 Develop personal style in making
sculpture.

.6 Use sculpture materials, too
equipment appropriately And

4nd
fely.

3.3.7 Demonstrate an ability to effec-
tively present completed work
(finishing, mounting).

3.3.8 Compile photographs of qu
work for portfolio.

681.
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°rade Level: 9-12 Page 5

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Arts IIT

COMPETENCY COAL 3! The learner will develop t1i1 skills nocenry .-or under-
standing and producing art.

Oh ectives

3.4 Demonstrate skill and under-
atanding in fine craft processes.

3.4.1 Create fine crafta which consider
the art elements in relation to
the design principles.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of perception,
observation, creativity, and
evaluation In her/his work.

3.4.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
basic ceramic processes (e.g.,
pinch, coil, slob, wheel throwin

.

3.4.4 Create handbuilt ceramic pieces
using one or more basic procesees.

3.4.5 Explore the wheel thrown method
of creating ceramic pieces.

3.4.6 Demonstrate an understanding of a
variety of methods of finishing
and firing ceramic pieces.

3.4.7 Use one or more methods of
finishing and firing ceramic
piece .

3.4.8 Demonstra e an understanding of a
variety of weaving techniques and
materials.

3.4.9 Create woven pieces using one or
more techniques and materials.

3.4.10 Demonstrate an ability to compare
and contrast traditional and
contemporary fine crafts.
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Grade Laval; 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Visual Artn if

COMPETENCY GOAL 3:
ntanding and pr-du

learner will devt1cp the skills uecess for u

Demonstrate an ability to
communicate about art.

3.4.11 Deve op pernnnnl style In fine
craft making.

3.4.17 Use fine craft mnterin1n tôo1,
and equipment approp_ ately and
safely.

.4.13 Oem o eftoctiveiy
present completed work (hanging,
mouni1r ).

3.4.14 Compile photographn of quality
work for portfolio.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to expres
knowledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

683
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

SkIlle/qubject Areut Vlntinl Artii III

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The lenrner will develop knowledge and apprecirt1.on of art
the past and present.

Ob-ectives

4 1 Demonstrate knowledge and
appreciation of nrt in the
pant and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal use of art to
communicate beyond the written and
spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize the hintorical value of
art In rscording rho hiritor, jf
mankind beyond the written and
spoken word.

4.1 Re ogn ze w 1-kno-
their work from thl m
of art history.

ts and
periods

4.1.4 Describe characteristics of the
major periods of art history.

4.1 Describe characteristics of art
from other cultures.

4.1.6 Recognize well-known artists of
today and their work.

4.1.7 Use art vocabulary to discuss
her/his work and the work of
others.
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Grade Level: 9-12

1RTS EDUCATION
VISUAL ARTS

Skills/Subject Aren: Visual Arts III

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will develop an nwarenens of art n an avocati nand an a profesaion.

5.1

ar
onstrate an awarene. 13 of 5.1.1 Demonstrate an a
na an Avocation.

5.2 Demonstrate an A r n
art a a profess on.

variety of ways that n vidualn
derive pleasure from creating
works of art.

5.1.2 identity ways in which a/he derives
pleasure from cr nting works of art.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an awareness of a
variety of waya that individua
make a living from creating works
of art.



FOLK ARTS

PURPOSE A1 D OVERV

The inclusion of folk arts in the public school curriculum is a new
thrust for the state of North Carolina. When first introduced as a program,
the term folk arts adequately expressed the program's major concerns. Yet
current practice among folklorists promotes the uae of the term folklife rather
thnn folk arta. Folklifc refers to the traditional wilys by whiCh a community
expresses ite shared way of life. It encompasses a variety of cultural
expreesions including traditional music, dance, visual arts, crafts, rituals,
architecture, foodways, customary work practices, and oral literature ouch as
storytelling, legends, and oral histories. Hence this document will reflect
current practice and Use the term folklife, with its broader implication, andalso refers specifically to traditional performing and visual arts as folk
arts.

The traditiona_ arts are the first arts that we encounter. We beg n to
appreciate and participate in folk arts as family and community members
because every group bound together by common interests and purpose, whether
educated or uneducated, rural or urban, possesses a body of traditions whichmay be called its "lore". The major objective of the folk arta curriculum istwofold. First, it attempts to help students identify and discover their
families' and/or region's rich cultural heritage, thus giving them a new
awareness of and appreciation for their personal and community's traditions.
Second, by exploring the lore from the broad span of history and from varied
cultures and ethnic groups, students develop an empathy for another's
situations.

T=ily folklore such as stories, expressions, and traditions that
characterize family life and children's folklife such as neighborhood and
backyard $ames, fantasy play, riddles, jokes, dances, etc., that characterize
children's play are two folklife genres that young children bring into
classroom situations with them. These two genres become the foundation on
which students begin a sequential folklife program of progression that builds
on an everwidening spiral of skills and concepts.

Ultimately, folk arts education provides students with the necessary
vehicle to become immersed in the entire folk process. The folk process is
the method by which members of a folk group learn and pass on traditions,
customs, beliefs, and ways of doing things. Becoming invOlYed in this processof observing, talking, and listening, students appreciate their roots and,
thus, everyone's heritage and culture is enhanced.
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OURSE OF STUDY

K-8---
General Folk A to

9-J;
Introduct on to Foikljfe

The Folk Arts curriculum:

is deaigned for statewide use.

is not correlated with any textbook and does not restrict the use of
any relevant textbook or program materials.

encourages the. development of a series of offerings quitable to
varied student abilities.

provides for flexibility in local curriculum development.

Though the Folk Arts curriculum Is not a part of the State-funded basic
education program, many school districts do offer such a program as well as
electives appropriate for this instructional area. Such electives may
include: Oral Traditions, Performance, and Folk Art; Material Culture;
Custom, Belief- and Ritual; Family Life; Religious and Secular Festival andDrama.
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GRDi

Major Emphanes

The use of folk a ts at the K-3 level enhances children's natural
curiosity and enthusiasm to know about their culture and heritage. Emphasisis placed on folk arts activities that directly involve children and that arebased on the interests and knowledge that the children bring to class.
Specifically, family folklore such as the stories, expreseions, traditions.
and crafta that characterize family life and children'a folklife ouch an
neighborhood and backyard games end dances, fnntasy play, riddles, jokes,
songs, etc., that characterize children's play; should provide the foundation
for all activities. Exploratory activities drawn from these two genres ehoeld
spark children's curiosity about their culture and the culture of their peers.

Much of the work done in kindergarten and first grade is rel ted to
helping children interact in a socially productive way with peers; therefore,
tress should be placed on getting children to share information about theirfamily lore with classmates.

During this time, the creative, cognitive, and aesthetIc processes are
approached in folk arts through various avenues. A paramount instructional
goal at this level is helping children become cognizant of the folk process
that surrounds all of us. Quite simply, the folk process is vigorously
involving them in activities that etimulate an interest in their own cultureand that of others. Children begin to identify those traditions, customs,
beliefs, and ways of doing things that are acquired through observation,discussion, and listening. In other words, they become immersed in the folkprocess.

Because folk a ts in the public schools is a community-based program that
makes extensive use of family and community resources, it is important thatthe children begin to acquire basic field work skills. The use of tape
recorders or caseette recorders is introduced as aids to recording traditions
and customs from older members of their families. By third grade, children
should be able to summarize data collected on media equipment and give simplebibliographic information about the collected data.

In all the folk arts experiences, children are helped
the elements of culture and those elements' importance as a
heritage.
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Grade K Outline

1. Develop a positive titudc toward her/hia own culturo.

1.1 Participate willingly in classro m activities and discussions
about the family.

1.2 Develop a sense of family pride and integrity.

2. Develop a positive attitude toward the culture of others.

2.1 Show tolerarce of others and recognize th ir work.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk arts as a human experience.

3.1 Understand that different fam lies have different lore, such as
customs, crafts, ways of doing things, etc.

D velop a positive attitude toward folk arts as an art form.

4.1 Understand that folk art is created by individuals either working
together or independently.

See her/himself as a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organizations or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, nationaland global communities.

5.1 Identify immediate family members.

6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of
groups.

6.1 Recognize the importance of sharing family na a ves, songs,
rhymes, etc. in classroom discussions.

Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture.

7.1 Understand the difference between informat on and kn wledge acquired
from people versus information and knowledge learned from books, TV,
and/or formal instruction.

Acquire a body of knowledge about North Caro and/or United States
folklife.

8.1 Be aware of social customs associated with an extended group to
which one belongs.

6
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9. Se ect and use appropriate materials and media equipment to ga
information about her/his heritage snd the heritage of others.

9.1 Show an interest in books and materials about heritage and traditions.

10. Acquire skills necessary to record, interpret, and report oral customs
and traditions.

10.1 Follow oral directions.
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Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward her/h
culture.

.1 Participate willingly in classroom 1.1.1 Share with the class a fey
activities and dl ua1.on abouL nursery rhyme learned from a
family life, family member.

1.2 Develop a sense of family pride
and integrity.

1.2.1 Draw a picture or talk abo t a
family holiday celebration s/he
enjoys.



Grade Leve1: K

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward the
culture of others.

2.1 Show tolerance of othern and
recognize their work.

2.1.1 Share with thr class n favorite
nursery rhyme, song, or jump rope
verse learned from peers.



Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCAT
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOA The learner wIll develop a positive attitude toward folk arts
as a human experience.

0

3.1 Under tend that differ n
families have different lore,
such as customs, crafts, and
ways of doing things.

3 I ) Listen to the 1
'mich as a nursery rhyme,
nong or jump rope verse.
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Grade Lev

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop a positive attitudc toward foil
as an art form.

Ob I a

4.1 Understand that fo k art in
created by Individuals either
working together or Indepen-
dently.

4.

6 98

6 5

When given pictures of five tra-
ditional artifactn From the
child's culture discuss their
one or purpose.



Grnde Levelf E

rOPCATION
foLK ARTS

I /11b1Cf CI AI' OA: Fo t.i;

COMPFTPNCY 00-:_,A1, 5: The _learner wilJ begin to nOc her/Wiwi f ot4 a part or twiny
groopo: thp fAMly. the: religion!) orrganizatIon or dna* ntid A wide rnoge of
othole, rogier-'rin1, nntionni t)nd global communities.

.1 Henan, Immediate family
morehero

5.1.1 Draw a picture of the family
group.

5.L2 Correctly identi fy fami ly members
by nnme and title.

5.1.3 Bring pictures from home or draw
pictures from memory of parents,
grandparents, family home, or
treasured toys given to child by
an older family member.

5.1.4 Recite jimp rope verse, count-log
songs, or rhymer' tAught to child
by fami ly member.



Uradce7 kwel!

ARTS NAICATION
fOLY, Ann

SkillnPlohjort Aron: Folk Art!-1

COMPKITKY COAL 6: The loulrner will begin tO identify with sod/or
the tAlfluonce of a variet7 of gtounn.

Menem-on

acknowiedge

6.1 -Recognize the importnce of nhar-
Uglier/him family nc-rrotives,
songs, or rhyme(' in c loseroom
4111010110ns.

700
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6.1.1 Uccall storien, rhymes, or done
that child hos learned from one
or more membera of her/his



ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Crade Laval: It Skills/Subject A,I; Polk Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner will develop s sense of time and chronology with
regnrd to the stability and change of culture.

_Objectives

7.1 Understand the difference be-
tween information and knowledge
acquired from people versus infor-
mation nnd knowledge learned from
books, TV, and/or formal instruc-
tion.

701

7.1.1 After discusnion by the teacher
and examples of information that
we learn only In the family unit,
i.e., significance of family nnme,
a favorite recipe, how to play
game or sing a apecinl song and
information we learn from formal
inatruction and from TV, give an
example of information that a/he
has learned from family versus an
example of similar information that
n/ha learned from TV or hooks.

7.1.2 When given a series of five
pictures, identify verbally
examples of types of information
s/he acquires from TV, and kinds
of information that only her/his
family can teach her/him.

6G1



Grnt ,evel:

COMP,TENCY GOAL h: The lenrne
Carolina n United !s'

nuc.1010N

VOLK ARTS

Sk111 Area:

1 acqu
llfc

y of

Ar

8.1 Dem
orn

rt.

an underatnnding of
itted lore:

family tradftienn
atIp rsti t 10 n

original stories

Die
A story _told

slily member

picture oi
r/him by n

8.2 tnonntrnte an undcratandlng of 8.2.1 Recite or draw a picture of a
a soci 1 cuotorn aoc1ated with favorite Family holiday
h iy. Celebration.
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Grnth, Level: K

PETENCY COAL 9:
appropriate to gnin

AHT f' EDUCATTOO

FOLK Wit;

SkIlln/Snh Are : Io1k Arts

one materin
on:Intim) about herfh4i heritage and

9.1 Show an intera
mnterlalø a.out
tradition.

in hooka and
age and

9.1.1 ecite a abort story about
local or national folk hern th
has been read or told to he /h

9,1.2 identify source of tale dance,
or rhyme that s/he learned from
a family member.



Grade Level: K

ARTS EDUCATTON
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Sub e Arn: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: The learner wi I 1 acqul re Walls necessary to record,
Interpret, and report oral customs and traditions.

10.1 Follow oral directions.

704
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10.1.1 Demonstrate memory of a ballad or
tale to teacher's satisfaction.



Develop a pogitirn attitudt! to itid her/ culture.

LI Participate willingly in cioroozn a- ivitles and discuanionn about
family and c:ommunity lore.

1,2 Develop a sw:tnne of personal pride and integrity about family and
community lc>re.

1,3 Exhibit conf idence through uninhibited personal involvement.

hvelop a positi.ure attitude toward the culture of others.

2.1 Show tolernrce of peers and recognize their work.
2.2 Work well wi.. tli others.

hvelop a positi itude toward folk art as a human experience.

3, 1 Understand t: bat different people have different lore such as
customs. era. 1ts and ways of dgng things.

3.2 Understand c -hat an individuallo and/or group's lore in a product of
their herita.ge.

Develop a positives attitude toward folk art so an a

Underatand t 'met folk art is Qtated by individuals either working
together or dindependently to produce a desired effect.

5. he her/himself 4-49, a part of many gnups: the family, the religious
organization or ct-xurch, and a widt range of ethnic, regional, national,nd global communlE. ties.

5.1 Identify grotag), other than family unite that s/he belongs to.

6. Identify with and/or acknowledge tho influence of a variety of
groups.

6.1 Recognize the.- importance of her/his contributions of songs, dances,
crafts, rhymets, etc., learned from a group to classroom discussions.

7. Develop a sense of time end chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture.

LI Demonstrate Et= understanding of time sequence.

B. Acquire a body of Scno ledge about North Carolina an r United St
fdklife.

ILI Be aware of sciai customs asseciated with an extended group to whichone belongs.



Se

information about her/his heritage and thu herltage of ochuro.

nd use appropriate materlala an mtdia, equipment to gain

9.1 Show an interaHt in books an
the her cage of others.

out hor/hlo

Acquire skills neceary to record, 1nterpret nnd -
and traditions.

10.1 Follow oral directiont.

706

0

age and

customs



Grade L vol:

COMPETENCY. COAL 1:
culture.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subject Area: Folk Arts

I. develop a positive At

1.1 Part rlpate willingly in class-
room activities and discussions
about family and community lore.

1.2 Develop A sense of personal
pride and integrity about
family and community lore.

1.3 Exhibit con
uninhibited personal
involvemento

u

le

rd her/hirl

Share with the class a favorite
nuraery rhyme, song, jump rope
verse learned from a peer.

1.2.1 Draw a picture or talk about a
community holiday celebration.

1.3.1 hare f eely with others family
narratl ns in the classroom
-rting.



Grade level:

ARTS E CATION
FOLK ARTS

Skill nf5ubi ect Ares: Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop a positi
culture of others.

2.1 Show tolerance of peern and
recognize their w rk.

2.1.1 Share with the 0.048 4 favorite
nursery rhyme, song, jump rope
verse learned from a peer.

2.2 Work well with others. 2.2.1 Participate in traditional group
song and story sensions.



Grnde Level: 1

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilln/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3 The learner will develop a positive
an a human experience.

de toward lk art

3.1 Understand that diffe ent
people have different lore
such as customs, craf
ways of doing things.

Undemtand that an individual's
and/or group's lore is a product
of their heritage.

Listen to the lore of classmates
such as nursery rhymes, songs,
jump rope verse, and discuss
with teacher one way that it
differs from hers/his.

3.2.1 After listening to a story or
viewing a fIlm about a folk
tradition from a culture very
different from hers/his, discuss
how the folk tradition differs
from hers/his.



Grade Loyal: I

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The leorne
aa an art fame

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skill /Soh leet Am; F01_ k Art

I develop a positive atU ttulc townrd folk art

4,1 Uncle and that folk art
created by individuals eit: her
working together or indep
dently to produce a desir&
effect.

4.1.1 Aftnn dtc-'uasion arid/or filmbtrip
uta regtilmon's or folk group's

artifiletn enard/or crafts, correctly
niatchan artzlfact and/or craft to
ituunge.



Grade Lave

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skillv/Subject Area: Folk Ar

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will begin to see her/himself as a part of manygroups: the family, the rciig1ous organization or church, and a wide r ne of
ethnic, regional, national, and global common _es.

5.1 ldenti y a group, other than
family unit, that c/ho belongs
to.

711

671

Draw a picture of at least One
group, with the exception of the
family, that to which s/he be-
longs.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
VOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Arcs: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner wtl begin to identify with and/or acknowledge the
influence of a variety of groups.

6.1 Recognize the importance of
her/his contributions of songs,
dances, or rhymas learned from
a group to clasAroom discussions.

7 2

6.1.1 Repeat from memory stories, rhymes,
or dances, that s/he has learned
from a group other than family.



Grade Level:

ARTS::EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Ar

L'OMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner will develop a sense of time and chronology with
regard to the stability and change in culture.

Ob ectives Measures

71 Demonstrate an understanding of
time sequence.

713

7.1.1 Use accurately such inde inite
time concepts as future, long ago,
before, and after.

7.1.2 Given a set of three photographs,
identify scenes depicting past,
present, and future.



Grade Leve

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will acquire a body of knowledge about North
Carolina or United States folklife.

Ob ective- easures

8.1 Be aware of social customs
associated with the extended
group to which s/he belongs.

714

6(4

8.1.1 Draw a picture of one or more
features of the way a group or
community celebrates a particular
holiday.



Grade Leve 1

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: The learner will select and use materials and media equipmert
appropriate to gain information about her/hia heritage and the heritage of others.

Ob ectives

9.1 Show an interest in books and
materials about her/his heritage
and the heritage of others.

715

9.1.1 Recite a short story about a
community folk hero or legend
about a community site that
has been read or told to her/him.

9.1.2 Identify source of a tale, dance,
or rhyme about community that
s/he learned from someone in the
community.



Grade Level'

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: Thc learner will acquire skills necessary to record,
interpret, and report oral customs and traditions.

Obi ect yes easures

10.1 Identify an informant from
family group that can be
described as a tradition
bearer.

10.1.1 interview a member of the family
on a given topic (e.g., how we
celebrate Easter, games informant
played as a child) and talk about
what s/he learned to the teacher
and/or class.

10.1.2 Ascertain the meaning of
7tradition bearer," and select the
person most representative of a
"tradition bearer" from family
methers interviewed.



Grade 2 Outline

1. Develop a positive attitude toward her/his culture.

1.1 Exhibit confidence in her/his personal contributions to the class.
1.2 Display independence.

2. Develop a positive attitude toward the culture of others.

2.1 Work well with others.
2.2 ShoW tolerance,of others' folk traditions.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk arts as a human experience.

3 I Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore reflects their
heritage.

3.2 Understand that an individual and/or group lore is a valid way
of communication.

4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk arts as an art form.

4.1 Understand that folk art ie created by individuals either working
together or independently to produce a desired effect.

4.2 Understand that folk art can be utilitarian or aesthetic.

See her/himself as a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, national,
and global communities.

5.1 Distinguish between traditional and nontradition_l.
5.2 Understand the meaning of groups--primary and extended.

6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of
groups.

6.1 Understand the concept of folk group and folk culture.
6.2 Recognize the importance of her/his contributions from a _olk group

to which s/he belongs to a classroom discussion (e.g., narratives,-
songs, dances, rhymes, crafts).

7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture which is the folk process.

7.1 Demonstrate a chronological understanding of her/his immediate
ancestors.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to understand the sequence of folk traditions--
the relationship of things in the past to the present and
future.



Acquire a body of knowledge about North Carolina and/or United Sta es s
folklife.

8.1 Demons rate a basic understanding of material culture.
8.2 Demonstrate an understanding of two genres from the performing folk

arts category.

Select and use appropriate materials to gain information about her/his
heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Select and use printed material for o-k research.

10. Acqu re skills necessary to record, interpret, and report oral cus oms
and traditions.

10.1 Follow written directIons.

/18



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learne
:culture.

ARTS'EDUCATION
-- FOLK ARTS.

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Ar

I develop positive attitudes t -a her/his

Ob ectives _easures

Exhibit confidence in her/his
personal contribution to the
class.

1.2 Display independence.

719

1.1.1 Share freely with others, family
and community lore in the class-
room setting.

1.2.1 Initiate or volunteer to share
stories, dances, and rhymes that
s/he brings to the school setting
from home and community*



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2:
culture of others.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skill /Subject Area: Polk Arts

The learner will develop a positive attitude toward the

013 ectives

2.1 Work well with others.

ea ures

2.2 Show tolerance of others' iolk
traditions.

2.1 Participate, to teacher
satisfaction, in oral and Wit en
exchanges of family and community
lore.

2.2.1 Cooperate with others by sharing
their folk ballads, dances, and
crafts.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward folk arts
as a human experience.

Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore reflects
her/his heritage.

3.2 Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore is a valid
way of communicating.

3.1.1 Given an example of an artifact
craft, song, dance from a specific
folk group and a simple description
of its significance, identify the
group.

3.2.1 Employ body movement, facia
expressions, or gestures to portray
a character or situation related
to a group's folklore.



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 4:
as an art form.

FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

learner will develop a positive attitude toward folk art

4.1 Understand that folk art is
treated by individuals either
working together or independently
to produce a desired effect.

4.2 Understand that folk art can be
utilitarian and aesthetic.

22

4.1.1 Gain knowledge of a region's
folklore through lecture,
discussion, or film, then point
out in oral lore, dance, or music,
the best example of that region's
folklore traditions.

4.2.1 When given a series of traditional
artifacts or crafts, identify
the differences between the
aesthetic and utilitarian uses.

6S



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Ate h4 Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will begin to see her/btosdf a
groups: the family, the religious organization or church,and a ol
ethnic, regional, national, and global communities.

5.1 Distinguish between traditional
and nontraditional.

5.2 Understand the meaning of
groupsprimary and extended.

of many
-ange of

5.1. 1 When given age-apprompriate examples
of dstnes, rh=ymes, crafts,
and stories ut haveme a traditioral

nontraditional ammarce, identify
those whichare traAtitional.

5.1.2 After a classroom diemp'cursior of
several foliate gemcmces and sharing
examples of Olese gecmares with
teacher addassmetemes:

Decideons genre- that s/he
especially enjoys!' and think of
two questions ihowcat that:genre
Chat sAlsould 11ke to ask her/
hie patents or anomother family
member,

b. Candattaquestionma and answer
sesaiorvith A fenmaily member
about that genre mimed report the
resultsofthe se- sion to
teether end ttactg.

c. DesonaMM that s .11he under-
tends therelstio.-7malip

betweenthe inforna..;4ant's lore
and herthis own.

d. Claasifythe infonmmnant as either
an Actilieor passivr-ve tradition
bearer andexplain the reasons
for herAis Cleasiftfication.

5.2.1 When givenaltat of emtventy
community me, ind2ticate those
to which she belonga.

6



GradeLevel: 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner w
influence of a variety of groups.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk A

1 begin to identify with and/or acknowledge the

6.1 Understand the concept of
folk group and folk culture.

6.2 Recognize the importance
of her/his contributions
from a folk group to which
s/he belongs to a classroom
discussion (e.g., narrative,
songs, dances, rhymes, crafts).

6.1.1 When given descriptions of
various groups, classify those
that have the characteristics c
folk groups and those that do not.

6 2 Describe at lea t one folk group
that s/he belongs to-, and explain
the reaSons for her/his descrip-7
tion.

6.2.1 After listening to an intro-
ductory discussion on folk
groups,

724

68 1

a. Choose a folk group that he
belongs to.

b. Develop at least three
questions about the lore of
that group that a/he wants
to ask members of the group.

Share with classmates in
writing, verbally, oriby
drawing a picture of a repre-
sentative sample of the lore
of this group that a/he
remembers.



Grade 'oval:

COMPETENCY GOA 7: The
regnrd to the stab

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

SkAt1n/S11 t Area: Folk Artr

will develop a ieriuc of time and c
y and change of culture.

Ob ectiven u

7.1 Demonstrate a chrono oglcal
understanding of her/his
immediate ancestors.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to
underatand the sequence of
folk traditions, the
relationship of things in
the pant to the present and
future,

7.1.1 Arrange in chronological order
series of peraonal experiences.

7.1.2 Arrange in chronological order a
series of ancestral experiences.

725

Hatch age-appraprinte folkilfe
examples, such ns crafts and
(fences to contemporary examples.



Grade Level: 2

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Aren: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will acquire a body of knowledge about North
Carolina and/or United States foikilfe.

Ob e rem

Demonstrate a basic understanding 8.1.1 identify, when possible, on
,f material culture, active producer of material

culture from her/his fnmily or
community.

.2 When given a series of five
photogrspLJ, classify those
photographa that depict an item
of material culture and those
that do not.

8.2 Demonstrate an understand ng of 8.2,1 Cite nn example of a folk song
two genres from the performing or dance that s/he remembers
folk arts category. from play with peers or family

celebrations.

726



AtTS EDUCATION
FOLV ARTS

Grade Level: 2 Skilln/Subject Aren: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: The lenrner will select and use materialn nnd media equipmert
appropriate to gain information about her/hin heritage and the heritage of others.

Ob ectives M enures

9.1 Select and use printed material
for fieldwork reaearch.

9.1,1 Given a folklife genre, select
an encyclopedia to nuppiement
renearch.

727

687



Grade Level:

AW-S EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Sub eet Ares: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 10: The learner will acquire skills nece
Interpret, and report oral customs and tradit'ons.

10.1 Follow written Instructions.

728

10.1.1 When given n list of basic
interview guidelinen, follow the
guiden in nn interview session
with A classmate.



Grade 3 Outln e

1 Develop a positive attitude toward herlhiu own eultu o.

1.1 Re ognize the signifi -n- of her/his own contributions.
1.2 Re aware of capabilities and limitations.

2. D-v lop a positive attitude toward the culture of others.

2.1 Work well with others.
2.2 Show tolerance of others' folk traditionn.
2.3 Realize that all people are unique and have different folk

traditions.

Dev lop a positive attitude toward folk arts as a human experie ce.

3.1 Understand that an individual and/or sroup'n lore reflL
heritage.

3.2 Understand that an individual and/or group's lore is a valid way
of communicating.

3.3 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore can be
influenced by that of another gyoup and/or individual.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk arts as an art form.

4.1 Understand that folk art can be utilitarian and aesthetic.
4.2 Understand folk art as a creative art form.

See her/himself as a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, national,
and global communities,

5.1 Apprecf_ate the value of family lore.

6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of
groups.

6.1 Participate w llingly in classroom discuesions about family life.
6.2 Develop a sense of pride and satisfaction in her/his family's folklife

7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture, the folk process.

7.1 Relate her/his extended family's lore to self
7.2 Grow in the capacity to understand the sequence of folk traditions--

the relationship of things and people in the past to the present and
future.

683



E. Acquire a body of know1cde about North Carolina and/or United States
folklife.

8.1 Be aware of the two folklife arenas, the public and the private, and
relate these two distinctions to a variety of folklife genres such
as performing folk arts, family folklife, material culture, etc.

S. Select and use appropriate materials and media equipment to gain
information about her/hia heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Select and une video equipment to aid in field research.

10. Acquire skills necessary to record, interpret, and report oral customs
and traditions.

10.1 Follow oral and written instructions.

730

6



Grade Level: 3

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The leerner wi
own culture.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

ills/Subject P,vn: Folk Arts

p a p ve attitude toward ler/his

Ob ectivea

Recognize the significancL of 1.1.1 Freely share /avec of her/hin
folk h ritage with othe s.her/his own contributions.

1.2 Be aware of capabflities nnd
ilmitatLons

1.2.1 Recognize dances or craf
are too difficult for her/him to
perform OY recreate.

731
691



Grade Lev

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subject Area Folk Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The lcirner will develop n positive attitude toward the
culture of others.

2.1 Work well with othe

2.2 Show to erance
folk traditions.

era

2.3 Realize that all people are
unique and have different
folk traditions

2.1.1 Par icipate, to teacher
sat sfaction, in oral and uritten
exchanges of family and community
lore.

2.2.1 Co perate with others by
participating in their folk
ballads, dances, crafts.

2.3.1 Study rhymes ongs, or artifacts
characteristic of a folk roup
different from her/his own, then
point out the similarities and
differences in the folk cultures
of each.

732



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner w'
as a human experience.

ARTS EDUCATI N
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arta

develop nitive at ude toward folk arts

Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore reflects
their heritage.

3.2 Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore fa a valid
way of corn nicati.ng.

Understand that an individua
and/or group's lore is
influenced by that of another
individual and/or group.

3.1.1 When given an example of an
artifact, craft, song, or dance,
from a specific folk group and a
simple description of its signifi
cance, identify the group.

733

Employ body movement, facial
expressions, or gestures to p
tray a character or situation
related to a group folklore.

Analyze the extent to which
specific folk groups' lore
influence each other:

a. Describe cultural influence or
the lack of it.

b. Assign reasons for the cultural
influence or lack of it.



de Level: 3

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subj Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The lea ner will dev lop a pos tive attitude toward folk ar
an art form.

4.1 Understand that folk art can be
utilitarian and aesthetic.

4.2 lindernts d folk Art ns n
creative a t form.

4.1.1 Distingu sh between samples of
folk art, those that are primarily
utilitarian in function and those
that are aesthetic.

Be aware of the spontaneous nature
folk art.

734 634



Grade L vel:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk A ts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will ber,ln to see her/himself as a pa f many
groups: the family, the religious organization or church, and a wide ra ge of
ethnic, regional, national, and global coalmunities.

Oble_tives _ensures

5.1 Appreciate the value or family
lore.

5.1.1 A _er a class discussion of
family traditions, write a _

paragraph description or discu
verbally with classmates, a fa- ly
tradition that s/he especially
enjoys.

5.1.2 Verbally share with the class a
family story or narrative.

5.1.3 After listening to a series of
classmatest family stories,
analyze a story to determine:

69a

a. What makes It funny or
serious?

b. What determines whether a
family member is a good
informant?



ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

C.rade Level: 3 Skills/Sob ert Area: Folk Ar

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will begin to id-ntify with and/or acknowledge
the influence of a variety of groups.

Objectiv s Measures
_ _ _ _

6.1 Participate will ngly in class 6.1.1 Either in a group or oneonone
room discussions about family with another student, share at
life. least one example that s/he him

learned from family members of a

folk genre specified by the
teacher.

6.2 Develop a sense of pride and
satisfaction in her/his mily's
folklife.

6.2.1 Volunteer a rhyme, song, dance,
or recipe, learned from family
members.

736
Jo



ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Grade Level 3 Skill /Subject Aren: Folk Ar

COMPETENCY COAL 7: The learner will develop a sense of time and chronology wi
regard to he stability and change of culture.

Oblectives
- - Measures

7.1 Relate her/his family's lore 7.1.1 After interviewing several family
to self.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to
understand the sequence of
folk traditions--the
relationship of things and
people in the past to the
present and future.

members and using at least one
library reference book, write a
one paragraph essay on her/his
family's last name. This essay
should inciude:

b.

igin;

ning;

the nature of any changes in
name that occurred from the
old country to here; and

d. some sto ies about the name
change.

7.2.1 IdentIfy the chronology of
variants, the order, and time
line of a specific folk genre.

697



Grate Level: 3

COMPETENCY COAL 8: The learner wi
Carolina and/or United Staten Folk

ARTS EDUCATTON
;'OLK ARTS

Skill /Subject Area: Folk Arts

I acquire a body of knowledge about North
ife.

8.1 Be aware of the two folkli
arenas, the public and the
private, and relate these rwo
distinctions to a variety of
folklife genres: performing
folk arta, family folk life.
material culture.

Select a type o kli (e.g.,
songs that tell stories) and
collect it from family members
or some other folk group (scout
roop, classmates). A report

atould be made to th class
at will include:

a. Examples of songs, dance
jokes, that are a part o
group's private arena.

Or
the

b. Examples of folklife that are
a part of the group's public
arena.

c. At least two reasons that
explain differencel between
"a" and "b".

738
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ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Grade Level: 3 Skilla/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: The learner will nelect and une materials and media equipment
appropriate to gain information abou ler/his heritage and the heritage of others.

Objectives Meanu

9.1 Select and une video equip-
ment to aid in field research.

739

9.1.1 When given an interview topic,
une equipment for listening, e.g.,
tape recordern or cat:sett!, players
and recordera, in interviewing
relatives about family lore.

9.1.2 Restate information taken orally
or on a tape or cassette recorder
in one sentence or pnrogroph,
naming the source orally or in
writing.



Grade Lev_

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: T
interpret, and report

ARTS EDUCATION
F LK ARTS

Skills/Subject Are Folk Arts

r will acquire skills neccmary to record,
c,ms and troditiona.

Objectives Meanurea

10.1 Follow oral and written
instructions.

740

10.1.1 When given a list of basic inter-
view guidelines that are supple-
mented with oral teacher instruc-
tions, follow both oral and
written directives in an inter-
view With A classmate.



GRADES 4-6_

Maj __J;:mvhases

The sequential study of folk arts at this level uhould continue to build
on and refine the student'u knowledge about folklife which focuses on their
culture, heritage, and traditional art. Since the student's ability to work
independently is becoming progressively better at this time, the choice of
activities and resources should reflect more independent involvement. Hence,
opportunities should be available for students to more fully utilize community
resources such as informants, artifacts, etc available for an ever-expanding
array of folklife genres. In addition, students begin to master increasingly
more complex fieldwork techniques and tools. Folklife research hooka are
introduced at thia lev 1.

In contrast to the K-3 years where importance is placed on sparking th
interest of students in their own heritage and culture, the emphasis of
iolklife at the 4-6 level is on broadening the student's horizons about
cultures other than their own. Consequently, the fourth grade emphasizes
folklore from North Carolina and the southeastern United States. The fifth
grade emphasizes folklore from the United States, Canada, and Latin America,
while the sixth grade's emphasis is on European folklore.

At this level, the aesthetic awareness is heightened with more exposure
to folklife through a wealth of literature. Students should be encouraged to
read about other cultures' traditional dances, crafts, lore, and music,

The_ability to sort out, understand, and convey customs and traditions
from one's own heritage, as well as, the heritage of others is nurtured.

741 7Oj



de 4 North Carolina Folklife

1. Develop positive attitudes toward her/his culture.

1.1 Show independent behavior
1.2 Be aware of capabilities and 1 mitat
1.3 Respond freely to her/his thoughts,

heritage.

ns.

elings, and ideas about her/his

2. Develop positive attitudes toward the culture of othe

2.1 Realize that all persona are unique.
2.2 Recognize individual differences in family -Td community lore that

emphasize individual uniqueness.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk art an a human experience.

3.1 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore is a valid way
of communicating.

3.2 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore can be
influenced by the lore of another indivldual and/or group.

3.3 Understand that cultural, historical, and/or geographical changes
can influence a group's lore.

3.4 Undertitand that an individual and/or group's folklife is a reflection
of cultural heritage.

3.5 Understand folklife genres in their historical perspective.
3.6 Comprehend the universality of folklife.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

4.1 Understand folk art as a creative art form.
4.2 Understand folk art as a creative art form with many different forms

and styles.
4.3 Understand that contemporary art has its foundation in folk art.
4.4 Understand folklife as a creative vehicle for cultural expression.
4.5 Develop confidence in her/his own aesthetic judgment about folklife

genres.

5. See her/himself as a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, national,
and globel communities.

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of community, regional, national, and
international folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for a variety of ethnic folk cultures.
5.3 Identify the similarities and differences in the transfer of

European, African, and Latin American folklife to the people of
North Carolina and the entire United States.
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Identify with and/or ncknuwltuige the influence of a variety of
groups.

6.1 Understand the impact of occupational groups on her/his heritage.
6.2 Understand the significance of various ethnic groups on her/hia

heritage and demonstrate knowledge about the folklife associated
with these ethnic groups.

6.3 Indicate an understanding of folklife genres from targeted regions
of North Carolina.

6 4 Understand the significance of folklife genres from targeted regions
of North Carolina on her/his heritage and/or heritage of her/his
community.

Develop a aense of time and chronology with regard to the stability ond
change of culture.

7.1 Relate her/his roots to community, regional, national, And/or
international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to undsrstand the sequence of folk traditions
which is the relationship of things and people in the past to the
present and future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas and inventions in changing
folklife genres in major regions of North Carolina.

7.4 Understand the influence of major events in history on the creation
of ethnic folklife in targeted regions of North Carolina.

Acquire a body of knowledge about North Carolina and/or United Sta_
folklife.

8.1 Recognize the types of folklife associated with the three major
regions of North Carolina.

5.2 Cite examples of the five major types of folk music found in North
Carolina.

9. Select and use appropriate meter a s and media equipment to gain
information about her/his heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Use specialized single volume reference books as secondary resources
in preparation for field research.

10. Acquire skills necessary to record, interpret, and report oral customs
and traditions.

10.1 Develop evaluative techniques.
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ARTg EOUCATTON
OLK ARTS

Grade Level: 4 Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop positive attitudes toward her/his
culture.

Objectives Measures

1.1 Show independent behavior.

1.2 Be nw re of capabilities
and limitations.

Respond freely to her/his
thoughts, feelings, and ideas
about her/his heritage.

1.1.1 Initiate or volunteer to share
stories, dances, or rhymes the
n/he brings to the school setting
from home and community.

When given a rien of folk
dances or crafts, Lvaluate those
that s/he can physically perform
or duplic te.

1.3.1 Spontaneously use aspects of her/
hie folk heritage when relating to
everyday situations.

7 45
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Grade Level: 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner w
of others.

ARTS EDUCATT N
FOLK ARTS

Skill /Sihject Area. Folk Artn

l develop posi ive atttudco toward the culture

Ob ectives Fe

2.1 Realize that all persons
un que.

2.2 Recognize individual diffe
ences in family and community
lore which emphasize the indivi-
dual's uniqueness.

2.1.1 When given a variety of folk
songs or dances, identify those
from folk groups other than her/
his own.

2.2.1 Identify cultural, histo ice_
and/or geographical changes that
are associated with a specific
folk group's lore.
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Grade Lev

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills Subject Areu Fnlk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3! The learner will deve
as a human experience.

p a positive attitude t- -ard folk art

Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore is a valid
way of communicating.

3.2 Understand that an individu 's

and/or group's lore can be
influenced by the lore of
another individual and/or group.

3.3 Understand that cultural,
historical, and/or geographi-
cal changes can influence a
group's lore.

3.1.1 Dinettes orally or in writing what
a genre from a specific group In
North Carolina communicates about
their attitude toward women,
children, work, rind other groups.

3.2.1 Analyze the extent to which two
specific folk groups prevalent
in North Carolina, have influenced
each others' lore.

a. Describe cultural influencen
or the lack of th m.

b. Assign reasons for the cultural
influence or lack of cultural
influence.

3.3.1 When given a specific folk group
common in North Carolina,
categorize as cultural, historical,
or geographical (or a combination
of these) the appearance of
variants within a given folklife
genre.



Grade 4

Skills/Subject Are Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner will
art as a human experience.

Page 2

v lop a positive ottftudc toward folk

Objectives ensures

Understand that an indivicu
and/or group's folklife is a
reflection of cultural
heritage.

3.5 Understand folklife genres
in their hi torical
perspective

3.4.1 When given a lint of signific nt
cultural precedents occurring in
a specific region in North
Carolina over a period of time,
conduct library research to:

a. Identify prominent ethnic
groups within that region.

b. Determine the influence
geography, significant
historical events, nnd societal
pressures, on tae group's
folklife.

Compare and contrast thL
folklife of two distinct
groups from different regions
to determine the significance
of cultural influences on
specified folklife genres.

3.5.1 Analyze the influence of an event
in North Carolina's history on a
specified folklife genre.

3.5.2 Identify pertinent causes
(antecedents) from the pact on a
significant current traditional
genre in North Carolina.
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Grade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Aren: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will positive attitude toward folk
art as a human experience.

Page 3

3 6 Comprehend the universality
of folklife.

3.6.1 Ident fy major folklife genres
preva ent in specified regions
of North Carolina, when given
brief but pertinent descrip-
tions and examples of each one.

State differences in the
characteristics of specified
folklife genres from North
Carolina, Latin America, Afr ca,
and Europe.

3.6.3 State similarities in the
functions of specified folklife
genres from North Carolina, Latin
America, Africa, Europe.

3 6.4 Conclude from appropriate examples
that folklife genres from various
countries differ in form, theme,
and content but they all have
certain threads of similarity.

3.6.5 Show cultural diffusion ir
folklife genres which are both
examples and exceptions.
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Grade Leve 4

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subj c Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner wIll, develop a positive attitude toward fc
as an art form.

0 ectives Measures

4.1 Understand folk art as a cr_ tive 4.1.1 Be aware of the spontaneous nature
art form. of folk art.

4.2 Understand folk ar a creative 4.2.1 Compare and contrast the cra
orm with many different lore, and artifacts from one folk

orms and styles. group in North Carolina with the
crafts, lore, and artifacts of
another folk group in the State.

4.2.2 When given a targeted folk group,
identify variants of a specified
genre from pertinent descriptions
and examples.

4.3 Understand that contemporary art 4.3.1 Identify pertinent influences
has its foundation in folk art. (or antecedents) from the pas- on a

significant contemporary artist or
art form.

4.3.2 Analyze the influence of a
specified traditional genre
prevalent in North Carolina on a
contemporary art form.

4.3.3 Cite similarities and differences
between a traditional art genre
prevalent in North Carolina, and a
contemporary counterpart.



Grade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop a positive attItude toward folk
art as an art form.

4.4 Understand folklife as a
creative vehicle for
cultural expression.

4.5 Develop confidence in her/his
own aesthetic judgment about
folklife genres.

4.4.1 Identify orally or in writing the
symbolism and/or importance of
a specific folk group's customs,
rituals, or festivals and celebra-
tions such as:

a. christening
b. births and birthdays
c. deaths
d. marriage
e. puberty

4.5.1 Recognize cultural preference in
material culture, oral lore,
custom, festivals, and
celebrations.

4.5.2 Discriminate knowledgeably among
traditional genres prevalent in
North Carolina, selecting and
using those that are aesthetically
pleasing to her/him.

4.5.3 Explain reasons for her/his
aesthet c judgment.
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Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL The le rner will begin to see he /hims lf as a part of many
groups: the family, the religious organization or c urch, end a wide range of
ethnic, regional, national, and global communities.

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of
community, regional, national1
and international folklife.

5.1.1 After a class discussion on the
genres of folklife especially
prevalent in her/his community or
region of North Carolina:

a. Survey fa ily and immediate
community to find an in ormant
to interview about at least
two of the genres discussed.
OR

b. Conduct library research on
at least two of the genres
discussed.

Create from family photos,
local newspaper articles and
pictures, and interviews with
family and community members,
a photo journal. based on a
local or regional example of
oral lore.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for a 5.2.1 When presented with a diversity of
variety of ethnic folk cultures. othnic folklife prevalent in North

Carolina (e.g., songs, crafts,
dances, foodwaya) offer logical,
nonjudgmental explanations as to
the differences in style of folk
traditions different from her/his.

5.2.2 Increase, given ageappropriete
examples, in the capacity to
empathize or to understand that
others may see things differently.
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Grade Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area. Polk A

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will begin to see er/hima f

groups: the family, the religious organization or church, and a wide range of
ethnic, regional, national, and globel communities.

2

port of many

0 asures

Identify the similarities -nd
differences in the tranefer
of European, African, and
Latin American folklife to the
peoples of North Carolina and
the entire United States.

5.3.1 Indicate the nature and character
of examples and exceptions in
European, African and/or Latin
Air1t l folklife.

5.3.2 Evaluate Instances of inter-
dependence and/or influence
among folklife genres of European,
African, and/or Latin American
countries and spelific regions of
the United States:

753

Cite ressons for the inf uence
and/or interdependence of
certain ballads, dances,
foodways, crafts, and verb l
lore.

b. Cite both positive and negatKve
effecta of such interdependence
or influence.



Grade Love

ART. EDVCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Suhject Area: Folk A

COMPETENLY GOAL 6: The lcarner will begin to identify i.ith and seknnwl dge
the influence of a variety of groups.

601 TJndrntand the impact of
occupat on 1. groups on her/his
hpyttsgo0

6.1.1 After a clasa diacuasion on
specified occupational groups
prevalent in North Carolina:

Conduct library research on
occupational groups prevalent
in her/his region of the state.

h. Conduct a survey of family
members and discuss with
teacher and/or class at least
one occupational group that
a family member belongs to.

c. Organize a list of at least
five questions about that
occupational group's folklife
to ask a member of the group.

d. Conduct the interv_ew and
port either in writing or
orally a summary of the in e -
view that includes at least
one example of the group's
lore, with informant and
bibliographic data.

6.1.2 Prepare a one page report on at
least one way that the
occupational folklife discussed in
the interview conducted in 6.1.
has affected her/his life.
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Grade Level: 4

Skille/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will
the influence of a variety of groups.

1 ntify with nd_ acknowledge

Obte

6.2 Understand the significance of
various ethnic groups on her/
his heritage and demonstrate
ktowledge about the folitlife
associated with these ethnic
groups.
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6.2.1 After a teacher-led discussion
on the history and folklife of
various ethnic groups found in

:th Carolina:

a. Discuas in writing or verbally
a folk custom that is
important to her/his ethnic
group's sense of identity.

b. Choose a foiklife genre such
as music, dance, song, rhymes,
foodways, or religious prac-
tices, and develop five
questions about the genre
to ask an informant from her/
his ethnic group.

c. Choose an informant and conduct
an interview.

d. Summari e the interview and
present data to the class in
verbal or written form.



Oracle Level: 4

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The learner will begin to ident fy with and/or ncknovledge
the influence of n variety of groups.

Page 3

Object ven

6.3 Indicate an understanding of
folklife from targeted
gions of North Carolina.

6 4 Understand the s gnificance of
folklife genres from specified
regions of North Carolina on
her/his own heritage and/or
her/his community.

easuren

After a teacher-led discussion
on the folklife of targeted
regions of the State:

Select at least ona reference
book from the school library
on a folklife genre
region in the State.

b. Prepare a report to be either
written or verbally presented
on at least one folklife genre
from that region. The report
will include:

(1) At least two influenren
that this genre has had
on her/his heritage, or
the heritage of her/his
community or region.

(2) An explanation for her/
his choice of influences.

6.4.1 Evaluate examples of inter-
dependence and/or influence
among her/his heritage and
culture and the heritage and
culture of a specified region of
North Carolina.
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a. Cite reasons for the influence
and/or interdependence of
specified folklife genres.

b. Cite both positive and negative
effects of such interdependence
or influence.



Grade Level: 4

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learne
regard to the stabilIty and chan

ARTS EDUCATI N
FOLK ARTS

Skills Subject Ares: Folk Arts

I develop a sen_e of time and chro ogy w,
of culture.

--11-WaSs

7.1 Relate her/his roots to
community, regional, national,
and/or international folklife.

7.2 Grow in t e capacit-, to under-
stand the sequence of folk
traditions, the relationship
of things and people in the
past to the present and future.

7.3 Appreciate Gio Inf;mence of
ideas and inventions in changing
folklife genres in ma or regions
of North Carolina.

7.1.1 Identify by geopraphlc region
appropriately chosen examples
of folklife from North Carolina
end/or the southeast.

7.2.1 Place in chronological order
appropriately chosen examples of
folklife from North Carolina and
the southeast.

7.3.1 Describe changes made in repre-
sentative folklife genres in
selected regions of North Carolina
by such ideas as independence or
nationalism and by inventions such
as the press and telephone, and
by innovations such as the rail-
road, steam engine, and space
travel.

7.3.2 Identify pertinent vari s (or
antecedents) of a specified
folklife phenomenon in a major
section of North Carolina.
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ade Love

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Artn

COMPETENCY COAL 7: The learner will dove
with regard to the stab lity and change o

Page 7

p a sense of time and aronology
culture.

Oh I e yes

7.4 Understand the Influence of
major events in time on the
creation of ethnic folklife in
selected regions.

sures

758

7.4.1 Describe the impact of key
historical events upon the ethnic
folklife of people in selected
regions of North Carolina.

7.4.2 Explain accurAely the reasons for
carefully selected examples of
ethnic folklife which represent a
group's response to a cultural
change.

7.4.3 Place in order _f popularity and
chronology, selected examples of
ethnic folklore from different
regions of North Carolina.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skille/Subj act A --: Folk A-

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will acquire a body of knowl dee about North
Carolina and/or United States folkli

Obje

8.1 Recognize the types of folklife 8.1.1 identify from among given
associated with the three mnjcr alternatives, the basic tyva
regions of North Carolina. of folklife found in North

Carolina and the Southeast.

8.2 Cite examples of the five
major types of folk music
found in North Carolina.

8.1.2 Select from age appropriate
examples at least two
representative samples of folkli e
from each of the three major
regions of North Carolina.

8.2.1 After listening to a discussion
of the five major types of folk
music found in North Carolina,
interview members of her/his
family and/or community to
determine which of the five types
of music is most prevalent In
her/his geographical region of the
state. Share the results of the
interview with the class in a
ten minute report,
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Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
FOIK ARTS

Skil /Subject A- Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: The learner will select and use materials and n'edia equipment
appropriate to gain information about her/his heritage and the heritage of others.

Oblectives
_

9.1 Use specialized single volume
reference books as secondary
resources in preparation for
field research.

Measures
_ _

9.1.1 Supplement her/his knowledge of
field work technlques by using
one or more of several suggested
reference books, such as:

Cutting-Baker, Holly
Family Folklore. Wa
D.C. Smithsonian /ns
1976.; or

et. al.
ington,
tute.

Weitzman, David. Backyard
History Book. Cuvelo, Ca.
Yolla Bolly Press, 1975.

9.1.2 Prepare at least five interview
questions to be based on a olk-
life topic assigned by the teacher.
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Grade Level: 4

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: F lk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: The learner will acquire killa necesnary to record,
interpret, and report oral customs and traditions.

10.1 Develop evaluative techni uen.

761

10.1.1 Dif ate fact from ffction,
ver 1 from nonverbal communi-
cntion.



Grade 5 ne: United ndConndian, a,
_ _

in American Folkl_

Develop a positive attitude toward her/his own culture

1.1 Respond freely to her/his thoughts, feelings, and ideas about
her/his heritage.

1.2 Show awareness of being unique through recognition of Individual
differences in folk art.

2. Develop positive attitudes toward the culture of others.

2.1 Decrease in egocentric prspectivc, given folklife examples
appropriate for the student's age.

2.2 Accept and appreciate the lore of others.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as a human experience.

3 1 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore i- a valid
way of communicating.

3.2 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore can be influenced
by the lore of another individual and/or group.

3.3 Understand that cultural, historical, and/or geographical changes can
influence a group's lore.

3.4 Understand that an individual and/or group's folklife is a reflection
of cultural heritage.

3.5 Understand folklife genres in their historical perspective.
3.6 Comprehend the universality of folklife.

4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

4.1 Understand folk art as a creative art form.
4.2 Understand folk art au a creative art form with many different forms

and styles.
4.3 Understand that contemporary art has its foundation in folk art.
4.4 Understand folklife as a creative vehicle for cultural expression.
4.5 Develop confidence in her/his own aesthetic judgement about folklife

genres.

See her/himself as a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, national,
and global communities.

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of community, regional, national, and inter-
national folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for a variety of ethnic folk cultures.
5.3 Appreciate the link between folklife from Canada and Latin America

to the emergence of targeted folklife genres in North Carolina
and/or the rest of the United States.
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tdentify with and/or ackno 1 _ge the nfluencn of a variety of gr ups.

6.1 Understand the impact of occupational groups prevalent in Canada and
Latin America on one's heritage.

6.2 Understand the significance of various ethnic groups on one's
heritage and demonstrate knowledge about the folklife associated
with these ethnic groups.

6.3 Indicate an understanding of folklife genres from ta geted regions
of Canada and Latin America.

6.4 Understand the significance of folklife genres from targeted
regions of Canada and Latin America on her/his own heritage and the
heritage of her/his community.

7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture which is the folk process.

7.1 Relate her/his roota to community, regional, national, nd/or
international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to understand the sequence of folk traditions,
the relationship of things and people in the past to the present and
future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas and inventions in changing folklife
genres in major regions of Canada and Latin America.

7.4 Understand the influence of major events in history on the creation
of ethnic folklife in targeted regions of Canada and/or Latin
America.

8. Acquire knowledge about U. S., Canadian, and Latin American folklife.

8.1 Recognize types or categories of folklife associated with targeted
ethnic groups in the U. S., Canada, and Latin America.

9. Select and use appropriate materials and media equipment to gain
information about one's heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Use specialized multi-volume r-ference books as secondary sources in
preparation for field reeearch.

10. Acquire skills necessary to record, Interpret, and report oral customs and
traditions.

10.1 Develop evaluatIve techn ques.
10.2 Locate sources of needed Information on oral customs and traditions.

2
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Grade Level: 5

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner w
culture.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

I develop a positive attItude toward her/his

1.1 Respond freely to her hi
thoughts, feelings, snd
about her/his herita

d as

1.2 Show awareness of being
unique through recognition
of individual differences
(in folk art).

1.1.1 Spontaneously use aspects of he
his folk heritage when dealing
with day-to-day situations.

1.1.2 Init ate or volunteer to share
stories, dances, recipes, and
rhymes that s/he brings to the
school setting from home and
community.

1.2.1 Bring to class a favorite family
recipe, rhyme, or ballad.

1 2.2 Compare and contrast lore
collected from class members.
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Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skill /Subject Ar Folk A

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will develop positive attitudes toward the culture
of others.

Ob ectives

2.1 Decrease, given age appropriate 2.1.1 Identify, given a folktole, ballad,
folklife examples, in egocentric or craft depicting different ways
perspective, of living, differences between

her/his own perspective and those
represented.

2.2 Accept and apprecthte the lore
of others.

.2.1 Given a folktale, song, dance,
foodway, etc. from a folk group
that s/he is not familiar with,
research the significance of that
genre to the targeted group, cite
in a written or verbal report two
examples Of the genre, and if
possible, locate aomeone in the
community who can provide an
authentic sample of the genre.

72 4
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Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward folk art
as a human experience.

3.1 Understand that an individual'
and/or group's lore is a valid
way of communicating.

3.2 Understand that an individual
and/or group's lore can be
influenced by the lore of
another individual and/or group.

3.3 Understand that cultural, his-
torical and/or geographical
changes can influence a group's
lore.

767

niscu. orally In writing
what a specific genre from a
specific group in Canada or Latin
America communicates about the
group's attitude toward women,
children, work, and other groups.

3.2.1 Analyze the extent to which two
specified folk groups, prevalent
in Canada and/or Latin America
have influenced each other's lore:

a. Describe cultural influences
or the lack of them.

b. Assign reasons for the cu tural
influences or lack of ulturnl
influences.

3.3.1 Identify the cultural, historIcal,
or geographical variants within
a specific Latin American and/or
Canadian folklife genre.



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject A a: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward folk nrt
as a human experience.

Measures

3.4 Under tend that an individual
and/or group's folklife is n
reflection of cultural he!:It ge.

3.5 Understand folklife genres in
their historical perspective.

7.

3.4.1 When given a list of significant
precedents oecuring in a zpecific
region in Canada and/or Latin
Americo over a period of time, con-
duct library research to:

Identify prominent ethnic
groups in a specified region
of the country.

b. Determine the influence of
geography, significant
historical events, and societ-1
pressures, on the group's
folklife.

c. Compare ancl contrast the
folklife of two distinct groups
from different regions within
Canada and/or Latin America
to determine the significance
of cultural influences on a
specified folklife genre.

3.5.1 Analyze the influence of an event
in Canadian and/or Latin American
history on a specified folklife
genre.

3.5.2 Identify pertinent causes
(antecedents) from the past on a
significant, currently active, tra-
ditional genre in Canada or Latin
America.
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Crade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 3 The leornor will develop n positive att
as a human experience.

d folk art

Oblec

3.6 Comprehend the universality of
folklife.

3.6.1 Identify major foiklifc genres
prevalent in selected r-gions of
Canada and/or Latin Anerica, given
brief but pertinent iea4;r1ptions
and examplea of coca one.

3.6.2 State diffe ences In the char-
ecsr1stiR of specified folklife
genres from North Carolina, Canada,
Latin America, Africa, and Europe.

3.6.3 State sImIlarities_ in the functions
of specified folklife genres from
North Carolina, La in America,
lifrica, and Europe.

3.6.4 Conclude from appropriate examples
that folklife genres from var-_ous
countries differ in form, theme,
and content but they all have
certain threads of similarity.

3...5 Show cultural diffusion in
folklife genres which are both
examples and exceptions.

72
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Grade Levi

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learn
an an art form.

ARTS IDUCATiON
InK ARTS

11- Subject Aren Folk A tfl

develop a po itive attItude t k art

4.1 Understand folk ar
creative art form.

4.2 Underatan
creative
different

folk art As a
t form with many
ormo and stylen.

Be aware of the spontnneoun
of folk art indigenous to C
And Latin America.

d a

Compare and contront the crofts,
lore and artifacts from one
folk group found in Canada and
Latin America, to the crafts,
lore and artifacta of Another
group in Canada or Latin America.

4.2.2 When given a specified folk group
in Canada or Latin America,
identify variants of a specified
genre from pertinent descriptions
and examples.

4.3 Understand that contemporary art 4.3.1 Identify pertinent nfluences or
has its foundation in folk art, antecedents) from the past on a

significant Canadian or Latin
American artist or art form popular
in either one of these countries.

4.3.2 Analyze the influence of a
specified traditional genre
prevalent in Canada or Latin
America on a contemporary art
form.

4.3.3 Cite similarities and differences
between a traditional art genre
prevalent in Canada or Latin
America, and a contemporary
counterpart.

770



Grade vel: 5

Skills/.ubject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4; The learner will develop a positive attitude
as an art form.

4.4 Underatand foikiff
creative vehicle
exprension.

ural

4.5 Develop confidence in her/his
aesthetic judgment about folklife
genres.

Identify orally or in writing the
ymbolism and/or importance of
targeted folk customs, rituals,
festivals or celebrations for a
targeted group found in Canada
Latin America such Hp:

a. christenin
b. births fine birthdays
c. deaths
d. marriage
P. puberty

4,5.1 Recognize cultural preference in
materIal culture, oral lore,
custom, festivals, and celebrations.

4.5.2 Discriminate knowledgeably among
traditional genres prevalent in
Canada or Latin America, aelecting
and using those that are aesthe-
ically pleasing to her/him.

4.5.3 Explain reasons for her/his
aesthetic judgment.

723
771



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will begin to nee herne /himse f as a part of
many groups: the family, the religious organization or church, and a wide ron
of ethnic, regional, national, and globa' communities.

b-Jectiven Measures

5.1 ApprecIate the diversity of com-
munity, regional, national, and
international folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for
a variety of ethnic folk cul-
tures.

.1 After a class discussion on folk-
life genres especially prevalent
in apecified regions of Cenede or
L4Lio Awericot

a. Survey family or commuity to
find an Informant knowl ge-
able about at least two of
the genres discussed OR

b. Conduct library research on
at least two of the genres
discussed.

c. Create from local, national,
and international newspapers
and magazine articles, and
interviews with family and/or
community members or library
research, a photo journal
based on folklife from a
specified region of Canada or
Latin America.

5.2.1 When presented with a diversity of
ethnic folklife prevalent in
Canada or Latin America (songs,
crafts, dances, foodways),
offer logical, nonjudgmental
explanations as to the differences
in style and content of folk tra-
ditions different from hers/his.

5.2.2 increase, given age appropriate
examples, in the capacity to
empathize or to understand that
others may "see things
differently."

7
772



Grade Level: 5

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

Pnge 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will begin to see hernelf/himself as a part of
many groups: the family, the religious organization or church, nnd a wide range
of ethnic, regional, national, and global communities.

Ob ec ive e sures

5.3 Identify the similarities and
differences in the transfer of
Canadian or Latin American
folklife to that of North
Carolina.

5.3.1 Indiente the nature and character
of examples and exceptions in
Canadian and/or Latin American
folklife.

5.3.2 Evaluate instances of interdepen-
dence and/or influence among folk-
life genres from Canada, Latin
America, and North Carolina.

731

773

n. Cite reasons for the influence
or interdependence of certain
ballads dlnees, foodways, and
crafts.

b. Cite both positive and negat ve
effects of such interdependence
or influence.



Grade Lev 5

COMPETENCY COAL 6:
the influence of n vi

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subjec Area: Folk A

learner will begin to Identify with and
ety of groups.

cknowledge

6.1 Be aware of the contributions
of occupational groups to the
lore of Canada or Latin America.

6.2 Understand the significance of
lore of selected ethnic groups
that are prevalent in Canada or
Latin America.

73

6.1.1 Conduct library resen pre-
sentative occupational groups In
Canada or Latin America

6.1.2 Identify occupational lore In
Canada or Latin Americo from given
examples and exceptions.

6.1.3 Compare and contrast lore from
similar occupational groups in
Canada or Latin America.

6.1.4 Compare and contrast occupational
lore from groups in Canada or Latin
America to similar occupational
groups In the United States.

6.2.1 Conduct library research on the
lore of selected ethnic groups
that are prevalent in Canada or
Latin America.

6.2.2 Explain the influence of major
historical events on the lore of
specified ethnic groups in Canada
or Latin America.

6.2.3 Select a genre of ethnic folklife
prevalent in Canada and Latin
America that is of special inte est,
and locate an informant to interview
or conduct library research on that
genre.

6.2.4 Present a demonstration of an
ethnic folklife genre based on
library research or the results
of an interview with informant.

774



Grade

Skille/Subject Area: Volk Artn

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The
the influence of a variety

Page

wtll begin to identify with and/or acknowled
ups.

Objectives

6.3 Indicate an understanding of
folklife from targeted regions
of Canada or Latin America.

6.4 Understand the significance of
folklife from targeted regions
of Canada or Latin America on
her/his heritage and/or the
heritage her/his community.

en ea

6.3.1 After a teacher-led discussion on
the folklife of torgeted regions of
Canada or Latin America:

Se'ect at least one reference
book from the library on a
folklife genre from targeted
regions of Canada or Latin
America.

b. Prepare a one-page report on
at least one folklife genre
from that region. The report
will include:

1) At least two influences
that this genre has had on
her/his heritage or the
heritage of her/his
community or region.

(2) An explan tion for her/his
choice of influences.

6.4.1 Evaluate examples of interde-
pendence and influence among her/
his heritage and culture and the
heritage and culture of targeted
regions in Canada or Latin
America.

775

a. Cite reasons for the in-
fluence and/or interde-
pendence of specific
traditional genres.

b. Cite both positive and
negative effects of such
interdependence or influence.



Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subj c Area: Folk A

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner will develop a nenne of time nnd chronology wit h
regard to the stability and change of culture.

7.1 o community, 7.1.1 Identify by geograph c reg on
regional, nat onal, or nterna- appropriately chosen examples of
t onal folklife. folklife from Canada or Latin

America.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to understand
the sequence of folk tradition,
the relationship of things and
people in the past to the pre-
sent and future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas
and inventions on changing folk-
life in major regions of Canada
or Latin America,

7.2.1 Place in chronological ord r
appropriately chosen examp es
of folklife from Canada or Lat n
America.

7.3.1 Describe the impact of nation-
alism, independence, and modern
technology on traditional folklife
in Canada and Latin America.

7.3.2 Identify pertinent variants (or
antecedents) of a specified
folklife phenomenon in a major
section of Canada or Latin America.

7.3 identify from examples and
exceptions, influences on
selected folklife from specified
regions of Canada or Latin America.

776



Crade LP

Skills/Sul Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 7: The learner will develop A se
regnrd to the stability and change of culture

yea

7.4 Understand the influence of
major events in history on the
creation of ethnic folklife in
specified regions of Canada or
Latin America.

777

Page

nnd c ology with

urea
=

7.4.1 Tdentify from among alternatives
the effect or result of important
historical events which have
occurred in Canada or Latin America
on ethnic folklffi, In thiage ronn-
tries.

7.4.2 Explain accurately the reasons for
carefully-selected examples of
ethnic folklife which represent
a group's response to cultural
change in Canada or Latin America.

7.4.3 Place in order of popularity and
chronology, selected examples of
ethnic folklore from different
regions of Canada or Latin America.

73 )



Grade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 8: The learner will acquire n body of knowledge about Canadian
and Latin American folklife.

Ohjectlyes

8.1 Recognize types or categories
of folklife associated with
major ethnic groups in the
United States, Canada, and
Latin America.

778

8.1.1 Select from age-appropriate
examples at least two repre-
sentative variants of folklife
from a major ethnic group in the
United States, Canada, and Latin
America.



Grade Leve 5

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk ArtH

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: The learner will aelect and use materials and media equipment
appropriate to gain information about her/hin heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Use specialized multi-volume
reference books as secondary
sources in preparation for
field research.

surca

9.1.1 Supple her/his knowledge of
field work techniques and of 4
specified folk group by using one
more volumes of selected reference
books, such as:

Brown, Frank C., The Frank C.
Brown Collection of N.C.Folklore,
Seven Volumes, Duke University
Press, Durham, N.C.



ade Level: 5

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: Tbe 11 acquire akilla necesnary to record,
interpret, and report oral customs and traditions.

Objectives Mean

10.1 Develop ev luative techniques.

10.2 Locate sources of needed
information on oral customs
and traditions.

10.1.1 Check new data against a back-
ground of facts, given sources
of information on a folklife topic
or subject.

10.1.2 Differentiate fact from fict on,
verbal from nonverbal communica-
tion.

10.2.1 Recognize, given an appropriately
researched and pertinently anno-
tated list of reference books,
the need for fieldwork to acquire
information on oral customs and
traditions.

10 2.2 Use a questionn
tradition beare

780

73

ire to locate
a.



Grade 6 Outline: Euro-ean Folklife

1. Develop positive attitudes toward h- /his own culture.

1.1 Show awareness of being unique through recognition of individ
difference (in folk art).

1.2 Make choicen and be aware of personal preferences in folk genres.
1.3 Develop confidence in her/his chokes and folk genre preferences.

2. Develop a positive attitude to--rd the culture of others-

2 1 Appreciate the worth in folklife from cultures incren.lng1y
different from hers/his.

2.2 Offer nonjudgmental explanations as to the differences in style and
content of folk traditions that differ from her/his.

2.3 Accept the uniquenesa of others' lore and heritage.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as a human experience.

3.1 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore is a valid way
of communicating.

Understand that individual's and/or group's lore can be influenced
by the lore of another individual and/or group.
Understand that cultural, historical, and/or geographical changes can
influence a group's lore.

3.4 Understand that an individual and/or group's folklife is a reflection
of cultural heritage.

3.5 Understand folklife genres in their historical perspective.
3.6 Comprehend the universality of folklife.

4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

4.1 Understand folk art as a creative art form.
4.2 Understand folk art as a creative art form with many different forms

and styles.
4.3 Understand that contemporary art has its foundation in folk art.
4.4 Underetand folklife as a creative vehicle for cultural expression.
4.5 Develop confidence in her/his own aesthetic judgment about folklife

genres.

5. See oneself as a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, national,
and global communities.

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of _community, regional, national, and
international folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for a variety of ethnic folk cultures.
5.3 Appreciate the link between folklife from European, African, Asian,

and Latin American countries to the emergence of targeted folklife
genres in North Carolina and/or the rest of the United States.

781
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6. Iden ity with and/or acknowledge the inf ty of groupn.

6.1 Understand the impact of occupational groups on her/hin heritage.
6.2 Understand the significance of various ethnic groups on her/his

heritage and demonstrate knowledge about the folklife associated
with these ethnic groups.

6.3 Indicate an understanding of folklife genres fr m targeted gions
of Europe.

6.4 Understand the significance of folkilfe genres from targeted regions
in Europe on her/his own heritage end/or the heritage of her/his
community,

7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture which is the folk process.

7.1 Relate her/his roo-s to community, regional, national, and/or
international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to understand the sequence of folk traditions
which is the relationship of things and people in thE past to the
present and future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas and inventions in changing folklife
genres in major regions of Europe.

7.4 Understand the influence of major events in history on the creation
of ethnic folklife in targeted regions of Europe.

Acquire a body of knowledge about North Carolina and/or United States
folklife.

8.1 Be aware of the folklife genre in relation to selected European
cultures such as oral lore, meter al culture, and traditional
arts and crafts.

9. Select and use appropriate materials and media equipment to gain
information about her/his herit_ e and the heritage of others.

9.1 Be aware of print, visual, and auditory resources that can be
used to research European folklife.

9.2 Combine data from more than one sourc print and nonprint, for
brief reports.

Acquire skills necessary to record, interpret, and report oral cuSto
and traditions.

10.1 Develop evaluative skil s.

10.2 Distinguish facts and truths from fiction opinion, or propaganda
encountered in various forms of media.

782



Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skill:I/Sub] Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 1: The learner will develop a ponitive ntfitudc toward her
culturq.

1.1 Show aweepers
throPgh recogn
unl differences

Make tboice and be
personal preferences
genres.

Ind
k n

avor
rccipe rhyme, or ballad.

Compare and contrast lore
collected from class members.

of 1.2.1 'when given examples of various
olk folklife indicate her/his

personal preferences.

1.3 Develop confidence in her/his
choices and folklife
preferences.

Explain reasons for her/h
life preferences.

INak

2 Develop evaluative criteria needed
to determine strengths and
weaknesses in specified folk
genres.

Discriminate knowledgeably among
treditionel genres in both print
and nonprint, selecting end using
those applicable to needs and
lntereets, such as ballads,
dJaces, material culture.

783



vel: 6

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner w
culture of o

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skillm/Subject Area: Folk Arts

ii dev lop a positive attitude toward the

ve_

2.1 Appreciate the worth in folkl
from cultures increasingly
different from her/his.

rr r nonju gmental explanotiees
the differences in style

and content of folk traditions
that differ from her/his.

2.3 Accept the uniquenets of others
lore and heritage.

7 4

Ttenti

or craft representn ive of dif-
ferent Ways or living, differoneen
between her/his perspective and
those depicted.

2.2.1 Choo e from among alternatIve
descriptions of groups presented
in folk tales, ethwfc jokes, and
ballads those which are stereo-
typed.

2.3.1 IdentIfy, given a folktale, ballad
artifact, depicting different
ways of living, differences and
similarities between 1)pr/hi
perspective and those depicted.



Grade Level: 6

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner
as a human experience.

ARTS E UCATION
FOLX ARTS

Skills/Subje Area: Folk Arta

develop a positive attitude tower( folk art

0 ! jectiv

Underntand that an tndividut
and/or group's lore is a valid
way of coTrmrnnicntin.

3.2 Understall' that an individual'
and/or groups' lore can be
influenced by the lore of
another individual and/or group.

Understand that cultural, his-
torical and/or geographical
changes can influence a group
lore.

3. 1 1 Di. orally or in writing what
a pecific genre From a spec fic
grpup tn Europe rammunleatea about
their attitude toward women,
children, work groups.

3.2.1 Analyze the extent to which two
specified folk groups, prevalent
in Europe, have influenced each
other's lore:

785

743

a. Describe cultural influences
or lack of them.

b. Assign reasons for the
cultural influence or lack of
cultural 'lfluonce

Identify the culture , historical,
or geographical variants within a
specific European fo k ife genre.



de Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a positive s -tude toward folk art
as a human experience.

Underatand that an individual
and or '01111m folklife im a
reflectIon of cultural heritege.

3.5 Understand folkilfe genres in
their historical perspective.

When given a Hat of significant
cultural precedents occurring in
a specific region in Europe over
a period of time, conduct library

search to:

Identify pramiiut ethnic
groups within that regIon.

Determine the influence
geography, significant h
torical events, and societal
pressure, on the group's
folklife.

c. Compare and contrast the fo k-
life of two distinct groups
from different regions in
Europe to determine the
significance of cultural
influences on specified f k-
life.

Analyze the inf uence of an event
in European history on a specified
folklife genre.

3.5.2 Identify pertinen causes (_nte--
dents) from the past on a signi-
ficant current traditional genre
in Europe.

786
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de Level: 6 Pnge 3

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop n positive attitude toward folk art
an a human experience.

Ob ectives

3.6 Comprehend the universality of
folklite.

easu

3.6.1 Identify major folklife pe
prevalent in specified regions
of Europe, given brief but
pertinent descriptions and
examples of each one.

3.6.2 State differences in the
characteristics of specified
folklife genres from North
Carolina, Latin America, Africa,
and Europe,

3.6.3 State similarttes in the
functions of specified foikiffe
genres from North Carolina, Latin
America, Africa, and Europe.

3.6.4 Conclude from appropriate examples
that folklife genres from various
countries differ in form, theme,
and content, but they all have
certain threads of similarity.

3.6.5 Show cultural diffusion in
folklife genres which are both
examples and exceptions.

787

745



Grade Level: 6

COMPETENCY G AL 4: The learne_
art as an art form.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subject Area. Folk Ar

I develop a positive attitude towar( fol

Objectives

4.1 Understand folk art on n
creative art form.

4.2 Understand folk art as a cre-
art form with many dif
and styles.

the spontaneous nature
k art .

ive 4.2.1 Compare and contrast the craf
lore, and artifacts, from one
folk group in Europe to the crafts,
lore, and artifacts, of Another
folk group in Europe,

ant forms

4.2.2 When glven a specific folk group
prevalent in Europe, identify
variants of a specified genre
from pertinent descriptions and
'examples.

4.3 Understand that _ contemporary art 4.3.1 Identify p_ tinent influences (or
hag its foundation in folk art. antecedents) from the past on a

significant European contemporary
artist or European art form.

4. .2 Cite similarities and differences
between a traditional art genre
prevalent in Europe, and a
contemporary counterpart.

4,4 Understand fOlklife as a creative 4.4.1 Identify orally or in writing the
vehicle for cultural expression. symboliam and/or importance of

specified folk customs, rituals,
festivals, and celebrations for
selected group prevalent in Europe
such as:

a. christening
b. births and birthdays
c. deaths
d. marriage
e. puberty

788



Grade Level: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Voik Arts

Page 7

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop a posItive attitude toward _o k
as an art form.

bjectiv

4.5 Develop confidence in h his
aeuchetio judgment ab-ut lk-
life genres.

4.5.1 necognize cultural preferences in
material culture, oral lore,
custom, festivals and celebr
tiona.

4.5.2 Discriminate knowledgeably among
:raditional genres prevalent in
Europe, selecting and using those
that are aesthetically plea ing
to her/him.

4.5.3 Explain reasons for her/his
aesthetic judgment.

789



Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Ski.la/Subject Aren Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner w 11 begin to see her/himself as a part of ma
groups: the family, the religious organization or church, and a wide range o
ethnic, regional, national and global communities.

Ob

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of
community, regional, national,
and international folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for
a variety of ethnic folk cultures.

After a class discu ion on folk-
life genres especially prevalent
in selected regions of Europe:

a. Survey family or community to
find an informant knowledg
able about at least one of
the genres discussed* OR

Conduct library research on at
least one of the genres
discussed.

c. Create from local, national,
and international newspaper
and magazine articles, inter-
views with family or community
members or library research, a
photo journal based on folklife
from a selected region of
Europe.

5.2.1 When presented with a diversity of
ethnic folklife prevalent in
Europe, offer logical, nonjudg-
mental explanations as to the
differences in style and content
of folk traditions different
from her/his.

5.2.2 Increase, given age-appropriate
examples, in the capacity to
empathize or to understand that
others may see things differently.

790
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Grade evel: 6

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

Page

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner wi I begin to see her/himself an a part of many
groups: the family, the religious organization or church, and a wide range of
ethnic, regional, national, and global communities.

Qb actives

Identify the similarities and
differences in the transfer of
European folklife to that of
North Carolina and the entire
United States.

Measures

5.3.1 Indicate the net-re and character
of examples and exceptions in
European folklife.

5.3.2 Evaluate instances of nterdepen-
dence and/or influence among folk-
life genres from Europe and North
Carolina.

791

a. Cite reasons for the in_ uence
or interdependence

b. Cite both positive and nega-
tive effects of such Inter.-
dependence or influence.



Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATI N
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Aron: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will begin to identify with and/or ac-no
the influence of a variety of groups.

6.1 Be awn e of the contributions of
occupational groupn to the lore
of specified Europenn regions.

6.2 Understand the significance of
the lore of selected ethnic
groups that are prevalent in
Europe.

6.1 Conduct library research on rep-
resentative occupational groups
in Europe.

6.1.2 Identify occupational lore in
Europe from given examples and
exceptions.

6.1.3 Compare and contrast lore from
similar occupational groups in
Europe.

6.1.4 COmpare and contrast occupational
lore from groups in Europe to
similar occupational groups in the
United States.

6.2.1 Conduct library research on the
lore from groups that are prevalent
in Europe.

6.2.2 Explain the influence of major
historical events on the lori of
specified ethnic groups in Europe.

6.2.3 Select a genre o ethnic folklife
prevalent in Europe that is of
special interest, end locate an
informant to interview, or conduct
library research on the genre.

6.2.4 Present a demonstration of the
genre based on library research or
the result of interview with an
informant.

792
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Grade Level: 6

Skilla/Subje t Are Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOA. 6: The learner will be
the influence of a variety of groups.

to identify with and/or ncknowledee

6.3 Indicate an underetnnding if
olklife from selected regions
n Europe.

6.4 Understand the significance of
folklife from selected regions
Europe on her/his heritage
and/or her/his community.

6,1.1 After a dincu sion en the folklifc
of selected regions of Europe:

Select at least one reference
book from the library on a
folklife genre from selected
repions in Europe.

b. Prepare a one-page report on
at least one folklife genre
from that region. The report
will include:

(1) At least one influence
that this genre has had
on her/his heritage or the
heritage of her/his com-
munity or region.

(2) An explanation for her/his
choice of influence.

6.4.1 Evaluate examples of inter-
dependence and influence among
her/hie heritage and culture and
the heritage and culture of
selected regions in Europe.

751

793

a. Cite reasons for the influence
and/or interdependence of
selected traditional genres.

b. Cite both positive and nega-
tive effects of such inter-
dependence or influence.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

S ills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner wi I develop a sense of
egard to the stabi ity and change of culture.

and chronology with

_pbjectives_ Measures

7.1 Relate her/his roots to community, 7.1.1 Identify by geographic region
regional, national, or interne- appropriately chosen examples
tional folklife. of folklife from Europe.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to under-
stand the sequence of folk tra-
ditions, the relationship of
things and people in the past
to the present and future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas
and inventions in changing the
folklife in major regions of
Europe.

7.4 Understand the influence of
major events in history on the
creation of ethnic folklife in
Europe.

7.2.1 Place in chronological order
appropriately chosen examples
of folklife from Europe.

7.3.1 Describe the impact of nationalism,
independence, and modern technology
on traditional folklife in Europe.

.2 Identify pertinent variants (or
antecedents) of a specified
folklife phenomenon in a major
section of Europe.

7.3.3 Specify the specific influences
on selected folklife in Europe.

7.4.1 Describe the impact of key
historical events upon the ethnic
folklifc of people in selected
regions of Europe.

7.4.2 Explain accurately the reasons
for carefully selected examples
of ethnic folklife which repre-
sent a group's response to a
cultural change in Europe.

7.4.3 Place in order of popularity and
chronology, selected examples of
ethnic folklore from different
regions of Europe.

7
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Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will acquire a body of knowledge n
folklife.

8.1 Be aware of the follow n
folklife genres in relation to
selected European cultures:

folk tales and legends

b. beliefs

(1) weather sayin
(2) good luck and bad luck

c. rhymes

d. arts and crafts

e. children's songs

f. festivals and celebrations

8.1.1 A concise dcfintinns of the
major folklife genres found in a
selected European cul ure:
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Explain accurately what is
meant by a particular genre.

Cite at least two variants
of a particular genre.

c. Identify through survey of
family and/or community, an
informant to interview for
more detailed information on
change that the particular
European genre has undergone
since its transfer to the
United States.



Grade Level: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 9: The learner will select and use materials and m
appropriate to gain information about her/his h ritage and the her/

pment

othet.

9.1 Be aware of print, visual,
and auditory resources tha
can be used to reaearch European
folklife.

9.2 Combine d- a from more th n one
source, print and nonprint, for
brief reports (especially non
fiction books, tradition bearing
informants, encyclopedias, film-
strips) and acknowledge sources
in a simple, alphabetical biblio-
graphy.

9.1.1 Select, gIven a choice among
appropriate and inappropriate
resources in European folklife,
those print and visual resources
that are most suitable.

9.2.1 After an Introduction to
tative folklife genres f
ad European cultures:
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epresen-
m select-

Select one genre that is of
particular interest,

b. Survey her/his fa ily and/or
community to find a knowledge
able informant.

c. Use at least two secondary
resource books to organize a
minimum of ten questions
to ask informant about this
genre.

Interview informant.

Prepare a ten minute
presentation and:

(1) collect and record bibli-
ographic information;

(2) skim or read for specific
items;

(3) take accurate notes;
(4) paraphrase;
(5) put in logical order;
(6) outline;
(7) generalize;
(8) use quotes from informant

accurately.



Grnde Levet: 6

ARTS EDUCATION
rotm ART5

Sktlin/Snblect Areal Artn

COMPETENCY GOAL 10! Tbe lenrner Will Acquire 0(11111 neeenAnry to record,
inte!Tret, And repOrt ornI contomn nnd trAditionA.

10.1 luative akilla.

797

10.1.1 Check new data agalnat a back-
ground of facts. given nourcen of
informatioll on a folklife topic
or genre,

10. .L Differenttete fnet from fiction
vorhA1 frn0 nonvvrhnl
communication.

.3 Dintinguinh between relevant and
irrelevant information about
given folkilfe genre or topic.



GmAnrs

Majorjmeh,aneS

The major emphania of folk arta at thie level nhould continue to build on
and refine the student'a knowledge and skills of the previoen years. They
begin to use folk arts more discriminately and productively In daily living.
Growing differences in abilities and interests are cheracterintic at thin age,
and for this reaaon provinion is made for individual preferencea. Students
nre encouraged to formulate their own opinions and judgments baaed on wide
exposure to folk arts through filme. interviews with active bearers of folk
customs, and reference books.

The benefits of performance, both solo and ensemble, can be fully
ut li4ed at thie level. Although teaching objectives are essentially procesa
rather than productoriented, etudenta ahould be giver opportunitien to share
their talents with peers in a performance atmosphere. Thus, authentic or
revivaliet student performances, as an end In themselves, are a feature of
folk arts at this stage. Reader's Theatre, bseed on folk tales, fairy tales,
and ballads, is a valuable teaching medium.

A carry-over from the previous grade level is the importance of broadening
the students' horitona about cultures other than their own. Consequently, the
seventh grade emphasizes folklife genren from African and Asian countries
while the eighth grade emphasizes folklife from other regions of the United
States.

Media equipment should be used to enhance interv note-taking
editing, and composing skills.
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Grade 7 gutline: Afrlc,n and A--

lop a ponitiv

Accept and appreciate work of others,
Grow in the capae ty to act In re p
of othe

own culture.

2. Develop a positive attitude toward the culture and herItage of ot

2.1 Take an individual or personal look at folkllfu examples from
different cultures.

2.2 Accept and appreciate the lore of others.
2.3 Work freely with others Itt the folk process receiving --d

information.

Develop a positive attitude t ward folk art as a human e perlenre.

3.1 Understand that an individual And/or gr up's lore is a val
way of communiLating.

3.2 Understand that an individual's and/or group's lore can be influenced
by the lore of another individual and/or group.

3.3 Understand that cultural, historical, and/or geographical changes
can influence a group's lore.

3.4 Understand that an individual and/or group's folklife is a
reflection of cultural heritage.

3.5 Understand folklife genren in their historical perspective.
3.6 Comprehend the universality of folklife.

Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art _orm.

4.1 Understand folk art aa a creative art form.
4.2 Understand folk art as a creative art form wIth many di ferent

forms and styles.
4.3 Understand that contemporary art has its foundation in folk art.

Understand folklife as a creative vehicle for cultural expression.
4.5 re.velop confidence in he /his own aesthetic judgement about folklife

genres.

See her/himaelf ae a part of many groups: the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional national
and global communities.

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of community, regioaal, national, and
international folkilfe.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for a variety of ethnic folk cultures.
5.3 Identify the similarities and differences in the transfer of African

and Asian folklife to the people of North Carolina and the entire United
States.
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6. Identi fluence of s varle ty of proupn.

6.1 ll tiwar. of ttw contributions of occupational groups to the lore of
ed regions in Africa or ASia.

6.2 Undrstnnd the significance of the lore of selected ethnic groups
prevalent in Africa /Ind Asia.

6.3 Indicate an understanding of foiki.ife from selected regions of
Africa and Asia.

6.4 Understand the significance of folkl fe from selected regions of
Africa and Mae on her/his own heritage and/or the heritage of
her/his community.

Develop a sense of time and chronology with re
ciangc of culture.

I t the stability and

7.1 Relate her/his iüets to tommunity, regiDnal, national, and/or
international folk
Grow in the capacity to understand the sequence of folk traditio n--
the relationship of things and people in the pant to the preaent and
future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas and inventions in changing folklife
genres in major regiona of Africa and Asia.

7.4 Understand the influence of major events in history on the creation
of ethnic folklife in targeted regions of Africa and Asia.

8. Acquire a body of knowledge about African and Asian folklif

8.1 Recognize types or categoric; of folklife associated wIth selected
ethnic groups in Africa and/or Asia.

8.2 Be aware of selected folklife genres in relation to selected African
and/or Asia cultures.

9. Select and use materials and media equipment appropriate to gain
information about one's heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Be knowledgeable of print, visual, and auditory resources that can
be used to research African and/or Amite'. folklife.

9.2 Combine data from more than one source, print and non-
print, for reports.

10. Acquire skills neces -ry to record, interpret, and report oral customs
and traditions.

10.1 Develop evaluative skills.
10.2 Analyze information from a variety of sources, includIng active and

passive tradition bearers, and form judgments.

7,
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Oracle Level:

ARTS EDI wrIoN
FOLK ANTS

fAills/Subleet Area: Folk Artn

COMPETENCY OAL 1: The learner will. develop a positive attitude toward her/his
culture.

blect ves Measures

1.1

1.2

Accept and appreciete work
of others.

Crew in the capacity to act in

1.1.1

1.2.1

When given Age-appropriate folk-
life experiences, nonjudgmental
explorations an to the differ-
ences in style and content of
folk traditions different from
her/his.

ChoOSe from among descriptions
reaponse to the interests and
welfare of others.
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presented in skits of folktales,
ballads, and family narratives,
those which are least stereotyped.

715J



Grade Level: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subjert Area: Folk Ar .s

COMPETENCY COAL 2: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward the
culture and heritage of others.

2.1 Take an individual or pernnl
look at folklife exampleJ Iron
different cultures.

2.1.1 identify, given a folktale, belled
or craft representative of dif-
ferent ways of living, differences
between her/his perspective and
those depicted.

2.2 Accept and appreciate the lore or 2.2.1 When given a folktele, song, dance,
others. foodway from a folk group that

s/he is not familiar with, research
the significance of that genre to
the specified group, cite in a
written report two examples of the
genre, and if possible, locate
someone in the community who can
provide an authentic sample of the
genre.

2.3 Work freely with others in the
folk arts process, receiving and
giving information.

2.3.1 Choose to communicate with class-
mates and peers personal cultural
experiences end freely accept the
exchanges of others.

804
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Grade Level: 7

COMPETENCY COAL 3: The learner w
as a human exper ience.

ARTS EDUCA--
VOLK ARTS

Skilla/Subject Area: Folk Ar

1 develop positive 1 folk art

1 Understand that an individu
and/or group's lore is a va
way of communicating.

3.2 Underat nd that an individual
and/or group's lore can be
influenced by the lore _of
another individual and/or
group.

3.3 Understand that cultural,
historical and/or geographical
changes can influence a group's
lore.

805

7

D scUss orally or in writing what
a specific genre from a specified
group in Africa or Asia communi-
cates about their attitude toward
women, children, work, and other
groups.

Analyze the extent to which two
specified folk groups, prevalent
in Africa or Asia have influenced
each othe-'s lore.

a. Describe cultural influences
or the lack of them.

F. Assign reasons for the
cultural influences or lack
of them.

When given a specific folk group
common in Africa or Asia, catego-
rize as cultural, historical, or
geographical (or a combination
of these) the appearance of
variants within a given folk-
life genre.



Grodo Level:

Skills/ lbject A Folk A ts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The
ns a human experience.

n r will develop positive atti it olk art

3.4 Understand that an individi
an group's folklife in
refiction of cultural heritage.

3 5 Understand folklife genres in
their historical perspective.

3.4.1 When given a list of significant
cultural precedents occurring in
a specific region in Africa or
Asia over a period of time,
conduct library research to:

Identify prominent ethnic .

groups within Africa or Asia.

b. Determine the influence of
geography, significant
historical events, and
societal pressures, on the
group's folklife.

c. Compare and contrast the folk-
life of two distinct groups
from different regions to
determine the significance
of cultural influences on
selected folklife.

3.5.1 Analyze the influence of an event
in African or Asian history on
selected folklife.

3.5.2 Identify pertinent causeS
(antecedents) from the past on a
significant current traditional
genre in Africa or Asia.

806
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Grad, Level:

Skillo/Subject Aren: k Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop positive attituden toward folk art
an a human experience,

3.6 Comprehend the universality of 3.6.1 identify major folklife penres
folklife.

3.6.

prcvalent in selected regions of
Africa or Asia, when given brief
hut pertinent descriptions of
exnmples of each.

State differences In the
characteristics of targeted
folklife genres from North
Carolina, Latin America, Af
and Asia.

State similari ies
of targeted folkli
North Carolina, La
Africa, and Asia.

n the funct ons
genres from

n America,

3.6.4 Conclude from appropriate examples
that folklife genres from various
countries differ in form, theme,
and content, but they all have
certain threads of similarity.

3.6.5 Select examples of cultural
diffusion when presented wi h
folklife genres that are both
examples and nonexamples.

807
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Crnde Level: 7

COMPETENCY COAL 4:
as an art form.

ARTS E _CATION
YOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject A t: Folk Arts

ner will develop a positive attitude to ard foft art

Objectives

Understand folk art as a
creative art form.

4.2 Understand folk art as A
crentivc art form with mnn
different forms and styles.

4.1.1 spontaneou nature
are.

Compare and contr st the crafts,
lore, and artifacts. frow cue folk
group in Africa or Anin to the
crafts, lore, and eirtifoctn, of
another folk group in Africa or
Asia.

4.2.2 When given a specif c folk group
prevalent in Africa or Asia,
identify varianta of a specified
genre from pertinent descriptions
and examples.

4.3 Understand that contemporary 4.3.1 Identify pertinent influences (or
art has it- foundation in fo k antecedents) from the past on a
art. significant African or Asian

contemporary artist or art form.

4.3.2 Cite similarities and differences
between a traditional art genre,
prevalent in Africa or Asia, and
a contemporary counterpart.

4.4 Understand folklife as a 4.4.1 Identify orally or in writing
creative vehicle for cultural the symbolism and/or importance of
expression, specified folk customs, rituals,

festivals, and celebrations, for
a selected group prevalent in
Africa or Asia such as:

(3 4

808

a. christening
b. births and birthdaye
c. deaths
d. marriage
e. puberty



Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will develop a positive Attitude toward folk art
as an art form.

Page 2

Oblectives_

4.5 Develop confidence in her/his
aesthetic judgment about folk-
life genres.

4.5.1 Recognize cultural preferences in
material culture, oral lore,
custom, festival, and celebrations.

4.5.2 Discriminate knowledgeably among
traditional genres prevalent in
Africa or Asia, selecting and
using those that are aesthetical
pleasing to her/him.

4.5.3 Explain reasons for her/his
aesthetic judgment.

76 .1
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Grado Level: 7

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Sth Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 5 The learner will begin to see h /himself ns n part of many
groups: the fami y. the religious organization or church, and n wide rnnge of
ethnic, regional nation 1, and global eommunities.

Appreciate the diversity of
community, regional, national,
and international folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for
a variety of ethnic folk cultures.

After a class discussion on folk-
life genres especially prevalent
in specified regions of Africa or
Asia:

Survey family or community to
find an informant knowledgeable
about at least one of the
genres discussed.

Conduct library research on
least one of the genres
discussed.

C. Create from local, national
and international newspapers,
and magazine articles, and
interviews with family or
community members and library
research, a photo journal based
on folklife from a specified
region of Africa or Asia.

5.2.1 When presented with a diversity of
of ethnic folklife prevalent in
Africa or Asia, offer logical,
nonjudgmental explanations as to
the differences in style and
content of folk traditions
different from her/his own.

5.2.2 Increase in the capacity to
empathize or to understand that
others may see things differently.



Grade Level: 7

Skills/Subject Area: Polk Arts

Page

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will begin to see her/himself as a part of many
groups: the family, the religious organization or church, and a wide range of
ethnic, regional, national, nnd global commntriep.

Oh ectivcs asures

5.3 Identify the similarities and
differences in the transfer of
African end Asian folklife to
the peoples of North Carolina
and the entire United States.

5.3.1 indicate the nature and character
of examples and exceptions in
African and/or Asian folklife.

5.3.2 Evaluate instances of
interdependence and/or influence
among folklife genres from Africa
or Asia and North Carolina.

811

a. Cite reasons for the influence
or interdependence.

b. Cite both positive and
negative effects of such
interdependence or influence.



de I v 7

CO PETENCY COAL 6: TI

the Influence of n vn.

CATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Arco: Folk Artm

arner w II begin to identify
y of groups.

nd/or ackno 1

Ob ectiven

6.1 Be aware of the contribu ono
of occupational grcups to the
lore of specifi d regions in
Africa or Asia.

6.2 Understand the significance of
the lore of selected ethnic
groups that are prevalent in
Africa or Asia.

6.1.1 Conduct ithrary research on rep-
resentat vc occupational groups
in Africa or Asia.

6,1 Tdenrify occupational lore In
Africa or Asia from giv n examp
and exceptions.

6.1 Compare and con
similar occupat
Africa or Asia.

6.1.4 Compare and contrast occupational
lore from groups in Africa or Asia
to similar occupational groups'
lore in the United States.

6.21 Conduct library research on the
lore of selected ethnic groups
that are prevalent in Africa or
Asia,

6.2.2 Explain the influence of major
historical events on the love of
specified ethnic groups I frica
or Asia.

6.2.3 Select a genre of ethnic folkiffe
prevalent in Africa or Asia that
is of special interest, and locate
an informant to interview, or
conduct library research on the
genre.

6.2.4 Present a demonstration of the
genre based on library research
or the results of interviews with
an informant.

812
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Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

Page 2

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will begin to identify with and/or acknowledge
the influence of a variety of groups.

6.3 Indicate an understanding of
folkilfe from selected regions
in Africa or Asia.

6.4 Understand the significance of
folklife from selected regions
of Africa orAsia on her/his
heritage and/or the heritage of
her/his community.

6.3.1 After a teacher led discussion on
the folklife of selected regions
of Africa or Asia:

a. Select at least one reference
book from the library of a
folklife genre from selected
regions in Africa or Asia.

b. Prepare a one page report on
at least one folk] ife genre
from that region. The report
will include:

(1) At least one influence
that this genre has had
on her/his heritage or
the heritage of her/his
community or region.

(2) An explanation for her/his
choice of influences.

6.4.1 Evaluate examples of interde
pendence and influence wrong
her/Ms heritage and culture
and the heritage and culture
of selected regions in Africa
or Asia.

813

Cite reasons for the influence
and/or interdependence of
specified traditional genres

b. Cite both positive and
negative effects of such
interdependence or influence.



Grade Leve 7

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skil/s/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner will develop a sense of
regard to the stability and change of culture.

irne and chronology

.0b ectives easure

7 I Relate her/his roots to cost-
munity, regional, national, or
international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to
understand the sequence of
folk traditions--the
relationship of things and
people in the past to the
present and future.

7_3 Appreciate the influence of
ideas and inventions in
changing the folklife in
major regions of Africa or
Asia,

7.4 Understand the influence of
major events in history on
the creation of ethnic folk-
life in selected regions in
Africa or Asia.

7.1.1 Identify by geographic region
appropriately chosen examples
of folklife from Africa or Asi_.

7 2 1 Place in chronological order
appropriately chosen examples
of folklife from Africa or Asia.

7.3.1 Describe the impact of nationalism,
independence, and modern technology
on traditional folklife in Africa
or Asia.

7.3.2 Identify pertinent variants
(antecedents) of a specified
folklife phenomenon in a major
section of Africa or Asia.

7.4.1 Describe the impact of key
historical events upon the ethnic
folklife of people in Africa or
Asia.

7.4.2 Explain accurately the reasons for
carefully selected examples of
ethnic folklife which represent
a group's response to a cultural
change in Africa or Asia.

7.4.3 Place in order of popularity and
chronology, selected examples of
ethnic folklore from different
regions of Africa or Asia.

814



Grade Leve

ARTS EDUCATIONS
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 8: The learner will acquire a body of knowledge about national
and international folklife genres.

Ob ectives Mea ures

Be aware of the following
folklife genres in re1ation
to selected African and Asian
cultures:

a. folk tales and legends

b. beliefs

(1) weather sayings
(2) good luck and bad luck

rhymes

d. arts and crafts

e. children songs

f. festivals and celebrations

8.1.1 After the teacher has given
concise definitions and examples
of each of the major folklife
genres in a specific African
and/or Asian country

771
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a. Explain accurately what is
meant by a particular genre.

b. Cite at least two varIants
of a particular genre.

c. Identify through survey of
family and/or community one
informant knowledgeable about
an African and/or Asian example
of a particular genre, and
question the informant concern-
ing any change that a particular
genre has undergone since its
transfer to the United States.



Grade Level:

ARTS:EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 9: The learner will select and use materials and media equipment
appropriate to gain information about her/his heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Be knowledgeable of print,
visual, and auditory
resources that can be used
to research African and Asian
folklife.

9.2 Combine data from more than
one source, print and nonprint,
for reports--especially non-
fiction'books traditional
informants, encyclopedias,
filmstrips--and acknowledge
sources in a simple, alphabe-
tized bibliography showing
informant data, author/producer
of print or visual item, title,
and medium.

9.1.1 Select, given a choice between
appropriate and inappropriate
resources in African and Asian
folklife, those print and visual
and auditory resources that are
most suitable.

9.2.1 After the teacher gives an
introduction to representative
folklife genres from selected
African and Asian countries:
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a. Select one genre that is of
particular interest to her/him.

b. Survey her/his family and/or
community to find a knowledge-
able informant.

Use at least three secondary
resources to organize a minimum
of ten questions to ask the
informant about this genre.

d. Interview informant .

e. Prepare a ten minute
presentation based on research
and interview.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDDCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: The learner will acquire skills necessary to record,
interpret, and report oral customs and traditions.

10.1 Develop evaluative skills.

10.2 Analyze information from a
variety of sources, including
active and passive tradition
bearers, and form judgments.

10.1.1 Check new data against a
background of facts, given sources
of information on a folklife topic
or genre.

10.1.2 Differentia e fact from fiction,
verbal from nonverbal communica-
tion.

10.1 Distinguish between relevant and
irrelevant information about a
given folklife genre or topic.

10.2.1 Identify information on a specific
group or individual's folklife
that is meant to persuade or
influence.

10.2.2 Recognize information on a specIfIc
group or individualls folUllfe
that is distorted.

10.2.3 Note discrepancies in two or more
informational items on a group or
individual's folklife and deter-
mine which information item is
more valid.

7713
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Grade 8 Outline: North Carolina Folkl

1. Develop positive attitudes t_7ard her/his own culture.

1.1 Demonstrate growing capacity to describe accurately the thoughts
and feelings of others about their heritage and culture.

1.2 Grow in the capacity to act in response to the interests and
welfare of others.

1.3 Accept and appreciate the work of others.

2. Develop a positive attitude toward the culture of others.

2 1 When given ageappropriate folklife examp
explanations as to the differences in
traditions different from hers/his.

2.2 Grow in the capacity to accept crit
perspective prevalent in her/his

Develop a positive attitude toward ft41

3.1 Understand that an individual's
way of communicating.

3.2 Understand that an individual'
influenced by the lore of anot

3.3 Understand that cultural, histc-:-
can influence a group's lore.

3.4 Understand that an individual
reflection of cultural herita

3.5 Understand folklife genres in
3.6 Comprehend the universality of

4. Develop a positive attitude toward

Offer nonjud ental
,iontent of folk

zentric

axpe ience.

e is a valid

%.1re can be

arA/or group.
.1-ndinr 4eographical changes

folklife is a

-ical perspective.

an art tor

4.1 Understand folk art as a creative art form.
4.2 Understand folk art as a creative art form with many different

forms and styles.
4.3 Understand that contemporary art has its foundation in folk art.
4.4 Understand folklife as a creative vehicle for cultural expression.
4.5 Develop confidence in her/his own aesthetic judgement about folklife

genres.

See her/himself as a part of many groups the family, the religious
organization or church, and a wide range of ethnic, regional, national,
and global communities,

5.1 Appreciate the diversity of commw,ity, regional, national, and
international folklife.

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for a variety of ethnic folk cultures.

774
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53 Identify the similarities and differences in .the transfer of
European, African, Asian, and Latin American folklife to the peoples
of North Carolina and the entire United States.

6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of groups.

6.1 Understand the impact of occupational groups prevalent in North
Carolina on her/his heritage.

6.2 Understand:the significance of various ethnic groups prevalent in
North Carolina on her/his heritage and demonstrate knowledge about the
folklife associated with these ethnic groups.

6.3 Indicate an understanding of folklife from selected regions of North
Carolina.

6.4 Understand the significance of folklife from selected regions of
North Carolina on her/his own heritage and/or the heritage of her/his
community.

Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture.

7.1 Relate her/his roots to community, regio- l, national, and/or
international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity to understand the sequence of folk traditions
which is the relationship of things and people in the past to the
present and future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of ideas and inventions in changing folklife
genres in major regions of North Carolina.

7.4 Understand the influence of major events in history on the creation
of ethnic folklife in targeted regions of North Carolina.

Acquire a body of knowledge about North Carolina and/or United States

8.1 Recognize the types of folklife associated with the three major
regions of North Carolina.

8.2 Recognize types or categories of folklife associated with targeted
ethnic groups prevalent in North Carolina.

8.3 Be aware of folklife genres in relation to selected regions of North
Carolina.

9. Se e t and use appropriate materials and media equipment to gain
information about her/his heritage and the heritage of others.

9.1 Be knowledgeable about print, visual, and auditory resources that
can be used to research North Carolina folklife.

9.2 Combine data from more than one source, print and nonprint for long
reports.

820



10. Acquire skills necessary to record, interpret, and report oral customs
and traditions

10.1 Distinguish facts and truths from fiction, opinion, or propaganda
encountered in various forms of media and informant data such as
active or passive tradition bearers.

821



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Sub ect Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward he
culture.

/his

Ob e- ive ensures

1.1 Demonstrate growing capacity to
describe accurately the thoughts
and feelings of others about their
heritage and culture.

1.2 Grow in the capacity to act in
response to the interests and
welfare of others.

1.1.1 Increase, in the capacity to
empathize or to understand that
others may see things differently.

.2 Describe characters found in folk-
tales or ballads, in social
conditions increasingly remote
from her/his own.

1.2.1 Choose from among alternative
descriptions of groups presented
in folktales, ballads, or family
narratives, those which are
least stereotyped.

1.3 Accept and appreciate the work of 1.3.1 Express a preference for certain
others.

822
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types of folklife.



Grade Level:

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner
culture of others.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subje t Area: Folk Arts

I develop a positive attitude toward the

Ob ectives

2.1 When given age-appropriate
folklife examples, offer non-

Audgmental explorations as to
the differences in style and
content of folk traditions
different from her/his.

2.2 Grow in the capacity to
accept criticism about
egocentric perspectives
prevalent in her/his culture.

2.1.1 Identify, given a folktale, ballad,
or dance representative of various
cultures, differences between her/
his perspective and those depicted.

2.2.1 Use qualifiers (some, many) rather
than absolutes (all, most) to
describe the traditional genres of
of groups other than her/his own.

77
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Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward folk art
as a human experience.

Ob ectives

Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore is a valid
way of communicating

3.2 Understand that an individual's
and/or group's lore can be
influenced by the lore of
another individual and/or
group.

3.3 Understand that cultural,
historical, and/or geograph
ical changes can influence a
groups lore.

3.1.1 Discuss orally or in writing what
a specific genre from a selected
group in North Carolina or the
southeastern United States
communicates about the group's
attitude toward women, children,
work, and other groups.

3.2.1 Analyze the extent to which two
specified folk groups, prevalent
in North Carolina or another
region in the southeastern United
States, have influenced each
other's lore:

a. Describe cultural influences
or the lack of them.

b. Assign reasons for the cul ural
influence or lack of them.

3.3.1 When given a specific folk group
common in North Carolina or the
southeastern United States,
catergorize as cultural, histor cal,
or geographical (or a combination
of these) the appearance of
variants within a given folklife
genre.

824



Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will develop a positive attitude toward folk art
as a human experience.

-

3.4 Understand that an individual
and/or group's folklife is a
reflection of cultural heritage.

3.5 Understand folklife genres in
their hjstorical perspective.

3.4.1 Given a list of significant
cultural precedents occurring in
a specific region of North Carolina
or the southeastern United States,
over a period of time, conduct
library research to:

a Identify prominent ethnic groups
In a selected region of the
state or country.

b. Determine the Influence of
geography, significant hi or-
ical events, and societal
pressures on the group's
folklife.

c. Compare and contrast the
folklife of two distinct groups
from different regions within.:_
North Carolina or southeastern
United States to determine the
significance of cultural
influences on apecified folk-
life.

3.5.1 Analyze the in luence of an event
in North Carolina or southeastern
United States' history on a
specified folklife genre.

3.5.2 Identify pertinent causes
(antecedents) from the past on
a significant active tradit onal
genre in North Carolina or the
southeastern United States.

u
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Grade Level

Skilln/Subj ct Are Arts

Pn-- 3

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: Tho 1enrner wil I evelsp n poattive atti tude -sward fo
aa a human experience.

Objectives

3.6 Comprehend the universality of
folklife.

Identify major folklife genres
prevalent in selected regions of
North Carolina or the noutheastern
Inired States, given brief bu
pertinent descriptions end examples
of each one.

3.6.2 State differences in the
characteristics of specified
folklife genres from North
Carolina, Canada, Latin America,
Africa, Asia, and Europe.

3.6.3 State similarities in th
functions of specified folklife
genres from elorth Carolina,
Canada, Latin America, Africa,
Asia, and Europe.

3.6.4 Conclude from appropriate examples
that folklife from various
countries differ in form, theme,
content, but they all have certain
threads of similarity.

3.6.5 Show cultural diffusion in
folklife genres which are both
examples and exceptions.

781
826



Grade v 1: 8

PETENCY GIAL 4:
as an nrt form.

A .TS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

SkI11u/Sub i Area: Folk Art--

1 develop a positive

4.1 Un erstand folk art on a creative
art form.

Be awnre of the spontaneous nature
of folk art.

4.2 Understand folk art as a creative 4.1.2 Comp_ e and contrast the era!'
t form with many different formn lore, and a7tifacts, from one folk

and atyles. group In North Caroline or the
southeastern United States to the
crafts, lore, and artifacts,
another group prevalent in North
Carolina or the southeastern
United States.

4.2.2 Given a specific folk group
prevalent in North Carolina or
the southeastern United States,
identify variants of a specified
genre from pertinent descriptions
and examples.

4.3 Understand that contemp rary 4.3.1 Identify pertinent influences (or
art has its foundation In folk antecedents) from the past on a
art. significant contemporary artist or

art form popular or originating in
North Carolina or the southeastern
United States.

4 2 Cite similarities and differences
between a traditional art genre,
prevalent in North Carolina or the
southeastern United States, and a
contemporary counterpart.



Or de Le 8

Skillo/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 4: The learner will develop a prm It ive a
as an art form.

ird folk art

Ob actives

4.4 Understand folklife as a
creative vehicle for cultural
expression.

4.5 Develop confidence in her/h
aesthetic judgment about folklife.

7

4.4.1 identify orally or in writ mg the
symbolism and/or importance o
specified folk costoms, ritua
festivals, and celebrations for
a selected group prevalent in
North Carolina or the south
eastern United Stares such as'

a. christening
b. births and birthdays
c. deaths
d. marriage
e. puberty

4.5,1 Recognize cultural preferences in
material culture, oral lore,
custom, festival and celebrations,
found among specified folk
groups in North Carolina or the
southeastern United States.

4.5.2 Discriminate knowledgeably among
traditional genres prevalent in
North Carolina or other regions
of the southeastern United
States, selecting and using
those that are aesthetically
pleasing.

4.5.3 Explain reasons for her/his
aesthetic judgment.

828



Crade Level:

ARTS EDUCAT ON
FOLK ART

Skil lu/Stibjert Arpo! Volk Art.1

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will begin to nee her/hmnelf as a part of many
groups: the family, the religious orgenlzatVn r church, and a wide range of
ethnic, regional, national, and global commun, !es.

5.1 Appreciate the diversity
of community, regional,
and international folkli

5.1.1 After a class discussIon on
folkliie genres especially
prevalent in selected regions o
North Carolina or the southeastern
United States:

78 4

829

Survey family or community to
find an informant knowledge-
able about at least one of
the genres discussed.

b. Conduct library research on at
least one of the genres
discu sed.

Create from local, national,
and international newspapers
and magazines, Interviews
with fnmily and community
members or library research,
a photo journal based on
folklife from a Selected
region in North Carolina or
the southeastern United
States.



Orade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The _rner will begin to iea
groups: the family, the religious orgonJttt1on or
ethnic, regional, national, Lied global culimunities

.r/himaelf nn n n rt of many
church, and a wide r.nge of

5.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for
a variety of ethnic folk culture.

5.3 Identify the similarities and
differences in the transfer of
European, African, Asian, and
Latin American folklife to the
peoples of North Carolina and
the entire United States.

When presented with a diversity of
ethnic folklife prevalent in North
Carolina or other parts of the
southeastern United States, o
logical, non-judgmental explana-
tions an to the differences
in style and content of folk
traditions different from her
his own.

5.2.2 Increase iu the capacity to
empathize or to understand that
others may "see things
differently."

Indicate the nature and character
of examples and exceptions in
European, African, Asian, and/or
Latin American folklife.

5.3.2 Evaluate instances of inter-
dependence and/or influence among
folklife of European, African,
Asian, or Latin American countries
and specific regions of North
Carolina or other parts of the
southeastern United States.

a. Cite reasons for the influence
or interdependence of specified
traditional genres.

Cite both positive and negative
effect of such interdeperdence
or influence.



vel

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Ills/Subje Area: Folk Artn

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The learner will begin to identify with and/or ackn
influence of a variety of groups.

the

6.1 Be aware of the contributionn
of occupational groups in North
Carolina or other regions of
the southeastern United States
on her/his heritage.

7 0

6.1.1 Conduct library research on
occupational groups prevalent in
North Carolina or other regions
of the southeastern United
States.

6.1. Survey fami y members to determJne
occupational groups that her/his
family members belong to.

6.1.3 Organize a list of at lea t five
questions about a family member's
occupational group.

6.1.4 Conduct the interview and report
either in writing or orally a
summary of the interview that
includes at least one example
of the group's lore and informant
and bibliographic data.

6.1.5 Prepare a one-page report on at
least one way that the occupa-
tional folklife of a group common
to North Carolina or other parts
of the southeastern United States
has affected her/hia life.

831



Sk ll /Subject Ar- Folk Artn

COMPETENCY COAL 6: The lenr er will begin to identify
the influence of a variety of groups.

h and/or acknowl I

Ob-ective

6.2 Understand the significance o
various ethnic groups on her/his
heritage and demonstrate know
ledge about the folklife
associated with these ethnic
groups.

6.2.1 After a teacherled discussion on
the fo klife of various ethnic
groups found In Forth Carolina or
other regions of the southeastern
United States:

832

a. Discuss in writing or verbally,
a folk custom that 1 important
to her/his ethnic group's sense
of identity.

Choose a folklife genre such
as music, dance, song, rhymes,
foodways, or religious
practices, and develop five
questions about the genre to
ask an informant from her/his
own ethnic group.

Choose an informant and conduct
the interview.

d. Summarize the interview and
present data to the class.



Grade evel:

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arta

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will begin to identify with and/or acknowledge
the influence of n variety of g oups.

Ob ectiven stir

6.3 Indicate an understanding of
folklife from selected regions
of North Carolina or other
parts of the southeastern United
States.

6.4 Understand the significance
of folklife from selected
regions of North Carolina or
other areas of the southeastern
United States on her/his own
heritage and/or the heritage
of her/his community.

6 After a teacher led discussion on
the folklife of selected regions of
the State or other regions in the
southeastern United States:

a. Select at least one reference
book from the library on a folk-
life genre from a region in the
state or the southeastern United
States.

b. Prepare a report to be either
written or orally presented on
at least one folklife genre from
that region. The report will
include:

(1) At least two influences
that this genre has had
on her/his heritage
community or region.
An explanation for her/his
choice of influences.

6.4.1 Evaluate examples of inter-
dependence and/or influence among
her/his heritage and culture and
the heritage and culture of a
selected region of North Carolina
or the southeastern United States.

7S
833

a. Cite reasons for the influence
and/or interdependence of
selected folklife.

b. Cite both positive and negative
effects of such in erdependence
or influence.



Grade Level:

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Sk111r Subj

COMPETENCY GOAL 7: The learner will develop n -

regard to the stability and change of culture.

Folk Arts

nd chronolo y

r_easure

7.2

Relate her/his roots to
community regional, national,
and/or international folklife.

Grow in tbe capacity to under-
stand the sequence of folk
editions, the relationship

of things and people in the
past to the present and future.

7.3 Appreciate the influence of
ideas, innovations, and inven-
tions in changing folklife in
major regions of North Carolina
or another part of the south-
eastern United States.

7.1.1 Identify by geographic region
appropriately chosen exemples of
folklife from North Carolina or
the southeastern United States.

7.:!.1 Place In chronological order
appropriately chosen examples of
folklife from North Carolina or
other areas in southeastern United
State

7.3.1 Describe changes in representative
folklife in selected regions of
North Carolina or another region
of the southeastern United States
caused by such ideas as independ-
ence and nationalism, by
inventions such as the press
and telephone, and by innovations
such as space travel.

7.3.2 Identify pertinent variants (or
antecedents) of a specified
folklife phenomenon in a ma_or
section of North Carolina or
another region in southeastern
United States.

7.3.3 Identify influences on selected
folklife in major areas of North
Carolina or another region of
southeastern United States.

78j
834



Grade Level:

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

Page

COMPETENCY COAL The len ner will develop a oenn' of time and chronology --
regard to the stabi ty and change of culture.

7.4 Understand the influence of
major events in time on the
creation of ethnic folle.ife
in selected regions of North
Carolina or another region in
the southeastern United States.

7.4.1 Identify from among alternatives
the effect or re ult of important
historical events which have
occurred in North Carolina or
another region of the southeastern
United States on ethnic folklife.

7.4.2 Explain accurately the reasons
carefully selected examples of
ethnic folklife which represen
group's response to a cultural
change in North Carolina or another
section of the southeastern United
States.

7.4.3 Place in order of popularity and
chronology, selected examples of
ethnic folklore from different
regions of North Carolina or
another region in the southea
United States.

ern



Grade L vel:

COMPETENCY GOAL 8
national, and int

The learner
national fond

A-" EDUCATI_N
LK ARTS

Skills/Sui Area: Folk Arrs

I acquire a body of knowledge about state,

Ob ec lv sures

8.1 Be aware of the followi.ig folk-
life genres in rel tion to
selected cultures in North
Carolina or other regions of
southeastern United States.

folk tales and legends

b. beliefs

(1) weather sayings
(2) good luck and bad l-ck

c. rhymes

d. arts and crafts

e. children's songs

f. festivals and celebrations

8.1.1 A

791
836

the teacher has given con-
cise definitions and examples of
each of the major folklife genres
in a selected area of North Carolina
or the southeastern United States:

Explain what is meant by a
particular genre.

b. C te at least two variants
of a particular genre.

c. Identify through survey of
family and/or community an
informant knowledgeable about
a particular genre, and question
the informant about changes
that the genre has undergone
over the years.



Grade Leve 8

ARTS F CATION
FOLK ARTS

ils/Suh1&ct Area: Folk A

COMPETENCY COAL 9: The learner will select
appropriate to gain information about her/1

nd use materials and media equlpir
heritage and the heritage of oth

Be kno ledgeable about print
visual, and auditory resourc s
that can be used to research
American folklife.

9.2 Combine data from more than one
source, print and nonprint, for
long reportsespecially, non-
fiction books, tradition-bearing
informants, encyclopedias, film-
ripsand acknowledge sources

in a simple bibliography.

837

9.1.1 Select, given a choice among
appropriate and inappropriate
resources on American folklife,
those print and visual resources
that are most nuitable.

9.2.1 After the teacher gives an intro-
duction to representative American
folklife genres:

Select one genre that is of
particular interest.

b. Survey her/his family and/or
community to find a
knowledgeable informant.

Use at least four secondary
resources to organize a mini-
mum of ten questions to ask
the informant about this
genre.

d, Interview informant.

e. Prepare a ten minute
presentation based on inter-
view and library research.



Grade Level: 8

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skills/Subject Area: Volk Art8

COMPETENCY GOAL 10: The learner will acquire skills necessary to record,
interprete and report oral custom nnd traditions.

10.1 Distinguish facts and truths from 10.1.
fiction, opinion, or propaganda
encountered in various forms of
media end informant data, such nn
active and passive tradition
bearers.

838

1 After researching the traditions
and customs associated with n prev-
alent ethnic or occupational
group in her/his region, dis-
tinguish fact and truth from
fiction, opinion, or propaganda
In several statements shout
the group.



AI

Ma)or Emphasen

At the high school level the creative, cognitive, and aesthetic phateu
of folk arts are realized both within individual courses and across a broad
range of varied course offerings. The program as a whole should have, at the
minimum, an introductory course which addresses major folklife genres common
in North Carolina and which provides ample opportunity for field-ork
documentation.

Since student interest at this level in widely divergent, a broad range
f coure offerings should allow the individuzii an opportunity to specialize
in specific segments of the program rather th n the broad spectrum. Course
offerings may be developed through five major folklife categories: oral
tradition and performance; material culture or artifacts; custom belIef 6nd
ritual; family life; and religious and secular festival and drama. The
content of all of these courses should continue the development of the basic
elements and activities featured throughout the K-8 sequence.

As knowl dge of culture and heritage is acquired in various folk arts and
folklife areas, the total experience serves to integrate and develop the
student'e personalities. In addition, the study of a broad range of folk arts
:iterature and the understanding of folk arts in relation to the larger fields
of arts, humanities, and world history are components of this program.

839
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92.1d.a2L9a12 J21[11.-JAILL_Iintradulita

1. Develop a positive attitude toward her

1.1 Have jnereivd communication with older people in die community.
1.2 Learn to work cooperatively with others.

Grow in self-esteem.

2.1 D monstrate gr in self-management nk
2.2 Develop her/hin problem-nolving ability.

Acquire a knowledge of and an appreciation for the diversity and depth of
folkllfe.

3.1 Be knowledg=
traditional arta and c

4. Improve study and reference skilln.

Ic genres nuch an oral lore
nd festivals and celcbrntion

4.1 te study and reference skills in writing a cu
atticle and cataloging materials.

-naliam

. Use her/his foliclife research skills to improve writing ability.

5.1 Identify the audience and purpose for her/his writing.
5.2 Select and narrow a topic.
5.3 Survey materials for sweetie Of information on a given folkilfe

genre.
5.4 Write short compositions using descriptive language.
5.5 Use and cite quotations.
5.6 Convey a theme in keeping with the purpose of her/his writing.
5.7 Develop an outline for approval by the teacher prior to writing a

cultural j urnalism article.

Use fieldwork techniques to improve listening and speaking skills.

6.1 Articulate words clearly to achieve intell gible sneech, and speak
in a sequence meaningful to the listener.

6.2 Use speech effectively for different purposes.
6.3 Demonstrate the basic elements of courtesy desirable in pe on-t

person conversation and telephone conversation.
6.4 Participate in a diacussion group as both a par icip nt and a leader.
6.5 Decode oral language.

841
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Grade Le 1: 9-12

COMPFTENCY GO_
himself and other

ARTS t1)1JCATION
FOLK APTS

Skill /Subject Aron: Folk A.rts
Folkilfe Course

:ctory

The learner will develop a poi.tive attitu de! toward her

Ob ctives

1.1 Pave increased communication
with older people in the
community.

1.2 Learn to work cooperative
with others.

tanks
people.

chore ar other helpful
r contact with older

1.1.2 Hake soc al vLni
after th- inter-v

the cont

1.1.3 Talk more easily with her/his
older neighbors and r latives.

1.2.1 Teach others in the class at
least one craf t , dance, or verbal
lore, s/he has learned during an
interview with 'older people in the
community.

1.2.2 Work as a team toward a goal.

1 . 2 .3 Care for equipment properly so It

will be operating when others need
it.

1.2.4 Keep deadlines In order not to s o:
down others who =JOY be depending
upon her/his complerion.

842
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Crade Level: 9-12

COMPFTFNCY GOAL 2: The le

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

1k111 /oubje Area: Fo k Artv (Introductory
VolklIfe Course)

2-1 Demonstrate growth in
management skills.

2.2 Develop her his problem
solving ability.

2.1.1 Display her/his work when
appropriate.

2.1.2 Ca ry on deapite setbacks.

2.1.3 Seek alternative methods to
accomplish her/his goran when
a/he meets a barrier.

4= Flan her/his work so as to
eliminate frustration.

2.2.1 Examine all facets of her/
problems and select the most work-
able system.

843
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Grade Level: 9-12

ARTS EDUCATION
POLK APV4

Skilla/Subject Area: Polk Arra (Introductory
Folkilfe Course)

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will acquire a knowledge of and on appreciation
for the diversity and depth of folklife.

Oblectives Me

3.1 Re aware of the following
folklife genres:

a. folk taloa and legends
b. beliefs

rhymes
d. arts and crafts
c. festivals and celebration

3.1,1 After the teacher has given concise
definitions and examples of each
of the major folklife genres:

844
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a. Explain accurately whet in
meant by a particular genre.

b. Cite at leant two variants
of a particular genre.

c. dentify through a survey of
family and/or community at least
two informants that could be
used for a one page article on a
particular genre.



Grade Level: 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The

ARTS EDUCATION
POLY ARTS

ills/Subject Area: Folk Arro (I
Folklife Course

11 im)Are ntudy and reference skills.

duct

Oblectives-

Use study and reference
skills in writing a cultu
journalism article and cata o -

ing materials.

8

79

Measures -

4.1.1 Supplement/verify material
collected in the community through
the use of library reference books
ond mass media sources.

4.1.2 Use dictionary and thesaurus
in writing and rew iting his
article.

4.1.1 Catalogue material gathered in the
community in a manner permitting
its retrieval both by the student
her/himself and by others:

Select cross references from
subject areas mentioned in
interviews and transcripts.

b. Follow an accepted form for
typing cross reference cards
by subject headings and by
names of persons.

c. Show a working unders ending
of the circulation system for
returning catalogue materials
and replacing those materials.

d. Catalogue transcriptions and
tapes and negatives by using
the adopted forms.



Grade vel: 9-1..

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The lear
improve her/his writing abil y.

ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

Skill Subleet Area: Folk Artn (Introductory
Folklife Course

111 use her/hln folkiife earch skills and

a ures

5.1 Identify the audience and
purpose for her/his writing.

5.2 Select and narrow a ::opic.

5.3 Survey materials for sources
of information on a given
folklife genre.

5.1.1 Submit to teacher, after comple
tion of transcript and before
beginning first draft, an out-
line of her/his proposed article,
including assessment of reader
(e.g., age, sex) who will find
the topic interesting.

5.2.1 Given broad folkiffe genres
(e.g children's songs, material
culture), divide subjects into
components.

5.2.2 Select one of the components
identified above and write an
article for publication.

5.3.1 Identify at least three potential
print or nonprint sources of infor-
mation for her/his article.

846
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Folk A

COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will ot-;e her/his folklIfe research skills to
improve hia writing ability.

5 4 Write short compositions
descriptive languape.

5.5 Use and cite quotations.

5.6 Convey a theme in keeping with
the purpose of her/his writing.

FollowIng the in-classroom visit
of an active hearer from the
community, prepare as a class an
article describing the visit and
the informant for the local
newspaper (e.g., write a beginning
paragraph, a middle, and a
conclusion).

5.4.2 Following an introductory
interview of a member of h r/his
family or community on the topic
of her/his choice, write one of
the following styles of articles:
personality, how-to-do-it,
feature-filler, or thematic-
topical.

5.5.1 With material gathered through
tape recording of family and
community member on a folklife
topic, transcribe and catalogue
the material, utilizing written
excerpts of local traditions,
customs, attitudes, and/or life
styles.

5.5.2 Use a source such as A Family
Folklore Interviewing Guide and
Questionnaire," and employ the
proper form for citing quotations.

5.6.1 Use the transcripts of her/his
interviews with family and/or
community member as a resource
and develop a chosen theme into a
publishable article.

847
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Grade Level: 9-1

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

Pa e 3

COMPETENCY COAL 5: The learner will use her/his folklife repeal-eh skIlls
improve hiu writing ability.

5.7 Develop an outline for approval
by the teacher prior to writing
a cultural journalism article.

5.7.1 When g ven a transcript of an
interview conducted in the
community, organize the tran-
script into major topics dis-
carding repetitious or irrele-
vant materials, settling on a
central theme, and filing
unused material.

5.7.2 When given an assignment such as
completing a cultural journalism
article following an interview,
first prepare an outline.

848
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ARTS EDUCATION
FOLK ARTS

evel:

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner wi
listening and apenking skIlls.

6.1 Articulate words clearly to
achieve intelligible speech;
be able to speak in a sentience
meaningful to the listener.

Skills/Subject Area: Po, k Arts (Introductory
Foiki ife Course)

use field-work techniques to inprove her/his

6.1.1 Present an oral summary of each
interview conducted outside of
the class _om to her/his dabs-
mates.

6.1.2 Conduct at least one 30-60 minute
interview with a community contact
on a foiklife genre.

6.1.3 Conduct an interv:!ew dev loping
additional questions from the
informant's responses, keeping
to the folklife topic.

849
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Grade Level: 9-12

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY COAL 6 The learner will tIne
listening and speaking økiiln.

k to improve

yes sure

6.2 Use speech effectively for
different purpo

6.2.1 As a pr mary activity, conduct one
or more 30-60 minute interviews of
family and/or local resIdents on a
folklife genre, with completed
interviews demonstrating, by the
transcripts and oral summaries,
evidence of the following skills:

850
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a. finding contacts or informants

b. preparing her/himself for the
interview by searching out
information about the contact
beforehand and preparing mental
questions and goals

establishing rapport with
informants

developing equipment handling
skills

e. noting the difference between a
pre-interview and follow-up
interview

listening skills

g. q estioning skills

h. note-taking skills



de Level: 9-1

Skills/Subject Area: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will use field-work techniques
listening and speaking skIlls.

mprove her/his

6.3 Demonstrate the basic elements
of courtesy des rabic in person-
to-person conversation and
telephone conversation.

6 4 ParticIpate in A di cussion
group as both a participant and
a leader.

6.5 Decode oral language.

6.3.1 Use the telephone or person-to-
person contact to arrange for or
conduct a pre-interview and to
locate potential contacts in
her/his community.

6.4.1 In planning for on informant
interview on a folklife genre,
participate In a group situation
and function as both a discussion
leader and a participant to the
exclusion of none of the members.

6.5.1 When given a tape recording of an
interview with an Informant on a
folklife genre, transcribe it
into accurate written form in
English and:

851
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a. Correctly run the tape recorder.

b. Accurately record both questions
and responses.
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APPENDTX A

Houue Bill 1567*

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED AN ACT TO ENACT THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCILOOL REFORMACT OF 1984.

The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:

Section 1. Thin net -ay be referred to as the "Ele- irnrnry And Se!condary School
Reform Act of 1984."

Section 2. G.S. 115C-8 (a) is amended by deleting the first paragraph and
substituting the following:

"Standard Course of Study. It is the pol cy of the State of North Carolina to
insure a quality education to every child residing in North Carolina. To this
end, the General Assembly directs the State Board of Education to develop a
standard course of study to be offered to every child in North Carolina public
schools and to submit the proposed standard course of study to the General
Assembly by October 15, 1984.

The standard course of study shall reflect a rigorous academic course of study
stressing mastery of integrated knowledge based on mastery of competencies in the
basic skill areas rather than the study of isolated disciplines. To this end, the
State Board of Education is directed to undertake a statewide audit of current
curricula and to refine the curricula as required to comply with this policy. The
standard course of study:

1. shall stress mastery of _ntegrated knowledge;

2. should provide students with the specific competencies needed to gain
employment or to continue their education;

should provide students with the skills necessary to cope with contemporary
society;

4. shall conta n a vocational education component designed to meet the State's
and local anticipated career training needs;

5. shall provide for a program of continuous learning based upon the individual
child's need, interest, and stages of development, so that the program has a
nongraded structure of organization;

6. shall set forth what subjects shall be taught in each grade, and outline the
basal and supplementary books on each subject to be used in each grade;

7. shall include a core curriculum for all students plus additional elective
curriculum choices to meet the varied needs and interests of students;
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8. shall establish a minimum length of the instructional day;

9. shall prescribe standards for student performance and promotion and may
consider appropriate levels at which remediation should begin; and

10. shall describe appropriate clasa size for each course required by the
standard course of study; staffing levels to support the standard course
of study, and may include minimum staffing for schools, regardless of
size, where such schools are determined to be essential to serve pupils
located in isolated geographic areas; minimum facility requirements for
the standard course of study; minimum material requirements for the
utandard course of study; and such other itiformation the Hoard finds
necessary to enable the General Assembly to allocate appropriate
resources to implement the plan."

*Includes only that portion of HB 1567 addressed by the p/iiti....tiLls_a_liartimy1E
for North Carolina's Public Schools, the Course
and the North Carolina Competeney7Based Curriculum.
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16 N AG 2E.0 03; -ARV CMRSE OF V Y: POLICIES

Definitions. As used n this Rule:
tandard Course of Study" meana the program a. couree work for
ch of the various aubjects taught in the elementary and
condary schools of the state, together with competency goals

and performance indiesturs, ag defined in (4) and (5) of thin
subsection, which have been adopted by the state board pursuant
to G. S. 115C-81 (a) and subsection (h) of this Rule.
"Curriculum guide" means a document prepared by the State
Department of Public Instruction for each subject or area of
study listed in the Standard Course of Study, including
suggestions as to ouitable instructional aids, textbooks and
_pplementary resources, learning experiences and teaching
ethods.

(3 ) "Course unit" means a minimum of 150 clock hours of
instruction. Short courses will be credited in an amount
corresponding to the fractional part of a total unit.

(4) "Competency goal-" means the end° toward which student learning
is directed.

(5) "Performance ind cators" Means quantitative measures of
progress toward competency goals.

(b) The state board ahall adopt and periodically review the Standard
Coerse of Study, upon recommendation of the State Superintendent and
pursuant to a public hearing and any changes the board deems appro-
priate. The Standard Course of Study shall be published by the
state board. Copies of the Standard Course of Study and the
curriculum guides may be obtained from the Department of Public
Instruction, 116 W. Edenton Street, Raleigh, N. C. 27611.
The Standard Course of Study shall include, at a minimum, a
kindergarten through 12th grade program of studies in the following

ea:

citizenship, including the social studies-economics iistory,
government, sociology and human relations;

(2) communications, including foreign languagee, educational media,
and all phaoes and applications of English-language arta;

(3) cultural arts, including the fine and performing arta,
recreation and avocations, addressed to both performance and
consumer objectives;

(4) healthful living, including personal and community health,
physical education, recreation, and safety;

(5) mathematica, including computational, problem solving, and
consumer skills and substantive advanced elective sequences;

(6) science, including the basic study of all living and nonliving
things as well as advanced elective sequences; and



(7) vocational, including n developmental design, moving from
occupational exploration in the middle grades, to selective
specialization in the senior high achool, ns net out in the
state Maater Plan for vocational education.

(d) The development of subject and course content in the study areas
listed In (c) of this Rule shall include, as appropriete fiA7.' the
various grade levele, the study of Americaniam, the government of
the State of North Carolina, the government of the United Staten,
fire prevention, harmful or illegal drugs including tobacco nnd
alcohol, and the free enterprise system.

(e) The Standard Courpo of Stndy Owil be impiemented in the kindergarten
through eighth grades through an appropriate developmental program in
each study area for individual pupila. Summer ochool for theee
grades is considered an integral part of the regular school term.
The Standard Course of Study shall be implemented in the 9th through
12th grades through a program of representative course offerings in
each study area.

(r) Graduation Requirements
(1) In addition to the requirements of 16 NCAC 2C.0702, students

graduating during or after the 1986-87 school year must
successfully complete 20 courses units in grades 9 through 12
to be graduated from high school. These course units must
include the following:
(A) four course units in English;
(II) two couree unita in mathematics;
(C) two course units in social studies; one unit in government

and economics, and one unit in United States history;
(D) two course units in acienee, one unit in a life science or

biology, and one unit in one of the physical sciences;
(E) one course unit in physical education and health;
(F) nine course units to be determined by the local education

agency. These may be undesignated electives or designated
from the study areas described in subsection (c) of this
Rule.

(2) Course work successfully completed in the ninth grade at a
school system where course units are not awarded in the ninth
grade shall be deemed to satisfy the requirements of (1) of
this subsection.

(3) Course work succesafully completed by students in grades 9
through 12 at a summer school session may be used to satisfy
the requirements of (1) of this subsection. Course units so
taken shall be earned in the aame manner as otherwise provided
in tills Rule, except that for students repeating courses in
summer school the principal shall determine the hours of
instruction required to be repeated.
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(4) Courøe work nuccessfully completed by studence In grades 9
theough 12 at an off-campun institution may be used to satisfy
the requirements of (1) of thin subsection. No high school may
approve enrollment in poot-secondary institutions during the
regular school year in excess ef five percent of its enrollment
in grades 10-12 except no approved by the State Board of
Education. Enrollment under thin policy in community college
institutions shall be in accordance with 16 NCAC 2E.0301.

History Noto Statutory Authority G. S. 115C-12(9)c; G. S. 115C-81(a);
Eff. February 1, 1976
Readopted Eff. Februnry 3, 1978;
Amended Rff. April 1, 1983; June 8, 1979
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APPENDIX C

COURSE REUIREHENTS FOR HIGU SCHOOL GRADUATION

Sub e

Engliuh

Mithcrnaticn

Social tudies unit in government and economics,
I unit in United Ste eu History)

un life sciqnce or biology,
in one of the phy ical seienPas)

Physical education rld health

Determined by the local education agency (these may be
unlodignated electives or designated in the study a
of citizenship, communications, the arts, healthful
living, mathematics, science, vocational education)

20 Total Course Units



APPENDI

NORTH CAROLINA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
NORTH CAROLINA SCHOLARS' PROGRAM

PLAN A

The North Carolina State Board of Education, believing that the succesti
of r State and Nation depends on the full developmett of our youth and chat
me students should be encouraged to pursue a well-balanced but more vigor_us

high school progrnm, In titutes n North Carolina Scholars' Program.

Beginning with the 1983-84 school year, students satisfactorily
completing requirements as identified by the State Board shall be named North
Carolina Scholars and receive special recognition by the State Board.

Program Area

Heti

Mathematics - Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra IT one beyond Algebra II

Science - BiologY, Chemistry, Physics (or in lieu of Physics, one
other advanced science)

Social Studies - U. S. History, Government/Economics, World Cultures
(P ior to 1987, U. S. History plus two elective units)

Foreign Languages - two levels of the same language

HeaIth, P. E.

Vocational Education

Arts Education

Electives - minimum of three

Additional Reoulrement

Units

4

4

3

2

22

Students muse have an overall four year grade average of 8 or its
equivalent as determined by the local board of education. Equivalency may be
determined by numerical grades or weighted grade point averages.



Reco6 nft ion

1. Students meeting all requirements for a North Caroltas Se olars -grareceive from the State Board of Education an appropriate seal of
recognition to be affixed to tho diploma.

2. Special recognition events should be held in the school and community tohonor the students and their parents. These should include appropriate,special recognition at graduation exercises.

The State of North Carolina as well as business and indust_y shouldco -ider awarding other special recognitiona to these students.

4. Colleges and universities should consider the North Carolina Scholars
achievement when making decisions concerning acceptance by their
institutions.

5. An identification of potentIal candidates for this achievement should bemade at the end of grade II. Candidates would include those students
who, after completing their selected senior courses with the designated
grade average, would be eligible for recognition. This identification ofcandidates would reinforce the students! efforts to achieve the
recognition and could also be included on their application forms and/ortranscripts to colleges and universities.
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NORTH CAROLINA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
NORTH CAROLINA SCHOLARS' PROGRAM

PLAN B

The North Carolina State Board of Education, believing that the succ
of our State and Nation depends on the full development Of our youth and
some students should be encouraged the pursue a well-balanced but more
vigorous high school program, institutes n North Carolina Scholars' Program
with toncentration in one or more program areas. In order to allow more
flexibility in the program, consideration should be given to the optional
sequence of courses listed below aS an alternative to Plan A.

Beginning with the 1983-84 school year, students satisfactorily
completing requirements US identified by the State Board shall be named North
Carolina Scholars and receive special recognition by the State Board.

Course Requirements_ _

Progra Area

nglish

Mathematics - Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra I

Science - Biology, Chemistry, Physics (or in lieu of Physics, one
other advanced science)

Social Studies - U. S. History, Government/Economics, one additional
social studies (Prior to 1987, U. S. History plus two
elective units)

Units

4

3

3

Foreign Languages - two levels of the same language 2

Health, P. E.

Vocational Education

Arts Education

Electives - minimum of four (concentrations may be selected as 4
listed below)
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Concentration0

Mathematics - at least one additional advanced unit (balance - 3 elec lies)

Science - at leant one additional advanced unit (balance - 3 electives)

Social StudIes least one additio 1 unit (balance - 3 iectives)

Foreign Languages - at least two additional units of the a -Jt lang ge
(balance 2 el ctives)

Health, P. E. - at least three additIonal unite (balance - 1 elective)

Arts Edu ation OS leest three additional units (b lance - 1 lective)

Vocational Education - at least three additional units (balance - 1 elect
Three of the minimum four units required for con-
centration in vocational education must be related
to the same vocational objective. Additional units may
be related to the same vocational objective or may be
in other vocational areas.

Stu ents must have an overall four year grade average of B or its
equivalent as determined by the local board of education. Equivalency may be
determined by numerical grades or weighted grade point averages.

Reeggaition

1. S udents meeting all requi ements for a North Carolina Scho
will receive from the State Board of Education an appropria
recognition to be affixed to the diploma.

a s' Program
e seal of

2. Special recognition events should be held in t e school and community to
honor the students and their parents. These should include appropriate,
special recognition at graduation exercises.

The State of North Carolina as ell as business and industry should
consider awarding other special recognitions to these students.

Colleges and universities should consider the North Carolina Scholars
achievement when making decisions concerning acceptance by their
institutions.

An identification of potential candidates for this achievement should be
made at the end of grade 11. Candidates would include those students
who, after completing their_selected senior courses with the designated
grade average, would be eligible for recognition. This identification of
candidates would reinforce the students' efforts to achieve the
recognition and could also be included on their applicatior forms and/or
transcripts to colleges and universities.



NORTH CARO

Grade el: 6

APPF TX E

NA COMPETENCY-BASED CURRICULUM

1.12212.1as

Competency Coal: 1. The learner
and how and wh these ch n

1 /Subject Arca:

kno

Stud /Knowledee

hane ovc

OBJECTTVE$
MEASURES

Identify changes which
have occurred in Europe
and/or the Soviet Union.

1.2 Identify the effect of
important changes which
have occurred in Europe
or the Soviet Union.

List changes which have occurred when
given an appropriate series of photo-
graphs depicting changes in ways of
living (dress, housing, work,
transportation, and entertainment)
in Europe and/or the Soviet Union.

1.1,2 Draw a picture depicting what s/he
believes to be the most significant
change to have taken place in Europe
or the Soviet Union; describe the
picture and explain her/his
reasoning aloud to the rest of the
class.

1.2.1 Place the examples in chronological
order when given appropriately
chosen examples of change in Europe
or the Soviet Union.

1.2.2 Match the changes to the resulting
effects and identify the country in
which each change/effect occurred
when given a list of changes and a
list of effects.

8
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APPENDIX F

'VESTING REQUIREMENTS

Annual TentingjTogram

The Annual Testing Program consists of ntandørdlzed tests in reading,
language arts, and math matiCs adminstetod at grades 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9.*
Beginning with science and social stu ies tests, other skills and subject
areas may be added to this program in the future.

ELtstztj...2aleiLi tjz

Phase_l: A atudent in grades 3! 6, or 8 who scores at or above the 25th
percentile (total battery) in the Annual Testing Program meets the State
otandard for promotion and must them meet local requirements. A ntudent who
scores at the 24th percentile or below enters phase two.**

Phase 2: In phase two, a student is tested for mastery of competencies
on a test developed by the State Board of Education. Students who demonstrate
mastery meet State requirements and then must meet local requirements. Students
who do not demonstrate mastery muat be retained or attend a State-supported
summer remediation program. Students attending the summer program will be
assesaed to determine whether they have mastered the minimum standards. Those
who demonstrate mastery will have met State standards and may be promoted if
they have also met local requirements. Those who have not demonstrated mastery
will be retained.

End of Course Testing

End of Course Testing is conducted at the secondary level in Algebra I
and biology. It is anticipated that up to 20 other courses may be added to
this program by the year 1990.

Minimum Competencx_Testim

Students in grade 11*** are tested for mastery of minimum competencies in
the areas of reading and mathematics. In order to graduate from high school,
students must receive a passing score on all areas of the Minimum Competency Test.

It is anticipated that testing will be moved from grade 9 to grade 8.

** The State standard will not apply to students already retained in the
same grade span or certIfied as trainable mentally handicapped, educable
mentally handicapped, or severely/profoundly mentally handicapped. Students
otherwise handicapped may also be exempted according to standards and procedu-
'developed by the State Board of Education.

It is anticipated that testing will be moved from grade 11 to grade 10.
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APPENDIX G

TEXTBOOK ADOPTION PROCESS IN NORTH CARO- NA*

The first step in the adoption of basic textbooks is the appointment of a
Textbook Comm±saion as set forth in G.S. II5C-87. The law provides that the
Textbook Commission shall be composed of fourteen members to be appointed by
the Governor upon the recommendation of the State Superintendent of Public
Inetruction. The law further prescribes that seven of the members shall be
outstanding teachers or principals in the elementary school grades, that five
shall be outstanding teachers or principals in the high school grades, and
that two shall be lay members, one of which shall be the parent of an
elementary school student, and one of which shall be the parent of a high
school student, with the added proviso that one of the members may be a county
or city superintendent.

The State Board of Education authorizes textbook adoptions aS set forth
in G.S. 115C-85 and 86. The State Superintendent notifies members of the
Textbook Commission that there is to be en adoption in a given subject area
areas. The State Superintendent also notifies all registered textbook
publishers of the adoption call and invites them to submit any materials they
would like to have considered.

Members of the Textbook Commission evaluate all textbooks offered for
adoption.

All books submitted ere viewed and evaluated wIthIn a frame of reference
determined by the State course of study. Pursuant to a call and prior to
reviewing materials, members of the Textbook Commission and the professional
staff of the Department of Public Instruction engage in a thorough overview of
the program of studies and develop a concise statement of philosophy, goals,
and objectives for the course or subject area under consideration. This
statement also reflects any changes or innovations in the program and takes
into account current trends and emphases stemming from sound, authoritative
research, and experimentation.

In the review and evaluation process each Commission member secures the
help of as many advisers es he or she may choose. The number will vary but
the usual practice has been for each member to select eight to twelve such
advisers. Special expertise in the subject area under consideration is the
main criterion in choosing advisers. Each Commission member tries to secure a
representative group including classroom teachers, college personnel,
supervisory and administrative personnel, and possibly laymen and students.

*From North Carolina State Ado.tedBasc Textbook Ra e gh, NC:
Division _of Textbooks, Controller a Office, Department of Public Education,
1984.

Sid
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When the review process in completed, each Commission memeer files a
written evaluation of every book submitted. These evaluation reports must be
signed by the member making the report and the Commission Chairman delivers
them to the State Superintendent who is also Secretary to the State Board of
Education. At the next meeting of the Board of Education, after evaluation
reports are filed, the membere of the Textbook Commission meet with the Board
for joint review and consideration of the reports. In the evaluation of basic
textbooks the members of the Commission do not concern themselves in any way
with the price of the book or ita physical features.

Following the joint session of the Textbook Comm _sion and the State
Board to consider the findings and recommendations of the Commission, the State
Board officially calls for sealed bids on those books which the Textbook
Commission found to be most appropriate for implementing the desired program
of instruction in North Carolina schools. Bids are customarily received on
five to eight books. At the next meeting or at another designated regular
meeting of the Board, the bids are opened and contracts awarded. Where
significant differences in the appropriateness of books were noted by the
Textbook Commission, the State Board traditionally has placed priority on
securing the best materials available.
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Suggentiona [or Additionn to or fli!VLuIon of the

North Carolina Com etensx:braisdarlimluE

1. Suggestion addition / / B. revision / / (p1eese check one)

2. Skills/Subject Ares:

3. Page Number:

addirion/k v n to: (plcant

Iniroduct ion

Competency Goal
Objective
Measure

SUCGEST 1ON:

ociu uuen. scene

Ve num

Number:
Number:
Number:

Naiue of person submitting suggestion:
Place of employment:

Employed as:
Address:

return this form to: Joseph B. Webb
Assistant State Superintendent

for Instructional Services
Education Building, Raleigh, NC 27611


